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This document is one of several intended to bring together
in a conveniently available form the resindecisions on the
objectives and policies of UNICEF. A compilation af selected
provisions from General Assembly and Econcmic and Social Council
resolutions setting forth the basic terms of reference of UNICEF
and the Executive Board co-operation tith other agencies in the
United Nations system, etc., is contained in document
E/ICEF/L.1282, January 1373. The full texts of General Assembly
and Economic and Social Council resolutions on UNICEF from the
inception of the Fund in 1946 through 1972 are given, in
chronological order;iridocument E/ICEF/Misc.175/Rev.1.
In addition to the broad general decisions on UNICEF made
by the Economic and Social Counci1 and the General Assembly, which
are reproduced in the documents mentioned above, a large number
of decisions on programes ,’financial and administrative matters
and Board procedures have been made by the Executive Board over
the years. The record of these is set forth in the reports of the
Executive Board. However, many of the Board reports, particularly
of earlier years, are not easily accessible; in any case, it
is useful to have these decisions compiled on a.subject basis.
This has been done in the present document for the years 196o
through 1973. An earlier similar compilation from the inception
of UNICEF through 1959, is contained in “M&jor trends in UNICEF
Programme Aid: Excerpts from UNICEF Executive Board Reports”,
document E/ICEF/337/Rev.2. This earlier document togetinerwith
the current document, taken together, provide information not
only on specific decisions taken by tbe Board but also on the
evolution of Board policies.
It is the intention of the Executive Director to update
from time to time both this document snd the one dealing with
resolutions on UNICEF by the Economic and Social Council and
the General Assembly.
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GSNERAL PROGRAMME POLICIES AND EMF+WES lNCLUl)lNG
PL4NNING FOR CHILDRF!N 111 N),TIo!W.L DEVEIX)ITJSN’I

June

15. Calling the Ihxwl’s attention to the increasigz
tfow of ptlblic mpitzl to developing comltries thra@]
Ji13teral xld nwitilatcml Chan),cls, tl]c Exect,(iYe D.
rector pointed ou! thnt the IYsmImcsof LUXJCKF x,-cm
increasing at a sJojYcr Jxtce tJw, were tJm total rcsrmrccs
available for the resistance of cJcwk,pi!tC countries.
Tbc assis!:mce ~iwl) by U X lCr;F was d]zl-ciore ml,]iu,q
tO Occlfpy 2 Snmllcr ,mrt of tllc field, x circt)t,)51al,cc
which could create either a prchlem or a], o]>i)(]rt,l,]ity.
16. It would lbcnecessary {m Li\-ICF.F to XJaJ]I
to the cJm)ging cuvironmmt,
“f7)is wxs all tJw nmrc
important 2s invcstmm,t i,) cl)ihlwl, whil. r~cox,,in<J
in tile abstrxc.t :,s rwfuiring as Itmch attention 2s illvc+
mcnt irl nat!,r;d Iwrm)-ccs, tcndd in prmticc to Irccviw
low priority in tbc f:w of more inmtcr!ix(c pr.ssurd
fordcwhpnmnt in tile
iucluxtkl
or othercmnmuic
~ields.
17, The prdimimry ,survey of the !Ieeck. of chiJdren
had prcsmltcxt a terrible picture 01 !vidqmmd sufferi,g
md priwtion.
Onc of the principk tasJ<s of UIWCEF
ilk the 1963’s should tJrwc(o
~-c be to demonstrate how
a reasomJ]le shwc of the greater resources availzbJe
for econcunic and social developn,rxt could be directed
to the welfare of children. The aim should be fuJ1.er
devclqmwnt of the country’s Imman as weJl as its
material resources.
18. One of dm most useful ways in which UNICEF
co.td direct its policy would k for it to encourage
countries, as they drew up compl-ehensive pJans for
sociaJ and economic cJevelopnlent, to il]corporatc in
them appmJ>rialc provision for the special mcds cd
children. \Vhere necessary, L’NICJ?F lmight a’ssist in
the formulatioll of the part of the larger plans designed
to meet the needs oi children.
19. The Excc,,tiw
Director belicwd ‘that .mmy
UNICEF
skdii mcmhers, trailled to cope witJt a wide
variety of problems h:iving. hrmd inq)limtions, were
well placed to provide (%vcrnmcnts
widl a type of
helJ) lhai N’as no: rczdily avzilablc elsewhere at the
currem time. Technical support would I,c supplied by
the United Xaticm. J3ureau of Social Affairs and the
relevant specialized agencies. These agencies were
thumclvm
eumum~in~
Gorermwms
to adopt mom
in the fields wid, which
comprcbensive prosramnws
the.y were coucerwd.
20. The JIxccutivc Director Jmintcd out that t!lc
sLmYcy of the needs of chi Jcfren kmcd
that many
c.omurim gave high priority to certain measures for
cJ1i!d welfare uot cowrml by cxi stin~ t?l]cs of UX ICI< F
zicJ. I Je rwcmmxmhxi (I KL;,
as pal-t <,f the nc,., approach,
the lkml-d should J,c prqmred tc, consi[J?r new tyI,cs
of aid l]rought to light by sul-~cys of child mecls iII
ttle recipicpt countries wflicll: in their ,-imv, had a hi:fl
J)riority and for !~bich pr:tctIG\J action wv fcnsiJdc-.
.,,

1961, E/IcEF/431

?2. “1”1,. Fxrc,ttiw
J)irw(,,r I><!iuwl !hxt II,. mnv
qqmmc+ would :ittmc( mom swum kn,:.,-term Kovcnmental support for UiVICEF-a. ided Jmogrammes within
the assisted countries. He also hclimcd that US [C1!F
might wel J k mare cJyn:unic i,: rai.. in:r dm rcsourcci
which an increased tempo of ,vod; would ,-cquire for
the futmc.
2.?. In the geucrd debate, mcmhers 0[ tbe l~xecut iv?.
Board warmly supported the :K,Y apprmcb mKJ its
basic premix tbzt eacJ> (k’ermnent
SI1OLIICJ
.ss?ss its
own priority uecds and devise its own stratc~y for
meeting tbmc needs in full krmwled~e of k- possibilities
of intcrm.timml assistance,
24. The Board endorsed tJ,e proposal that UNICEF
sJmuld k prepared to aicJ Governments: at d]cir rc(pwst,
in surveying chiJd [weds :md in plmmw to meet them
within the framr+vmk of their Jxoxkr
pru.grammes
for econonlic rind social clrvdopmmt. “flue was gmcrd
support for tJm proposal that lXICfX
shodcJ alloc:ttr
funds for that pL1rpOse.
25, The Board noted that many recipient Gownmelts had reconwwded
a broadcniw of the catexorics
of aid offered by U\’ICIX
ill ordm to emdde the Fund
to direct its aid to projects to which they grivc a high
priority amJ in which the opportunity
cxiskd
fo~
effective action. A number of members of the Board
and representatives
of techt>icaJ agmcies and I]om
gwernmenkd
organizations urged that SLXCiI
caWO~i~~
should meet not onJy the pbysicat needs of chilclren
and youth, but also their intellectual,, vocatimml and
emotional neecls.
26. At tJw same time, many members of the Board
were concerned that any broadmillg of cx:.cgorim of
aid shouJd not imply x cleparturc frml, typ~~ O! J~rOgrammcs proved by experience to constitu!c d! ?ctiw
ways of he!pilg developing countries IFm!- clelwti(,jl~
felt it was important that current cndmwurs
should
not be fra~menkd, or the resources of the Fund dissipated on too man? small or m,r,elated commitments
for uew types of a,d. Kc,,- acti~ittes should therefore
he u“dertahcm gradmdl:, and progressively x avaiJ::hlc
and as foreseeable resources Jmrmitted.
, .
27. Bemuse of the interdependence of children’s prol]lcms, considerable stress v’as placed o~ tbc value of
multi-purpose projects which mmbinccJ w-ma] related
J], ,,utritio!l,,
axricul
lured home
ctcmellk, such as Jxzdt
economics
e.x!cns
ian,smiaJ serwccs :w1 ccJucmiml. JII
some cou] ttrics such projects wme clevelopcd wilhin
community
dcvclopnwnt
lmgrmnnms.
\Vhilc
snch
projects usually required co-wlixmtirm of the wmk of
several rwvcmmcntcd
mi!)istries,
thtv also l-wuircd
,..
simplikd co-ordimtinn procedures amm],~ two m more
inte.rnation:,J .Scncies. lt was impon:mt to m,ntilmc
to secwc the technical approval of tJw rmponsiblt
agencies in order to ensure tbxt projmts sulm, iitcd to
the Board shoLIhl Contimlc to Jm tecbnimlly sot,n,l,
,’ . . .
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33. hknbers
of tbe Board recognized that the new
approach arising fromthe survey of needs would place
snd that
heavy demands on the skill ofUNICEF staff,,

considerable
experience,
imagination
andhitiatwe
would
he required
on their
partif they were to help countries
develop comprcbellsive
and integrated measures for
meeting the needs of their children and youth. Thk
for a strong field staff.
.
called
34. Tbe less developed countries would need trainecl
national staff to complete surveys and assess mexswx
for meeting their child needs. I>uri,~g the COUI-Wof
the .dehat e,, ?cpcakd emphasis was bud on the lack of
trained sta{i, which was regarded as one o{ the .walest
handicaps to the full development of services benefiting
children, and to the fullest useof awilah!c UXICEF
aid.In thk respect,
membersof tbeBoard welcomed
and endorsed the measures proposed by the. Executive
Director
and the technical agencies for incrcasil]y

UNICEF aidforthetraining
o{ n~tio,ml
personnel.
the hope that the greater
Lkrd members expressed
part of such aid would be devoted to national
schemes.

training

,..
49. In xcmrdawc
wit b the c!qcisim, t :tken I)y 1!>:
Executive lbmrd in Wrch
1960 ( 1</3336.l?/lC F [:/
39S, paras. 41-46), the fkcutivc
Llircctor bad cmsulted with beneficiary and other ~mrticipati,,g mum
tries, and the technical agencies conccrncd, to ascertain
the priwity ncwfs of cbddrm and dctert,,ine tl)e ticlds
in which UNICEF
might assist to the greatest adva,,taRe for l}lcir present :md ft,tu.e ,vcliare.
..
. . .
52. The E.xec”tive Director drav the mnclusicm
,tbat any acticm designed to meet the needs of children
should depend on the judgement of the Govrrnnwnt of
the country ccmcemed, based whenever possible upon a
comprebensivc natiomd sumey, as well as on the tccbnical justikti.m
and feasibility of the remedial nwa-

SLII-?S
proposed.
Such projects
shouldbe so plannedas
to form an integral part of the Govemmcnt’s m,cr.all
programmed of social and economic dcvclopn,mt, Tbe
identification of established needs and the possibilhy
the
of effective assistant
from UX lCEF wou!djustify

P,Ovk;Oll
0[ aidfortypesof proj?cts
notc,,,-cmd
bY
past policy.
53. IVhile this new approach to programming would
probably imwlw no radical change in the fields of
assistance, it would justify a gradual M pmgrc.ssiw
development of new types of UNICEF aid. .4id for
such projects would, of course, be subject m full examination and approval by the Executive Board,
...
asappro~c-d
bytheBoard,
56. The‘reco,,]lnet,datia,,s,
wereasfollmrs:

(2) The tcchnicat .gencie; in the Unitd .Val]ons
family,
the,m,ltil:atcra]
awl bilxteral
orga,iz+tions,
and
tbe voluntary
organizations
shouldbe reqursted
to
collaborate
i,l
suchsurveys.
(3) \Vlmrer.qllesled,
mskr.nccshould lx provi<!cd
to cnahle countrim to make mch surveys of child nmds
as they ma]- desire to undertake. , . .
“l”he ala
provicled by LTXlCEF could take. the form of supplies,
transport, local expenses, and international personnel.
. ..
surveys
60. ‘he offer of UNICEF aidfornational
should encourage Governmmts to assess their own children’s needs av]d wou!d create an incentive for relating
those nerds to their over-all plain for social and economic
developmmt.
61. The New approachwas alsowelcomed because
it took into account the variation in newls from couutry
to country, recognizing that no one fixed pattern of
assistance was uniwrsally applicable. The greater flexibility in pro~rammin~
pcxmilted would facilitate a
intonew
cautious extension of UNICEF assistance

fields.
62. hlorcover,
the formulation
of integrated
programmedto meetchild
needsshouldattract
a Sreatcr
volume of internatiotnl aid for tbcse purposes, in both
relative and absolute terms. It was stressed that investment in child health, education and !wlfavc would ultimately produce returns out of all proportion to the
assistance Ixovided.

ordi, mt i~t~~:,rr,,, !:..(:,),{,,,l., ?(I :,.. to ellslIr< iull i,um:,>,l
iulqr:tt m,] d cl,ild wdinw
pr(1gr11,,,,,c5, Ah b,, L,g],
UX lCIZl:1)+ would ,Iotbe (Iqw,)denl
upm, 5LIL’]1
wrangcmmts
bei,,~ mad? it] each assiskd country, il
was wcognimxl that adequate co-ordimtiou would assist
both tbc recil,ic,,t country aml Uh’ ICEF to dclme arms
within the frmj,c,vorl: of a co,,nlry$~ over.a]l ~~OT]Ol,]i~
couldIbc
and soci,al ol,jcctivcs i~, wl~icb U.kICI;F:!;J
ofthe ~rcatcst bc]p.
67, \\ritb v+wt
to collaboration with otkr agcncics
. ..
the Executive
Director was
requested to maintain full co-operation with the technical
Wlci?s
cOl>c~rX,edilk order lhat tlke aid provided by
each ageucy should mntributc to the gre~tcst possible
benefit of the rccipimt countries. For this rmson the
view was expressed that it would be desirdde
to
to participate
in comltry
invite TAB rcpmsentativcs
co-orclination should
surveys,
Fuitbemore,
apprcqniatc
he maintained with hilatemd progranunes of assistance,

(l) Rcceivi,,g
Govm,mwntssbo”ldb. advised
that
UIfICEF is pmpwcd to usist tbe~u, in co-operation
will] tbr. tcdmic:d agcncim, to surwy the needs of tkir
children and to plim pm~rammcs. witbiu the iramewor!+
of their economic and social dcwkqmmut plans, desi~ned
to meet ,cbildrcm>. uecds considered to b. of high
priority ‘and for which effective action is possi!ile.

/ ...
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69: ...
In geueral, delegation cousidere<l
{ofz minimum 0{ internatio!lal personnel
it prcferahle
to be provided for the dirwtion of national surveys to
enable Govemmtwts to carry m the smvqs !~ith their
mm local experts or, iu appropriate cases, to facilitate
i,l-scw ice trai,, i,q of local experts. It ,vas gylerali,j
understood that UNICEF assistance for surveys coukf
take various forms, and that it ivmdd be the prcmgatiw
of Gowromcnts to choose the fozms best suited to their
own plr(iculw circumstances,
70. \\’ith respect to broadening the ,ange of UNICEF

...

?3. The examples of new or extended fields for
UNICEF
aid considered of high priority by Governments (see paragraphs 70-71 ) are as follows:
(a)

Broad social services

(i) Aid for the establishment or exp.msion of various types of social services within the framework of
family set-vices and directed towards the specific child
nwds within each community;
Aid to progmmmes of rural and urban community
development, with speci?l reference to programmed of
environmental
sanitation and housing;
aid
...
theoriginal
:-eco,,l~,,e,,datio~)
ofthe~xecutive
~ircctor
had irlc]llded a ]ist 0{ possible
(ii) Extension of training programrnes for social
ncw or exteridxj fields for p+xsib]e UATICIZF assistance
services at three levefs:
Imsecf on the m+lies fmnidwd hy Governments pursuant
hfulti-purpme
workers at the village level;
to the 13xecutivc Director’s consultatimm witi% them. It
Persons occupying key paitions;
was qyced thol the list should be regarded m ilhlsSpecialized persomwl for training of social workers
trative of the various possible ncw types of aid which
or for field operations;
Govemnvmts Iw[icved would reflect more ~ccl,rate]~,
their priority needs. TIIE Board noted tfmt uid of the
t~pes listed mi@t lbe requcslcd by Govermncnts, parof cmmprehcnsive
ticularly as a rcstdt of thefindio~s
surveys of child IMYX3S,
and in thtt event, thrx woukl
mme bc[ore tbc Programmc Commhtec Imder its norrn:d
t![>cs
of aidN.O1l]<l
IIIXbe
]mxccltlrcs. Since the IIC.W
hmcd U1)ONcstnblishcd critcri:, of the fkmrd, it xyas
su~ges!cd that fktvenmlm!ts sbotxkl he in fonnrd that the
apI\r~~:li of the J’ro.gramme Committee ~OUld ,,ot I,e
mtrcqwtcd to the .S.IUWdc,qrw m in the case of pmjccts
Ll]ling tmdrr jnnre clcody rs!:lhli+xl
criteria of tht
ofncw or vxtv:clt.d
Iypcs
0[n~~k conlkm:d. ‘rhcIisk
t>i, wd i,, pxrnKr:tJ)lt 73 Ibcl,,,v.
71. The lhmvd was in agrmmcnt, i,, this rmpcct,
th:tt assiskmcc to projects bcncbitil)~ chiklrcn need not
to UNICEF’S pastfields
of activity,
k+.
lx restricted

thattheExecutive
Director
shouldbc permhtcdflexibility
inproposing
thenew typs of aidsuchas those
listed
h para~r:q)h
73 ill
cases
whererecipient
countrks
gavehigh priority to such assistance, New activities,
however, should uot be undertaken at the expense Of
activities that were being carried out successfully. nOr
should they result in fragmentation or dissipation of
UNICEF
rcso,,rces and personnel.
A:IY new tYPeOf
project would, like currently aided types ,of projects,
require the endorsement of the appropriate co-operating
technical
agencytothe effect that the request was technically justifiable
find its proposed implementation
technically sound. Sotue representatives preferred that
any broadening of the SCOIX of UNICEF aid should
be put forward within the context of a co-ordinated
a
country child welfare policy and shouldnotinvOlve

sfift
ofUNICEF resources
toactivhks
thatweremow
properIy
theresponsibility
oftbespecialized
agencies.

(iii) Aid to progr~mmes for abandom’?d chi!dnm;
(iv) Aid in establishing a legal status for protection
of tbe chdd, with special reference to the cstablisbment
or extension of a birth registration service that will give
each child a legal identity at birih and permit it later
to enjoy full rights at the family, city and rmtiomd level;
(v) Extension of aid for handicapped children.
(b) P@mratio>t of the child for oduft life
(i) Certain aspects of elementary edudon;
Training of ilormal school instructors;
Teacher training;
Traininz of home economics instructors;
(ii) C.rtain aspects of agricultural education (nutrition, production at vill:,qe level) ;
Training of agricultural! cxtemion service agents.
(iii ) Certain aspects of vocztiomd training for varimIs occupations ( handicrafts zmd imfus
try)
;
Prcparltion
of pilot plojvcts fm Yocxtioml trzinil),g
~?rogr.xnmcs ill rural areas for children of rural inhalw
ta!lts ~vhere land and agricultural facilities may be in
short snpply;
Trainiwz of extension service workers.
For these ‘three types of operations, aid could be considered for:
Ilquippit,g centrts for teacher training and for vocational schools;
Equipping field. +nonstmtion
and trainil!g centres
and areas;
Production of schcml materials and teaching aids;
Aid in the form of honoraria, stipends, teaching
grants, etc.
(iv) Aid to pilot youth centres, including:
A vocational guidance section;
A section to prepare youth for certain occupations,
and to give refresher ‘courses for young workers;
Labour protection of youth.
(v) Multi-purpse
dernonstratio”
programmed covering a number of practical activities.
/ ...
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8. A report
on children
innational
development
was
submitted
to tbe Board by the Executive
Di~ector
(EIICEF1448
and Corr.l);
thiscontained
a series
of
recommendations
foraction
by theBoard.Ittookas
itsmain premisethebelief
thatself-sustaining
8rowth
ineconomic,
no less
thansocial,
development,
depended
upon thequality
ofthecominggencradons,
particularly
theircapacity
forproductive
work,theiradapta.bilhy
life required by indtWrialitothenewformsofcommunity
,zation, and the number of leaders they would produce
for the extension of the development process. Thm the
flow of a sufficient number of adequately prepared
intothechanging
sectors
oftheeconomy
young people

,.

shouldbe considered
a fundamental
aspect
ofplanning.
had imiuded
Thusfar,
however,
fewdeveloping
countries
in their plans a review of the needs of their children in
addition to their plans for the different departments,
nor did they have a declared policy for their benefit.

In nmm,.cvtiat:ks
thetimeappcawdripetoassess
the
...
.
exicid
k, w.,...2mow p!ogrmznss~f:~::%~h~!dfc~
supported
and complemented
one another
md to consider
how more effective
plansmightbe evolved
where
needed.
The objectke
mightbe a comprehensive
plan
wherethisfitted
in withthe general
practice
of the
it might deal with problems
country.
More modestly
requiring
lines.
e

.

●
—

action

both within and across departmental

9. The Exectttivc Director believed that the followine
points especially needed to be borne in mind:
(a) Tbe various aspects of planning with a view to
developing the capacities of the growing generation were
normally tbe concern of the functional ministries responsible for education, health, agriculture (in relation
to nutrition), social welfare, labour, and community
development where it existed as a separate department.
(b) There were many important
problems which
could not be dealt with adequately by functional ministries
working separately. Moreover, there were often a multitude of indepmdent
services affecting the child, and
insufficient joint planning to provide a coherent child
development policy, Departmental
actions, and those
of private agencies as well, needed to bc supplemented
by a review of their etTect on children’s problems requiring an inter-disciplinary
approach (for example, nutrition, urbanization,
and community development); and
also on children as they passed from one stage of developmcnt to another (for exantplc, pre-school children and
those leaving school at an early age might be especially
neglected groups). EKective inter-ministerial co-ordin;ition
was mcessary when joint action was required to ensure
that programmed should not be developed in isolation.
In this connexiotr it was necessary to bring non-wvernmental agencies and experts into tbe pla;ning ~rocess
in an appropriate way.
(c) Assistance given through multinational and biia.
teral ‘schemes, vastly greater in volume than that given
through United Nations channels, was growing in importance each year. Tbe policies which those schemes
followed with regard to social problems and the improve.
ment of the condition of children were obviously of
great significance.

(d) What a country can do for its children is limited
by its economic and social progress. It would, however,
be misleading, in making development decisions, 10
consider the economic and social aspects of development
mainly as alternatives; rather they should be viewed
as complementary
and should be reconciled. Persons
concerned with social progress might often best approach
their god by giving immediate priority to those social
programmcs that contributed most directly to economic
development.
It is equally important
for economic
planners and others conccmed primarily with economic
progress to recognize the importance of children and
youth in the investment required in the human resources
to achieve self-sustaining development.
.. .
Declaration on Boardpolicy

12.The Executive fkmrd cnygcd in an extended
excbangc of views on lbc subjccl gcncmlly. It concluded
that it would be useful for tbc Economic zmd Social
Council to have for consideration
at its thirty-fourth
session, when it discussed the United Nations Development Decade, a consensus of the Board’s views in
connex ion with planning for children and youth as part
of the investment in human resources. Accordingly it
which it requested
adopted the following Declaration,
the Secretary-General
to bring to the attention of the
Council at the thirty-fourth session:
DECLARATION
ONA LONG.TERM
POLICY
FORCHILDREN
lNRELATION

TOTHEDEVELOPMEN
rDECADE
Itisrecognized that the development of children is m essential
step in the devclowxe.t o{ people and therefore in the dcvclopmcnt
of countries. Pmvisio” of facilhies for promoting health and
preventing hunger is, however, not enough. Children must h
regarded as future citizens, who will later be responsible for their
cmmtt’y’s lxogress and well-being, as well m individuals entitled
to certain basic rights and privileges embodied in the Declaration
of the Righ!s of the Child unanimously adopted by tbc United
Nations General Assembly in 1959 (Gcnwal Assembly resolution
1386 (XIV)). These rights and Privilcz.s must be acc.xnpanied by
the recognition of certain responsibilities by the children and young
people themselves.
Sccid progress, within which these rights and responsibifhies
can be recognized and advanced, de~ends in h. main upon sccial
adjustment and incrcased econom i. prosperity, which can b.
achkved only on the basis of the full utilization of all human and
mwurat resources. Consequently economic and social progress
are inseparable complements of each other.

The recmf reoricnf.ficmof UNICEFpolicy
From its eartiest responsibithies as a post-war emergency organization, thrcmgh its phase of helping mothers and children in .Ibe
developing countries in limited fields, UNICEF, in association with
the specialized agencies and the United Nations Bureau of Smial
Ai?airs, ho.! now broadened tbe basis of its assistance so that
co.mries may receive aid for tirogmmmes directed towards atl aspects of th.tt children’s dev.lopm.nl — physical, mental, social —
a“d for preparing young people for their full adult respormihilities.
This evolution was nmrk.d by the preparation in 1961, with the
assistance of the technical agencies. of the report on the needs of
chtldren (E/ICEF/410 and addenda) and its adoption by the
UNICEF Executive Board as the basis for future development
into wider and more compreh.ns iv. fields of work.
/ . . .

-6This reorientation
haskeen
rendered
all
themoreessential
bynew
whtch make assistance to chOd and family
.“ddeveloping
factors

Inrewalionalmeasures

life increasingly necessary. Such factors are the rapid increase in
population, the breakdown of old traditions and cultures, and the
rising tide of industrialization. which leads to a“ .Yer increasing
from rural to urban conditions that are all too
mioation of people
oft.” detrimental to heahh, s.xial welfare, and moral standards.
Therefore help for children and young people cannot be regarded
m an isolated field of work: if must be relokd to lb. improvemenf

Full co.operatim should fw ewur.d by the r~ipient Govemnw”fs between multinational a“d bilateral prograrnrnm for be.+
filing the co”ditio”% of children a“d for e.suri”g the i“cl”sio” of
assistance to this e“d in their resrxctiw plans covering wider
economic and smial objectives.
Co.opemt i.” is equally necessary between intmnatiomd orgatdmtiom, iml”dh~
UNICEF, amongst themselves and .1s. with /
the regional ec.”omit commissions, economic developrne”t imti.
lutes, and nomgovermmntnl bodies, both at tbe i“lermtioml a“d
at the loml 1.,.1. in the prqmrati.n of rnms.rm dcsigmd t. raise
standards of child welfare and in the i“clmion of such measures
i“ all plans and programnw of development which they may L-e

of ...d)li..j

i. tb. f.mily. fhe .Om.,..ity and th. ..ti...

Irttegr.tim of plansfor improv;nzchild weLf.reWo
n.riomd proxrammes
Proposalsfor long-term improvement in the conditions of children
and young PCOPI. i. the context of their family tire will b-$ most
effective if integrated into over-all national programmed.
National measures to improve the ccmditicm of childrm are
distributed over . number of fields — hmlth, ed.caticm, social
wclf:, rc. labouv, housins, ind.stry, agricult. m, fimmce, etc.
Th. effective mobilization of all such measures t. help the risin~
generation ..11s for co-ordination m the national as well as .1 the
intcmat ional level.

Tb. opportu,zilie,prese,,!edbylb. U“bedNoliom Deve/opmeIIIDecade
The “ew impetus m raise cco”omic and scci.1 standards during
the United Nations Development Decade or the 1961Yswill provide
an opportunity for increased help to children within the wider
framework of over-all programmed.
Help in such . context will enable full recog”itio” to be given
to the special nmds of children m f“t.re citizens of their countries
a“d of the world, From their ranks will be draw” the workem of
th. .f”ture, including the leaders, ad”,inislrators, technicians,
i“dustri.lists and farmers.
UNICEF is co”vi.ced that, in co-operation with other members
of the United Nations family, it ca” play a vital part i. assisting
Governments to strive to achieve It Icast the degree of advanct
towards self-sustai”cd economic growth and social progress cafled
for by the United N.tio”s Ge”eml Assembly i“ its resolution
1710 (XWl of 19 December 1961.

N.

fiomd
measures

When national development plans exist or are i“ course of
preparaf i... Provision sh..ld ~ mad. for me=.res t. improve the
condition of children and young people with>. such a wider framework, Where such p].”, h,”. not kc” formulated, Gov’x’IImc”ts
sbo.ld endeavor to asscciate their efforts to ireprove economic
and sccial development into comprehensive proposals in which
the interests of ciildr.” a“d family fife are take” into full account.
To achieve such objectives cc-ardi”atio”
at the nation.1 lewd
toadopt
differenf
forms
is necessary. Dit%mt countries may wish
based o“ their own conditions and
ofco-ordinaling
mechanism
needs. W ilhin this framework .Ktldr.nk interests should be included.
All possible measures should be taken i“ programming a mum
try’s future development to maintain and promote active, healthy,
prosperous rwal a“d urban communities and also to ensure that
industrialization a.d urbanitition shall not create conditions
i“imicable to child welfare arisin~ o“t of unsatisfactory housing,
unsanitary surm”nd ings and the disintegrateion of family life.
Recognizing that all progress ultimately depends upon the
energetic a“d e“fightmcd s“pporl of the people themselves, the
education of the public should be continuously purmed to .mph&size
the importanc$ of the child and the .ecemity of promcdi”g fhe wellbeing of children in all national programmcs of economic and
sccial deveIopmenL

Q
,

Pr.molin%

~

In association with the specialized agemies, the United Nations
Bureau of Social Aflairs md other members of the Uni(cd Nations
family, UNICEF will provide assistance to Govcrnmm(s for
st.dying the reeds of child..” and for preparing suitable concrete
proposals for incorporation in long-term dcvdopment plans.
As a cardinal and increasing fcalure of its activities a“d in
furtherance of its co.opcrat ion with other membm of the U“iled
Nations family, UNICEF will encourage and prow.. aid for the
training, nationally and internationally, of administrators, and
of professional auxiliary and mulli-purpose workers i“ all fields
of service for children.
With the object of providing a wider ““dcrstanding and i“crcasing
support for work on behalf of ch)ldren and ycmng woPle, UNICEF
will continue and reinforce its educational a“d publicity activities,
i. association with all interested natio”d and international bodks.
Throughout tbe years of the U“iled Nations Development
Decade UNICEF will energetically press forward to the limits
of its resources in pronmti”g the foresoi.g policies and activities,
which aim at pmmoti”g child welfare w-vices as a vital aspect of
economic and sccial progress.
It mmt not, however, be forgotten that this immediate Dcvelopby succeedhg decades in which
mcnt Decade will be followed
cf%w’fs for the promotion of child wdfare must continuously be
strengthemd — partly because th. rapid immase i“ pop”l.tion
may otherwise outstrip economic and scci.1 progress, and partly
because the basic righls of children must be more and more uni-,
vcrsally recognized.

.
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A id for country planning and progrmnme development

24. InJune1961UNICEF allocated
a sum ofS1OO,OOO
to helpcountries
whh surveys
and planning
to meet
needs, It also ollocat.ed, first in 1960 and again
children’s
in 1961, a sum
. . .
to help countries develop
individual projects. Since the two types of aid shaded
into each other the Board decided to consolidate them
into one interregional allocation for “country planning
and programme development”.

.

Relations w;rh regional economic commissions

:U

25. The Board decided that it would be desirable for
UNICEF to enter into closer relations with the regional
economic commissions, especially in relation to their
growing advisory services for national development
planning.

*
/ ...

-7Economic development institutes

Re/aticms with non-governmental organizations

26. The Board believed that it was important for
officials of planning bodies and ministries of finance
who were receiving training in development planning
to have included in that training an appreciation of (a)
the social aspects of development as they a17ect children
and youth. and [b) the values of and opportunities for
investment in cbiidren anti youth. Furiher, iheBoard
would
hopedthatfacflhies
forthetraining
ofplanners
also be given to departments
serving children more
directly (such as those of healt~, education, social welfare, and community developtmmt). Many of the problems
affecting children involved a number of disciplines and
it would be useful to increase the understanding, on the
part of planners, of such problems and of the need for
inter-~ epartmental action.
27. The Board therefore authorized the Executive
Director to approach the economic development institutes through the appropriate United Nations channels
with the suggestion that they include problems relating
to children and youth in their general training, and that
training programmed be available for officials in departments whose work had a particular bearing on the development and welfare of children. Tbe Board decided
in principle to offer assistance, if required, to enable
officials of such departments to take suitable training.
Similar aid could also be made available to training
institutes created by other agencies and hy governments.
28. As the institutes or the regional economic commissions would be sending out advisory teams to help
Governments with economic and social planning, the
Board expressed the hope that these teams would include
a member concerned with aspects of planning relating
to the development and welfare of cbildrcn. UNICEF
was ready to offer the participation of a staff member
or consultant in such teams during an appropriate stage
of their work.
Tbe promotion by other Uniied Notions agencies
planning forchildren’s development

of

29. The Board requested the Executive Director to
take such initiative as he deemed appropriate
with
other United Nations agencies (including the Special
Fund and the International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development) in order to ensure that in relevant
aspects of their activities greater attention was given
to a systematic review of the needs of young people.
Relations with rmd[imztiond and bilateral aid
30. Recognizing the large volume of m~ltinational and
bilateral aid that was being directed to developing countries, the Board believed it advisable for the Executive
Director to expand his ccmtacts with those sources of
multinational
and bilsteral aid, including non-govern.
mental agencies, that could appropriately offer assistance
for children. Moreover, UNICEF national committees
in developed countries might be invited to take an active
interest in the forms of aid going from their country to
developing countries in so far as children were concerned.

31. The Board invited the international non-govern.
mental organizations
having consultative status with
UNICEF, through their constituent societies in the economically advanced countries, to examine the oppor.
tunities for developing a greater interest in children’s
needs in bilateral aid programmed. In this connexion
twenty-six international
non-~ overnmenlal agencies in
ajoiul stalement to the Bo~l-d (EjICEl:/NGO/77 /Rev. i)
:!zded th:: (c) th~ .,.,.:”.!I ~r,c~.t;::g: $l.;r ~la;;oi, a:
affiliates in the economically advanced countries to
explore with their Governments
the possibilities of
strengthening their bllatcral and multinational programmed in relation to services for children and youth and
(b) yheywould,as opportunity otTered, encourage their
atlbates and other non-governmental
organizations in
the developing countries to confer together as to how
they could best influence and participate in national
planning for children and youth in their countries. They
also expressed the hope that more Governments would
look to non-governmental
organizations as a possible
source of assistance,
Orientation of UNICEF assistance policies
32. The Board endorsed the orientation of assistance
policies set forth below in sub-paragraphs
(a) to (e).
This was designed to obtain the greatest Io”g.term
benefit for children and youth bycncouraging
aregdar
consideration of their needs as part of over-all national
planning and of departmental operations. A fundamental
step in this direction uas taken in June 1961 when the
Board laiddown the policy of helping forward the
possibilities of action relating to the main problems
ofchildren ineachcountry,
even ifsomcof tbc programmes concerned were not of a type formerly assisted by
UNICEF.
(a) Thepractice
ofmaking commitments for a period
of years, to bc implemented
by annual’ allocations,
opens additional possibilities for furthering projects that
form part of the country’s development plan. It may
therefore be useful increasingly to make commitments
for the country’s planning period, usually five years.
(b) Ifassisted projects aretobave
tllc maximum longterm elTect, they should contribute to the growth of
set’vices within tbe country that will develop and benefit
children. To do this immediately they need to be importantenough
to command attention at the policy-making
or cabinet level. More of the projects assisted hy
UNICEF should be in this category. Of course, small
projects with agrowth potential also nlerit support: for
example, training projects, pilot projects and projects that
should be encouraged to evolve into national policy.
(c) Each country needs to undertake some projects
that are hwge enough to oPier scope to nationa] personnel
for planning and executive decision. The shortage of
executive and administrative personnel is one of the
main obstacles to future development. Practice is an
essential part of the training of such personnel, Leaders
for new endeavors — people who will enable the country
to solve its own problems—
often come out of growth
sectors of the country’s national fife. The creation of
growth sectors in the social field, particularly those
/ ...
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34. As regards contacts
with multinational
and
bilateral agencies (see paras. 9 (c) and 30), a nmtter
which, it was generally felt, would increase in importance
in the future, the hope was expressed that they would
is one of the reasons why stress is so often laid on the
not lead to complicated
procedures.
Emphasis was
importance of getting programmed under way or, more
placed on tbe importance of the role which United
broadly, of initiating the process, of social change,
Nations resident representatives could play with regard
to co-ordination at the country level and securing recogni(d) Since many of the countries which UNICEF is
tion of the value of services for young people in develophclpillg are receiving multinational and bilateral aid on
a :C.IIC :2: hu,.cmi ::,c pmsitiiitks
Gf ii-,tci-mtionalment planning as well as of the possibilities of UNICEF
aidas an integral part of the country’s development
organizations,
UNICEF shouldshapeitsstrategy
it
pkogramme. The view was also expressed that, in inviting
relation
tothis
situation,
UNICEF may takea problem
relating
to children
thatis neglected by bilateral aid,
multinational
and bilateral agencies to give greater
consideration to children’s needs, UNICEF should not
and help it on a similar. stale. Sometimes it may appear
relinquish its own unique possibilities, which would
~PPrOPriatc tO nurture the beginnings of a project mtil
If becomes importam mmtgb for bilateral aid on a
be enhanced if its resources were increased.
national scale. Sometimes UNICEF may helpa country
concerning
children, should be oneofthe
main objectives
of UNICEF.
Pilot
and demonstration
pro@ts
are
usually related to technical methods;
larger projects are
needed to give executive experience in operations. This

—

~
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to extendthescopeof a bikiterally+tidcd
project
by
addingtoitaspects
relating
tochildren.
(e)Thepolfcyoutlined
abovewouldfnvolvea!]
increase
h tbenumbe roflarge
rprc,jectssubmkted
totbeBoard.
Thisin turn would rcq”irc an increase in the level of
contributions
to UNICEF witbin the next few years.
On the administrative side, there are some advantages
in handling larger projects. The time required for careful
preparation is more acceptable. Consdta”ts can be made
available to countries, if required, for help in preparation
of the projects and also in their execution without
excessive overhead expenses. Both the allocation nmde
by the Board for project preparation and the administra.
tive and operational services budget of UNICEF would
be drawn on, as appropriate, to make this possible.

33. Whiletheenlphasis
011larger
and more ccmlprehcnsive projects as set forth in (c) and (d) above received
general support, several representatives cautiontd that
the door should always be kept open for the. smaller
kind of project which frequently had a value out of all
proportion
to its size. Tbe view was expressed that,
since bilateral programmed tended to favour very large
projects, a special effort was needed by such international
organizations
as UNICEF
to ensure that assistance
should be forthcoming to meet less spectacular but
equally urgent needs. Moreover, there were some small
countries which were seriously in, need of outside assistance but which were not in a position to prepare and
support large projects; their requirements were therefore
best served by undertakings
on a smaller scale. It
was necessary to avoid a situation in which the
larger developing countries, because of their greater
administrative
and financial resources, would come
to absorb a disproportionate
share of the help that
UNICEF could provide.

,.:

c
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-9June 1964, E/ICEF/500
fiellagio round t.abl~~
15. The Boa~d had before it for its information an interim report on a roundtnble conference on children and youth in development planr.ingheld at Bell?gio,
Italy, from 1 to 7 April.1964, and engaged in a preliminary aiscussiOn Of the
conclusions it con’cained.
... ‘S’he
conference, vhich had been sponsored by UNICEF
in co-operation with the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs
and the specialized agencies, had provided an opportunity fcr leading economists
and planners as well as experts on children’s problems to examine how best ,to
take account of the needs cf children and youth in economic and social planning
in developing countries.
16.
...
A major conclusion of the conference was that the Gover~ent~ of
developing co,.nfcries
should formulde long-term national policies for children
and you<:!].

17. The discussions at the conference had clearly revealed that, in develo~ment planning, more systematic attention should be paid to all aspects involving
chfldren and young people. At the same time the conference had concluded that it
would be neither desirable nor justifiable to have a separate sector for children
in national development plans. The conference had nevertheless underlined the
importance of the interaction of measures taken in the different.sectors.
In
addition, the conference had considered it essentiel for Governments, in order to
develop the most effective over-all policy, to keep under constant review the
policy approaches in the various planning sectors affecting children. The
cor~erence had suggested thu.tplanning for the needs of children should be coordinated at the inter-ministerial level and in the planning commissions, and
recommended the establishment of national groups, composed of governmental and
non-governmental leaders, to help in the formulation of an appropriate national
policy. Co-ordination could also be strengthened if, on the one hand, planners
were given a basic knowledge of the problems facing children and youth, and, on
the other, the organizers of services affecting children and youth were given a
b:>sicknowledge of plmninG methods.
June 1964, E/ICEF/500
...
35. ... Some of tht rain ideas which euer6eclifiths Directors’ statements and in
the discussion of them by the Cwunittee snd the Board may be summarized as follows:
(~) The d.iscrepancybetween childrenls needs and the resources available
to meet them is enormous.
(Q) one contribution tO the solution of this problem would be for
C0UniFle3 to establish priorities conforming to local needs and possibjlitie~
of action. It is for Governments to decide the extent to which they should
seek to concentrate aid on a few main problems or use it for balanced
development in a number of fields.
(s) Countries shOuld be more actively encouraged to undertake
comprehensive surveys of the whole range of needs of their children and youth
in order to ensure that these needs will be considered in thefi pl~ning
processes and that appr+ri.ate priorities will be established.
(q.) UNICEF staff, in co-operation with the staff of technical agencies
the United Nations family, have a useful role to play in encouraging
careful planning and project selection, wherever possible in relation to the
national development progmnune.
in

/ ...
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(g) An important feature of many UN\CEF-aided projects is the
increasing emphasis on the training of pe~aOnnel t~Ough natiOnal ~d regiOnal
training schemes. Training should be encouraged for all categories of
personnel: planning and.directing; teachi!ngand.professional; auxiliary and
volunteer.
(~) !%oreattention should be given {o finding the ways in which countries
that receive aid.can share with other rec~ivir?gccuntries the lessons learned.
frcm the difficulties and.successes they have had in developing certain types
of programmes.
,.

(g) Countries continue to be intere~ted chiefly in aid.for health and
nutrition. There is, however, an increasing interest on the part of
Governments in seeking UNICEF aid for education, especially teacher training
with emphasis on the practical content of]ed.ucatiOn,including health ad
nutrition. There is also a tendency for yore projects to be comprehensive
in scope, combining or closely associating several related activities.
I
(~) Wherever possikie, it is desir~~le that projects should.be
planned so that they are capable of hecom~g national in scope. They may
be of a pilot character, which will help the country to work out measures
that can later be carried.out on a largerIscale.

.

(>) The effectiveness of projects i$ greatly enhanced if the support
of voluntary agencies and community lead.e~scan be enlisted.
(~)

In line with the decision of th~ Board in January 196k,... an effort
for evaluation in the plan of
operation formulated for each project.

is being made to include specific provisi&s

(>) Also in line with the Boardts ~iews, reiterated.at the January 1964
session,... UNICEF is beginning to be mor~ active in seeking co-operation with
multi-national and bilateral agencies in ,aposition to help children. This
should help to ensure that all available resources are used.to maximum effect
and.should.also enlist the support of the~,
various sources of external aid.in
making improvement of the condition of child.renand youth a major long-term
goal of general development.
I
(~) UNICEF field.representatives s~ould have the widest possible
knowledge of the problems of children in the countries in which they se~ve,
so that they can outline projects which will attract support from multilateral,
bilateral and.non-governmental sources o? aid..
,.

/ .,,
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June 1965, - E/ICEF/528/Rev.1

74. r~e Executive RoarQ@... reiterated and confirmed its Policy that in giving
possible
attention
to the most effective use of UNICEF aid, the
the greatest
following elements should be stressed:
(i) The necessity of helping countries to develop the basic services
which benefit children and to concentrate on priority progrsnunes
directed at the main problems of their children;
(ii) The need to include training as an essential element in progrsmes;
(iii) The importance imder such an approach of directing greater efforts to
the preparation of projects;
(iv) The fact that while the emphasis would be on larger and more
comprehensive projects, other projects having government prior?.ty
which were of a pilot or experimental nature, or had a prcmising
growth potential would also be supported.
...
The Board believed that in seeking ways of meeting the problems of
children and youth, UNICEF should tshe full advantage of the relevant expedience
of all countries.

,,.
(?8. In 1962 the TUNICEF&xecutive Board decided that UNICEF should assist developing
countries in taking account of children and youth in their development programnes.
As a practical result of such assistance, more national resources would be
devoted to the priority problems of children and youth, and those resources would
be used more effectively. Moreover, by being linked to national development
progranunes,UNICEF and other outside aid benefiting children could be used to
greater advantage. The ma~or interest of UNICEF was not in planning as such but
in ensuring that national planning provided the younger generation with Troper
protection and prepared it to make an appropriate contribution to national
development. ...

June 1967, E/ICEF/’563
f

Review of assistance policies _T
‘TheBoard had before it a report by the Executive Director on UNICEF
5.
assistance policies (E/ICEF/559) which it had requested in order to provide a
basis for a.review of the strategies, criteria and priorities in the use of
UNICEF aid. The report did not suggest large changes but proposed th~t welltried policies which had evolved over the years be adapted to new possibilities
for both providing children with the protection they need as a vulnerable group,
and the preparation they need to contribute to the progress of their societies.
The main theme was that the humanitarian aims of UNICEF could best be furthered
by assistance policies which contribute not only to the immeriiatebenefit of
children, but also to the long-term economic and social development of the
countries in which they live.
/ ...
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8.
In the main section of the report the Executive Director emphasized his
view that UNICEF should give more attention to ensuring that its aid fitted in
with, and contributed to, the development efforts of individual countries. Since
the needs of developing countries differed at variOus times it was not pOseible
for UNICEF to set global priorities among such fields as health, education and
nutrition. In line with its emuhasis on a “country approach”, priorities for
UNICEF aid needed to be chosen ;n agreement with each country on the basis of
such specific factors as the local situation of children and youth, the
distribution of resources within the different regions of the country, the
aspirations of the population, the personnel and finances available, and the
strategy for development of necessary permanent services, wherever possible
within the context of a national development plan. This approach was not easy
to apply in practice and merited more attention from both UNICEF and the
technical agencies in the United Nations family.
The report pointed out that countries had different problems at varying
9.
stages of their economic and social development, and even in rapidly developing
countries old problems often remained in backward areas. It would not therefore
be advisable to concentrate all UNICEF aid in the poorest countries. However
more attention should be given to the possibilities of more generous “special
assistance” for these countries. For the better-off developing countries aid in
smaller mounts co>ld be given for “starter” projects , which might have the
additional value that their results would be useful to other countries.
10. It was clear that U1’?ICEl?
did not have sufficient funds to help with countrywide coverage,as a general rule. Ry using its resources with a view to their
maximum multiplier effect UNICEF could give strategic and substantial aid and
encourage innovation. UNICEF must continue to act as a catalytic agent by aiding
pilot or initial projects which, through their demonstrated success, could then
attract additional resources both from within the assisted country and from other
external sources of aid. Related to this was UNICEF’s endeavour to encourage a
steadily increasing volume of external aid into programmed benefiting children
in developing countries.
11. It was essential that LNICEF should continue to make full use of the
professional advice cf the United Nations family of agencies, to develop its
collaboration with the regional economic commissions and development institutes,
and to work closely with non-governmental organizations on activities of mutual
interest. It should centinue and enhance the close working relationships that
already existed with the Resident Representatives of the United Nationa Development
Programme so that there would be a complete reciprocal understanding of the
country’s total development effort end of the importance of aid to children and
youth in that context.
12. A general theme running throughout the debate was the emphasis on flexibility
so that UNICEF could be directed to any field of benefit to children and youth
which was of high priority and which was tied in, wherever possible, with a serious
development effort. It was recognized that there was a general diversity among
countries receiving UNICEF aid, and each Government had to evolve its own policy
affecting children in terms of its own circumstances; however uNICEF could be
helpful in this process, as well as in helping with specific projects.

/ . ..
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13. In many countries there were competing demands among different ministries for
DNICEF aid, and it was pointed out that the secretariats of UNICEF and of the
technical agencies had an important role in ensuring that the best choice was
made among these demands. Some delegations b21ieved that UNICEF should encourage
a certain order of priority (for example, alleviation of hunger first, then
disease control, then education; or concentration On r~al regiOns,Or On Preventive
activities). Gthers believed that if the aid granted contributed not only to the
immediate benefit of children but to the long-term economic and social development
of the country, and the projects were directed toward recognized priority needs
of children, the Board need not be unduly concerned either by the pattern of
distribution of allocations among various sectors, or by the extension of UNICEF
aid to new activities. Emphasis was placed on the need for innovations in
progranunes,new ways of training, new approaches to solving problems, and greater
attention to eliciting local support.
14. The importance of the multiplier effect in the application of UNICEF’s
resources with special emphasis on “growing points” was generally supported.
Among the most important factors in the success of assistance, it was recognized,
were the selection and thorough preparation of projects; careful attention to
their administration and implementation, a~d the provision of aid over a
sufficiently long period of time. It was important to encourage individuals with
ability and dynamism to be associated with the projects. ...
15. Cne of the important values in UNICEF programme policy, it was felt, was the
widening of its concern beyond the physical needs of the child to his intellectual
development; and, in addition, to an awareness of the inter-relationship of
various needs. The “whole child” should be responded to, both as an individual
and as a social being. While aid needed to be evaluated primarily from the point
of view of benefits to children, it had also to be related to the improvement of
conditions in the family and the community. Although the increased attention
being given to the preparation of young geople to become productive adults was
important, it was pointed out that the value of better health or education should
also be recognized on its own merits. In this connexion the view expressed by
the Executive Director in his report (E/ICEF/559, para. 2 ) that the “basic
humanitarian impulse to help children live decent lives has been, and continues
to be, an important motivatiofifor UNICEF aid” was one which it was bslieved
should continue to ‘Deemphasized.

*

16. Several delegations were concerned that there might be a te~dency for UNICEF
aid to be spread too thinly into fields of marginal direct benefit to children.
In view of the limited resources available they believed that care needed to be
taken to concentrate on helping meet the most urgent needs of children as
effectively as possible, and not to embark in fields which might be the province of
other agencies and could lead to a loss of UNICEF’s special identity. Some
delegations which had expressed this opinion at previous Board sessions stated
that they felt assured by the Executive Director’s view that while UNICEF should
offer a diversity of aid globally, it should focus on fewer and more comprehensive
projects in each country. It was recognized, however, that a small project could
be justified by the smallness of the country or by the value of giving a stimulus
to experimental endeavors.
The main objective was to be selective in each
country, and to support only projects which were significant, currently or
potentially, and which were adapted to the needs and absorptive capacity of the
country; and to give those projects enough vigorous support to ensure their
success.
I ..
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17. The efforts of the UNICEF secretariat to keep in touch with sources of
external aid, notably bilateral and multinational aid, which might be brought to
bear on the needs of children were cmnmended. These effOTts, it was felt, should
be intensified ,80as to increase the amount of external aid both from Governments
and.private sources going into social development progmumnes benefiting children,
whether through UNICEF or other channels.
...

21. The Executive Director was commended for his emphasis on the importance of
close co-operation and co-ordination with other agencies in the United Nations
femily. The efforts to gear UNICEF activities into the process of development
as a whole made co-ordination especially important, particularly with the
United Nations Development Programme and with regional development activities.
The desire of the Executive Director to seek to simplify and streamline
co-ordination procedures whenever possible was supported.
22. In the process of relating UNICEFTS work as closely as possible to other
assistance programmed and national development plans, delegations stressed that
UNICEF should at the same time maintain its own unique personality and identity,
which had won it universal po~ularity and affection, despite its modest resources.
The Executive Director stated that he fully shared this view.
,.,

24. Although there were certain differences among the delegations in the points
they emphasized, the debate revealed a broad satisfaction with the general scope
and pattern of UNICEF aid as appropriate to an agency concerned with the needs
of children and youth, and with the n,ethodsused to provide this aid . The
Executive Director was comnended for his clear report and the candid approach he
had taken in setting forth the problems facing UNICEF. The E?oardrequested the
Executive Director to re-issue the report in an edited version appropriate for
wide circulation.

May 1969, E/ICEF/590

32.
... Stress was now being put on the need for develo~ent progrsnunes
to be comprehensive in the sense of including mutually reinforcing economic
and socia.1measures. A national policy for children and youth was am
essential part of this, and should include activities normally being carried
out through various Ministries. Under a comprehensive policy, the
investments Df the various Ministries would becane much more effective thsn
in a series of separate actions.
55. It was clear to the Board that assistance offered by UNICEF to pn?jects
should encourage, for the benefit of children, the convergent effects resulting
frcm co-ordination of such services as health, education, social welfare and
agricultural extension. Where a national policy for children did not yet exist,
assistance shculd be in support of elements that could be brought together to
create one. Wherever possible, the progranunes,
should have links with economic
policy and act to firther econcmic growth.

/ ...
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-1554. UNICEF aid shnuld not follnw a fixed pattern in each cnuntry. Accnun t should
be taken of the differing opportunities for action in individual countries and the
differing needs related ta the stage of development of the countrY. UNICEF aid
was need~d in support of services =ailored to ihe specific needs of children and
POSsibilities of action in different areas ~f a cnuntry, for example, development
areas, traditional rural areas, and slums and sh&nty towns. It was needed to help
balance what was being clonefor children at each stage of grnwth frnm birth to
adolescence. It was needed to encourage special attention to unschooled children
and youth in order to train them and place them into economically active groups.
It was needed to reach girls whose knowledge and attitudes as mothers wnuld
have such a predominant influence on the next generatio% and on the ability of
fxmilies to adapt to change. ...
...

f

Cou.try approach _7

An innovation at the session was the consideration of proposed UNICEF
assistance in projects grouped by countries rather than by programme categories.
This was another step tnwxrd the “country approach” whereby tid was given in any
field of benefit to children on the basis of priorities mutually agreed with the
Government, snd in support of its devebpment goals. It was the intention of
the Executive Director eventually to make a single consolidated recmnendat.ion
for projects in each country, in which UNICEF aid wmld be seen in the cnntext nf
the over-all needs of children and the main lines of action for children and youth
which the Government was pursuing in relation ta nationsl development. A Start
in this direction would be made at the 1970 session of the Board.

40.

41. While it was recognized that that type of presentation wnuld not, in itself,
result in integrated cnuntry programmed for children - a goal which most countries
were still far from attaining - the orientation of UNICEF assistance in that
direction would, it was hoped, influence Governments and other agencies providing
aid (both within the Uuited Nations femily and outside), as well as UNICEF staff
itself, to cresider the whole range of children’s needs, to work nut long range
strategies for children and to establish priorities for action.

I

I

42. This process would also help UNICEF in its fhture efforts, about which the
Executive Mrector informed the Board, to re-examine its existing programme
engagements in the light of each country’s priorities, capacities and needs. ...

I

I
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43. Related to this was the question of the duration nf UNICEF sid to projects.
In the past, too many projects had been assisted over long periods of time
withnut much change in the commitments of the psrtners coneerned. Although
UNICEF wished to encourage longer term planning, it was also importnnt that there
be provision for the eventual take-over of the assisted activities by the
cowstries; in the future no project should be assiated for more than abnut five
yesrs withnut a thorough review. If such a review shnwed that further UNICEF
assistance would be justified, then the objectives of the project wnuld have to
be reformulated and the plan of action revised.

/ ...
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44. The efforts of the Executive Director to establish progrsrmneplanning on a
longer term basis were supported by the Board. It was recognized ths.tso far as
cmmtry pr~grammes were concerned, long-tenm plans could be established only
gradually in concert with the plans of the countries themselves. In currently
assisted progrsmnes, nearly one-half of the projects had already moved over to a
relatively long-term basis through the device of making commitments for several
years ahead. It was desirable, wherever possible, that the length of commitments
should be related ta the country’s development plan. At the ssme time, however,
it was necessary to retsin a msrgin of flexibility to deal with unexpected
developments, for prep=atory work required for new fields of activity not yet
fully explored, or for activities n~t yet considered of high priority in the
country but containing elements of importance to children.
[

.,

Second Development Decade ]

45. Another aspect of longer term planning lay in the possibilities which the
Second United Nations Development Decade held for the welfare and preparation
of children and youth. ... There was not yet so strong a recognition of the need to
take account of t’neproblems and program.mesrelating to children and youth as a
whole, and of the interrelations of these with econcmic aspects and general
development policies.
46. There was general agreement in the Board that UNICEF must play a more active
and dyusn!lcrole in bringing to world attention the needs of children in the
developing countries and the possibilities of action. UItICEF’sunique place in
the United Nations system was increasingly being recognized, and that placed
upon UNICEF the responsibility
y for taking various types of initiatives aimed at
bringing about effective action on behalf of the rising generatim.
That
responsibility included UNICEF’s looking beyond its own resources and trying to
mobilize other sources of external aid to benefit children and youth.
~

●

Follow-up investments _7

47. Some types of progrsrmnewhich UNICEF was aiding, such as supply of drinking
water and environmental sanitation in villages, applied nutrition, rural
development and urban community services often needed follow-up investments of
considerable size after the pilot or demonstration phase. If such investments
were not forthcoming, UNICEF aid would not have a wide impact. It was suggested
in the Board that beginning with the very first stsge of project planning with
Governments, an effort should be made to identify potential sources of
financing, internal or external, for the later extension phase; if necessary to
interest major sources of external aid - for exsmple, the World Bank and perhaps
bilateral assistance agencies - in the demonstration phase and in supporting its
extension in the second phase. ...

.

48. This approach, which the Executive Director intended to explore, would
constitute another element in UNICEF 1s effOrts to encourage the deployment of
various external sources of aid for the support of projects benefiting children,
and to srrange its own assistance in effective relation with broad development
progrsmmes.
[

>.

Rural development zones ~

49. There was considerable interest in the Bosrd in the special opportunities for
creating co-ordinated services for children in zones where Governments were trying
to csrry out ccinprehensiverural development programmed. uNICEF had aided a few
schemes of integrated services for children in this context, but it was felt that
there were much larger possibilities.
...
1’...

●
.
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Relative importance of different fields of aid _7

55. The basic assistance policy of UNICEF had two interwoven strands. One strand
was the UNICEF advocacy of orienting national development policies to take account
of children and youth. The other was the material and financial aid of UNICBF to
projects benefiting children, which should be an integral part of the national
development programme.
54. The efforts of UNICEF in relation to the former had included support for
regional and, later, national conferences and workshops; support for the systematic
preparatim of better national statistics on the situation of children and youth;
encouragement of project-oriented research; amd, perhaps the most important in the
current phase of work, modest financial assistance to training and to advisory
services concerned with the place of children and youth in national development.
A review of such activities and plans for the future were presented to the Bosrd
in a special addendum (E/ICEF/586/Add.1 ) to the Genersl II’ogressReport of the
Executive Director. ...
55. Although there has been sane encouraging movement as a result of these
activities, the Executive Director pointed out that this exercise was still very
much at its beginnings. While much was known about the standards of services
benefiting children at which developing countries should be aiming, there
continued “to be a lack of models or strategies for the initiation and growth of
these services stuitedto conditions in non-industrialized societies at various
stages of their development, including the taking into account of the interrelationships necessary among the various services.
...
66. .. . The DroDortion of finds %llocated tm ... various fields does not,
judgement on th?ir re~ative importance. They largely
however, represent a ~ori
reflect COUIItryprior t es, the widening scope of UNICEF’s interests, and
A factor not reflected in the figures is that
aid available from other sarces.
many projects include activities in more than one field of aid.

5
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69. During the course of the session a number of delegations expressed views
about the relative proportions of UNICET aid going to various fields of aid.
There was general agreement that more sid should go for nutrition
Some delegations would like to see a higher proportion of UNICEF
...
aid go to basic heslth prograxmses. A number of delegations welcomed
the growing participation of UNICEF in the fsmily plsnning aspects of maternal
and child health. Some delegations wished to have greater emphasis on the preschool child. The re-exmsination to be made by the Board in 1970.on policy
for aid to malaria eradication was generally welcomed. ~.. SOOW delegations
welcomed the increase of aid for education which they felt was yielding good
results. Others were concerned that this increase was taking place to the
detriment of the more traditional fields receiving aid. A preference was
expressed by some for a narrower to a wider concept of UNICEF’s role in
branching out into new fields, particularly in view of UNICEF’s limlted resources. Others believed that UNICEF was haviug new responsibilities thrust
upon it, in part by the pressures resulting frcm the population increase, and
that its role should continue to be one of growth and flexible approaches to
the provision of aid. One view expressed was that the problems of children
and adolescents could be solved by the creation of societies with new social
systems, and that the best solution was to give active support to all progressive efforts by countries to achieve social.reforms snd economic advs.ncenent,
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70. It was pointed out that a key element in the Board’s desire that UNICEF move
toward the country approach was the priorities set by each Government. At the
same time, it was recognized that UNICEF had its own over-all objectives laid
down by the Board. This placed responsibility on UNICEF field representatives
to interpret UNICEF pOlicies to Government officials, and to exert their
influence in the formulation of the national development plsn as it affected
programmed benefiting children. The plsn to move toward single multipurpose
progrsmmes for each country should ultimately lead to a better balance between
the various fields of sid in the light of the particular situation in each
country ...
April 19.71,E/IcEF/612

23. The International Development Strate,~y:?orthe Second United Nations
Development Decade adopted.by the General Assembly in its resolution 2626 (XXV)
was viewed by Board members as havinq great importance ?or the Systemtic lon.?term efforts required to improve the condition Of children. ...
z], TVrOelements vere ~rv.cialfm. the welfare and preparation of children and
adolescents in the Second Decade for which the International.Strategy suz~ested a
framework: the adoption of a unified approach tcxards economic and social development viewed as interdependent goals; and a concern, in the development process
in each country, for ensuring that children and youth received their due share of
ai,
tention and investment
That concern, it was felt, could in itself serve as
an important factor in helpin? to integrate social and economic pOlicY. The
lar~e population :wowth to be reckoned with durin~ the 1970s and the unever.ness
in the spread and coverage of services benefitinz children meant that, illaifliti
on
to over-all measures, pro.~rammeshad to be desi,?nedto meet the specific PrOtectiOn
znd development needs of children in different situations, e .S. those in different
~.:,e
in rural areas and peri.urban areas and shar.
ty tOwnS, girls, Out-Qf,U ,~ro~lps,
school children, etc
25. The principal task Tm.sto evolve, at both the national and international
levels, effective methods o? translating such an approach within each country
into pronyammes of action. One of the main needs - a theme recurrin,zthrou~hout
the session - T:/as
to find new pattems of service suitable to countries with
limited resources, and faster methods of reachin,:si~nificant numbers of children.
That would involve usin~ more auxiliary personnel, ensu.rin~that local levels
of ,qovernments- which uere those most directly concerned with services for
children - were well-informed, cmmnitted and sufficiently well supported.to carry
out their taslcsefficiently, and helpin,qto release local corrmnity energy by
motivatin~ and educating parents and.stimuls.
tinq action by local cormmmity leaders,
volunteers and non-~overnmental or,~anizations
26. It was important, moreover, for countries to have adequately trained staff
and an experience to draw upon in preparin,~pro~rammes that corz-espondedmore
closely to their needs and could be expanded
In that connexion, closer contacts
were rea.uiredwith regional and national training institutes, the latter eventually
assuminT an important role in findin~ better ways to deliver services. Wherever
possible, projects should help to increase local production and processing
::apacities(e.:? for hi,gh-prots<.n
;oods, vaccines, teaching and training equipment)
/ .. .
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-1927. Members of the Board cor,mentedwith approval.on the continuin,yeffOrtS of
UNICEF to make Governments and international institutions more aware of the fact
that, because children ?rerea countr,y!sflreatestcapital asset, their needs
should be taken into account in development ef:?ortsfrom the very beginnin~.
(!cuntrystudies of children’s needs, national conferences to establish policies
and programmed for children in development, and trainin~ of those responsible
for plannin~ - all af ,.~hich
had yeceived some UNICEF SUFPOYZ - had contr?but.
ed.
to those objectives
:yizing+:b.e
reed.to
SoT::c
pron;re,s,s
.:!as
bein.:na.d.e
in Ye..o,
adjust priorities in national development plans, to allc,(.ate
l.ar~erresources t?
prey-ammes affectinq the risi:fi?
generation and to strenydlen c:o-operationbetveen
national planninq or~arlizationsand the sectoral ministr~.
es . But it was clear
that in many countries only a be.Tinnin,2
had been made; a [;reatdeal more had to
be done to translate the initial ef?ort into action aCfectinc the everyday life
of children. There was a ~eneral feeling durin~ the debate that,ir,order to
IJNICEF should more and more be concerned with the resources,
further that process,
or~anization and capacities that could be built up at each level of national
life, includinE the village and the slum, the district and provincial governments
and state and federal governments.

April - May 1972, E/ICEF/624
[

Goals for the Second Developme,ltIlecade]

11 :.. UNICEF field staff were devoting increasing attention to helping sectoral
-ml planning r.ini
stries in the systematic formulation of national policies and
priorities for children and adolescents as an organic part of rm,t
ional development
plans, and to the preparation of specific projects in that context. ...
12. Nearly all the projects approved by the Board at the current session were
closely meshed with national development plans. Emphasis was on strengthening the
mutual reinforcement of services operated by different ministries for the benefit of
children. A major accent was on the support of activities which helped improve the
quality and coverage of services, at costs which developing countries could afford.
...
14. A draft perspective study prepared by the UNICEF secretariat entitled
“Children and Adelescents: Goals and Priorities for the Second Development
=’<
... was considered by the Board in the course of the general debate on the
generai progress report of the Executive Director. ...
15. The study emphasized that there was a paramount necessity for firm long-range
priorities in fields that had the greatest impact on children and adolescents. In
a fundamental sense, children and adolescents could be viewed as a potential area
of unified action within every national conmnmity, as well as at the international
level. In the’sectors mentioned above there was also a direct and intimate
relationship between goals, priorities and methods of organization, and the extent
to which the interests of the rising generation were effectively served.

/ ...
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16. Moreover, from the nature of the needs to be met, planning and implementation
had to proceed increasingly along inter-sectoral lines. Within each country, there
were large variations in conditions of development as they affected different
regions and different sections of the population. Integrated approaches were
specially required in developing services for children in the more backward rural
areas, in rural areas undergoing more rapid growth and change, and in slums and
shanty towns and the poorer neighborhoods in urban areas.

@

For a large number of specific problems, adequate solutions were not yet
available,- and new programme and project designs, involving concepts of innovation
and change, hailto be evolved at the grass roots level. Moreover, for the less
develoFed countries as a whole, and for some more than for others, progress was
being seriously impeded by lack of resources. Since resources were a fundamental
limitation, it was essential that there should be greater and more specific support
from the world community.
17.

18. Members of the Board welcomed the perspective study and the emphasis it placed
on inter-sectoral programming and on a unified approach to economic and social
development. That was the only way that countries could develop appropriate longrange priorities and strategies for action on behalf of children and &dolescents.
Account should be taken of the basic needs of children, and there should be
sufficient continuity of effort to have a lasting effect. UNICEF had to be
increasingly concerned with critically important aspects of development affecting
children. Humanitarian objectives would be served in a more enduring manner as the
main development objectives came to be realized. Long-temo objectives had special
importance in the context of country programming.
e

...
20. There was genersl.endorsement of the view expressed ny the dxecutive Director
that increased attention should be given to basic services for children ?.nd.
adolescents in disadvantaged socio-economic groups and in more backward regions.
Board members recognized that, in relation to UWICEF’s own limited resources, even
that represented too vast a field. It was important for the scanty resources
available to be distributed in keeping with the essential priorities. Therefore,
UNICEF should give special attention to experimentation with new and improved
patterns of delivery of services. That would lay a ba~i~, at a later ~t%e, when
experience had been gained, for extension of coverage to areas and groups at present
insufficiently served, snd for attracting lnrger rescrurcesand efforts, both
internaJ and external, which were calculated to enhance the country’s own capacity
for permsnent and growing action on behalf of children and adolescents. ...
21. With the perspective study as a backgroud, the UNICEF secretariat hoped that
some countries might find it possible, on the basis of their own national experience
and national documentation, to re-examine their past efforts and come to a more
carefully conceived schems of long-range priorities suited to their circumstances.

/ ...
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95. A number of references were made in the course of the debates to the large
untapped human resources available at the local level. In villages and city slums
most people were by no means fully engaged the year round. What was needed was to
involve people at the conununit
y leve1, including women and young people, in
community betterment and self-help activities,many of which could”be undertaken with
a minimum of outside investment. while local voluntary efforts had long had a place
in many lJNICEF-assistedprojects, there was need for a greater emphasi6 on them a point which was especially made in connexion with the discussion of nutrition
progranunes... and basic health services ... They could be encouraged, among other
ways, by including more key local leaders and volunteers in UNICIIF-assisted
training schemes and by making greater use of ONICEF assistance available to
Go-vernmentswishing to establ.i.
sh and train their own “valuntec~ corPs” fcx
Ser-,i<!es
benefiting child~en.
.,.
98. In the past, UNICEF and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development had collaborated orispecific projects on an ad hoc basis. In view of the
Bank’s growing interest in the social aspects of development, the UNICEF Secretariat
initiated consultations with the Bank in 1971 with a view to extending and
systematizing the collaboration. Areas of potential collaboration included
education, nutrition, family plaming and the improvement of slums and shanty towns .
... In 1971 the Bank becnme a sponsoring agency of PAG. ...

*

. Two delegations expressed some concern about the co-operation of UNICEF with
the Bank, since they believed that the latter operated according to commercial
99
concepts which diverged from those of UNICEF. The Executive Director stated that he
sought such co-operation in line with the Boardts desire that UWICEF interest sources
of major financing toward matters of UWICKF concern, so that pilot or experimental
projects assisted by UNICEF might eventually be extended on a larger scale. With
the deployment of
its own resources so limited UNICEF had an obligation to encourage
larger resources in matters of DNICF7 concern. The Executive Director did not seek
collaboration with any one source of additional aid in preference to another.
,.,

10j. As at previous sessions of the Board, a number of delegations expressed views
abc!utthe relative proportions of UNICEF aid going to various fields and age
groups. Attention was drawn to the need for UWICKF, with its limited resources,
to concentrate its efforts and not allow them to be too widely dispersed. ...

10L. ... The Executive Dirsctor referred to the 1961 decision of the Board
that the child, and actions on his behalf, be viewed as a whole, and that UNICEF
should be ready to sup~ort whatever was agreed to be the best POS sible action to
improvs the situation of children in a given country. ... There was, at the
same time, a desi?’ein ONICEF to emphasize certain sectoral actions for
children, such as maternal and child health and nutrition and also to concentrate
on certain sge groups, such aS yOunser children. The Executj.vsDirector did
not see any inconsistency between the two approaches. In their cOnsUltatiOIK

/.. .
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with the planning authorities and various ministries UNICEF field representatives
had the responsibility of discussing various possibilities of action in favour
Of children, Calling attention to those prc,gr-s
which, on the basis of
~ICEF’s experience, would appear to be most helpful in the particular country’s
development effort, and indicating the assistance which could be available
from UNICEE in the light of its own policies. The Executive Director felt
that, in view of the constant endeavour to encourage mutual reinfcm-cementamong
services benefiting children, movements in the percentage share that any
category of aid was receiving were becoming less important. ...

UNICEF RELATIONSHIP TO UNDP COUNTRY PR(YSWING

..

Avril - May 1970, E/ICEF/605

85. Both the Board and the Executive Director were in agreement with one of the
main O’O
jectives of the Capacity Study, namely that the process of programming
at the country level neetiefi
to be greatly strengthened. There was a reaffirmation
in the Board of the correctness of the UNICFF country approach and support for
the logic of joining in with system-wide activities of country programming when
they would be set in moticn under the leadership of the UNDP Resident
Representative.

85. The Capacity Study suggested possible changes of an organizational nature
which had a direct bearing on UNICEF and its future role as the United Nations
agency providing aid for a broad range of services for children. It was to these
suggested changes that the Board largely directed its attention.
...
88. The Exacutive Director believed that it would be premature to forlna
judgement on the merits of complete field integration until there was a better
understanding of its i;mpli
cations (e.g. what place would be given to children
in the United Nations strategy for development; who WOUICIbe responsible for
policy guidance and direction of the component elements of the staff; what
training the staff would have, who would pay and administer the staff, etc.). ...
89. ... Most delegates agreed that, where country progrtumningwent into
effect for United Nations development assistance, it would remain essential
for UNICEF representatives in the field to maintain their direct contact
tima,
with Govarnment ministries with which UNICEF was working. .ktthe sw
they wnuld be working as members of the United Nations tenm under tbe
lead.e
rship of the UNDP Resident Representative. The direct contact was
seen as an important way to encourage countries to take account of children
and youth in the national development, and it was not regarded as undermining
the full accountability of the UNDP Administrator for the use of UNDP resources.
One delegation did not entirely share the latter view.

.,

i
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92. It was felt that neither the role of UNICEF nor the real needs of the child
in the context of national development were understoo~ i? UNICEE was rezarded
merely as a supply agency, and its fund-raising ability wes considered as the
main reason for its existence. UNICEF had done pioneer work in encouraging an
evolution away from a piecemeal project approach to more comprehensive
inter-sectoral country programmed far children. The benefits resulting from
the influence of UNICEF on a country’s priorities regzrding long-term investment
in children were often far greater than the actual material aid given by UNICEF.
Those aspects of UNICEF’s work appeared to be better understood in developing
countries than in the industrialized countries. Any nev administrative
arrangements should not dilute the inereasingly important role now being
undertaken hy UNICIZFto help link progranm.esbenefiting children more effectively
with over-all development programmes.
...

94.. Other reasons for safeguarding UNIC@?’s identity were also advanced by
delegations. UNICEF had functions which did not fall within the area of
development aid, the chief of these being emergency relief, where its experience
and.flexibility had proved it to be well equipp?d. It was also pointed out
that concern about children helped forge a link of solidarity among peoples.
The tangible accomplishments of UNICKF had earned it high respect thrcu~hout
the world. UNICFiFfund-raising campaigns provided thousands of individuals in
many industrialized countries with an opportunist
y to ‘participatein a direct
and perso~al way in a United Nations activity, Winilethe value of all this
could not be estimated in monetary terms it had become an intrinsic
characteristic of UNICEF and it was an asset to the United Nations which ought
not to be jeopardized.

April 1971, E/IcEF/612
32. For a number of years UNICEF had been applying the principle of a “country
approach” in its aid. That approach was based mainly on the premise that projects
benefiting children would be more effective if they took account Of the inter..
relations between health, nutrition, education, community development and social
welfare services and also the interrelations between those and other aspects of
national policy. The Coal was to move away from individual projects, seen more
or less as separate entities, to comprehensive pro~rammes involvin~ the scrvices
of several ministries and benefiting children and adolescents as part of the
mainstream of national development As noted elsewhere in the report ...
the projects submitted to the Board indicatei that some p-ogress was bein~ made
in that direction.

53. The participation by UNICEF in country programming?under the leadership of the
United Nations Development Progrmmne would carry one step further not only the
UNICEF country approach but also the system of co-operative relationships the,t,
h.a
been in effect for scme years between UNICEF and various agencies within the United
Nations family in the provision of joint aid to individual projects . ...

34. A number of delegates stressed how important it was far UNICEF fieid
activities to be an integral part of the country programming exercises. ...
Such integration, they believed, would be wholly compatible with the basic
interest of safegardim=zUNICEF’s identity, and ~IC~
field staff cOuld
play an important role in trying to secure an over-all balance in country
programming with regard to the needs of children and adolescents.
/...

24 35. ... They commended the Executive Director for his positive response in
being ready an!?willing to have UNICEF do everything possible to contribute t~
the success of cc,untryprogrtiing.

April - May 1972, E/ICEF/624
11. Board members shared the view of the Executive Director that it was important
in the future for UNICEF to collaborate with Governments and UNDP in the country
programing exercises to ensure that the inputs of both orgmizations would be in
harmony and concentrated in critical areas which were sometimes shared, and
sometimes separate: It was pointed out that over the years the flexibility that
had enabled UNICEF to respend to chsnging needs and situations had been a valuable
asset. UNICEF field staff were devoting increasing attention to helping sectoral
and planning rcini
stries in the systematic formulation of national policies and
priorities for children and adolescents as an organic part of national development
plans, and to the preparation of specifie projeets in that context. It was
necessary for inter-agency procedures to be worked out which would be adapted to the
planning schedules of individual cnuntries. As UNICEF increasingly improved its
participation in the exercises, the country programming documents would reflect
UNICEF inputs.
April - May 1973, E/IcEF/629

20. ... UNICEF progrsnuseassistance ... had the possibility of achieving a
larger scope and a more systematic approach through the introduction of
country programming in UNDP. The :Jnainobjective of UNICEF would be to help
the planning ministries and other ministries Concerned, in their efforts to
take account of aspects concerning children in the national development
progrmmnes. It could also afford a useful opportunity for a discussion of
those aspects among aid-giving organizations cm the one hand, and the country’s
planning and pragranusingauthorities on the other.
21.
In a statement to the Board, the Deputy Administrator (Programme) of UNDP
said that UNDP was aware that it was only one component of the United Nations
development system; other agencies, PartictiarlY UNICEF, were equally essential.
Co-operation between UNICEF and UNDP was important in the analytical process of
programme discussion and preparation, and in the establishment of relationships
between various components of development. UNDP could supplement UNICEF’s
endeavors with some of its inputs, and vice-versa.
22.
The discussion in the Board noted the uneven quality of UNICEF participation
in country programming and some difficulties arising from differences between the
UNDP prograuuningcycles and the cycles followed by UNICEF, which were based on the
plan periods of the countries concerned. Those difficulties were related to coordination rather than to substantive and policy differences. There wag.confidence,
therefore, that they would be resolved through closer contacts between UNDP and
UNICEF at both the headquarters and field leve1s.
23.
Board members recognized that the well-being of children lmd to be secured
in part through development programmed which were intended to serve the entire
population and, in part, through more zpecific interventions. There was general
agreement that UNICEF should be more involved in country programming, maintaining
both its broad view towards development and its own identity. It was felt that
UNICEF, in its advocacy on behalf of children, would serve to heighten concern for
social development and further a unified, long-range approach to development. ...
/ ...
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24.
The Board reached a general consensus on the first conclusions thst could be
drawn from its review of UNICEF experience in UNDP country programming, and generally
endorsed five main ‘econunends.tions
, suggested by the secretariat, for special UNICEF
attention in the fu;ure, relating specifically to:

(1)
C

The establishment of closer links between UNICEF and UNDP
headquarters for the review of policies and programmed of
both organizations;

(2) The finalization of instructions to UNICEF field staff to
identify specific points of co-operation between UNICEF
and UNDP;
(3) The provision of active participation of UNICEF in the
proposed interim reviews of UNDP country programmed;
that would helg to ensure preparatory action and a proper
basis for participation in the next country approach;
(4) A continuation of the dialogue and exchange of information
between UNICEF staff and UNDP resident representatives,
with special emphasis on creating greater awareness of
the needs of children and their importance to all future
development efforts;
(5) The interpretation and application of experience gained
in recent regional conferences (e.g. at Lom6 and Guatemala
City),... as a basis of country plans. UNICEF should
centinue its endeavows to help prepare background
documentation for the examination and discussion of
critical areas of children’s needs to be taken into
consideration a.tthe time of the country prog~amming
exercise.

/ ...
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CRITERIA FOR SQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION OF UNICEF ASSIS1’ANCE
June 1965, E/ICEF/526/Rev.1

193. In 1964 the Director for Africa suggested to the Board the need to adapt
UNICEF’s traditional ways of assisting countries to the special situation in
countries at the earliest level of development. This arose from the fact that
a number of countries which were in the greatest need were the least able to
make use of UNICEF assistance under the terms on which it had been available in
the past. These countries lacked a strong administrative structure, trained
personnel and budget resources for services benefiting children and youth. ...

-.

...

195. The E?oardauthorized the Executive Director to continue exploration along
the following lines as a basis for developing specific projects to bring forward
to the Board:
(a) Countries requiring special assistance would be those at the earliest
stage =s?development, lacking the basic administrative structures to provide
services to children, and with a critical shortage of the trained personnel
needed to help children. The number of such countries would not be great.
(~) A primary objective would be to help create in a country a basic
structure through which services for children could be provided. This would
mean concentrating in the first instance on one departmental structure
(e.g. health or education), probably in a limited area of the country.
(c) uNICEF aid might be extended to include not only a wider range of
suppli=s but also a larger share of local operating costs in order to make the
project fully operative, with the help of whatever other income could be obtained.
This aid might be provided over a longer ?eriod than had been customary on the
condition that operating costs were provided on a gradually decreasing scale.
(~) An effort should be made to associate bilateral or multilateral aid
with such a plan, for its entire duration. These other sources of aid might
provide capital costs of buildings as well as share operating expenses. Bilateral
or multilateral sources might also provide personnel.
(~) Other United Nations agencies would be consulted in the early stages
in the development of such a project; and their advice and assistance in the
project would be sought.
(g) Any such project must represent a high priority for the Govermnent,
so that sufficient national resources would be assigned to it. The country must
be able to take over local costs gradually in a period of up to ten years so
that an indigenous structure for permanent services might be established.

/ ...
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vIc’JF/563

18. In discussing the distribution of aid among countries there was a general
understanding in the Eoard of the difficulty of laying down any hard and fast
quotas or formulae. Some delegations believed that more weight should be given
to child population in making allocations. The Executive Director stated that
desirable as this goal might be, it presented serious difficulties since UNICEF
had insufficient resources to help with country-wide coverage. In addition to
child population, account should be taken of the per capita Gross National
Product, the merit of the projects proposed, and other spe~ial circumstances. Of
considerable importance, .in the opinion of the Executive Director, was the
distribution of resources in different regions of the country and the very
deficient levels that existed in some rural and peri-urban areas. It was pointed
out by some delegations that a great deal of reliance needed to be placed upon
the knowledge and ability of the UNICEF field staff and the judgement of the
Executive Director and his colleagues. A request was made to the Executive
Director for a biannuai analysis of the distribution of aid by groups of countries
taking account of national income, child population, and UNICEF allocations per
child, to permit the Board to consider the pattern of distribution of aid by
countries
The Executive Director zcreed ths.tthis information wculd be provided
while recalling his view that’statistical data was only one of the bases for a
good distribution of aid.

●

Gne view expressed was that the newly independent countries of Asia and
Africa should be receiving greater aid. There was general support in the Board
1’” broadening the concept of more generous “special” assistance for the poorer
for
countries. Several delegations held that aid to countries further along in the
process of development could be valuable, even if more limited, for problems in
their disadvantaged areas or for pilot projects. The view was expressed that
UNICEF should co-operate with countries whenever they had serious children’s
problems which they could not overcome by themselves. Gne suggestions made was
that it might be desirable to establish some criteria to determine when countries
should no longer receive aid.
April - May 1970, E/ICEQ/605

96. In response to a request from the Board in ].969,the Executive Director
i>roposedto the Board guidelines for the equitable allocation of assistance
among countries at various stages of development (E/ICZF/602, paras, 192-208).
The Executive Director, while recognizing the difficulties inherent in any
system of criteria, nevertheless believed that certain factors should be given
special weight in determining the allocation of UNICK@ resources. There were
two main problems: (a) how to give relatively more aid to countries at c~rly
stages of development and (b) how to adjust aid to countries which were relatively
well advanced and approaching the point of take off.
/’.
..
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97. In essence, the Executive Director proposed that UNICEF’s field
representatives should.continue to use “orders of magnitude” or “indicative
planning figures” ... in discussing with countries the amounts of aid they could
reasonably expect durin~ a planning perio&. In setting those orders of magnitude,
the Executive Director proposed that there should not be single figures, but
rather a range of, say, 25 per cent for each country, as in the past.
98. Child population would continue to be the basic statistical criterion.
Ho~Jever,gross national piioduct(GNP) per capita and other relevant factors
should also be taken into account in determining the amount of aid for
programming purposes. It was notes that 85 per cent of UNICEF aid was going
currently to countries with a GNT of between $8o and $4.00per inhabitant. For
countries within that GNP range, the Executive Director proposed that, while
child population should be the main statistical indicator, a graduated.scale
should be employed so that countries .in tbe lower Part of the range ~~ould~“ecei~e
more aid than those in the upper part.
99. For countries with a GNP per inhabitant below $80, or a child population
under 500,000 (unless the GNP exceeded $h.00per inhabitant), the Executive
Director proposed that the order of ma.witude should be about three times more per
child than the average level per child in the countries with a GNT between $80
and $400 per inhabitant. He also proposed that countries with a GNF per
inhabitant of from $400 - $1,000 should continue to receive policy and
administrative co-operation from UNICEF and also li,nitedmaterial assistance for
backward or other special problem areas, or for pilot projects focused on
serious problems of children for which adequate solutions had not yet been found.
The total amount of UNICEF support to projects in the higher GNP range would,
in principle, not increase.
100. Other factors would also influence the actual order of magnitude, such as
the intrinsic value of the projects proposed, efficiency in the use of assistance,
the size and geography of the country, and the availability
y of multilateral w!
bilateral aid. The criteria would he regarded as guidelines for UNICEF staff,
and in practice there would be a good deal of flexibility in order to take account
of the multiple factors involved. Proposed working rules for establishing “orders
of magnitude” along the lines outlined by the Executive Director were set fort.b
in his General Progress Report (E/ICEF/602, para. 205).
...
104. The Ekecutive Eirector, in commenting on the various points raised in the
debate, pointed out that while under his proposal there would be a relative shift
in favour of the more populous and least developed countries, the shift would be
gradual and there would be no sudden modification of the present pattern. Indeed,
as a result Of recent trends in allocations, the present pattern was f@i the
leaSt developed countries already to receive about twice the normal average. In
p?actice, there would not be a sharp distinction among the three categories but
rather a sliding scale, especially for countries in the lower range of the
middle ($8o-$1oo per inhabitant) category. If, as was hoped, UNICEF income
increased substantially, shifts could be made more easily by allocating new
income to projects in the less developed countries.
/ ...
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105. So far as absorptive capacity was concerned, the Fxecutive Director
pointed aut that recent experience had shown that the less economically developed
countries could, in fact, bring forward good projects and rmke use of a larger
vol~e of assistance. They could absorb more assistance for children than
UNICEF had the resources to provide. There was a minimufieffective amount for
any allocation, and if countries with small populati~ns were to be helped to
<evelop a eomprehensive approach to children, the zlloca-bionto Wem per child
had.to b e above the average. He believed that problems arising from deficiencies
in using GNF figures coul~ be largely avoided since there was no intention for
the criteria to be applie~ in a mechal?icalway. A number of other factors,
including the intrinsic value of the projects, the efficient use of aid, and the
availability of bilateral and other aid would continue to be important. Several
bodies of the Un~ted Nations were making studies having a bearing on the general
problem, and the ~ecutive Director would report to the Board any results which
seemed applicable to ~ICEF,
106. Because indicative planning figures for UNICEF were closely related to ar:>
UNICEF participation in country progragmxingwhich mighk be adopted
by the UNDP Governing Council ... and because there was uneasiness on
the part of aornenernbersof the Board about endorsina statistical
criteria ofiWe b8Bi3 of a first discussion and in the absence of inclicatous
which they thought WOUM be desirable, the Board decided not to take for!malaction
on the guidelines formulated by the Executive Director, or on the specific
:eco,llnen@tionsby the hecutive Director for participation in a Unite& Nations
~~~ternof ~.,-mtryprog~-anulling.
The Board expressed.ap~reciat.ionto the EXecutive
Director fol-formulatin~ the guidelines and hoped that he would continue to
refine them in t~e ligh~ of his continuing participation in inter-agency
discussions on that and related questions. It suggested.that he report any
fur~,?erviews he might imve on these matters to the 1971 session of the Board.
April 1971, E/ZCEF/612

@.
The Secretariat reported that the guidelines for the equitable allocation of
assistance among countries at various stages of development, discussed at the 1970
session, were gradually being put into effect. Under those guidelines, more aid
would go to the economically poorer countries with large populations. The
proportion of support for the relatively more developed countries would be reduced
and its content changed to give greater attention to activities of an innovative
nat~e.
In order to avoid hardship it was expected that the process would take
three to fogr years, while, it was hoped, IjNICEFincome would be increasing. The
specific guidelines might be reviewed by the Eoa.rdat some time in the future, but
:t appeared that at present they represented a reasonably sound basis for setting
country programming leve1s. It was evident that programmed would have to be
adapted more and more to the changing needs of countries as they moved from one
stage of development to the next .

/ ...
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27.

It
assistance

was

clear
that
in absorbing

countries
t,he more

1972, E/IcEF/62b

a% the earliest
orthodox
types

stages
of development
of UNICEF aid and that

might
need
flexible

Such
apprOaches
were required,
particularly
for recurring
and other
local
costs.
approaches could include the absorbing of some of the recurring costs of projects
on a gradually decreasing scale, particularly for the financing of key supervisory
personnel; the underwriting of part, or all , of the costs of the construction of
buildings for training institutions; and greater emphasis on underwriting training
courses for administrators, making use of volunteers, and sponsoring studies on
types of services most appropriate for the country. Such special measures were
welcomed, but Board members felt that,in addition, a good deal more attention needed
to be paid to that difficult problem. UNICEF and other agencies of the United
Nations must continue to explore new avenues of assistance and be ready to adjust
their forms and conditions of aid for those countries.

,..

,.

28. Several delegations felt that, since the totnl population of the least developed
countries was relatively small and the needs of other developing countries had also
to be met, care should be exercised to avoid an over-concentration of aid to the
least developed countries to the extent of requiring a reduction of aid in relation
to child population for the largest number of developing countries with which UNICEF
was co-operating, i.e. those in the middle group, neither “least developed” nor
relatively well-advanced. The Executive Director said that was not what was
proposed; rather, increases in UNICEF1s general.resources were now to some extent
being directed more towards the least developed countries, which in the past had
been receiving less than their due share.
...
140. ... The Executive Director did not recommend establishment by the Board of
indicative plsnning figures for individual countries, as prcposed by one delegate.
He felt it was preferable for the secretariat to work with assisted Governments in
developing long-range commitments for UNICEF aid which, in fact, gave the Government
the essential element of the indicative planning figure, namely, assurance of aid
over a nwber of years, usually in conjunction with the Government’s development
plan. That procedure, he believed, provided the flexibility in the use of UNICEF’s
resources which was especially essential, since the main functi~n of the limited
aid available from UNICEF was catalytic rather than supportive of government budgets.
148.

The Board appraved the recommendations of the Executive Mrector
April

- &

...

1973, E/IcEF/629

101. Frogress in aiding the least developed countries continued. At the 1972
session of the Board there had been an inc~ease in the relative volwe of
Connnitmentsapproved for 14 “least developed countries” on the United Nations
list; at the current session, that was the case for 9 additional countries, which
was in line with the criteria for UNICEF aid to countries in various stages of
development reviewed by the Board in 1970. ... They included child population as
the basic statistical criterion, with per capita GNP an important related factor.
Other factors taken into account were the intrinsic value of the projects proposed,
efficiency in the use of assistance, the size and geography of the country, and
/ ...
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the availability of multilateral and bilateral aid. The purpose was gradually to
achieve a relative shift in uNICF3 aid in favour of projects benefiting children
in the least developed countries and in the more backward areas of some of the more
POPU1OUS countries in the middle range. It was understood that the shift would not
normally take place through a reduction in existing levels of aid to countries in
the middle range, but rather through increased ~IC~
resOurcSs as theY bec~e
available, and the reduction of material aid to projects in countries passing oct
of the GNP level which required UNICSF assistance.
...
105. Earlier the Board had agreed that for countries at the earliest stages 01
development, nore flexible types of aid tight be requi?ed, particularly for
recurring End other local costs, and for strengthening the national administrative
,md operational structures of the countries to help them increase their absorpti-~e
capacity. The Deputy Executive Director (Frogrammes) told the Board that equal
attention must also be given to the logistics aspects of distribution of supplies
and equipment. That would mean broadening aid for training to include not only
technical and auxiliary personnel, but also staff performing administrative and
logistic functions.
106. For the more advanced of the developing countries, there was an increasing
its material assistance and to offer co-operation
tendency for UNICEF to limit
in policy and administrative matters concerning children1s ~e~~i~~~. Flnphasis
was increasingly being placed on pilot projects to reach especially disadvantaged
children, on training, surveys and seminars, and on the procurement of supplies
and equipment on a reimbursable basis. In the newly independent Gulf States in
the Middle East, where the problem was largely one of lack of technical resources
and experience in services for children, UNICEF, in collaboration with the
technical agencies of the United Nations, was helping Governments to profit from
the experience of other countries in developing services for children. The
possibility was being explored of sharing with some of the Gulf States with relatively
abundant resources the cost of UNICEF work in poorer neighboring countries.
107. Delegations generally welcomed those trends. Some, however, were concerned
lest increased aid to the least developed countries might be made at the expense
of basic services which were still needed by children in other developing countries,
particularly in eSpeCially deprived areas and groups. One delegation suggested
that there should be an increase in assistance to countries in which the levsl of
living,of 40 per cent or more of the population was below a standard acceptable
in the light of the country’s total GNY nationsl average. On the other hand, one
delegation felt that, in addition to providing a larger percentage of increased
UNICEF resources to the least developed countries, consideration should be given
to a redistribution in their favour not limited to future resource increases; it
would be desirable for”the Board at some future sessinn to undertake a thorough
review of criteria for aid. One delegation felt that UNICEF should continue to
extend its co-operation to any country in which major child welfare problems
existed; moreO=r, greater use should be made of the experience of countries that
had, in the recent past, faced a situation similar to that confronting developing
countries at the present time. Another delegation stressed size and geography of
the country as a criterion for aid.

/ ...

-32THE SUPPLY FUNCTION OF UNICELF
May 1969, E/ICEF/590

At the request
of the Board the Executive Director prepared a report
(E/ICEF/57h) on the principles and practices followed in connexion with UNICEF’s
buying of supplies and equipnent for project aid. ...
141.

142. The provision of supplies and equipqent has been a major characteristic of
UNICEF’s eid since its inceptim.
Not only had the supply compor,eflt
remained high
over the years but in recent years it had increased in range and pattern reflecting
the more comprehensive and longer-range scope of projects receiving UNICEF aid. ...
...
146. There was general zgreement in the Board that the report gave a clear picture
~f the UNICEF supply function ~d of the large .anountof planning and organization
involved at all levels of ~CEF
administration in the procurement and distributeon
of supplies. Members gf the Board felt that the operation was well-run and efficient.
147. Several points were raised by members regarding purchasing practices: the need,
while adhering to commercial criteria and business-like management, of having a more
even distribution of purchases among the various countries from which supplies were
purchased; ttiedesirability
y of making more purchases in countries geographically
close to the recipient countries; th2 need to provide estimates of requirements t~
suppliers as early as possible; greater recourse to purchasing familiar or low-cost
6UPPlieS directly from the market rather than thrwugh bidding procedures. The
Board was assured that the Secretariat was aware of the danger of too rigid am
aPPlicati~n ~f ties in purchasing and that st~ps had been taken, m- were under way,
along the lines suggested by the members of the Board. The practice by UNICEF of
using Government or quasi-government agemies for procurement in some supplying
countries was commended.

,

●

1.b8.The continuation of procurement of standard or common-use items in ativ:~,:,ce
of particular praject allocations was endorsed. Advam e procurement made pwsible
economies through bulk purchasing and was an additional means of speeding deliver:.
It was recognized that under this practice the supply component of a project would
not be delivered to the country until after approval by the Executive Board.
149. The point was made in the Board that in UNICEF supply policy, considerations
BcsneUIUKEII’-a6
sisted
of quzl.it
y of supplies should be accorded high priority.
projects, such as home econmnics, might have a far-reaching influence on future
consumption patterns and the local production of consumer goods; others, such as
environmental sanitation, also served a demonstration purpose. Quality standards
had to be related to the special needs and conditions of developing countries.
Wherever possible, UNICEF should try to use existing quality testing facilities
with a view to developing strong, sturdy equipment of simple design. Fundzmentzlly,
the issue was not so much one of quality versus economy, but of selecting supplies
appropriate to the objectives of the project.
150. In this latter ccmnexion, members discussed the question of suitability
y of
supplies. Suitability was related to the use of standard items of supply in the
form of pre-pa.ckc%edkits or as selections from supply guide-lists. It was
recognized that fr~m an administrative and economic point of view, standardization
had mzny advantages. It wuuld be uneconomic to nlluw countries complete freedom
of choice in the selection of specifications or brands. On the other hand, it was
pointed out, standardization should not go so far as to impede taking into acccmnt
/ ...
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varying needs in individual countries. A balance needed to be maintained between
the economic and the programming aspects of the supply operation. There also
needed to be a continuous “feed-back” of information from the field so that
questions or suitability could be under constant review.
151. Members of the Board lauded the work of the UNICET Packing and Assembly Centre
at Copenhagen which made possible considerable savings through bulk purchases;
speedier delivery to projects; reduction in export packing costs fran the country
of supply; the combination of project requirements into consolidated shipnents and
project unit packaging of sets of supplies for individual health centres and
schosls, etc. ...

.

...

153. The importance of ensuring that supplies arrived in countries in time for the
beginming of the implementation of the projects was emphasized. Dels@ generally
resulted fram the fact that requirements were not always clearly speclfied in the
first instance, and considerable correspondence might be necessary. Close
co-operation between UNICEF field representatives and the Government authorities
concerned would serve to avoid such delaye, which fortunately were nnw relatively
infrequent.
154. The suggestion was made that UNICEF help be extended ts Governments, whenever
necessa.ry,to improve the locsl handling, storage and distribution of supplies.
Scme Governments lacked trained staff for supply management and it was suggested
that UNICEF assistante riightbe similar to that provided for tra.nsport.
management. ...
@

155. About k per cent of the value of kll supplies procured by UNICEF were
purchased locally rather than imported. bcally-produced, or locally-available
items were sometimes better suited for use in a project than imported supplies.
Local @rchase was also sanetimes desirable when it speeded up the delivery
of critical supplies to a project. UNICEF also sometimes bnught locally as a
means of stimulating production of supplies of sn acceptable standard and of a
,reasonably competitive price so as to facilitate the continuation of the prograime
beyond the stage assisted by DNICEF.
156. Euring the course of the debate a number of delegations expressed the view
that UNICEF should do more to encoufage the grovft.h
of local production by giving
priority to suppliers in recipient countries. It was suggested that when plans
of operation and supply lists were drati UP, it would be possible to deterfiiine
which supplies could be procured in the cointry itself, either by UNICEF itself
or by the Government as part of its commitment to the project.
...

158. The De@ty Executive Director (Operations) agreed that attempts should be
made by the Secretariat to expand local procurement. There were too many smB.11
articles on the supply lists. These could be omitted from the UNICEF supply
lists, leaving it to the country concerned to provide them through local purchase.
For items having to come from UNICEF, varintiscriteria had to be borne in find in
relation to the expansion nf local procurement.

t
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159. Firstly, there was the need to create production capacity, which could be
dane by buying locally. Sometimes capacity could be expanded by providing
production equipnent, the cost of which could be repsid over a period of years
by provision of the ms,nuf
s.cturedsrticles for use in the project. ... Secondly,
local articles should be used when they were more suitable than imported articles.
Thirdly, the pr~blems of maintenance and the availability of spare parts and
delivery dates needed to be taken into account.

e,.

160. The Deputy Executive Director (Operations) did not believe it was advisable
to break up pre-packsged sets. If a country needed sets fcr distribution, say,
to hundreds of health centres, the assembly of these sets could best be done
in the Copenhagen Centre. It was not possible, at least for the present, to
envisege the establishment of regional assembly centres. It had, in fact, taken
a long time to make the Copenhagen Centre into an efficient operation. Moreover,
UNICEF would not help the services it wished to see expanded if it b’mght up all
local supplies. Substantial purchases should not be made locally by UNICEF
without first checking whether there was sufficient capacity to meet the needs
af 10CSI.Ministries or services. Procurement through Ministries, a practice
followed by UNICEF whenever feasible, obviated the need for UNICEF to set up
its own operation for local.purchasea.

.

161. Price differentials also had to be ccmsidered, bearing in mind such factors
as a possible saving on overseas freight of approximately 10 per cent, rising to
20 per cent for bulk itsms; suitability of the design of the article; quality
difference; and taxation (a tax exemption or refund tight make a local product more
competitive).
162. The availability of currencies needed also to be considered. A country’s
own contribution to UNICEF would be used in the first instances for local
procurement, and currency trsnsfers from outside might also be required in some
cases.

@

163. Finally, the Deputy Executive Mrector (Operations) pointed out that it
would be advisable, in order to avoid incurring disproportionate administrative
expense, to restrict local procurement by UKtCEF to a smsll number of items
required in quautity, rather than purchase a multiplicity of small items.
164. hong the supply services made available by UNICEF to Governments in
connexion with progranunes”
benefiting children were advisory services on transport
management amd ms3ntenance. Most of the UNICEF-assisted projects needed scsne
motor transport for supervisicm or traini~, or for specialized technical te~
extending services into the areas surrounding health centres. ... Through the
use of regional vehicle management advisers and transport consultants, UNICEF
was helping Ministries (ususlly the Health Miuistry) to develop permanent transport
maintenance and repair organizations. Their help included trainiug for key staff
and for mechanics and drivers. In some instsnces, the transport organization had
been expanded to service progrsmme equipment other than vehicles.

.-.

i

165. During the discussion in the Fxm.rd,it was felt that the contribution of
UNICEF in this respect was a most valuable pioneering one. The suggestion was made
that it would be useful to analyse the experience thus fsr gained in using various
approaches in transport management in developing countries and to see whether sane
general conclusions could be drawn. It was agreed that a report slong these lines
would be prepared s.ndsubmitted to the Bosrd at a future session.

I
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166. Another service made available by UNICEF was reimbursable procurement by
UNICEF on behslf of Government fsr projects benefiting children. It sasisted
Ministries in fulfilling their ccxumitmentsin projects being assisted by UNICEF;
in ensuring the use of uniform specifications throughout the project; in
continuing previously assisted projects; and in undertaking various child welfare
activities in fields of UNICEF interest where procurement by UNICEF would result
in substantial savings in cost and t,ime. ... A hope was expressed that requests
for reimbursable procurement would be screened csre~ly
for non.ONICEF pro~ecta
lest UNICEF become a partner in poor or non-essential projects; moreover, countries
needed to develop their own procurement system. Seversl delegations drew attention
to the great usefulness of this practice for their countries.
...’
168. It was sgreed that the Executive Director would provide to the Board
annually information on the purchase of goods, including types of items
purchased, countries of procurement, sums expended, contracts for over
$10,000, and so on.

April - May 1970, E/IcEF/605

24. At the May 1969 session the Board, in reviewing the UNICEF supply operation, had
agreed on tbe desirability of some shift taking p:ace in the provision of supplies
and equipment for project support. Traditionally, k,hebulk of such support had been
in the form of imported equipment, supplies and transport. However, as developing
countries had begun to manufacture a wider range”of equipment, it was desirable for
ONICEF to adjust its practices so that where supplies of good quality and at
reasonably competitive prices were being produced locally, ONICEF ?JOUldbe buying
more in those countries and would also be providing more equipment to encourage 10cal
production. An inci-ea
sed emphasis in that direction was urged by some delegations.

-,
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CHILD HEALTH
Maternal

and

child health

CombiAg

harch 196U, tipCEF/398
66.At the last session oftheUNICEF/WfiO Joint
Committee
on HealthPolicy
(JCHP)held in December
had before it a study on child care
and nutrition education in maternal and child health
centres (JC12/UNICEF-WHO/2
and Com.l /Rev, 1 and
Corr.1/Add.1). The last general review of maternal
and child health activities had been made by the
Committee in 1957 (E/ICEF/347;
E/ICEF/a59~ev.l,
paras. 49-59).
1959 the Committee

67. Tbe Committee expressed its satisfaction with the
progress made and the results already obtained and
recommended
that support from both Governments
and international
organizations for these pmgrammes
be intensified u far as possible (E/ICEF/a96, park 6.4).
Tbe Committee’s conclusions, which were accepted by
the Executive Board as a @ide for emphasis in aid to
matcrmd and child health progmrnniea,
are given
below:
Integration

of MCH into general kzlih

Interdependence
between child health and cornmtinity health and the over-all environment
calls for
integrated services. Despite a tendency in this direction in certain countries, there are still areas where

the inaternal
and childMWices function
in relative
isolation.
It is recommendedthatthistendencyto
integration
bestrongly
encouraged
andstimulated.

and child ca?e

Since the category of heakb worker most represented
on the staff of,MCH centres is the midwife, and; on the
other band, there are needs in child care which are not
being met, o~e solution could be to broaden tbe scope
of the midwife’s activity to include basic elements of
child care at least up to school age. Her training would
have to be adjusted accordingly arid the number of
midwives increased. i$lteriwtiveiy,
the creation of a
new type of MCH worker could be envisaged.

Immunization
pi’ograrnmes which shouldnormally
forman integial
paftoftherntitine
services
fori“fatits
and y?ungchildren
areoften
inadequate:
The inatirnal
and childcentres
should.
be encouraged
td continue
its
and improfe this work.uNICEF shouldintensify
assistance
inthisrespect.

.~%2,

E/ICEF/ti5k/R@r.l

122. The ibard appro+etithe recw,u,m
dati511Sof the U~C~~O
Joint Committee
oriHe&lth PcJicy ... referred to ... below. -.
...

●

Infants Of low birth weight (prematuie

&Jpt7Ui8i0W
Moie and better
supefvisioh
services
shouldbe pry
Special emphasis should
vialed
incountry
programine$.
hi laid, in Supervision on tichnicd
than administrative
conttil.

guidance

rather

Tr&iing
More nstional tutorial personnel capable of giving
instruction annio!miate to tbe conditions of the counelements of bealtk education iii
try and int&du&ig
the schools must be trained.
Pediatric
training should be strengthened
at all
leveIs.
The creation of pediatric
depa~ents
in medical schooIs and the upgrading of those already in
existence would greatly contribute to the iiriproiernent
&IrnL
of child health Services, by improving tbegenernI
petenceof the practitioner. It will be particutily
bripoi.tam to e“mre close liaison between psedintric
departments of medical schools and local health services.

-

Imrntinizatiori

June

services

midw+y

infants)

125. The report of. the joint Committee referred to
a study of the level Qf,birth weight in ,a number of cOuntries carried OUt by WHO, wbiih had also cp~vened ah
expert Cornhiittee t?, coiisider tlic problem, The e$se”cc
of the findings of WHO had been that the key to sivirig
the ~ves Ofsrnill babies lay in preverition, Improved
niitritibu arid prenatal care and w611 oigaiiized delivery
seWi&9 were all means of preventing premature deliv.5w, The dare of infants of low birth Weijht shoild be
Wideitik:n WitKin the general framework of stierjgtheiied
basic health services for mothers and children. As ttieie
serii6es became established, simple measures for the
c%re of small babjes might be, introdiic.4d, UNICEF
s@POrt $hotild be in the form of simple equipment. and
aid for tfairii”g, Elaborate equipment for. specialized
care requmhg highly trained, personnel would be given
paediaonlytoateachi”g hospital with a well developed

tfics
d’obitetricj
depiithieiji
.titjde[tijking
iindergraduiite
andPtist-gfadikite
ieadihig
ofphj+iti,w,

The training of idl categories of beidth petiorine] @
the field of nutrition needs improvement.
For ~is
purpose, it is desirable for health pernonnel to %
instructed in the imt.iitiorisl problems of rnotheri and
In addition,, the ,sttidy. of
young and older chikhi.
lm~ ~utritiorial
p~blerns,,
of methods
of solving
them, and of the most e5ective means of heiltli educa.
tion adapted
ti Ioc&l needs should he aided and
encouraged.

1...

..

.

rBa8ic health sertices.7
:
120.
The Executive Board had before it a report on the fourteenth session
of the UNICEFfiHO Joint Committee on Health Policy (JcHP) heid from 8 t:
10 FebiiMi’y1965 !E/ICEF/509). The report included recomnendationc concerning
~ICEF assistance for ... basic health services. ...
121.

The

conclusions

of

t’%

JCHF on basic

health

services

called

fOf

nO change

in UNICEF policy. The JCE& agreed that joint ONICEF/WHO assistance to basic
health services should be intensified and given high priority; that it was
essential to plan basic health services within the framework of over-all national
health services, which should be an integral part of social and economic
development; and that organized maternal and child health services should be
planned and opera’~edas an integral part of the basic health service prograninefi
without sacrificing their individuality.

122. The JCHP furi21er
agreed
that
the specific
health
needs of mothers and
children should be given due emphasis in training programmed and that aid to such
progranimesShould include the provision of facilities for both formal cind
in-serVice preparation of all categories of national staff, both at the
professional and the auxiliary levels; that it was necessary to train senior
field staff to supervise their assistants; and that particular attention should
b? given to the system of supervision throughout the service.
123. The JCHP believed that ‘tieaLth
units should be adequately equipped to carry
out preventive disease services, to conduct health education, to give simple
treatments and to provide the necessary transport TOP taking services to the
people and for ensuring supervision.

124. In discussing the integration of mass disease-control activities into
general health services, the Coimnitteeagreed that while basic health services
were being developed, it might be necessary in a given country to continue
assistance to mass campaigns for the control of specific coinraunicable
diseases
affecting iiothersand children. The assistance thus proVided would serve to
stimulate the development of basic health services and prepare the way for the
progressive integration of these campaigns into the general health services
lZ5. The JCHP considered that the establishment or exteri$ionof basic health
sei’viceson a nation-wide scale might include a carefully planned pilot project.
Siicli
experience could also provide valuable material for staff training.
~.
Iiithe Board’s discussion, .%phssis was hid on the im.pnrtanceof developing
t,hetthe quslity of maternal and child
basic health services and of ensuring
health services would not be tipaired when they ware integrated into basic
health services; mcitern.sl
tid child health services should not lose their
identity, .sndthe training of MCH personnel and the provision of skilled MCH
supervision shoKid be assured. Mass disease-control campaigns, although costly in
>ebIhSof resoni’cesand personnel, had to be undertaken in many places @tecise~
because basic health services were lacking; the ult,imeteobjective, however, should
be to ensure that basic health services were equipped to deal with all health
problems.
127. The Board approved the Committee’s reccamnendations.
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-- L.ssessmentof aid to MCH ]
31. The Board had before it an assessment of maternal and child health (MCH)
services assisted by the World Health Organization (WHO) and UNICEF during the
period 1960 through 1964. ... The assessment was considered in the first instance
by the OWICEF/WHO Joint Conunitteeon Health Policy (JCIZF
) (E/IcEF/556, sect. T).
32. Among the general conclusions emerging from the appraisal, the JCHP
considered the following to be of major importance:
(g) That WHO and UNICEF assistance to MCH programmed had been
valuable and had contributed to noticeable progress both in
quantity and quality. The provision of equipment and of
transport was considered to have had a most beneficial effect
on the programme.
(Q) That Governments, appreciating the need for better MCH services
and for more and better trained personnel, had welcomed the
collaboration and assistance of WHO and UNICEF.
(~) That the people, in demanding more MCH services, had shown
themselves ready and willing to contribute to the improvement
and expansion of MCH activities through community action.
(~) That the importance of planning health services had been
recognized,’and planning had been initiated in many countries.
(g) That the integration of MCH services into basic health services
and the integration of preventive and curative activities
within MCH services themselves had been taking place in many
countries, and a comprehensive approach to the health needs of
mothers and children was gaining impetus.
33. The JCHT considered that two main weaknesses in MCH activities had become
evident from the assessment:
(g) The standard of practice, particularly in health posts furthest
from the supervisory base, varied considerably and i~ many
countries could be much improved.
(~) The coverage of the populating, although difficult to assess
in the absence of reliable records, was limited to a small
percentage, and wide areas of countries were without adequate
services.

;,
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34. The following recommendations contained in the assessment suggested how WHO
and oNICEF could accelerate the undoubted progress that had been made:
(g) WHO and ONICEF assistance to basic health services, of which
MCH services were a major component, should be centinued. MCH
activities should be improved and expanded, taking into account
the resources of Governments in terms of funds and personnel.
The patterns of programmed should be flexible and adapted to
local conditions.
(Q)

Health programmed which, although not directly dealing with
mothers and children, contributed importantly to their wellbeing by improving the health of the com!mmity, should
receive continued assistance.

(~) Training programmed for personnel at all levels should be
centinued. Particular emphasis should be given to training
of auxiliaries and those categories who will supervise
their work.
(Q) Preparation of all types of MCH personnel to carry out their
educational responsibilities effectively should receive
high priority.
(~) MCH progranmes should pay special attention to the improvement
of the health and nutrition of children one to six years old.
(~)

Consideration should be given to way. and means of increasing
the number of young children effectively protected by
immunization.

(g)

Continuing support should be given to all programmed directed
towards improving the nutrition of the family, and particularly
of the weanling.

(Q)

Governments should be encouraged to plan their health services
as part of national development plans and assisted in
improving their systems of recording vital events and services.

(>) The production of schedules and manuals of standard practices
for the guidance of all personnel engaged in MCH work should be
encouraged and assisted.
(J) The prOvisiOn Of equipment and supplies, particularly transport,
was essential to the development of MCH activities. The choice
and maintenance of equipment provided by UWICEF, especially
transport, should be reviewed periodically.
(~)

Health workers should initiate and foster the education of
influential men and women in the comnunity regarding the use
of locally available health services, particularly regarding
prevention of malnutrition and gastro-intestinal infections
in children.

/ ...
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and recommendations were endorsed in the discussion .of
32. These CC;<:;.usions
the assessment both in the JCHT and the Board. There was considerable concern
that far too few mothers and children were being reached by MCH progrz.mmesand the
services they received were often of poor quality. Under the present pace of
establishing basic health centres and satellite sub-centres, it might be
generations before coverage was accomplished in most countries. There was a need,
in addition to continuing with current patterns, for greater flexibility
y,
irnaginat
ion and exploration of new methods for reaching the village mother and
her child. This was required not only to meet the particular conditions of each
country Eut for special areas within the countries and for special groups. There
was agreement that acceleration.of aid needed to be preceded by careful planning
and the establishment of priorities. However, it was pointed out that under
present conditions improvisation was often also essential. The goal was to have
health plan which, in turn, would
MCH activities an integral part of an over-all
be part of a national development plan.

.

36. One path toward greater coverage, it was pointed out in the discussions,
might be in seeking new realistic approaches toward the training of para-medical
staffj particularly auxiliaries. Much could be done by more training of
indigenous midwives and practitioners, and including concepts of public health
and social medicine in this training.
37. Another, and complementary, approach lay in enlisting the participation of
leading members of rural communities who, if trained and motivated, could play
an active role in promoting the health of the community. Maternal and child
health activities, it was stressed, should not only be an integral part of general
health services but also of community life, and it should be recognized that a
community approach toward health required a close working relationship with
education, nutrition and other social services. In this connexion, one delegation
called attention to the importance of home visiting. Another suggested greater
emphasis on a synthesis of modern concepts with traditions to avoid making brusque
changes. Attention was drawn to the important role which non-governmental
organizations could play. ... It was suggested that experts advising on health
problems, particularly on community activities connected with health, should have
a thorough first hand experience of working with the local people.
38. To improve the quality of practice the discussions placed considerable
emphasis on better training, especially of auxiliaries and supervisors, and
increased supervision. The training of medical personnel at present left much to
be desired and greater attention needed to be given to pediatrics, with emphasis
on the social aspects. The need to train intermediate-level personnel became
more urgent as health services expanded.
health
39. It was pointed out that while integration of MCH services with basic
services “tias
desirable, care should be taken that it did not operate to the
detriment of the specific aim of MCH services. An important safeguard would be to
enmire technical MCH leadership at various levels of the basic health services.
One suggestion was that UNICEF and WHO should give high priority to country
programnes which emphasized preventive health measures. However; the point was
also iiadethat few children were brought to health centres solely for consultations

I ...
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-41in the field of prevention, and therefore if the mothers were to be reached and
educated, it would be difficult and undesirable under present condit~ons in
developing countries to separate the preventive and curative facets of maternal
and child care. Immunization, it was stressed, could only have its full
preventive effects when it became part of the regular health centre activities
with time-schedules adapted to the epidemiological conditions of the country. The
importance of family planning as an integral part of MCH in a nmnber of developing
countries was emphasized. ...
40. The role which MCH services could play in reaching the young child received
considerable attention. ... In some countries considerable progress
had been made in school health, including nutrition education, but there was
much more to be done in this field, including teacher training. The suggestion
was made that UNICEF support for rural water supplies should have a higher priority
in the future evolution of health services; in this connexion the assessment of
environmental sanitation, including rural water supply, to come before the 1969
Board session, was awaited with considerable interest. In connexion with the
prevention of diarrhoeal diseases in infants and young children, it was pointed
out that the education of mothers was as essential as was the provision of piped
water or latrines.
41. It was clear from the assessment that almost everywhere there was a lack of
reliable vital statistics and service records. As these were essential for
planning, execution and evaluation of health services, the suggestion was made
that UNICEF give consideration to help countries improve this situation and to
carry out thorough evaluations of their MCH activities. The hope was also
to it from time to time additional
expressed that ONICEF would have available
appraisals of the MCH progranme and regular progress reports.
42. ... The intention Of the Executive Mrector tclcontinue the practice
of keeping under active review the selection and maintenance of equipment
provided by UNICEF was welcomed. The transport provided by UNICEF was felt
to be of great value.
43. At the conclusion of the debate the Board expressed appreciation to WHO and
to the consultants who prepared the country reports. It approved the section of
the JCHP report dealing with the assessment (E/.ICEF/556,sect. Y) and expressed
the hope that it would provide guidance for the future ,jointwork of the
Governments and UNICEF and WHO in this important field.-

April 1971, E/IcEF/612

-‘-Training cf health personnel-7
55. UWICEF aid for the education and training of health personnel was the subject
of a separate discussion in the Board (paras. 66-72). It was emphasized in that
discussion that, despite the important advances that developing countries had made
over the years in the extension of health services with the aid of UWICEF and WHO,
it was still a fact that only a small proportion of families in most developing
countries had access to even rudimentary health services. Using traditional
approaches most of the developing countries would be unlikely to achieve
significant coverage in their programmed in the foreseeable future. It was clear,
therefore, that newer and faster methods must be found for reaching larger numbers
of children, which would be within the means of developing countries and adapted
to their needs.
I...
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66. One of the main agenda items of the 19’11session of the Eoard was an assessment
of education and training programmed of health personnel jointly assisted by UNICEF
and WHO (E/IcEF/L.1278) and the recommendations contained in the report of the
UNICEF/WHO Joint Committee on Health Policy (JCFF) on that assessment (E/ICEF/6C9).
6’7. The discussion highlighted a number of main points made in the assessment and
the JCHP report. ... The aid given in that field had been very valuable; apart from.
its tangible results it had helped to promote new concepts of child health care and
of confidence and encouragement to governments receiving
had been a source
assistance. Training programmed, however, needed to be looked on as a means of
developing the health services, and in that context new ventures and innovative
approaches were needed. In spite of all the efforts made by governments, with the
help of outside aid, there were still massive health needs to be met. In the
countries studied in the assessment.some 60 to 90 per cent of the population lived
in rural areas often untouched, or barely reached, by organized health services,
and it was in those areas that the health problems of mothers and children were the
greatest. A radical reorientation of health training was needed, particularly
of doctors and nurses, which was based largely on Western models and was
inappropriate to local needs and conditions. Much more attention needed to be
placed on training for rural areas, with greater attention to public health, the
social and preventive aspects of medicine and practical work outside hospitals.
Far grea.te~“se needed to be made of awiliaries , including village health aides
engaged in simple health tasks, with professionally trained personnel used for
direction and supervision. Greater collaboration was reg.uiredwith non-medical
personnel, such as school teachers, social workers, home economists and agricultural
extension workers, so that some minimal protective measures might be extended to
the large masses of the rural population. The work of health personnel could be
greatly enhanced not only by the better use of workers in other services, but also
by the active participation of the community, of volunteers, and of the persons
whom the health services sought to serve.
68. A nmnber of other points were also emphasized in the discussion in general
agreement with the JCHP recommendations. It was recognized that the education and
training of health personnel should be based on national health planning related to
the general socio-economic plan for the country, and on careful manpower studies.
Priority should be given to training of planners, teachers and supervisors, as well
as auxiliaries; there should be an emphasis on refresF.erand centinuing training;
a multidisciplinary teaching approach should be used, bringing together related
teaching programnes, facilities and faculties, which should be closely integrated
with local health services; more attention shcmld be given to the best use of
demonstration and training centres; in addition to strengthening national training
schemes, inter-country and inter-regionaltraining centres might be used, particularly
for planning, teacher-training and higher nursing educa.t
ion; a review was needed of
nursing education in view of the great need for nurses and the slow increase in
their numbers; ... a review was also needed of the employment and training of
sanitarians based on their current and potential role in the health team.

/ ...
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69. ,, was pointed out in the debate that extensive health services and trainina
programmed in a number of countries were provided by voluntary organizations, ma;y,
of them church-related. It was important that the potential of voluntary organizations be taken into account in the new emphases which the assessment stressed.
AInongtheir assets were their presence in rural areas, the possibilities they
offered.for innovation and experimentation, which might involve some risks that it
would be difficult for a government to take, and experimentalion with the training
and use of .mrious types of auxiliaries. There was a trend towards co-ordination
and joint planning within the private health sector in some countries, which would
make possible the next step of co-operation within the framework of government
progi-ammes....
70. Several additional points were raised in the debate : UNESCO should be asked
to help elaborate teaching methods, programmed and manuals and select teaching
materials; more attention shculd be given to upgrading the status of auxiliaries
and changing existing medico-legal legislation which made it difficult to use
auxiliaries properly; it was hoped that inadequacies in the provision of some
supplies and equipment by uNICEF (delays in delivery, unsuitability, distribution
and maintenance problems ), which the assessment brought out, would receive close
attention. ...

9

71. The report of the JCHP contained thirty-three recommendations for action along
the lines indicated above (E/IcEF/6c19,sect. 6.3). In the Board discussion of
those recommendations the point was made that, while WHO could deal with health
training as a whole, UNICEF’s interest in aid for training in the health field was
closely related to services for mothers and children. Tbe recommendations did not
make that distinction clear. It was noted, however, that the concluding recommendation provided that the Secretariats of both organizations should jointly work
out guidelines for their field staffs to acquaint them with the recommendations,
with a view to their practical application and their use as a stimulus for action.
The Board approved the recommendations of the JCHP, on the understanding that the
guidelines, when formulated, would make clear the respective responsibilities to be
assumed by each organization in the light of its respective functions. ...

April - May 1973, E/TcEF/629
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40.
Board members welcomed the evidence of innovative approaches in some countries
to bring simple health services to children in areas of countries where they were
not available, particularly through a more extensive use of paramedical and
auxiliary health workers, and an emphasis on preventive and community health,
involving community-level participation and, if necessary, personne1 and services
outside the formal structure of health services.. ...

i...
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Family plsnnin~
June 1$67. E/ICEF/563

44.
In May 1966 when the Executive Board engaged in an extensive debate cm the
possible role of UNICEF in family planning it was unable to arrive at a consensus
and it decided to postpone action until its June 1967 session. ... In the
meantime it agreed to ask the advice of the UNICEF~O
Joint C-ttee
on Health
Policy (JCHP), which was to meet in February 1967, on the best way in which
of family plawing ~ with particular
UNICEF mi6ht p&rticipate in programnes
reference to the technical aspects. The representatives of the UNICEF Board on
the JCHP, the Board agreed, were to be guided by the four following principles:

.

.

“(~)

UWCEF assistance shall be given in response to Government
requests, as part of a country’s health services qnd not as
a separate category of assistance;

“(J

UNICEF assistance shall be limited to the usual.forms of @d
that have been approved by the Executive Board for many years,
such as traifing of personnel, provision of vehicles, and
suppues and equipment fo.rmaternal and child health eervice?;

“(@

UNICEF shall not take any responsibility for the organization
and adqinistration of the govermnentsl progr~e
relating to
fwi ly planning;

“(g) UNCEF shall request the technical advice of WHO and the
Mreau of Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat
+n connexion with any such assistance.” ...
.!.

46.
When the JCHP met it had before it a rep~rt prepared by the WHO secretariat~
[E/ICEF/CRP/67-4)the uuruose of which was to define the heslth aspects of
ftily plwning and th~”b~sis on which WHO could give technicaJ ad~ice ~d
assistance on request. The report considered fanily planning to be an integral
pa+. of comprehensive health services for mothers and children.
...
48.
The report sungwized the conditions under which WHO could provide ad@ce
for family planning upon request as follows:
“(g) A policy of family planning has already been established
indenpently by the Government concerned;
“(b)
WHO accepts no responsibility for endorsing or promoting
—
any partic@ar policy;
“(4

The problems of human reproduction are recognized to involve
the fatily unit as well as the society as a whole and that
the size of the fsmily is the free choice of each individual
family; snd

“(g) It is recognized that it is a matter for national administrations
to decide whether sad to what extent they should support the
provision of infwmation on the health aspects of human
reproductien to the people they serve.”
/...

The conclusions of the report were that:
“The t~es of projects in fa.milyplanning For which a ccuntry might
request UNICEF~O
assistance and which, if they meet the requirements
outlined in ... [(a) to (d) above 7 could receive WHO technical approval
would be those directed at (1) trm=ning in MCH care including family
planning for the health personnel, (2) the expansion of the basic
health services including the maternal and child health services.
The need for rapid expansion of health services to provide scope for
family planning as an integrsl part of them should be recognized.
The normal preventive and curative activities of those services should
in no way be reduced or impaired.”
...
52.
There was general agreement in the Board that the WHO repcn’t,concurred in
an acceptable basis for co-operative action by WHO and
by the JCHP, offered
UNICEF to assist Governments which wished to provide comprehensive maternal and
child health services, including family plsnning.
...
The Board approved the section of the JCHP report on the health aspects of
58.
family planning (E/ICEF/556, sect. 10) as the basis of UWICEF’s policy in this
field.
@ril

E/ICEF/605
- Mey lg’((1,

34. In his General Progress Report the Executive Director pointed out that an
increasing number of countries were adopting policies relating to population, and
these required wider provision for family planning services as an extension of
maternal and child health services ... Since the decision by the Botid in 1967
that OWICEF should support family plsnning aspects of maternal snd child health
services, aid for fanily planning has been approved fm a number of cmmtries
aid, taki.~ the same form as that given for health services generally,
. ..
This
has provided transport for fsmily planning workers, stipends for special training
of nurses and midwives, teaching manuals, teaching aids, and equipment for the
production of teaching aids ...

2,

.?

of the
35. During the discussion, attention was directed to the complex nature
family planning problem. Without the assurance that the children who were born
would have a reasenable prospect of surviving, parents were not ready to accept
the notion of limiting births. Thus, arradequate maternal and child health service
was pre-requisite fm- successful fsm.ilyplanling. More3ver, experience had shown
that to be efficient end safe, programmed of fsmily planning should be closely
associated with basic health services.
36. It was pointed out, however, that not ouly materml and child health services,
but other means of reaching the fs.m.ily
were,required, including organized women’s
groups, ... the school system, agricultural extension services, social workers and
the mass media. The importante of interdisciplinary collaborateon for the successful staffing ~f family planning progrenunes,and for promoting changes in attitude.

/ ...
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39. The Director of the United Nations Fund for Population Activities informed
the Board that the Fund intended t~ help UNICEF finance as many projects as its
resources would permit ... Members of the Board welcomed this concrete evidence
of co-operation of the Population Fund with UNICEF.
40. When the Executive Director first recommended that UNICEF assist family planning
in 1966, he did nat recnmmend the provision of contraceptives as a form of aid.
This was done in order to avoid controversy, and also because it then appeared that
contraceptives were adequately available from other sources. He now considered that
the situati~n had changed. Contraceptives wel-enot available from other sources in
sufficient quantity, and some Gmernments were indicating their prefe?cmce for
receiving jzhemfrcm UNICEF as ~art of the over-all aid to their MCHj’familYplsuning
projects, and they attached ~gh priOrity to those requests. The Executive Director.
therefore, recommended that UNICEF b e prepared to give contraceptives as part of its
aid to comprehensive health pragrammes. The aid would be provided in accordance
with UNICEF’s general apprmch for country programing and it was not contemplated
that large amounts of aid WOUM be in the form of contraceptives. They would be
given only on the request of Governments and with the technical approval of WHO.
That organization supported thisreconmnendationand was prepared to provide the
required technical advice and support.
...

.

-

...

44. The Board agreed that UNICKF should be able to include contraceptives, Or
equipment to make contraceptives, in the supplies which it furnished for the family
and child welfare aspects of maternal and child health pro,qrammes,at the request
of Governments, and with the technical approval of the World Health Organization.

@

April 1971, E/IcEF/612
~- Social progrsmmes In support of responsible parenthood _7
57. In ~967 the UNICEF Executive Board decided that, when so requested by a
government, UNICEP might extend its assistance to family planning in the context
of maternal and child health services. ... That decision was based on considerations
relating to the health, welfare and development of children, which were deeply
affected by factors such as responsible parenthood and family size.
...
58. The discussion highlighted several main problems affecting progress in “family
planning which had an important bearing on UNICEF’s work in that area. Recent
field reports had stressed that family”planning prograuunesneeded better channels
to the villages, hamlets and slums. While certain smaller countries had made
substantial progress in extending family planning services, some of the large
countries had serious obstacles to overcome: a,higher proportion of the population
living in rural areas, a lower female literacy rate, proportionally fever health
workers, a higher proportion of villages not reached by any government services,
and fewer sources for the provision of new or expanded services.

/ ...
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59. Another point brought out by.recent field reports stressed the close relationship between successful family planning programmed and basic maternal and child
health services. The latter were.essential to enable children already born to grow
to healthy adulthood. The availability and use of such services should strengthen
parents ‘ aspirations for their individua1 children.and negate the widely held
fatalistic view that only a.few of the numerous children born would survive. In
turn, their new confidence should encourage parents to have smaller families.
60. Given the present limitations of resources and personnel, the problem remained
of how to provide such services to the mass of people who had not yet been reached.
Gne solution suggested was to use women trained as auxiliaries in family planning
and elementary maternal and child health, who would work with the indigenous
village midwives . That could greatly increase the number of front-line workers
while making selective use of the small number of professionally trained people
available ‘for direction and supervision.

e

61. However, it was stressed in the Eoard discussion that this could not be
counted on to be enough. A broader view of responsible parenthood was required,
involving other social measures - including a variety of agencies and approaches
closely related to over-all development. The measures included various forms of
women’s education, including literacy campaigns, as a means of raising the status
of women and increasing their motivation towards responsible parenthood. Other
services, such as schools, agricultural and home economics extension, community
development, social welfare, industrial health services and the communication media
also had an important role to play. It was suggested that a greater effort should
also be made to reach men in order to motivate and educate them in family planning.
...
63. Iinumber of delegates were gratified that more countries were turning to
UNICEF for help in family planning and that the ‘scope.
of UNICEF participation was
being broadened. Appreciation was expressed for special contributions to UNICEF
for family planning, including the support made available by UNFPA.

?

.;.

61+. A few delegations viewed the trend with a certain reservation: the continued
success of UNICEF depended upon the value i.tattached to human life; care should be
taken to respect different shades of opinion and a couple 1s freedom to decide on
the size of its family; UNICEF should guard against departing from the policy it
adopted in 1967; ... its efforts should be directed mainly towards increasing the
general level of living and increasing its aid for maternal and child health. The
Executiw Director assured the E?oardthat the Secretariat “iewed family planning
exactly in the spirit adopted by the Eoard , namely that the objective of its aid
was the health and well-being of the existing child and, indeed, of the entire
family; in that connexion, there was concern not only with greater maternal and
child health coverage, but also with women’s education and other social measures
that would strengthen the motivation towards responsible parenthood.

/ ...
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Family planning aspects of family health
—.

~

44. It was widely recognized that the health and welfare of children and family was
profoundly influenced by family size nnd the spacing of births. Those consicierati
ons
led the Executive Board to the decision it took in 1967 to the effect that UNICEF,
when so requested by a Government, might assist family planning as part of national
maternal aud child health services. ... Since ther,the Board had approved several
projects which, in addition to family planning services delivered by health services,
provided parallel educational and motivational support towards responsible parenthood.
Since family plaming was ordinarily an inextricable”part of a broad maternal and
child health service, it was difficult to give a figure for the amount of UNICEF aid
provided for family planning. Aid for maternal and child health in countries with
national family planning policies amounted to $8.2 million for use in 1970 and 1971,
which included $2.9 nd.llionassigned to UNICEF by the United Nations Fund for
Population Activities.
45. At the current session the Board had before it a report prepared by WHO
reviewing the family planning aspects of..
family health, with special reference to
UNICEF/WHO assistance (E/ICET/L.1281) and the recommendations of the UNICIT?/WHO
Joint Coxmnitteeon Health Policy (JCHP) on that report (E/ICEF/618, section 7). The
conclusions of JCHP constituted an elaboration and clarification of existing UNICEF
policies. The essence of the 1967 Board decision, i.e. delivery of family planning
services through maternal and child health with the objective of promoting family
health and welfare, was maintained. High priority was recommended for the expansion
and improvement of maternal and child care within the fram.eworkof basic health
services, and for maternity-centred family planning progrzunmes. There was recognition
that the complex nature of activities relating to the health aspects of family
planning necessitated a multi-disciplinary approach. Strengthening an over-all
health services system capable of supporting all aspects of a family planning
programne should be the basis for priorities in UNICEF and WHO assistance. In
addition to health personnel, workers in other disciplines (such as community
development, social welfare, home economics, education and public administration)
should be seen as potential co-promoters of family planning.
46. The JCHP report set out a series of detailed recommendations which provided for
greater support for planning and evaluation; for improved project formulation at the
country level; and for strengthening the organization and administration of family
planning activities. Wherever possible there should be integration of nutrition
activities with family health programmed, including family planning, so that they
could be mutually supportive and reinforcing. Assistance should be given for
operational research aimed at designing alternative approaches to the delivery of
family planning care in countries with different levels of health services and also
within the context of different public health systems and in a wide variety of
social, cultural and economic settings. Education and training was of central
importance; priority should be given to the training of planners, teachers, supervisor., and auxiliary workers as well as to refresher and continuing training of all
health personnel, and to innovations in training in relation to work in rural areas.
Moreover, the health aspects of family planning should be integrated into the
training of workers in other disciplines.

/ ...
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47. In the debate it was noted with approval that the terms of reference of several
funding agencies for family planning had been broadened to include health education
and social services, and that additional resources had been made available to build
up the health infrastructure for the delivery of family health care, particularly
maternal and child F.e
alth, including family planning. ...
,..

50. The Deputy Executive Director (Programmes) in a statement at the end of the
debate stated that it was essential to distinguish between two groups of countries.
Firstly, there were those that had formally adopted family planning policies, where
UNICEF could play a role as part of a United Nations team. Secondly, there were
countries that had no declared family planning policy but were prepared to study
the matter and desired, in the meantime, to have UNICEF aid for basic health
services. It was his hope that financing agencies, in particular the United Nations
Fund for Population Activities, would provide more assistance for basic health
services.
51. The Board approved the recommendations of JCHP on the family plaming
of family health.

aspects

/ ...
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Village water supply and environmental sanitation
March 196o, E/ICEF/398

70. In 1958theUNICEF(WHO JointCommitteeon
HealthPolicy(JCHP) established
principles
which
weresubsequently
adoptedby theUNICEF Executive
Boardas thebasis
forUNICEF aidto environmental
sanitation.
Aid fromUNICEF hastakentheformsof
drilling
and digging
equipmentforwellsand latrines;
pipingfor tube wellsand forbringing
waterfrom
nearby
adjscent
sources
into
public
standpipes
ofvillages
and the healthcentresof schools;
equipmentfor
workshopsforfabricating
latrine
components;
health
education
materials;
transport;
andstipends
fortraining
ofsanitsrians.
...
1inDecember1959(E/ICEF/
71. ...
396),theJCHP reviewed
progress
inaidfor:nyiron
mentalsanitation
...The Committeereiterated
theview
thatenvironmental
sanitation
was basic
toa~ materual
and childhealthwork.Itsharedthebelief
of WHO
thatsanitation
ingcnersl,
and watersupplyin partimlar, had a direct bearing on morbidity and mortality
of children and on the economic and socisl welfare of
the community.
72. The recommendations
of the JCHP envisaged
sanisome increase in ~lCEF aidforenvironmental

tation
alongthefollowing
lines:
(a)greater
emphasis
on aidforenvironmental
sanitation
asan integral
part
of theexpansion
of integrated
ruralhealthservices;
(b) aid for training
of m.:. sanitarians
(including
supervisory
staff)
as wellas more training
of other
heal
th personnel
in techniques
of healtheducation;
(c)mO= aidforimpmvingsanitation
inschools,
benlth
centres,
and communitycentres;
(d)an increase
of
aid to pegnitUNICEF to contribute
to a greatir
volumeof safewater,and easier
access
to water,by
providing
formore fountains
and standpipes
atpublic
places
invillages
and smalltowns.
78. The recommendation
in(d)aboveisinline
with
thepolicy
ofWHO adoptedin1959ofgreater
emphasis
on safeand ample comnm”itywatersupplies
as a
spearhead
forpromoting
environmental
sanitation.
It
doesnot,however,envisage
8 changefrom previous
UNICEF policy of not aiding large-scale public works
for supplying water, or piping it to individual homes
— a policy adopted became UNICEF resources were
not comidered mfficient to be effective in such schemes.
74. While it was recognized
in the JCHP that urban
sanitation
problems,
itwas notclear
areas had urgent

how UNICEF couldhelpsolvethem withoutentering
thefield
ofpublic
works,
whichwas beyonditsmeans.
The JCHT believed,
however,
thatifpractical
waysof
rendering
usefulassistance
could be found,pilot
projects
mightbe presented
tobe Boardforaid.
75. The criteria
laiddown by theJCHP alongthe
lines
discussed
above,aswellas otherguide-lines
for
future
aidto projects,
wereadoptedby theBoardas
follows
:

1. (i)
‘Ih progmmme must conformto the national
health
policy.
(ii)
‘Environmental
sanitation,
related
to _ti-I -d
child
health,
isan intsgral
component
ofhedtbservices
a“d should
contirme
to & closely
integrated
withthem.
Inthefuture,
emphasis
needm longer
b+laid
ontheselectim ofsanitation
projects
set“p aspartofMCH schemes,
b“trather
onsanitation
pmgrammesintegrated
withgeneral
health
serviws
orwithpmgrammesofcommity develop.
m.mtassisted
m tobe assisted
by UNICEF.
(iii)
Assistance
by UNICEF fortheexecution,
maintemamx and expansion
of a smcessfd.mvircmmmdal
smitaticm
progmrnme
ina .xwntry
shcddbe basedcm:
(a)~ organized
health
serviw
whichiml”den
a hnsic
MCH service
andatleast
a nucleus
ofa sanitation
service.
(b) The organization
of a well-planmd
and intensive
health
edmationprogmmme to he carried
outtbrougb
everystaff
memberworking
inthehealth
pmgmmme.
sanitation staff and
(c)The availability
ofan adequafe
ofsupervisory
sanitation
personnel,
toensure
inparticular
thepurity
ofwatersupplies
and theproper
disposal
of
?.sW.ge.
(iv)
C.MMUnityparticipation
and self-help
sbcmldbe
insisted
uponatallstages
ofthepmgramme.
11.Progmammes
should
beplanned
witha viewtooominuousexpansion
tbrougb
themutualco-operation
oftbe
central
govemme.t,lwalgovernment
and communities
concerned.
Thegoalshould
bethedevelopment
ofcountry.
wideetwircmmmtal
sanitation
programmed.
111.
In rural
cmmmudtie.s,
pmgmnunessbmdd include
specific
provision
forwstsrmppties,
exwetadispoml,
health
edwation
ofthepopulation
andtraining
ofailstaff
in bothsanitdkmand health
ed”catimmethodsa“d
procedures,
IV.1.all
program.%special
attention
dm.ldbedirected
totheimprovement
ofsanitation
inschools,
bedthcwntres
andcmnnmnity
cmtrw.

V. Adequate
rmmbsn ofcomp?tent
sanitation
personnel
should
& trained
tofacilitate
supervision
andmaintenance
oftheoriginal
project
andtheexpansion
ofprojects.
VI.TheJoint
Committee
recommended
increased
empbaL+is
m UNICEF aidfortrsining
inenvironmental
sanitation
alongthefallow@line,
:
Provision
of stipads,
in local
c.rrtmcy,
forwitbincountry
training
ofvarious
levels
of8taff;
Provision
of teaching
materials,
educational
aidsand
bmk,;
Tmmportofstudents
forfield
practice
especkdfy
adapted
tothecircumstances
oftheparticular
project.
VII.Ind communities,
a systemofwaterdistribution
tipublic
fountains
orsta”dpipes
readily
accessible
tothe
home,should
havepreference
overtheprovision
ofcommunitywells.
I“ conunwdties
wherepipedwatersupplyhi
inexistenw
orplanned,
supplementary
assistance
mightb
give?by ~lCEF forextension
ofwaterdistrib”ticm
to
pubhcfountains,
sobwds,
health
ce.t?es
and community
Centrw.

/ ...
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VIII.An farastheq.@hm ofsanitation
inurbanand,
morepmtioukmly,
infringe
areas
isconcerned,
itwasnot
clear
bowUNICEF could
aid.
However,
ithasbeensuggested
thatifthere
me somepractical
waysforUNICEF ofgiving
significant
amistance
to mob typ-ea
of progratmne,
pfiot
Pmj=~ might~ pmserdedto theExecutive
Boardof
UNICEF forpreliminary
consideration.
IX.Special
attention
shouldbe paidto thegeneral
problem
ofwater
andenvironmental
smitntion
i“tbecontrol
ofbilhmziasis.
Thisgrave
andwidespread
disease,
especially
inchildren,
needs
furtbe~
scientific
study
andthepromotion
ofpilot
pmjeots.
X. Attentim
b thetwoproblems
ofwats.andenvironmental
sanitation
isequatly
importmtinconneximwith
diseases
spread
hy contaminated
waterm foodandwith
communicable
diseases
oftheeye.
XI.Evaluation
oftheresults
ofa pmgramme mustbe
madewiththecotlaboraticm
ofcompetent
medical
personnel.

G
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115. The Board had before it an assessmert of progress achieved.in jointlyassisted euvironnental sanitation and rural vater supply pro,grar.u.les
d.urin~the
ten-year period 1959-1968 (E/ICEF/L.1271). ...
...
119. The assessment was reviewed by the UNICEF@O
Policy when it met.in March 1969. ...
...

Joint Commit.t.ee
on Health

121. we Comnit.teefelt that.a greater impact might be made by UNICIiT~O
assisted prograuimesby concent.ratin~effort.
s into zonal development projects,
and by linking sanitation with.other health-oriented programm.es. It was also
considered important.that.UNICEF/t’~0assistance should make a greater
contribution to comprehensive ,prograrroes
of economic and social denvelopment
through close collaborate
ion w it.hthe responsible national agencies .
122. The Committee considered that.in general the criteria and guidelines, laid
dcwn by the UNICEF Executive Board in March 1~60 were sti11 valid and applicable,
as amplified and interpreted in the assessment.. The Committee believed that
they should be supplemented and modified by the following recommendations of
the JCHF which would improve the efficacy of the assistance jOintti being
given by UNICEF and WHO.
(1) Projects carried out undel-the ONICEF,fi~HO
assisted PrOgramme must nOt
be regardeu as enas m znemselves, but as ciemonsirationai,
st.imulat.
ozy or educational in nature, leading toward a national
programme to be implemented zs early as POSsible. This should be
made clear to all concerned from the earliest stage, so that.there can
be no misunderstanding on this.point.

/ ...
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(2) !l%ehighest.priority should”be given in all work carried out.under
the programme,to trainin~ of national personnel. Such training should
include not only professional,and sub-professional meabers of
sanitation staffs, but alsc operation and maint.enanc
e ~ersonnel of
all grades . Training prozrammes should be based on est.imat
es of
present and future Staff needs, and arrangements should be made,
whenever yossible, to train individuals before they are required
t.otake up the duties of their respective posts .
(3) 140restudy is required on wa~:sof increasing the effectiveness of
health education of the ~ublic, PafiiCUlarly with regard to
sanitation improvement.
. Greater,use should be made of field health
workers for disseminat.in~infornat.i
on t.othe >ublic with t!horn
they
are habitually in contact, and special provision should be made in
the training curricula of all health wwtkers to enable them to carry
out this function more effectively.
(4)

The maximum community participation at local”level should be
encouraged at the planning, construction an~ operational stages of
environmental irn>rovements. Health education should support the
involvement.of individuals, with a view .t.oensuriug wide acceptance
and wide use of the facilities ~?rovided.

(5) The introduction of health education sub~ects into school curricula,
and the enlistment.of the support.of teaching staffs to assist, by
demonstration and instruction, the installation of hygienic habits
into their pupi1s, should be encouraged.
(6)

@

Guidelines should be prepared for the use of Governments requesting
UNICEFfilHOassistance. lMese ,guidelinesshould make.c,learthe
objectives and limitations of the assistance available, and should
‘alsocontain’information which will help in the planning and in the
execution phases of country programmed.

(7) Evezy endeavonr should be ma.dat.ocarry out improvements to water
supp4 and excreta disposal concurrently. This should not.be a rigid
condition of assistance if either of the improvements is likely to
be delayed in consequence.
r,
(8) More regular evaluations of the progress of the programme should be
made, and Governments should be more fully involved in making these
evaluations. Simple reporting and accounting procedures should be
worked out t.oensure comparability
y of financial assessment.s,and overall reporting should be in such a form as to enable the exact cost of
each prc,j
ect to be individually deteruiined.

/ ...
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(9) Except in those cases where UTTICEFis already involved in urban
improvement.,or where sanitation is required for health centres Or
schools, the efforts on this :mogi”ammeshould not be diIuted by
ext.en-ding
into urban or fringe areaq . If it is decided to carry out.
work in suc’hareas, this should be additional to, rather than instead
of, rural improvements.
(10) Where conditions so require, UNICEFfiHO assistance should be extended
to cover the removal of vaste water , in addition to the prime
subJects of wa.t
er supply and excreta disposal.
(11) Further studies should be made by llTICEIand by UHO into vays of
increasing the efficiency and reducing delays in the proces~e~ of
orderin:, procurement.and delivery of supplies. Equipment lists,
Specifications and desi~n infoxmation should be prepared and made
available t.ofield sta~f, vit.h& view to standardizing items wherever
POSsible, and facilitat.ingaccnrate ordering of materials and
equipment.
(~)

The phasing-out.of UiiICEFfl!HO
assistance at.the end of the
demonstrational stage should be programmed well in advance, and the
degree of continuing su:>~ort necessary to country-wide projects
determined accordin~ to the needs of the particular country.

(13) All environmental health improvements should be planned with their
subsequent._uaintenanceand operation in view. Loca1 participation
in these phaaes should be encouraged whenever possible, and
consideration given to group organization for maintenance on an
area- or couutry-wide basis, where conditions ao war
rant..
UNICEF/JHO
assistance could be given to the planning and setting up of such
maintenance organizations if desirable.
(14) Every endeavour should be made to encourage other interuatiofialand
bilateral agenciea to become involved in national programmed of
environmental irfiprOvements.
.,.

124. Various aspects of the points dealt with in the assessment,and the J~
report,were discussed by the delegates. Emphaais waa laid upon the importance
of training, including in-service training; the necessity for health education
and water SG2PI.Yprogi-ammesto go ilznd
-in-hand; the encouragement.af maximum
ary 7k1J
cxr,and
community participation, includin~ local c~ntribl~ti
em
..cf vo7-Ur.t
comnunnzy operation and maintenance of its own water system; the value of having
villagers pay something for the water they received, but.also the need to ensure
that those who could not ?ay were not.deprived of water; the problems of
disposing of-waste water; the need for greater recognition by Governments, local
Authorities and communities of the importance of environmental sanitation and

-5k
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rural water supply; the need to relate future activities to national ~evelopment
plan$ with lon~-tera public health aims: the various ~on~ideration~ t..be
borne in mind vhen selecting areas Tar denonst.rationprojects; the irn:>ortance
of greater attention to the relationship between nut.rit
ion, ent.ericdiseases
and infections and the levels of environmental sanit.at
ion; the need for further
research as a prerequisite for lon,~-s
ca,leaction; the desirability or annual
evaluations of assisted projects; and the need t.oimprove the supj>lyaspe~t.~
of the aid provided .
125. It was pointed out that the assessment.mi~ht.have ~iven more attention to
certain matt.ers:the financin.~probLeus involved in the construction of water
SUPPM and excreta control facilities; tilepossibilities of stimulating the
lcfialprcduct.ionaf uater supply materials and equiprnent;and the problems
systems. The Board was informed that these were
of maintaining local wat.ezall mat.t
ers which would be further developed by UNICEF and WHO.
126. It was emphasized that every ei~o.t’t
should be msde to co-ordi~ate the
UNI.CEF~~O programue with similar development programmed supported by other
agencies, both international and bilatera1. More attention needed to be paid
to this by country piiogrammestaff and consultants. A number of agencies,
including FAO and severel bilateral agenciea, were prOviding increased ~uPPOfi
for the development of water supplies for irrigation to increase food production.
The resources allocated to these programmed were substantial,and relatively
little additional su~>portwould be required tO cOmbine drinl~ing~~aterPrOSra~es
with irrigation. The Board was inforaed that this matter would be pursued by
UNICEF and WHO witilUNDP, IBRD and other relevant.agencies in attempti~ to
co-ordinate and strengthen the ef?ect.of the outside resources which could be
brought to bear on *his problem. In addition, an effOrt wo~d be made to
improve information systems so that Governments would have a better idea of what
assistance was available.

e

\

Questions
were
raised
in the Board as to the interpretation in recommendation
(1) that projects assisted by UNICEF~lHO should be “demonstrational, stimulator
or educational in nature” . It was pointed out such a recommendation would not be
altogether relevant.in certain.s it.uations. In India, for example, the
Government was v ell aware of the importance of adequate supplies of potable
water in t.lle
rural areas. Water was so scarce in one third of rural India
that it was a problem to get any water at all. India needed heavier drilling
equipment to tap water on a larger scale in those areas.
12’7.

128. Tne Deputy Executive Director (Pmxammes ) ~tated that the reco~mendations
proposed by the JCHP would be interpreted fle::ib
ly in conformit.ywith the
country approach, taking into account the particular circumstances of a coun~w,
its st6ge of development, the counti_J
ts own >riorities, and the PO:s~:ilit.ySf
<F..z51.rizg
other sOUL-C
es of outside financin~. ..,
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lity in following the recommendations
129. The desirability of a certain fle::ibi
of the assessment.and the JCHT was stressed by delegates in connexion with some
other mat.t.
ers as well. It was believed that recommendation (9) should not be
interpreted to overlook entirely aid for water supplies in urban areas . Vhile
there was agreement with the JCHP view of tilevalue of concentratin~ efforts
into zonal development.project.s(see para. 121 above), emphasis was also
placed on the usefulness of encouraZinE small experimental projects which
might.pave the Wa>-for new solutions. Some doubt.was expressed that the
adudnist.rationof water supply progrormes in health ministries necessarily
always provided the >est crganizationz,lframework. In conne::ionw it:i
recommendation (6 ) which provided for the development by UNICEF and WHO of
more detailed guidelines for use of CWre..nmentsrequestin~ aid, it was suggested
that.the Board be kept iaformed of the i~mplement.ati
an of t.hes
e guidelines. It
Was important.also tilatplans of operation for projects be prepared in
accordance with tiles
e guidelines,and that tileyclearly spen out the
responsibilit.ies‘and commitments of all parties .

I

130. Delegates welcomed the .int.ent.ion
of the UNICEF Secretariat.to review and
bring Up to date the ~mide-lists for sup:>liesand equipment.. T@
also wel,comed
its view that illcertain cases more could be accomplished by encouraging local
mSllgfaCtUl%of cWtfiin typee of %quipment.ti]anprotiding imported equipment..

a
..

1;1. The Boarti ... apprOved ‘theHcOmendat ions of the JCHP (para. 122 above )
nm the understandi~ that they would be interpreted in the light of their
discussion by the Board.
April - WY

1973, E/IcEF/629

firreparation of new guidelines]
There was considerable interest in the Board in UNICEF.aid for rural drinking
@.
water supplies. In 1969 the Board had approved criteria.for UNICEF aid for
environmental sanitation and rural water supply. ... One of the criteria, namely,
that UNICEF aid should be concentrated on demonstration projects, was subsequently
broadened by the Board’s approval of aid to a nunber of projects with wide
coverage. ... Other criteria fo~ aid to environmental sanitation and rural water
supply remained valid. UNICEF was currently assisting some 70 countries in the
field of environmental sanitation, mainly in the improvement of rural
water supplies. UNICEF expenditures for water supply in 1972 amounted to about
$7 million. Tbe Board was informed that the WHO secretariat, in consultation
with UNICEF and others, was preparing detailed guidelines for the orientation
of the responsible government officials and field staffs of both organizations.
In addition to policy, the guidelines would be concerned with the strengthening
of government structures at the national and local leve1, better co-ordination
between technical services, the provision of finance, local governmental and
cormmxlit
y participant
ion and provision for maintenance of water supply installations.
There was also a need to improve the design of locally produced hsnd pumps
44.
so that they would stand up to intense wear and tear and could be maintained by
local personnel. ...
e
i..

.
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45.
In addition to the important direct effeets of clean water in reducing
enteric diseases of children, the SUPPN{ of tiinking water, as was emphasized at
the Loz~ conference
... could have multiple benefits of a broad
development value. Such programmed improved the quality of life of whole
communities aad freed the mother from the burdensome task of carrying water for
long distances.“ Moreover, the provision of village water supplies could be one
of the catalytic elements in a widenin”gcircle of health-oriented and other cooperative, self-help, community efforts, such as sanitation activities, family
food production, reforestation for domestic fuel supply, and local support of
services.
health and education
could contribute greatly to the
SUCII effor’cs
delivery of simple preventive health care by giving tbe community the capacity
to maintain a healthy environment for all its members.

Immmizations
June 1965, E/IcEF/528
Poliomyelitis
129. In the JCHP’s discussion, mass vaccination cwnpaigns were recognized as
being necessary for rapid and complete control of poliomyelitis but different
views were expressed on the priority to be given to mass vaccination at the
present time in countries with other importaat health problems. In view of
the high cost of producing and testing small amounts of live vaccine it was
felt there would be great advantage if, where appropriate, countries would
develop production on a regional instead of a national basis.

@

130. The JCHP recmmnended that UNICEF, although not normally providing assistance
to campaigns against poliomyelitiss,might do so under the following conditions:
(a) If there was evidence that the incidence of the disease had increased
greatly or was likely to do so in the near future;
(b) If the Government concerned gave high priority to vaccination of the
susceptible (which in most cases would be young children);
(Q) If the couatry had adequate medical services for this purpose, except
in emergencies.
131. In the Board’s discusion of the JCHP’s reccsmnendationsthe point was made
that while poliomyelitis campaigns had a wide public appeal, the number of
paralytic cases was relatively low in developing areas end the disease was no
more disabling than many others. Moreover, campaigns were expensive and it was
difficult to transport vaccine to reach young children and to ensure proper
follow-up, However, under the conditions recommended by the JCHP, it would be
appropriate for UNICKF aid to be given to countries faced with a rising incidence
of polio~elitis and prepared to overcome the cliff
iculties involved. fjome
delegations believed that the difficulties of csmpaigns might be over-estimated
ad gave exemples where obstacles were surmounted and gratifying resnlts
achieved. It was pointed out that where there were basic health centres,
immunization campaigns could be carried out by the centres cheaply and
effectively,
i-..

*
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+32. The Board approved the UNICEF aid for poliomyelitis csmpaigns under the
ccndit.i
cns ~eccxnmendedby the JCHP.
,..
Smallpox
137. The progress of the smallpox eradication programme was reviewed by the
JCHP, which emphasized the importance of freeze-dried vaccine in warm countries.
It was recognized that in some countries local production would be uneconomical
and there was a need for imported vaccines. The JCHP recognized that UNICEF
did not, like WHO, have a commitment to the global eradication of smallpox.
ONICEF had already provided assistance in the production of freeze-dried
vaccines and had also provided v2ccine for use through basic health services.
The .T?l!”
‘?cmmnended Cmntin,wtjon of t.histype of aid by lJNICEF.
...
139. The recommendation of the JCHP that the present type of LTUCEF t?id.
for
smallpox be co>tinu:xlwas approvrd by the Eoard.
Measles
—.-

@

153. The JCHP noted that death rates from measles were high in some developing s
countries, Particularly in Africa and Latin America, and that effective measles
vaccines were now available. While these vaccines gave a high level of long-lastingimmunity, they still caused a high proportion of reactions which would
impair the public acceptance of a mass campaign, and they were, in addition,
expensive. The epidemiology of measles was such that the msss campaigns would
have to be on a routine continuing basis if any lasting advantage to the ccmununity
was to be obtained.

154. In the light of the above factors, tbe JCHF was not able to recommend that
aid be given to mass vaccination campaigns against measles to be undertaken at
the present time. However, provided the costs of the progranunewere not
excessive, consideration might be given to a programme whereby ONICEF would
provide vaccines to countries with high death rates on two conditions: that the
vaccines were administered only to groups small enough to be kept under
observation during the period of reaction; and that it was possible to continue
to vaccinate systematically the children born into the community in future years.
155. In the Board’s discussion of the JCHP’s recommendations, some delegations
did not accept the implication that a cautious approach was necessary, since
the vaccine was safe and efficacious, but they agreed that the 01’?ICEF
contribution
could only be modest at present because of the high cost of the vaccine. One
delegation believed that the measles vaccines currently available were at a
stage where extensive field trials were required; such trials should be financed
and carried out by those countries and organizations involved in the production
of the vaccines. The hope was expressed that further research would bring the
costs down.
156. The Board agreed that UNICEF might consider assistance with measles vaccine
in accordance with the conditions set by the JCHP.
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June 1967, E/ICEF/563
Measles

vaccination

81.
In 1965 on the basis of’a recommendation by the JCHP the Beard decided
that UNICEF could provide measles vaccines to countries with high measles
death rates on two conditions: thet the vaccines ware administered only to
groups .vmaJ1enough to be kept under observation during the period of
reaction; and that it was possible to continue to vaccinate systematically the
children born into the community in future years. ...
82.
At the JCHP session in February 1967 recent experience with the use of
measles vaccines on e large scale was reviewed on the basis of a WHO paper
(E/ICEF/CRp/67.5). No serious complications had been reported. The Ccmanittee
therefore reccmunendedthat the limitation on the size of the group be omitted as
a condition for ONICEF aid. Countries were advisad to follow up closely any
reported cases of severe reactions or complications and to continue to check the
duration of tiunity.
In the Board discussion one delegation, calling attention to
the high child mortality frcsnmeasles in scme couutries, and the financial
difficulties of the countries in obtaining sufficient vaccine, expressed the hope
that the criteria for ONICEF aid for measles would be further liberalized in the
future.
83.
The Board approved the reccsmendstion of the JCHP (see E/ICEF/556, sect. 12)
progranunes.
with regard to criteria for ONICEF aid to measles vaccination

April 1971,E/IcEF/612

54. ... Many of the mass campaigns against cormnondiseases affecting children
which had formerly received assistance had been’integrated into the basic
health structure. UNICEF continued to provide vaccines for protection against
such diseases as tuberculosis, smallpox, diphtheria, pertussis and tetanus, but
preferred to assist in the establishment of local vaccine production facilities
wherever a country had the necessary resources; ...
...
Quadruple vaccine
82. The JC@ reviewed a report on field and laboratory studies of a combined
diphtheria-pertussis-tetanus (DP’I
) vaccine plus typhoid heat-killed vaccine, which
indicated encouraging results. The Committee considered it advisable that WHO
should continue to study the effectiveness and reactogenicity of that type of
quadruple vaccine; further experience was required before it could be recommended
for general use in UWICEF/WHO assisted projects. However, where typhoid was a
serious public health problem and where logistic and financial considerations made
the control of typhoid, particularly in children, difficult and expensive, the
Committee advised that quadruple vaccine could be provided on request from the
countries concerned, and after examination of the technical aspects by \dHO.
83. The Board approved the recommendations of the JCHP regarding the circumstances
under which quadruple vaccine might be provided.
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April - ilay1970, E/IcEF/605

‘e

L- Review of atrate~ of malaria eradication _l
45. At its May 1%9 session the E.ecutive Board noted the steps being taken by wHO
for a review of the global strategy of malaria eradication to be made by the world
Health Assembly in July 1969, and decided to discuss at its April 1970 session the
implications for UTTICEFof the Assembly?s’decisions on the question. These implications were discussed in the :?;rstinstance by the ONICEFfiTHOJoint Cormoitteeon
Health Policy (JCHP) in February 1970. The report of the Committee (E/ICEF/60j)
summarized the main elements in the revijsedstrate,gyfor malaria adopted by the Wor I.3
Health Assembly.
...

46. At the JCHP session it was brought out that various emphases in ONICEF
progranunepol..icy
generally affected UNICEF aid to malaria eradication. Examples
of those changes were the broadening of UNICEF aid to meet the most important needs
of the child in the context of the country approach; balancing the UNICEF
investment in malaria eradication against other demands;. the need for periodic
critical m-examinations of each project before recoriunendat<ons
were made to the.
UNICEF Board for centinued aid; the emphasis on development of health infrastructures and the integration a.searly as possible of single-purpose health
progrannneswithin general health services
2

?

47. The JCHP recommendations as to future UIJICEFparticipation in zmti-mslaria
activities took account of general uTTICEIprogramme policies as well.as the revised
WHO strategy. The recommendations, which were spelled out in detail in the JCHP’s
report (E/ICEF/605, section 5.5),provide> in essence,that the status of each antimalaria.campaign was to under~o a serious and realistic appraisal, not only of the
technical aspects but also of administrative, operational and financial factors, and
that UNICEF was to be associated with these reviews. This should provide a basis
for determining whether any Siven campaien had a ,Toodprospect of achieving eradication and, if not, what alternative control measures might be adopted. For campaigns
having a good prospect of success, the JCHP recommended that UNICEF continue its

I...
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assistance for a further limited period. For other campaigns, the basic recommendation of the Committee ~~asthat UNICEF,”in agreement ~~iththe Governments,
should phase out its assistancei in some cases limited aid to malaria control
through rural health services might be provided, especially in areas of high
endemicity. As for countries where malaria eradication was at present not feasible,
and where malaria was a major health hazard for mothers and children (as in most Of
Africa ), the JCHP proposed that limited assistance to malaria control through rural
health services might also be provided. The JCHP also recommended that the door be
kept open to considering UNICEF aid to new malaria eradication prograrrnes,provided
that all the conditions existed which would “make eradication an attainable gcal,
including an s.dea.uate
netvmrk Of rural-health services.
...
50. The Board approved the recommendations of the JCHP as set forth in its
report (EIIcEF/603, section 5.5, reproduced in annex V of this report).

.

..

April 1971, E/IcEF/612

At the session the Board approved reccsmnendationsfor ccanmitients
74.
for malaria progranunes,formulated in the light of the 1970 decisions
of the Board ... Those recommendations provided for a continuation of
assistance for a limited pericd where eradication appeared favorable
in the foreseeable future, and a phssing out of aid where it did not.
The Board believed its Policy decision had been carefully
75.
applied in the project recommendations presented for approval. mwever, it endorsed the view of mne delegations that, where phasing
out of UNICEF aid was indicated, it should be done with due flexibility
and thst the situation required a case-by-case review by UNICEF
regional directors. ...

Trachoma
June 1%7,

E/ICEF/563

72.
...
Trachoma continued to be a major cause of blindness in children,
particularly in Asia and the Eastern Mediterranean. Unfortunately the best
available method of treatment (application o f antibiotic ointment to tbe eyes
over a period of five days per month for six months ) was not easy to sustain on a
mass basis and considerable difficulties were being experienced in some countries
in axtending the programme beyond pilot areas. In areas of high endemicity of
trachomaj low standards of living, and limited health services, tbe treatment had
little effect in reducing the over-all incidence of the disease; even in those
arees, however,the campaigns had a dramatic influence in reducing the duration
and gravity of the disaase, especially in children. ...

/ ...

<.,
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53. Trachoma was a serious public health problem affecting children in large areas
of the world and was the single most important cause of preventable blindness and
10ss of vision. On the basis of a paper prepared by WHO (E/ICEF/CRP/72-3), JCHP
reviewed experience with trachoma control activities jointly assisted by the two
organizations over a period of 20 years, and in its report made a series of
recommendations on the future direetions which should be taken in trachoma control
activities both by Governments and by organizations providing aid (E/ICEF/618,
section 6). Essentially, JCHP recommended tne continuing of trachoma control
activities by both direct measures (treatment of existing cases through existing
health services) and indirect measures (health education, environmental sanitation,
including, in particular, rural’water supply, and the general raising of the level
of health through health services). !lheJCHP also recommended strengthening of
training in methods of trachoma control of health personnel, other personnel in
tcuch with the masses of the population (rural community leaders, traditional
midwives and school teachers) and also mothers. It recommended strengthening the
evaluation of progrsrmnes,particularly organizational patterns for carrying out
trachoma control.

q

I

54. In the Board’s discussion emphasis was placed on the close relationship
between trachoma and socio-economic factors, and on tbe importance of integrating
trachoma control activities into basic health services. The Board commended WHO
for its report, which it noted would be given wide distribution among government
agencies and medical institutions engaged in trachoma-control activities. The
Board approved the recommendations of JCHP.

I
o

1.

Tuberculosis

QY2FQ2@Y
@cEFh54/R-’.l
I

122. The Board approved the recommendations of the Joint UNICEFfiHO Committee
on Health Policy ...

I

;,,

123. The ~UNICEF/kTIO Joint Committee on Health POl.icY_Thad agreed that, on a
10nbZ-term% Sis, UNICEF could USefUlly support the development of comprehensive
national control progrmmnes . The highest priority should be ~iven to reducing
the spread of the disease. Aid should be given not only to national pilot area
projects hut, under specified conclitio?m
~ to the gradual exiension of control
measures that had proved effective. On a short-term basis, UNICCEFshould
centinue to support certain anti-tuberculosis activities such as drug distribution
and existing mass BCG campaigns, ~endin~ their absorption by e:~anding national
centrol prosramnes.

/ ...
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J!wQ%.L

@J~/528
@

lb. The JCFT considered in detail a document prepared by the WHO secretariat
which reviewed BCG vaccination within the tuberculosis programme. me Committee
ewressed its firm conviction concerning the efficacy Of BCG vaccination =“d
reaffirmed the emphasis it had placed at its last session on the use .of BCG
vaccination within the context of comprehensive national tuberculosis
progranmes. ...
141. The JCHE noted with satisfaction some of the new developments in support of
BCG campaigns: simultaneous application of BCG and smsllpox vaccinations, and
omission of the tuberculin teat in the young age groups as a necessary screening
prior to BCG vaccination. Emphasis was laid on the importance of making BCG
vaccination increasingly available to the youngest age groups through the
maternal and child health services.

●

✎
✎

14.2.The JCHP hoped that mass BCG campaigns receiving ONICE!Fassistance would
be integrated into health services as quickly as the development of permanent
services permitted. The Committee recognized that integration would call for
increasing
use of freeze-dried vaccine of a high and uniform quality and
recommended ONICEF assistance towardsmeeting that demand, whether in kind, or
in the form of equipment and supplies for the development of a few strategically
located production eentres.
144. ‘IkeI!oardendorsed the views of the JCBP with regard to BCG vaccinations.

June 1~7,

E/ICEF/563

I
70.
... In the field of tuberculosis new methods of detection of
infectious caaes and knowledge about the effectiveness of drugs for ambulatory
treatment had reduced costs and made it easier to integrate tuberculosis control
into the regular health service. The long-established use of BCG vaccine as a
preventive measure had been improved through the development in recent years of a
freeze-dried vaccine; the time-consuming pre-vaccination tuberculin test waa being
eliminated; and more efforts were being made to reach the pre-school child. About
15 million people suffered from transmisaible tuberculosis, some 80 per cent in
millions of scattered villages. It was the conviction of WHO that with tbe
present realistic approach to priorities and sustained international aid it would
be possible in the not too distant future to reduce the problem by more than half.

1
I

...

...

June 1968, E/ICEF/576
53. ... In 1966 WHO had reformulated ita policies to make it possible
for developing countries to erwisage nation-wide control programmed within the basic
health services. This included direct sputum examination of suspects by microscopy
j.nsteadof mass X-ray; ambulatory treatment of infectious cases with inexpensive
drugs; and direct ECG vaccination without prior tuberculin test, preferably along
of the large Asian campaigns had been orienteti,0?
with smallpox vaccination. jv.ost
were in the process of being orientad, along these lines, but there was slOwer
progress in other regions, and it appeared that increased efforts to streamline
the programmed would be necesSaEY.
/’.
..

I
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Yaws
—
~

EIIc~/563

71. Yaws: Experience with the control of yaws continued to be successful, due to
the w=+rgenized
and vigorously conducted campaigns, and to the remarkable
effectiveness of a single shot of penicillin in curing most.cases. In resuming its
aid to Indonesia UNICEF again took up its support of the world’s largest anti-yaws
csmpaign. Although UNICEF was continuitujto help twelve countries in yaws control
campaigns, the trend was for the work more and more to become a part of the
reg@ar activities of the basic health services. Vigilance against this disease
through an adequate network of -basic health services was essential in order to
prevent the resurgence of incidence.
...

Intestinal parasitic infection
June 1967C E/IcEF/563

e

The JCHP had on its sgenda the question of UNICEF aid for intestinal
Since 1952 UNICEF had been providing drugs for the
treatment
individual cases of helmlnthiasis and the C-ttee
wished to know
‘;asi;ic of
‘nfecti”n”
what more could be done. The WHO secretariat prepared a report dealing
exclusively with the control on a community basis of one variety
of infection - ascariasis (E/ICEF/CRP/67-2). The report was limited to this type
of infection because of its wide occurrence, its damnging effect on the health of
children, and because studies had shown that tieasureswere now available for an
effectiv’eattack on the parasite. Maternal and child health services must,
however, be available in an area to provide an efficient framework for such a
programme.
76. The Committee was impressed with the seriousness of the problem, for which the
technical means of control were now at hand. Ascariasis, affecting millions of
children all over the world, constituted a major health hazard, probably causing
more deaths and serious illness in children than many of the more dramatic
‘lnf
ections to which greater public attention was given.. However, the per _
cost for a control programme was eathated to be high and a programme =
to be
continued over many years.
77. In view of the cost and the many other demands on uNICEF resources, the
JCHP, with regret, was not able to recommend that UNICEF should Include this type
of activity in its programme aid at the present tI.me. It hoped that some
Governments would undertake progrsmmes on their own initiative (see E/.TCEF/556,
sect. 8). The Board concurred with this position.

/ ...
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E2Qu
MaY 1966, E/ICET/548
156. Follnwing the review of the leprosy control projects at its June 1965 session,
the Executiv.?Board reiterated its need for clear guidelines .s ta what constituted
an efficient programme ngainst which to evaluate continuing aid. ... For some time
UWIC_EFhad been concerned with the failure of some leprosy control projects to reach
the minimum level of regular treatment of patients required in effectire control
progrmnmes. It decided to consider the general problem again at its May 1966
session in the light of recommendations of WHO following the session of the WHO.
Expert Cnrmnitteeon Leprosy. The report nf the Director-General of WdO an LMCEF
assistance to leprosy control (E/ICKF/L.1262) was based on the conclusions of the
Expert Cnzunitteewhich met in Geneva from 27 July to 2 August 1965.
157. The Expert Cnmmittt?eon Leprosy had undertaken a general assessment of resuits
obtained in leprosy control programmed in the light of epideminlogical evidence and
experience gained in snme ten years of intensive leprosy work. Its recommendations
consist@d chiefly of a system of priorities, suitable for local conditions,
established in view nf the recognized impossibility in many areas of ov-ercoming
all difficulties in the application nf leprosy control measures. It was especially
difficult to keep patients under regular treatment for the necessary period, and
to maintain contacts under surveillance. The Expert Committee believed that priority
should be given to treatment n.udfnllnw-up of infectious or contagious cases and
surveillance of their contacts, especially household contacts under fifteen years
of sge. Besides these recommendations, the Ecpert Committee tentatiwsly suggested
that the minimum proportion of open cases to be treated in an operational area in
order to nbtain a significant reduction in incidence should be 75 per cent. This
objective should be reached in each operational area within a period that could
tentatively be fixed at around five years.
158. It believed that with the adoption of this system of priorities, follow-up
and regularity of treatment nf the infectious pfit
ients could be greatIy impro.md
in view of the redUCtiQm of the workload, and there would be better returns from
the resources applied, including greater impact in reducing the contagiousness of
the disease. Moreover, with the selective application of resources, case-finding
could also be intensified, in order to obtain early dingnosis and early treatment,
especially in those cases more prone to develop the infectious forms of the disease.
Therefore, it would be possible to use in a more rational way the available resources
in each operational area. In countries with limited resources it was advisable t,o
reduce the size of the operational area so that the objective could be reached.
On the other hand, countries with adequate budgets should also treat as many noninfectious cases as possible.
159. The Cn!nmit,t.ee emphasized the urgent need for e~anding research in every
aspect of the leprosy problem, including field research in operational methods and
sociologioal aspects. It was pointed out that WHO will co-operate with Governments
in evaluation of leprosy crmtrol projects.

/ ...

.
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160. The Executive Director welcomed the new emphasis in leprosy control programnes
proposed by WHO. In a note to.the Board (E/ICKF/L.1263) he recommended certain
criteria for future UNICEF aid t? leprosy control projects (see para. 164). mere
were .snumber of well-run csmpaigns which more than met the proposed criteria, and
subject to the Board’s approval, UNICEF would centinue to support them. It was
understood that the level of efficiehcy recommended might, of course, be modified
in the light of further studies by WHO.

:.

.

161. In the course of the Board’s discussion the techfli
cal soundness of the WHO
recommendations from a pub]ic health point of view was not questioned. However,
several delegations feared the effect of the WHO guidelines in some cases if they
were applied rigidly, since they covq.ddiscourage Goverm.ents and voluntary
s.gencies,whose activities were very important, from continuing their work.
Leprosy was a social disease with strong emotional overtones and for any
Government or international organization to withdraw from leprosy work could have
deep psychological implications; there might be a loss of the public co-operation
so necessaw to tackling the disease. To give absolute priority in treatment to
open cases and their contacts could discourage other cases frem seeking help, and
some new lepromatous cases might not be found out. In sone countries the
operational area resuiting frem folluwing the guidelines strictly would have to be
very small, it would be exceedingly difficult in such a country to eflvissgeleaving
leprosy sufferers in other areas to their fate. Because of these practical
considerate
ions these delegations believed that great taution should be exercised
in reducing or withdrawing aid.
162. In response to these cemments the WHO representative pointed out that priority
to contagious cases did not preclude treatment of other cases; it msant that
doctors or auxiliary workers should not occupy themselws with such cases if it
meant leaving the contagious cases and their child household contacts without
attention. While he understood the concern with the problems in the implementation
of the guidelines, he pointed out that their fulfihnent was required only in each
operational area rather than on a country-wide basis, which would be considerably
more difficult. More complex studies than hsd hitherto been msde were needed to
determine the level of effectiveness below “which.scampaign ceases to represent
a good use of resources. He believed that in the meantime a certain flexibility
should be observed when evaluating the progress of a project tuward the objectives
Committee.
set forth by the Expert
163. There was general agreement in the Board on the importance of environmental
hygiene and general improvement in social and economic conditions for leprosy
control. Considerable interest was expressed in the possibilities of BCG and
chemeprophylaxis as additional weapona in leprosy control.
164. The Board, basing itself upon the recommendations set forth by the Executive
Director (E/ICEF/L.1265, para. 4) but allewing for somewhat more fIexibility,
agreed that future UNICEF aid to’leprosy control projects would be provided only
if the follewing conditions are met:
(g) Assisted Governments are prepared to accept the new guidelines
accordingly;
recamnended by WHO and to mcdify their plans of operations

/ ...
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(b) Friority is given t..the treatment,and fol.lnw-.pof contagious cases
and surveillance of their contacts;

@

~)
CaSe finding of lepromstous and other contagious cases is undertaken
where this has not alrssdy been done and is pursued vigorously in nll csmps.igns;
Q)
Pending further studies by WHO, regular treatment of at least 75 per
cent of the estimsted contagious cases in each operational area is the campaign
target, this target to be reached as soon as possible, and in any case within a
period of not more than five years. To qualify for continued UNICEF assistance,
progrsmmes which,have not yet achieved !his level shO~d sh~ a ste@.Y rate Of
progress ccnapatiblewith the achievement of the ’75per cent minimum target
within a period of not more than fivs yesrs; in any case, each situation will
have to be considered on its merits, with due allowance for any special
chcumstsnces, but modifications of the target should bs the exception rather
than the rule.

.

that, in the l@ht of the fears expressed by sane delegations,
165. It wss sgrsed
the Executive Director would rsport to the Board on the effects of the new
guidelines after a trial pericd so that the Board could take such additional
action .ssmight seem warranted.

June 1967, EiICEF/%3

73. ...’ In anti-leprosy work the modified strategy approved by the Bm.rd
inlw
... upon recommendation by WHO, had not yet resulted in significant
O@es
in field operations. The main new element was to focus mainly
on contagious cases in o~der to concentrate scarce resources on the
sources of infection. OKtCEF was contenting to assist countries In their
leprosy control efforts provided that they progressively adopted the
new strategy. There were still scsaeestimated 11 million leprosy cases
iu the world and less than 2 million were under treatment. With
currently available techniques the successful conclusion .of antileprosy efforts appesred to lie many years’shead.
April - Kay 197;, ?ItcEF/629
. ,.

..-.

42.
In response to a concern expressed about progress in leprosy control work,
the Deputy Executive Director (Progrannnes
) stated that UNICEF would ask WHO for
an evaluation of the work currently being carried out and a review of the guidelines for aid in that field which were developed follnwing UNICEF/WHO Joint
Policy Committee recommendations in 1966.

~
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.67Water fluoridation and dental health
~

E/Ic~/563

78. ... The JCHP had before it a pspsr on this subject prepared by the WHO
secretariat (E/IcEF/CRP/6’7-3
). On the basis of the recommendations of
the JCHP (see E/ICEF/556, sect. 9) the Board %reed that ~IC~
s~fid
not undertake a progrs.mmeof aid for water fluoridation. There was
general agreement in the Cormnitteeand the Ward that dental caries was
a world-wide child health problem and thst fluoridation of water supplies
constituted an effective mass control method which was far more economic
than provision of dental care. There were two imyxt,ant factors, however,
that needed to be considered. One wss cost; though installation costs
were not a crucial elemsnt, tha recurring costs of purchasing chemicals,
which could not be borne by lRiICET,wduld.be difficult for ‘-Manydevelophg
couutries to assume. In sddition, fluoridation would be limited to urban
areas while most of the children in developing countries still lived in
rural araas. Under these curcumstancea, the general view in the Board
was that there were more important immediate uses for UNICEF resources.

@

>
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79- Related to this view, and also arising out of several project recommendations
which included UWICEP support for dental health, the Programme Committee (see
E/ICEF/P/L.988, paras. 26-28 and 89) and the Executive EOard discussed UNICEF aid
for dental health generally. Some delegations questioned the appropriateness of
UWICEF aid for dental care which in their view represented a very low priority in
relation to more urgent unmet needs of children. It did not appear tc be
preventive, and although the cost of equipment provided by UWICEF was moderate,
the Government’s share of the programme was expensive since it involved the
maintenance of specialized staff to use the equipment. Other delegations,
however, took the position that where a country already had a health infrastructme
and where dentists or dental nurses were available, it would seem correct for
UWICEF to be able to provide the relatively inexpensive imported equipment and to
help with the training of dentists and dental auxiliaries as part of a comprehensiw?
health service. In some instances the Government per capita costs were low
because the voluntary services of private dentista were available. It wns pointed
out that the dental care aided by UWICEF was at a simple aud basic level and
could include preventive meascres such as the topical application of fluorides.
It was felt that UWICEF should not establish inflexible priorities which did not
take into account the stage of health services development in a country.
80. Tne Deputy Executive Mrector (Progremnes) stated that the UNICEF secretariat
had always considered aid for dental health services with a certain degree of
caution and this would be continued. While 1~ countries were assisted with basic
health services, only 30 of them received UWICEF aid for dental services. The
amounts allocated for dental services were small, averaging in recent years ...
less than one per cent of total alocations for basic health services. ...

/ ...
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79. In 1967, at its fifteenth session, the JCIP concluded that a specific
programme of assistance to fluoridation should not be recommended to UNICEF. ...
I,,FebI.uary19’71,the questicn was again discussed in the Committee in the light of
receritexperiments indicating that there could be a substantial decrease in the
unit cost. The Conxnitteefelt that it would be desirable, where technical conditions were favorable, to consider supporting a few demonstration projects to
indicate what could be do”neto prevent dental decay in children in urban areas of
developing countries. The Committee recommended therefore that UNICEF be prepared
to support the fluoridation of water supplies in a few selected cases with initial
supplies and equipment and with aid for training activities. It was expected that
such support would be accompanied by other measures of an educative and preventive
character in dental care (E/ICEF~6G9, sect. 8 (1)).

@

.

80. Two delegations, while agreeing that fluoridation was desirable a~ a public
health measure for the prevention of dental caries, felt that UNICEF aid should be
reserved for children’s needs of higher priority; UNDP and the World Bank, which
assisted.urban water supplies, should provide for fluoridation, where it was
important. Other delegations supported the Committee’s recommendation, believing
that under the conditions laid down by the JCHP, the demands on UNICEF’s resources
would be modest. In their view UNICEF should be more concerned with the dental
health of children. The ‘DeputyExecutive Director (Progr3mmes) stated that if
UNICEF received a request for assistance from a government which attached high
priority to fluoridation, the Secretariat would give careful consideration to the
over-all needs of children in the country and to the cost md maintenance aspects of
the project before making any project recommendations to the Eoard.
*
81. In the light of the discussion, the Board approved the recommendations of the
JCHF regarding fluoridation.

Cholera
April 19711 E/IcEF/612

78. Information presented to the UNICEF/WHO Joint Committee on Health Policy at
its session in February 19’71confirmed that cholera had once again become a serious
public health problem in certain regions, producing high infant mortality and
morbidity. In the recent outbreaks rapid aid had been provided by WHO and UNICEF.
Etnphasisneeded to be placed on a long-term programme for the prevention and control
of cholera and diarrhoeal <iseases as an integral part of health services; at the
same time, in order to give further support to countries invaded by cholera, the
following fields of action were recommended for UNICEF and WHO assistance:
development of dehydration units in health centres and hospitals; establishment
of dehydration fluid production plants; provision of laboratory and hospital
equipment for diagnostic and treatrnmt purposes; provision in emergency situations
of simple devices for chlorination of water; training of medical and paramedical
staff; and promotion of health education and simple environmental sanitation
measures (E/ICEF/609, sect. 7). It was pointed out in the Board discussion that
between 20 .to 30 per cent of infant mortality was caused by diarrhoeal diseases,
which, like cholera.,could be treated.by the administration of dehydration fluids.
The Board approved the recommendations cf the JCIiP.

/ ...
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Filarial infections

I

June 1962( E/IcEF/454

122. The Board approved the recommendations of the UNICEFfiHO Joint Ccmmittee
on Health Policy. ...
124. The Committee had considered the possibility of UNICEF aid for t~o types
of filarial infections ~nchocerciasis; wucheria and brugia infectiong/ which
were often c~ntracted in childhood and which were of great socio-economic
importance in msny tropical areas. While Certain measures were effective under
come conditions in controlling the disease, there were many obstacles and much
more kn~wledge needed t~ be acquired. The Committee had not, therefore, been
prepared at that time to recommend the approval in principle of UNICEF assistance
to file.riasescontrol. The Committee had, however, recommended that UNICEF
might usefully support a few surveys and pilot control projects aimed at
providing additional knowledge abnut methods of control. These would be in the
nature of field investigations to provide information which might be used for
expanded control measures at a later date,

/ .,.
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I

General approaches including food snd nutrltfcm policy
~S
[Health

EACEF/5Z~

components in nutrition programmed]

152. wHO had presented to the JCET a paper on the need to strengthen the health
components in nutrition prograrmnes(JClk/UNICEF-WHO/6.65 ), which the Committee
considered to be a major statement on the role of basic health services in the
control of malnutrition in pre-school children.
15j:-,TheJCEP recognized that malnutrition in children o? six months to three
years~constit.+zted
one.of the most important.and ‘widespread public health problems
in mst of the developing countries today. That.malnutrition consisted most
often of protein-calorie deficiency, frequently accompanied by vitamin
deficiencies (especially in certain areas) and often combiued with infection
and parasitic infestation. Progrmunes aimed at control of malnutrition in
pre-school children entailed the participation of many agencies and instit.uti’ons
as well as the community itself. Since the health aspects of those programmed
were a major concern, they should be instituted, as far as possible, in areas
where a reasonable network of health services existeal.
154. ‘IheJCSF believed that in the control of malnutrition in pre -school childreri
the most appropriate action of the basic health services would be the following:
surveillance of the population at risk, using all possible channels available
in the community; nutrition education of the population, particularly of mothers
and young girls; supplementary fceding programmed, with milk or other proteinrich foods; early treatment and nutritional rehabilitation of mild and moderate
cases of malnutrition; treatment of severe cases of malnutrition; and control
of infection and parasitic infestation.
155. The general promotion of protective foods, conservation and related
activities would be essential to ensure the effectiveness of the measures
enumerated. The JCHP recognized the great importance of having available for
pre-school children either skim milk or locally available protein food$.
Particular attention was drmm to the value of developing new protei~ foods,
especially for areas where milk production would remain inadequate for a long time.
Me Committee was concerned with the fortification of ski,mmilk powder with
vitamin A, a subject also of concern to the FAO/UNICEF Joint Policy Committee ...

~56. The JCHF felt that in t~e fiture attention should not only be directed to
problems of malnutrition in rur21 areas but also to those of pre-school children
in urban, and particularly in fringe, areas. It recommended that in the control
of malnutrition the highest priority should be given the preschool child.
lle Committee was glad to note th2t in pro,rg-anxnes
for the improvement of
nutrition in pre-school children, there was close collaboration between WSO,
FAO and UNICEF. It considered that increased efforts were needed to give the
planning authorities of Governments more com~lete advice on the importance of
nutrition, which concerned health, agriculture and education ministries and
required their co-ordinated action.

/ ...
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157. The”JCHP recognized the major role in the control of malnutrition which basic
health services, working in clnse co-ordination with all services which kore
on the problems of nutritiori,should play. It strongly recommended that all
health worke,rsshould be trained in nutrition, as such training was required if
prngrsmmes for protection against malnutrition were to be successful.
158. In the Board’s discussion the view was expressed that the applied nutrition
programnes, which were primarily the concern of FAO, should have a strong health
component, and would be”greatly strengthened where ministries of health
co-operated actively with ministries of agriculr.urein their development and
execution.
159. The Eoard endorsed the emphasis on strengthening the haelth components .tn
nntrition prograuunesas set forth in the report Of the JC~ (E/IC~/509 ).
...
162. The FAO/UNICEF Joint Policy Cormnitteedrew attention to various methods
which countries could use in order to take account of the needs of children
in planning a national programme for food and agriculture. ... It believed that
this type of approach was one of the most effective ways of meeting the food
and nutritional needs of “childrenon a long-term basis and also provided a sound
framework in which projects jointly assisted by FAO and UNICEF could be considered
1.63. In the Board ta discussion the idea of a methodology for taking account
of tilespecific needs of mothers and children wss commended. ...
@

~
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164. In relation to this approach the note of the ~IC~
secretariat suggested
that studies should be continued of successful efforts to meet the food and
nutritional needs of mothers and children in those countries which had already
developed national food and nutrition policies. FAO and ONICEF should continue
to offer, on request, assistance to countries trying to develop food and nutrition
policies and prograwnes, especially those directed to the food needs of children
and mOthers, particularly in the low-incOme groups.
165. Since planning for food and nutrition fell within and across the competence
of several functional ministries (such as health and social welfare, agriculture,
education, and commerce) the note of the ONICEF secretariat recommended that
joint FAO/WHO/UNICEF assistance might be provided to establish food and nutrition
units in appropriate functional ministries and in central planning bodies.
Assistance might also be given to the training of nutrition sts in the economic
aspects of planning and economist-planners in aspects of nutrition planning.
In addition, FAO/WIIO/~CEF assistance should be continued to help countries
seeking to strengthen existing national nutrition institutes, or to establish
such institutes, some of which might serve mm-e than one country. Assistance
might be directed to orienting the activities Of such institutes tOwards the.
development of national plans or progrcnmnesfor ‘theimprovement of food and
nutrition, with emphasj.
s on the needs of mothers and children.
166. The Executive Board.approved these recommendations in ao far as UTiICEFwac
concerned.

/ ...
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r Trnining and education in nutrition]
172. The Committee discussed nutrition education and training as an essential
element in applied nutrition programme activities. It drew the Eoard’s attention
to the fact that at the higher levels education through ccrferences and seminars
might be directed to senior planners and administrators and professional
personnel, whose informed interest might be essential either to the proper
implementation of major project,
s or to the formulation of national nutritional
plans. At that level also, it might be necessary to strengthen national.training
institutions in disciplines such as extension work , nutrition, home economicc,
horticulture, animal husbandry and fisheries in order to produce the types of
workers required for project activities. At the intermediate level, it mi~ht be
necessary to provide for the orientation and refresher training of technical
perwmnel in service with the government departments responsible for Lhe
i@ementatiOn of Projects. At the village level, members of women’s and youth
clubs would be trained for leadership roles and village families taught the
simple techniques of poultry raising, fruit and vegetable production, fish
culture, food preparation and preservation. Nutrition education of the public,
aimed to show the relationship between food and health and to encourage better
food habits, was essential.
173. In addition to nutrition education and training, increased home prOductiOn
of better quality foods and better food consumption comprised the main elements
iiiapplied nutrition programme activities
,,.
175. It was also necessary to change food habits, and education and persuasion
were required. !lhiswould need to be directed particularly to the mothers of
young children and would be a task for the local home economists, social workers
and leaders of women’s clubs.

~rFanily food production]
176. uNICEF’B participation in food production activities was primarily for the
benefit of children and mothers, whose special need for “nutritiousfoods would
be emphasized in all the nutrition education efforts related to a project.
The Committee pointed out, however, that it would be misleading and undesirable
not to stress the value of these better foods for the health of all members of
a ‘community and thus to encourage their increased production by all villagers
having the necessary facilities, such as home gardens, ponds, etc.
177. A criterion for UNICEF aid to food production should be that communities
and/or individuals benefiting from the material aid provided by UNICEF would
be required, under plans agreed upon between the Goverruner,t
concerned and the
international agencies, to contribute suitable quantities of produce for
consumption by selected undernourished children and women in the community.
Such contributions of food might, according to local preferences, be served
in m<als prepared by women’s clubs br at schools or other community centres.
Alternatively, the food might be distributed, under suitably supervised
arrangements, to families with young children for preparation and consumption
at home.

/ ...
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178. The Committee recognized that while the central purpose of UNICEF aid was
to encourage greater family production of nutritive foods to be served.primarily
to children, it would be unrealistic to expect the food supplies to be
restricted to the children. Continuing benefit to the child would be ensured
only when sufficient food was being produced to enable village families to enjoy
on a regular basis a more varied and nutritious diet than was their custom.
It would be unrealistic to expect all families to be self-sufficient in their
domestic food production. Many would need to supplement their available food
supplies by certain items purchased in the village. MOreOver, certain families
would need to sell part of their production, such as eggs, chickens, fish or
legumes, in order to obtain other essential items for the family. Many would
require to purchase supplies to maintain their own food production efforts;
e .g. the poultry-keeper would sell some of his eggs to obtain feed for his
flock.
June 1958~

E /ICEF,1576

56. Child malnutrition remained a serious problem in all developing regions and
UNICEF continued to give high priority to efforts to combat it . Its main efforts
had gone to applied nutrition programmes, the objective of which was to improve the
diet of rural mothers and children through foods which the family could produce;
the development and production of low-cost protein-rich food concentrates to enrich
staples or to formulate weaning foods for.toddlers and pre-school age children in
urban and peri-urban areas; and aid for local milk-collecting stations and processing
plants to make safe, low-cost milk available to a community, especially the children.
...
63. A C1OSe collaborate
ion was being developed between UNICEF and the World Food
Progrannne. The World Food Programme had provided substantial aid related to several
milk conservation projects in the form of feed grains and through skim milk powder
used for “toning” local high-fat milk. Discussions were now unde~ tray between
UNICEF and the World Food Progranrneto work out an agreement for collaboration in
the following areas: emergencies; fceding programmes for the pre-school child;
feeding programnes for the school child; and development of protein-rich foods
for infants and pre-school children.

/ ...
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E ,hCEF/590

l-Review of assistance for child malnutrition.~?
75.. A W=ial
rewrt tO tb.eBoard by the Executive Director on child malnutrition
in the developing ccmwkries (E/ICEF/586/Add.9 and Corr.1) emphasized the importance
of approaching the problem of child malnutrition frcm a broadly based poimt of view
within national developnlel?t
plans. The first action, begun scme years ago, was
largely limited to the distribution of ski~lmilk powder delivered by UNICEF and
tc make better
other organizations. l’hisled logically to assisting the countries
use af their lacal supplies of milk through milk conservatism prcgrsmr,es. Later
the approach wes Eroadened by the introcluc
tion of the idea of applied nubrition
recently attention had also been turned to
prqgrammes in rural areas. i.iore
developing a number of food mixtures with a high protein content which could be

,

.

manufactured and marketed i12the developing countries for supplementary feecling
of young children i.ncities. There were ncw good pros~ects for the introduction
of these foods in a number of countries.
76, The report pointed out that these approaches should be fitted into national
food and nutrition policies established by Governments. This should include a
co-ordinated plan of action in which the several interested Ministries (for
example, Agriculture, Health and Education) participated. Each country needed
to identify the ps.rticularnutrition deficiencies of its children and then to
identify the resources, available and potential, to meet these deficiencies.
It was clear that no one solution was applicable tO all countries and that each
country had to work “outits own policies and programmed in a flexible and
realistic way.
’77. UITICSFand otner international organizations needed to work in concert in
seeking to assist such Government programmed, keeping the administration of
international aid flexible so that it would respond to varying needs of different
countries. Since many countries were n~t yet able to mount a comprehensive
national food and nutrition programne, the report suggested that UNICEF should
be ready to assist in more limited measures to combat child malnutrition, beginning
where the countries were ready to act .

85. There was concern in the Board over the seriaus problem af malnutrition and
dietary deficiencies in children, particularly of pre-school age, ~d in ~omen
of child-bearing age in the developing countries. ... AlthOugh t~t five
did
not take into account nutrition elements inc:.udedin health, education and
community development prograrmaes,it was still considered too 16w in view of the
adverss e~fec+s of ma].nutrition
, many of them irreversible, on the future physical.
and mental development of the youog child. In part, the lack of increase in
nutrition aid reflected too slow a recognition by governments that,child
malnutrition could be a serious deterrent to nstional development in part, it
V<:Sbecause there were no quick and easy ways to tackle the problem.
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% . UNICEF, in collaboration with FAO and WRO, has been assisting several types
of efforts to impro-~echild nutrition. For rural children the main approach
has been applied nutrition activities which combine nutrition education with help
to the rural population at the family and community level to grow and use foods
required far better child nutrition. For children in cities UNICEF has supported
a number of milk collection, processing and distribution schemes, and also plants
for the local production of high-protein weaning foods. UNICEF has also assisted
orientation and training in nutrition for a wide range of personnel. Although in
special situations ONICEF provides imported milk or special food mixtures, it is
no longer supplying these on a large scale, except in emergencies; much of this
has been tsken over by the World Food Progrsnuneand voluntary agencies.
...
88. The point was made that, at the national level, programmed should be drawn
up not only to help seriously malnourished children but to ensure proper diets
for all children. This would reduce the need for more costly curative measures
in the future. ‘Thebest action was through the establishment of national food
and nutrition policies; these would require some re-orientation of economic and
agricultural policies and programmed to make more nationsl and local resources
available for production and sale, as well as to provide free distribution of
food to the poorest population groups. The progrsmmes assisted by UNICEF would
become much mare effective as an integral part of such policies, which should
take into account the need for combined efforts of agriculturists, health workers
and educators in promoting an increased supply of nutritive foods snd health
services snd em understanding of good nutrition habits. There was need for a
much greater involvement of ministries of agriculture in nutrition activities,
but the problem needed also to be dealt with in conjunction with health planning
and health policy. i?rogra.mmes
needed to be justified in economic teuns as an
investment in the fuller use of human resources. A greater sense of awareness
and urgency of the problem needed to be generated among key national officials
responsible for such matters as planning, the allocation of resources and
research.
89. In the latter connexion the Board noted with interest aid given by UNICEF
to training institutions and seminars for key personnel involved in planning
national food production, in addition to nutrition training and orientation being
given to professional and anxiliary workers in various services at the countr!v
level. ...
‘April - May 19724 E ‘ICEFi$2~

~Report

of Secretary-@neral’6 panel of expsrts on protein probelms-T

29. The improvement
UNICEF. In respenae
of the special panel
problems confronting
the Bosrd. ...

or child nutrition had been a met.t,er
of constant concern to
to Econtic and gociel Council resolution l&O (LJ), the report
of @xperts appointed by the Secretary-General on the prot,eln
developing countries ... was a ms$or topic for consideration by
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31. The Board noted that the report of the special panel of experts recommended in
its annex sixteen main types of action. Included were measures of direct benefit
to children, to which UNICEF had been contributing for some time through its
support of milk conservation and, later, the processing and distribution of weaning
foods; through its aid in increasing village-level production of foods for local
children, together with nutrition education (called “applied nutrition”); and
through its aid in the maternal and child aspects of basic health services. Those
long-term approaches had replaced the earlier emphasis of UNICEF on supporting
large scale supplementary child-feeding prograuuoes,largely through the provision
of imported milk powder, most of which had been taken over by other agencies which
were now also providing other types of children’s foods.
...
39. There was concern in the Board at the relatively low level of UNICEF commitments
for nutrition, as well as a desire for increased activities in the field. ... It
was recognized that UNICET’s assistance in that field was given in response to
requests from Governments which reflected priorities within their development plans,
in children could be a
and where often there was slow recognition that malnutrition
serious deterrent to national development. Attention was directed to a major
recommendation of the special panel that developing countries adopt a national food
and nutrition policy. That was an area to which UNICET was endeavoring to
contribute, since there was an important common area between such a policy and a
national.policy for children. The UNICEF principle that assisted long-term projects
in child nutrition, with special emphasis on the young child, should be part of a
country’s development effort constituted a contribution to a national nutrition
policy.
Apri1 - May 1973, E/IcEF/629

~~Children in national food and nutrition PO1lCY-7
55. ... In view of the adverse effects Of dietary defi?ienciee and malnutrition
on the child’s fiture development, Board members were concerned at the
relatively lW’ level of aid - a concern ala? expressed at previnua sessions.
It was recognized that, in part, it reflected too slow a recognition by
decision-makers that child malnutrition cwld be a serious deterrent
to national development; in part, it was because there were no quick and easy ways
to tackle the problem, which included the need to change traditional diets,
particularly those that families prepared for young children. Furthermore, an
adequate food intake needed to be accompanied by an adequate social and physical
environment. A fundamental requirement for improvement was a national food and
nutrition policy, and a fundamental difficulty was the absence of such a policy,
or a commitment to its implementation, in many developing countries.
56. ... The attention of the Board was directed to the concern @xpresaed
by the Director-General of FAO that an indirect effect of the drought and the
consequent reduction of globsd.food stocks might be tc reduce the “surplus”foods
available for donation to child.feeding programmes.
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UNICEF was contributing to more favorable conditions for the development
:::
of national food and nutrition policies as its field staff, in co-operation with
FAO staff, discussed with Governments assistance to long-term nutrition projects
as part of the country’s development efforts. In that process the need was
considered for ‘[nutritionintervention programmed” to meet the specific needs of
mothers and children, particularly young children and those in disadvantaged areas.
UNICEF was also helping more directly to promote national.food and nutrition
policies by supporting regional conferences and seminars, as well as national
preparations for such meetings, which involved representatives of planning and
sectors1 ministries in Latin America and the Eastern Mediterranean region. uNICEF
bad also supported national seminars on guidelines for the development of food
and nutrition policies in Thailand and Malaysia earlY in L973. In connexion with
those activities, several delegations stressed the need for nutrition activities
to be integrated in various sectors, such as agriculture ... and the food industry,
health, family planning, education, income redistribution and price policy.

A~plied nutrition
June 1965, fi/IcEr/528

@

170. The Committee considered the prerequisites for planning, developing and.
evaluating applied nutrition projects. It recov.nended.
guidelines for future
assistance to these project.
s (annex II), which were appro”ed by the Eoard.

ANNEX
II
—-—- ,..
—
GUIDE-LIRZZSFOR PLANTING, DEVELOPING AND EVALUATING
APPLIED NUTRITION PROJECTS

.>

-,

1.
There is an urgent need for more applied nutrition activity. Nutrition
education must be “made to work”. Local produc~ion (and prevention of loss)
and animal:protein foods (protective fooda) which can
of vegetables, fruits
balance calorie intake with respect to protein, vitamins and minerals, and
better use of these foods in the nutrition of children and uothers are the only
solution at present for many rural areas.
2.
Ongoing projects need to be strengthened and where appropriate extended,
and mnre careful planning is required for this as well as for starting projects
in additional countries.

/ ...
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Some of the new projects should be prepared accordfng to the recommendations
3.
of the Joint FAO/WSO Technical Meeting in Methods of Planning and Evaluation
in Applied Nutrition Programnes held in January 1965. ,,. They would then serve
as pilot evaluation projects; it is expected that more time spent on planning
would make the projects more effective, with little or no loss of the in the
long

run.

4.

There are four stages in this more detailed planning of projects;
:
Stage I:

Stage II:

Following an indication of interest on the part of the Government,
a study of the general situation and the feasibility of beginning
applied nutrition activity;

. “

Collection of detailed baseline data for the zone(s) in which
12evelopmentof training plan and
pre -training. Establishment of adequate priority within the
arrangements in
development plan, and suitable administrative
the Government for the implemen-kationof the project. In the
plans for the
course of stage 11 it may b& decided to cancel
pro ject;
a pilot activity is proposed.

Stage 111: Pro ject development in a pilot zone(s);
Stage IV:

Extension of pro>ect from pilot zone(s).

The existence of national institutions and access to information already
available vill eneble stages.1 and 11 to be condensed.
The choice of projects for development and evaluation on the basis ir.fiicated
5.
in 3 e.hovewould be guided by the wishes of the Government, and the scale of
the proposed activity and the cost of reparation in relation thereto.
6.
In comparison with this more detailed approach, a number of projects would
continue to be prepared as adequately as pos”siblewith all existing facilities
available until such time as conditions pemit the more thcrough planning
procechue. !,’hen
the need is urgent and there is the possibilitjjof a simpler
workable plan, a pro$ect should not be postponed pending ability to meet the
requirements Of the long-term comprehendive planning process.
,

Where international experts are required, continuity of service of the ssme
7.
expert from the initial planning stage through the implementation is desirable
and should be sought within existing financing possibilities.
/.,.
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continued
‘0 pre-train

before project implementation along

,,~en~a~l Orientation of government a~ficials whose support for the project is

(~) Training of key nutrition specialist(s) who will supervise projects fran
a national or large district level;
(s) Training of local supervisory personnel.
The projects should be integrated into services reaching into the villages,
9.
such as community development and social services, agricultural and home economics
extension, education and health.
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fields at all levels. In some cases it may be necessary for one ministry to take
the lead with whatever collaborate
ion is possible with other ministries.
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11. Every effort should be made to make full use of qualified national personnel
and institutions in all aspects of planning and implementation of applied nutrition
projects. These personnel may be governmental or non-governmental and may be in
universities, research institutes, private enterprises, etc. , or they may be
qualified individuals not at the moment employed in a position suitable to their
training.
12. Increased emphasis should be placed on extending applied nutrition focal
production activities from a school or community project basis to the hc.melevel.

13. Experience has shown that in wider to.make a major impact on nutrition in rurpl.
areas, protective food projection must be made efficient and productive enough to
allow some sales, in addition to meeting home needs for fresh and preserved
protective foods, to cover costs of seeds, fertilizer, pesticides, feed etc., and
provide additional incentive. The side benefits to directly improved nutrition iri
the rural areas are:

(Q)
CA.

mrove~en’c

in economic status in rural =-s;

@

(~) Availability of nutritious food at lm?er cost for focal-purchasing
fsmilles, especially in the local community but also in urban areas.
14. Full sdvantage should be taken of bilateral and voluntary agency aid which
can support applied nutrition activity.

s

●
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L-Assessment of applied nutrition]
94.
... The Board had before it an assessment of the experience with this
nrogranunepPepared by Dr. James Hundley, a special FAO/~0/ONICEF consultant. ...
95. The consultant referred to one definition of an applied nutrition programne
as “a co-ordinated educational activity among agriculture, health and education
with the aim of raising the levels of
authorities and other interested agencies
nitrition of local populations, particularly mothers and children, in rural
He pointed out that this co-ordination required a blending of
areas”
international aid and advice with local initiative and responsibility, and joint
action at the national, state and local level. Considerable voluntary
participation was essential. Effective programme execution required emphasis on
training, education, production and consumption. The progranune,or at least some
aspects of it, needed to be capable of,spreading from pilot zones to neighbou~ing
are?.
s without full-~csle governm.e.ntal
stimulation and support
...
lC>. The Eoard was in general agreement, at the end of its review of the
assessment,that the applied nutrition programme was the most effective means sfi
with FAO and WHO, to help meet the
far found for OWICEF, working togeti,er
nutritional problems of rural children at the village and family level. It
approved the recommendations of the Joint Committees and expressed the hope that
national and international staff responsible for the development of the projects
under the applied nutrition programne would be guided by the consultant’s
findings, and that the results would be visible in future requests coming to the
Eoard.

. ..

June 1968, E/ICEF/576

60. The assessment of applied nutrition prograrmes considered by the Board in 1967
concluded that the applied nutrition programne represented a basic.
ally sound approa :P
to improving the nutritional status of the rural family. The Board agreed, however.
that there was need for greater flexibility
y so that projects could ‘bebetter adapted
to local conditions. The specifics for helping to achieve this were being examined
by FAO, WHO and UNICEF. There was a need for a thorough appraisal of on-going
ap.p~iednutritiOn PrOjects and this was being undertaken Progressively, on a
selective basis. Greater attention also needed to be given to the preparatory stages
is was reguired in the training of nUtritiOn
of possible new projects . Mm-e empha.s
workers on a na”t
ional and regional basis . Where Governments were developing national
food and nutrition policies; applied nutrition projects could fit into agricultural
md rural development plans . The representative of FAO pointed out that the applied
nutrition progranmes, which called for co-ordination a.niong
different ministries and
a.gene
ies and the active participation of the people themselves, could not achieve
their objectives without the full support of national ministries of agriculture.
/...
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April - MaY 19T2, E/IcEF/624

30. The Board discussed the implications of evaluations of the applied nutrition
programmes in several countries. While noting encouraging resuits i.ncertain
aspects of the programnes, it was apparent that there was need for much better
planning, organization, training and scpport, including adequate staff support in
the field. Perseverance and some degree of patience were required. More attention
needed to be given to the question of how to obtain community participation and how
to have more effective communications support. The Executive Director felt that
further efforts should be made to orient applied nutrition progranqes more directly
towards the needs of children; the goal of more and better food to achieve optimum
development of the child was often relegated to a place of secondary consideration.
In view of the scale and range of the applied nutrition programmes assisted by UNICEF
in more than 60 rountries. the Board would be keut informed of measures taken to
increase the effectiveness of that basic programme.

April - May 1973, E/IcEF/629

62.
Assessments of applied nutrition programmes continued in a number of countries
(including Brazil, India, Indonesia, Lesot~o, “Malaysia,the Philippines and the
Republic of Korea). The assessments generally showed the need foi-improvement in
the training and also in the educational aspects of the programmes at the grass
roots. One of the main objectives of the progr~es
was to encourage and help
families in rural areas to produce and use more nutritious foods for their families
and children. A key problem seemed to be how to stimulate village participation.
An important gain from the applied nutrition projects was that they had served to
increase awareness of nutritional problems. Training was an important element in
all of them, ...
weaning foom
June 1965, E/ICEF/528/Rm.l
183. Xu cmiidering wogress made in the development of new protein-rich fozds,
the TAC!/UNICEFJoint Policy Committee discussed the co-operation between FAOZ
WHO, and UNICEF in this field; the countries in which edible protein concentrates
from soy, cottonseed, peanut and fish were co~ercially available or were in
an advanced stage of development; and varicnm aspects of the question of
introducing foods containing these concentrates into the diets of children.
The Ccmmittee supported the continuation of UNICEF assistance for the manufacture
and distribution by commercial concern6 of protein concentrates and nutritious
mixtures based on these concentrates. At the sane time the Conwittee recommended
that FAO and UNICEF continue their efforts to investigate and develOp cheaper,
mor2 palatable and more nutritious concentrates and mixtures. The UWICEF
secretariat pointed out that UNICEF assistance for introducing weaning f~ods in
devel~pi~ countries wotid increase as new products becane available. It ?.lso
envisaged continuation of assistance in the tr~mng
of national personnel.
/...
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18h. The Committee set down a series of eleqents which should be included in
action progranunesin this field. In emphasizing the urgency to proceed into
the industrial manufacture and marketing of protein concentrates and food
mixtures which had been proved to be satisfactory, the Committee also recommended
some guiding principles (see annex III ), which were approved by the ~ecutive BOard.

●
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ANNSX III

NEW PROTRIN-RICH FOOIS

A.

Elements to be included in action programmed
—.

1.
Technological investigations to provide means for the production of cheaper,
more acceptable and more nutritious protein concentrates. The agencies should
stimulate the involvement of competent technical organizations, including
those of universities, Governments and industries.
2.
Economic studies leading to greater food use of protein concentrates from
oilseeds and fish, as well as from other protein resources, and particularly
those which are available and not now being used optimally for human food.
Encouraging maximum industrial and commercial involvement in the production
3.
and marketing”of protein concentrates and food mixtures suitable for children
and mothers.
4.
Building up local technological competence in the field of protein-rich
foods through the provision of high-level technical training, laboratory and
pilot plant equipment, etc. YAO should emphasize these activities within
the context of Special Fund and Freedom from Hunger projects in food scienee
and technology which it administers. Such national or regional efforts should
concentrate on methods of processing, food formulation and packaging,
acceptability and quality control.
Emphasizing the need to reach the pre-school chilfi. Products designed to
5.
meet the needs of this age group will also be used to up-grade the food habits
and the nutritional status of the family as a whole.
6.
Recommending to Governments greater support for the development and
distribution of protective and supplementary foods, including encouragement
to industries by means of, for example, purchasing quantities of commercial
products for institutional feeding, family education, advertising campaigns
and tax exemptions or incentives to food processors.
Seeking support from the World Food Programne or bilatera1 food distribution
7.
agencies and encouraging the integration of such support with commercial food
production and marketing ;f forts in specific countries.

r.
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B.

~~iding principles in the promotion of protein concentrates and food mixtures
—________
—

1.
The improvement of the nutritional stetus of infants and young children is
the major objective of introducing suitable protein-rich foods, but they should
also be useful in the treatment of recognizable protein malnutrition.

2.
Generally the best means of using protein concentrates is to incorporate
them into the staple food products at the thne the latter are processed, with
the aim of achieving a =ore balanced food. Attempts to influence the consumer
to add protein concentrates to this food during its preparation have so i’ar
not proved effective, as it presupposes an appreciation by the consumer of
the nutritional benefits.
Formulated and/or processed protein-rich food products may be fortified with
A, vitemins of the “B group, iron and calcium, where the need for
such supplementation in a given area is indicated and the costs would not be
prohibitive. In any event, the consumption of locally avzilable vitamin-rich
nutritive foods such as fruits, leafy crops and vegetables, together with the
protein-rich products, should be encouraged. Iodation of these foods might
also be beneficial in areas of high goitre incidence and where conventional
iodine supplementation of salt supplies is not convenient or economical.
3.

vitamin

I
~

4.
Government progranunesconcerning protein-rich foods assisted by FAO/WHO/
UNICEF should be co-ordinated at early stages to ensure the best use of
>available resources, both financial resources and technical personnel.
The activities of FAO and UNICEF should be centred on a limited number of
pro jects.
6.
Plans should be developed in co-operation with industrial concerns having
access to market distribution channels. In advising Governments to encourage
the wider use of new protein-rich foods, it should be recommended that use
be made to the fullest extent possible of existing commercial production and
distribution facilities.
Commercial promotion may impart prestige value to a food. It is therefore
7.
advisable not to extend free distribution to more than introfiuctorysamples,
emergency situations and normal government welfare and institutional feeding
programmed.
8.
The investment of capital and effort to begin the promotion and marketing
of new low-cost foods is limited by a small profit margin. This may be helped
by designed a range Of products, some having appeal to the higher income groups
as well. This will also serve to sustain a volume of production to justify
marketing similar nutritious foods to lower-income segments of the.population.
Pronotion campaigns aimed at the high income groups are frequently effective
in gaining acceptance of new products by low..
income families as well.
Nevertheless the steps to educate the 12tter group in the nutritional benefits
of such products should, where”necessary, be undertaken in advance, or at least
simultaneously.

-,

*

e’

The imFortant role which legumes and pulses can play in improving the
protein nutrition of infants, children and mothers, when prepared in the home.
or supplied through commercially manufactured foods, should not be overlooked.
There is a major advantage in the fact that these traditional foods are already
widely accepted.

/...
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86. The Board, at its May 1966 session laid emphasis on the importance of
accelerating work with low-cost protein-rich concentrate
es and mixtures,
particularly for weanlings and pre-school children in urban and peri-urban areas.
The purpose was to help developing countries become self-sufficient in the
production of these foods. ... On the basis of reports by the Executive Director
(E/ICEF/558,
paras. 60-75) and the FAO/UWICEF Joint Policy Committee (E/ICEF/557,
paras. 2T-42; E/IcEF/cw/67-7 ) the Board at its 1967 session considered how
further work in this field could be advanced.
...
90. A certain change of emphasis as a result of experience thus Par with high
protein food development projects in various countries was recommended by the
Joint Policy Committee and elaborated upon in the Board by the Deputy Executive
Director (Operations). He pointed out that the promotion and connnerc
ial
distribution of low-cost protein-rich foods in the developing countries had not
always progressed at a rate sufficient to ensure economic viability of the
assisted projects. The welfare distribution supported by the Governments,
bilateral or multilateral aid agencies or UWICEF was not sufficient, and it was
necessary also to produce a commercial demand for the products.
91. In the light of this it was evident that a phased assessment and development
of markets was essential before the establishment of new manufacturing facilities.
In the future before UNICEF aided in the establishment of plants (for which
imported equipment supplied by ONICEF might cost between $150,000 to $250,000),
there would be a local examination and selection of acceptable mixtures by health
authorities, pediatricians, home economists, etc. UNICEF would finance *be
provision to the country from external sources of these processed mixtures in
suitable packaging. There would then be an exploration of various aspects of the
low price sales and types of distribution outlets to
commercial market including
reach the lower-income families, as well as various forms of welfare distribution.
At this stage probably from 10 to 50 tons of the food materials might be required
from UNICEF for the market exploration. The food materials for this stage (as
well as the preceding one of testing and selection) would come from an allocation
for the promotion of protein-rich foods fcm which an additional $100,000 was
approved at the current Eoard session. ... The next stage would be that of
stimulating sufficient market to justify local processing facilities.
92. It was estimated that the local sales of ‘proceaaed food mixtures through
both commercial channelfiand non-commercial and welfare distribution must be in
the order of 1,000 tons annually to ensue economic viability of the project.
In the period of expansion of sales toward the point where the potential market
could be seen as reaching this level, it WS.6hoped that tbe ingredients for food
mixture would be provided through the World Fo~d Programme or by bilateral agencies
in order to sustain and expand the market. In those instances where sufficient
SUPpOrt from these sources was not available, ONICEF would be prepared to help

/ . ..
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stimulate low-price sales through the provision of up to 250 tons of the food
mixture. When the potential market had been established to be in the range of
commercial viability, the final stage of assistance by UNICEF would be provision
of the processing equipment for local production (which would normally take two
years from the allocation of funds to full production), together with some help
for additional market promotion.
93. ... Endorsement was given to the increased e.ttentionwhich wauld be paid
in the future to the acceptability of food mixtures and to their marketing
before plants would be built for l!Jcalpr~duction.

Apri1 - MaY 1973, E/lCEF/629

~rvillagc level product Ion of weaning fo?de~

Board members were encouraged by the evidence of progress in the development
57.
in sDme countries ~f locally processed weaning foods, which were n~w approaching
production or marketing trials. It was felt important to keep such progrwnmes
under review and to share the lessons that could be learned from them, including,
particularly, how to reduce the prices of those foods to bring them within the
reach of larger population groups, as well as to develop simplified processing
equipment suitable for production at the village level at sufficiently low costs.

/ ...

-86Supplementary child feeding

April - May 1972,

~ ,/lCEF
/624

32. The Executive Director pointed out that it had by now become clear that
children in the weakest socio-economic groups in most countries derived little
benefit from improvements in methods of ccmunercialagriculture or ificre
ases in the
market supply of processed foods. If those children were to be helped, countries
would need to establish long-term supplementary child-fceding progra!nmes,together
with other nutritional services. ...
33. The Executive Director recommended that UNICEF expand its support in order to
help countries to reach the weakest socio-economic group. Friority in supplementary
fceding within the group would be given to infants, weanlings and pre-school-age
children. Special measures would be required to reach the mothers of infants under
six months because of the problems created by the trend towards early weaning, In
addition, rehabilitation would be required for infants and young children suffering
from severe malnutrition. Supplementary fceding of school”children might be
provided where it was part of an effort to reduce drop-outs and other forms of
wastage in primary schools. The donation of food from the outside over a period of
years would be an important element in establishing a programme. While UWICEF might
provide the food, it hoped that it could be provided by other sources, such as the
World Food Frogranuoeor bilateral aid schemes, and by non-governmental agencies.
Because of the costs involved, most countries would probably have to approach
large-scale supplementary feeding progressively, beginning with the most needy
regions.
34. The role of UNICEF, as seen by the Executive Director, would be primarily to
help countries to establish supplementary feeding on a long-term basis; to help
establish nutrition rehabilitation eentres providing special foods such as
K-Mix-II; ... to help strengthen the nutrition education of parents; and to involve
community support. UWICEF would help in setting up the organization of supplementary
feeding and nutritional rehabilitation, including field trials of economical
patterns of organization that would reach the children and mothers; and in staff
training. It would also help coumtries to mnbilize their own sources of food
supply for child feeding: in rural areas through applied nutrition programmes, and
in urban areak (also rural areas where required) through the production and
distribution of processed weaning foods. It would be necessary for UWICEF to work
closely with the World Food Progr.ammeand non-governmental organizations which were
currently providing foods from abroad to developing countries. In addition, UWICEF
assistance to child feeding in emergences would continue.
40. The Board approved the proposal of the Executive Director that UWICEF help
Countries establish long-term supplementary child-fceding schemes for children in the
wea,kersocio-economic grOUpS On a wider SCaIe thm had hitherto been the case (See
paras. 33-34 above).

/ ...
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Milk conservation
June 1965, E/ICEF/528/Rev.1

188. The Board approved a policy for assistance to rural milk production. This
policy is reproduced in annex IV.

ANNEX IV
POLICY ON AID FOR RURAL MILK PRODUCTION

1.
The areas selected for joint assistance in rural dairy development will
be limited to those recognized and potential milkshed areas already serving,
or scheduled to serve, FAO/UNICEF-aided milk conservation programmed. The
urban milk plants, ensure the requ%red market outlets.
latter, involving
Increased rural milk production will help these city milk plants to attain
capacity operations and increase their distribution of low-cost milk to poorer
families in fulfillmentof agreements between FAO, UNICEF and the assisted
Governments.

e
.-,

There should be prior agreement with the Government concerned on a sound
policy for rural milk production, embracing such prerequisites as local
provision for improved animal husbandry practices, including improvement of
stock and culling of non-productive cattle, improved foodei-and feed production.
The Government would signify its readiness to give practical application to
such a policy in the selected milkshed areas.

2“

The Government would undertake to mobilize And co-ordinate aid available
3.
to it from all possible sources in the integrated programme for increased rural
milk production. In certain cases this effort might represent a consolidation
of aid available for different aspects of development, from, for instance,
the United States Agency for International Development, the Colombo Plan,
bilsteral agencies and foundations, and under the Freedom from Hunger Campaign
and the World Food Progrsmme.
4.
Instruction in the hygienic handling of milk and nutrition education of
tke public would be included among the development activities planned for the
selected operational areas.
The Government requesting assistance would undertake to provide for the
5.
project the operational funds and personnel as agreed in a plan of operation
to be jointly developed by the Government, FAO and UNICEF.

/ ...
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May 1966~ E/ICEF/5k8/Rev.1

~

Assessment

~f

aid

fw

milk

conservation

_T

139. The UNICEF Executive Board had before it an assessment of the ~CEF/FAOassisted milk conservation programme (E/ICEF/L.1257 and Corr.1). In the
eighteen years since its inauguration, the milk conservation programme had been
active in thirty-eight countries, had provided substantial assistance for the
strengthening and/or the establishment of 210 milk processing plants and fifteen
trs.!+ning
centres,.had supported 300 fellowships for the education of both the
teacher and the student in dairy science, and had used approximately 140
the maximum effactiveness of the
consultants, experts and advisers to ensure
progrmnme and the protection of the?financial investment. UNICEF assistance
apprOved duri% this period totailed $24.6 million, the investment of the
assisted countries exceeded four times this amount. The cost of services of
consultants, advisers and experts ,administ
ered by FAO approximated $3 million,
including $1.7 million reimbursed by UNICEF.
140. The assessment prepared by two consultants to FAO and UNICEF ... pointed out
that the aid had led to the establishment of self-sustaining plants delivering
increasing quantities of safe milk to children and to the public generally. Some
2,750,000 children and mothers were now receiving subsidized or free milk daily
frcm the assisted dairy plants.. It had also led to the develqment of national
dairy policies and a considerably inproved standard of living of families living
in the villsges supplying milk to the projects.
...
145. ... Several points were brought out by the various Board members as well
as the UNICEF secretariat ... It is not the intention of UNICEF, however, to
continue to assist the dairy industry over an extended period of say one
country, but rather to establish a base on which the industry might develop.
In those countries where the dairy industry is now well rooted it is believed
that expansion can be achieved by building on the foundations already
established through UNICEF/FAO aid. Generally, these countries should be
able t~ meet the need for new plants and equipment through commercial channels,
bilateral aid or from the voluntary sources. Thus, as compared with the
last ten years, the total amount of UNICEF aid for milk conservation in the
future would be less.
146. Elaborating on some of these points the Director of the UNICEF Foad
Conservation Division pointed out that up until nnw UNICEF aid, bilateral aid
s.ndprivate capital have helped those developing countries which had both
reasonable quantities of milk avsilable for collection and processing and a
potential for a rapid increase in mll.ksupplies. UNICEF assistance was first
concentrated in southern and eastern Europe snd then directed to Centrsl and
South America and southwestern Asia. In these areas UNICEF may still be called
on to assist to complete or complement previously aided schemes, but it is not
envissged that UNICEF will help establish many new projects. In the Americas
the milk industry should develop further in many areas, but this is espected
to be accomplished through private capital.

/ ...
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147. In India and Pakistan, bilateral sid and UNICEF have now helped milk schemes
in all the larger citi~s, and the present problem is to increase milk production
and the import of milk powder to enable the plsnts to operate at maximum capacity.
In the Eastern Mediterranean, plants have been started in nearly every country,
and this is leading to expansion with bilateral aid snd private capitsl in areas
where milk production conditions are more favoufable.
148. In Africa, where production is approximately 50 kgs in terms of milk
equivalent per person annually (as ccmpwed with 276 kgs in Eastern Europe,
135 kgs in Southern Europe and 99 kgs in Western Asia), ‘UNICEF is advancing
slowly and it is expected that this will be the main area calling for
assistance in the next few yesrs. It is necessary to start with collection
centres near small producers, rather thsn with big pasteurizing plsnts, and it is
expected this pattern will be typical of any new development. It will also be
necessary to give more assistance to training and education of producers snd
staff than was the case in earlier schemes. Mn’e technical help to plsn and
implement the new schemes will be needed.
...
155. At the conclusion of its review of the assessment the Board approved the
reccxmnend.ations
of the Executive Director (E/ICEF/L.1258 and Corr.1, psra. 2b)
as follows:
(s) The PreSent division of responsibilities between UWICEF and FAO for
project development and implementation should be continued in order to use the
joint experience of the past snd to continue the close s.ndharmonious tesm effort.

@

(~) Special attention should be given to assist Government. i. assuming a
major role in the preparation of pre-project surveys, and later in project
preparation through a thorough investigation snd analysis of local conditions,
body
the compilation and analysis of data and the creation of a Government
to be responsj.blefor the organization, financing and implementation of new
projects. The joint tesm approach to country surveys is desirable and
should be carried out by Government personnel snd regular staff members of
UNICEF and FAO, complemented as required by consulting experts. The individual
responsibilities of the Governments and of the internationa.1agencies and
their joint relationships in these matters should be clearly defined at the time
of project planning.
(:) The teams responsible for project surveys should formulate a clear
statement regarding the place of toned milk in the specific sreas or project
under consideration.
(~) The assisted Governments should give emphasis to increasing rural milk
production through the use of improved methods of dsify husbsndry ard agriculture.
(g) Future UNICEF aid to milk conservation progrsmmes should be governed
by the following conditions:
(i) In general the present policy and criteria relating to
UNICEF’s role in the field as established by the Executive
Bos.rdin June 1965 should be continued;

/ ...
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(ii) Assistance should be considered in the context of the general
development of the country, the priority assigned by Governments
to the projects within their develo~ent plans, and in relation
to the requests for assistance fran UNICEF in other fields, UNICEF’s
resources, snd the availability of aid from other sources;
(iii)

(iv)

@

For those countries previously helped under the milk ccmservation
progranune,tirther assistance should be directed first to
continuing tid for those plants already assisteal. The aim
would be to increase local milk supplies in line with plant
capacity and, where successflil,to consider at a later date the
expansion of the plant facilities to meet increasing market demands;

z

A special situation exists in Africa which has, with some
exceptions, the least developed dsiry industry of the regions
covered by this progmnune. Africa has been the most recent tm
receive aid from UNICEF in this field. UNICEF assistance should
be continued and extended where lxsl conditions are favorable.
Assistance to milk conservation projects in Africa will require
a larger proportion of funds for project development,
implementation and training, relative t~ equipment costs than
was the case in other regions.

June 1968, E/IcEF/576
5’1.... In recent years the proportion of allocations f’m ndlk conservation
had continued to decline because of the relatively few remair!ingopportunities
to pr~cess milk economically enough to reach mothers and children of low income
groups. ...
...
62. Work was being continued to implement the milk conservation projects for which
allocations had previously been made. In addition, rural milk prQduction on a pilot
scale was beirlgpnxnoted, especially in Africa. For the future, emphasis would be
in exploring opportunities to support such pilot rural schemes in the context of
larger
rural development progranunesand in relation to the applied nutrition
programme.

/ ...
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-91Breast-feeding
April - May 1973 ~ E/IcEF/629

58.
At the same time, it was stressed in the Board’s discussions that
considerably increased emphasis was required to discourage premature weaning from
breast-feeding. ‘Thetrend toward abandonment of that form of nutrition was
alarming, and the serious consequences of artificial feeding, particularly in
regions where the economic level could not support the necessary food and hygienic
facilities, needed to be brought to the attention of Governments, educators, and
health workers. It was suggestealthat ways of encouraging breast-feeding should
be studied and that UNICEF should play a more active role in its promotion as
part of its support of child nutrition. More emphasis was required on extending
nutrition education through health, social and community progra.mmes,and on
making special efforts to educate mothers before their babies began to suffer
fram malnutrition at the weaning stage. The problem of nutrition information was
a complex one,and more use needed to be made of mass communications, including
mass media and nutrition training.

Preventing vitamin A deficiency in children
June 1965, E/ICEF/528/Rev.1

i

‘*

179. The FAO/lJNICEFJoint Policy Cnmdttee called attention to the fact that
vitsmin A deficiency was a serious public health problem in many parts of the
world, particularly among the lower income groups, and infants and children
under three years of age. It accounted for the major proportion of preventable
blindness in many developing countries and, occurring together with proteinto the morts.lit
y figures.
calorie deficiency, made a considerable contribut.im
180. The Committee recommended the following guidelines for UNICEF aid in helping
solve the problem:

I

(s) l’hernOstimPOrt~t basic approach to the problem of vitamin A
deficiency is the education of mothers in the use of carotene-providing vegetables,
fruits and vitsmin-A-providing animal protein foods. Supplies of these foods
need to be brought within the economic reach of all families. In rural areas this
should be accomplished by increased local production and consumption of these
fcmds.
(~) If possible, all skim milk powder distributed in developing coutries
should be fortified with vitamin A.

(s) ~h== measures, such as Supplementing diets with vitamin A capsules
or red palm oil, shnuld be tsken to meet immediate urgent needs.
181. In connexion with (p) above, UNICEF has sponsored studies on the means of
fortifying milk powder to obtain a stable and acceptable product and has
conducted field trials. For the past several years, UNICEF has fortified
aPPrOfi~telY One fourth of the skim milk powder it has shipped. The Board
was glad to lesrn that the United States Government had begun to fortify with
vitamins A and D the skim milk powder it provided for child-feeding abroad,
including the powder distributed through UNICEF.
@

182. The Bosrd approved the guidelines recommended by the Committee to prevent
vitemin A deficiencies in children through increased production of local foods
combined with nutrition education.
,~.
..

.92April 1971, E/IcEF/612

90, The attention of the Board was directed ta the large and increasing nnmber
of children who now survived infancy, thanks to better health measures, but went
blind for lack of Vitamin A. UNICEF had in various ways tried to help ensure
adequate intakes of Vitamin A, but a great deal more was required. In implementing
a resolution on blindness adopted by the World Health Assembly in 19$9
(WHA22.29), WHO had recognized xeropthalmia as one of three major causes of
blindness. A representative of the World Cauncil for the Welfare far the Blind,
speaking also on behalf of the International Association fm the Prevention of
Blindness, pointed out to the Board that the number of children at risk must be
counted in the scores of millions.... He urged that an international programme
be established in which UWICEF, WHO and nan-governmental organizations might
collaborate, and suggested that UNICEF and WHO field staff discuss with national
gc~w~ents
concerned what action could be taken immediately through existing
n“ut
rition and health programnes; that research, field trials and pilot projects
be undertaken to extend the use of Vitamin A concentrate as the preventive action
most likely ta achieve an immediate improvement; and that a con~imous effort
be made to solve the problem on a permanent basis through a charee of food
habits and better use of indigenous vitamin foods. The Board welcomed the
statement of the Executive Directar that he would explore the possibilities
for accelerated action in that field in co-aperation with WdO and interested
nan-~overnmental organizations. The Board proposed that the question of measures
for the prevention af blindness in yaung children due ta Vitamin A deficiency be
included on the agenda of the next session af the U@lICEF/WHOJoint Comittee on
Zeailh ?alicy
,..

APri1 - May 1.972,Z/ICEF/624

55. At its 1971 session UWICEF proposed that measures for the prevention of
blindness in young children due to vitamin A deficiency be included in the agenda
of the next session of the JCHP. That deficiency was a major cause of child
blindness in a number of developing countries; the problem was most serious in
south-east Asia. WHO presented to the JCHP session a note on the possibilities of
prevention of xerophthalmia, particularly in relation to the use of large doses of
vitamin A in pre-school children (E/ICEF/CRP/72-5). At the time of the JCHP session,
in February 1972, WHO was not in a position to make a recommendation regarding the
doses and pericdicity of the administration of vitamin A. However, a meeting of
international experts on the prevention of xerophthalmia, which was sponsored by
WHO, was held at Hyderabad, India in March 1972 (E/ICEF/CRP/72-23) and as a resuit
WHO was able to make recommendations, supplementing the recommendations of the JCHP
(E/ICEF/618, section 8 (c)).
56. It was recognized at the Hyderabad meeting that the most rational method for
the control and prevention of vitamin A deficiency was through improvement of the
diet. However, that was a long-term measure. Although in some situations
fortification of foods with vitamin A might speed up the process, at the same time
possibilities for administering large doses of vitamin A as a preventive measure
should be considered. The main problem in the latter caze would be a logistic one,
particularly the controlled delivery of large doses of vitamin A to the children,
which required good training of personnel and a sound managerial and administrative
operation. Wherever possible, existing health persormel should be employed; any
new personnel should form part of the health service rather than be established.as
a separate vitamin A task force. Except for supervision, paramedical.personnel
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would be largely involved in the operational aspects of the programme. Efforts
should be made to ensure community participation. A system of evaluation of both
the operation and its biological effectiveness would be an essential component of
the programne. Further research on the problem, including controlled studies on a
pilot scale, was recommended. On the basis of the findings of the Hyderabad
conference, WHO recommended that 200,000 international units of vitamin A be
administered orally at six month intervals for children from six months to four
years of age in areas where vitamin A deficiency was a serious problem; in areas
where health services were well developed and the problem less serious, 100,000
might be given every three months.
interfictionalunits

,.

57. The Board adopted the recommendations of the JCHP, supplemented by those
resuiting from the Hyderabad meeting, for joint ONICEF/WHO action along the
fol.lnwinglines: (a) long-term measures should continue in co-operation with FAO,
through the applied nutrition prngramnes and other related activities in order to
increase the availability of sources of vitamin A in the diet and educate the
community; ... (b) basic health services and hospitals should be encouraged to pay
Special
.3ttent10n
to the importance of early diagnosis of xerophthal.miaand
additional efforts should be made for the training of personnel; (c) since
xerophthalmia was very closely related to protein-calorie malnutrition, further
measures should be taken to contr.olthat condition; (d) in view of the importance
of infectious diseases as a precipitating factor in severe cases of xerophthal.mia,
additional efforts should be made to control the most common infectious diseases
through immunization, personal hygiene and other measures; (e) studies on food
A should
be continued
and (f) because of the urgency of
fortification with vitamin
the problem, WHO and UNICEF shnuld help the countries in which xerophthalmia was
of
large
doses
of vit,amin
A
highly prevalent to proceed with the oral a,dministrat,ion
9

every

few

Hyderabad

months
meeting.

as

a preventive

me as,ure,

in

line

with

the

recommendations
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Policy on aid f=

educatiOn

June 1961, E/ICEF/431
71. The Board was in a,yeement, ... that assistance to projects benefiting
children need not be restricted to UITICFJ’spast fields of activity, but
that the Zxecu%ive Director should be permitted flexibility in proposing
the llewt~.es Or sic;such as those listed.il~p:w.graph 73 in cases where
~eciptent countries gave hi”ghpriority .to such assistance.
...
73. The examples of naw or extended fields for UNICEF aid considered of
high priority by Governmc!n!s... are “a.;follows:
...

.

.

(b) preparation of the child “for adult life
(i) Certain aspects of elementary education;
Training of normal school instructors;
Teacher training;
...
Preparation 0? pilot projects for vocational training programmed in
rural areas for children of rural inhabitants where land and agricultu.ra
1
:fa
cilitics may he ~.nshort Supply;
... A id.could be considered for:
Equipping centres for teacher traininz and for vocational schools;
Zquipping :?iel.d
demonstration and training centres and areas;
Production of school materials and teaching aids;
Aid in the form of honoraria, stipends, teaching grants, etc.

~uue

1963,

E/ICEF/469

39.
The Board s.pproved
aid to 12 education
projects
‘to 27 the ntnrberof countries aided in this field.

in

4 regions,

bringing

...

42. ... This constituted the main recent devsicpment in the pattern of
mVCEF aid and reflected the desire of Governments to give high priOI’itY
to this t~e of assistance. The projects also showed the desire Of
Governments to give a practical orientation to their educational progrsnsnes
so that young people ~,.ould
be better equipped for work on leaving school,
often after only a few years in the primary grades. Wherever possifile,
~phasis wss placed in project planning on providing education for girls
as well as boys.
40. The United Nations Educational, Scientific and cultural Organization
(UNESCO) had played an active role in the planning of each of the project.s,
and would have a continuing association with the projects as they were
i~lemented.
In most cases, ONESCO advisers would be present to help carry
the scheme forwsrd and a UNESCO adviser would shortly be stationed at UNICEF
headqusrtera. In SeVeral instances UNICEF and UNESCO assistance for these
projects was seen to be complementary to assistance provided by the Special
Fund, the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and bilateral
aid agencies. ... The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
(FAO) and WHO were associated with the planning and implementation of nutrition
and health education in the schools.
;’
...

e

I

“

-95May 1966, E/ICEF/548
@

[ Production of textbooks ]
94. Eoard members welcomed the provision in a number of projects of aid for the
production of school textbooks. Rather than purchase books already on the market,
countries were being assisted to equip centres for textbook production which become
permanent psrts of their educational services. UNICET was also helping “supporting
services” that prepared and published teachers’ manuals and bulletins and alsn charts
and other printed teaching aids. These services played an essential part in
educational development, and for a relatively small e~enditure in equipment could.
exercise a valuable multiplier effect.

..
June L968,.E/lCEF/576
;,

~ First assessment of aid to education projects _T
,,
,-, The ,Bcm~dhc.dbe;c,reit ar,assesswent.oi-’
eib[:aci
or,pr:jjec(:s
,jai!.
?bl;
; -c,
:si.s
ted
l]![
umic!EFam! lT~ISC(j
i.nc:werlt>
-three cucnl.ri.es
i ...
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of the assessment there was genera1 agreement on the
.35. In the Board dj.scus.sior
important role of airdTor education in furthering!<
UNICEF’s objective o~:!3el.piug
uorl.da,!<.
to l..e
ClL<
Governments prepare chilcl?cmtc cope with tileneeds of a mo(!c>rn
c]elega.tic,ns
emp!,asizectl,eneecjS0]:sducatim? ~.~zcbiev:mc,.,ts
a use:?ul.
life. S,.j,>?e
i]11,
II
as made that c<ucati<m w:s
in other :i’ields
wezc net to be Undt?imine.i;uh,:.IXJ
~,ri.ojiby
wl.i
c!..
a::!for e$.ucation
a necessary spur to such achievements. Tinehi~;l]
ng
17aso.ccordedby UNICEIFa~l>earedto be in line wi~!lthe iiesire::
:? t!lC(ievelol,i.
evcd th:,..~
the prcpo~.
!:i
(,!,0:;ill:!
ICllFaj.ti
countries. Othsr dele,cztions,!mwever, beli.
al,
j.l;,
mea.
!ii:>mti~ct~on ir,th[e
gOing t0 tducatim, was tm high sinee it necess.
tradiiiomal fields of nutrition and health where, ... considerably greater efforte.
were needed by ~CEF.
Several delegations believed that UNICEF aid for education
should concentrate mainly on the younger children and be limited to primary
education.

37. Them was a large me=w=
of azi”eementin the Board that UNICEF should continue
to support.a number of strategic aspects of educaticn programmed. This included
teacher trainin~ in all its aspects, and emphasizing the mcderni.
za.t
ion of training
COUTSes and training methods. In the matter af curriculum reform there was some
res earth, but there was agree~:en
t thc:t:
doubt.about UNICLW participation in basic
UNICEF should continue to provide practical aid for introducin~ a modern content
into school teaching. This included emphasis on practical subjects such as scier.ce,
vocationally-oriented studies and health and nutrition education. There was also
to stress education in rural areas and
general agreement.that UNICEF should continue
education for girls and young women, as well as education in certain neglected areas
or for certain neglected groups . Some delegations believed that ~reater attention
needed to be Siven to pre-school education. UNICEF aid for the local production of
educational material was felt.to be of considerable value and shculd be continued.
Developing built-in procedures in the projects for progressive assessment was felt
to be important.
38. The Board reaffirmed the principle that it was the responsibility of the
compet.ent.
technical agency, namely UNESCO, to provide experts and fellGwships, and
that.UNICEF financing of this kind of international technical advice, when
necessary, should be temporary and supplementary.

I .. .
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It was noted in the Board discussions that UNDP, IBBD and related agencies,
the World Food Programme, and some of the specialized agencies also, had resources
t. ofi”erGovernments The Board was interested to learn that a beginning had been
made t.obuild on present UNICEF-W!CZSCOefforts by instit.ut.ing
joint discussions
with these agencies in order t.oharmonize assistance policies in the educatim field.
40. Some Board members felt that certain educational activities suggested in the
guidelines for UNICEF aid should be financed by organizations other than UNICEF.
This included educational plannin~, researth, and the pro~notionof international
understanding through schools. In its criteria for selecting projects, it was
agreed, however, that.UNICEF should continue to pay at.t.ent.ion
to the quality of the
educational planning and t.othe relationship between the educational system and the
national denvelopmentplan. It was suggested that special education for particular
groups such as the physically cm mentally handicapped, should have a low priority
for UNICEF aid. The Board agreed that where there had been a consensus in the
debate, the Executive Director would be guided by it, and that within the next.two
or three years some of the unresolved matters should be considered by the Board as
~ part of a reasseswnent
f.,:
April i97i, ~,;~:r:.’

[

Proportion of aid to education ~.

99. A few delegations expressed misgivings about what they felt was too large a
proportion of UNICEF funds going to education, leaving less fOr fields such as
maternal and child health, the pre-school child and nutrition, which they belfe~ed
warranted higher priority for DNICEF assistance. That view was developed at some
which
felt
that
there
was a tendency
for UNICEF to spend
length by one delegation,
tOo much Of its funds On fOrmal educatiOn, even gOing beyOnd the PrimarY level;
that field should be primarily the responsibility of UNDP, UNESCO and the ILO.
for children in school should never be a
~~ithO~t~ugge~ting t,ha,tprojects
substantial part of a UNICEF programme of aid in any country, it felt that, taking
UNICEF activities as a whole, formal education should have a low priority in
relation to the many out-of-school needs to which UNICEF was capable of making a
unique contribution.
100. Other delegations, pointing to the fact that there was nO duplication Or Overlapping of UNICEF aid for education with that provided from other external sources,
felt that the project recommendations had followed the guidelines for UNICEF aid in
that field approved by the Executive Board in 1968, ... as well as the Senerai
UNICEF policy of adapting its aid to government priorities. They believed that
UNICEF aid for education was having a commendable and much appreciated effeet in
improving the quality and content Of educatiOn, reducing educational wastage>
encouraging reforms and innovations, and making the school system a channel fOr
creating in young people attitudes favorable to change.

/ ...
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102. The Executi~e Director said that UNICEF sought to act as a catalyst in
initiating activities benefiting children which could not otherwise be undertaken,
thus complementing the work of other bodies. He welcomed the emDhasis in the
debate o; the nee~ to try out new forms of education, including non-formal education,
which would be snoredynamic, more community-oriented and less conventional.
103. The Board felt that important issues had been raised, which it did not have
time to discuss fully at the session. The Board therefore agreed with the proposal
of the Executive Director to’review policy on UNICEF aid for education at its 1972
session.

April - May 1972X E/IcEF/624
i- Second assessment of aid to education projects ]
60. UNICKF policy on aid for education was a major topic of discussion at the
session. The Board had before it joint recommendations of the Director-General of
UNESCO and the Executive Director of UNICEF (E/ICEF/L.1279). They were supported
by a report (E/ICEF/L.1279/Add.1) prepared by a UNICKJ consultant, Mr. H.M. Phillips,
which made a detailed review of the policy guidelines adopted by the Board in 1968,
the experience gained since then, and current needs as well as those foreseeable
during the Second Development Decade.
61. The recommended policy guidelines were based upon UNICEFrs comprehensive
apprOach tO child needs - an approach which recognized that education, as well as
making its own contribution to the future of children, was interlocked in its
impact on the promotion of child development with health, nutrition, welfare and
preparation for work. They were in line with the general trend for UNICEF
increasingly to direct its resources in all fields of aid towards assisting
countries to improve the situation of children deprived of a basic practicable level
of services and opportunity.

@

62. Essentially, the recommendations.were that the future direction of UNICEF aid
should be towards projects for educationally deprived children of primary school
age, and young adolescents who had missed schooling - particularly in rural areas
and urban slums and shanty towns .and in the least developed countries. Assistance
should in particular be given for improving and extending the education of girls at
the primary level. Moreover, UNICEF should be prepared to provide aid that would
promote the use of schools,both for primary school age children and adolescents,
for health and nutrition education,and for instruction to parents in child-rearing.
There should be a fecus upon innovator patterns of services designed to help
Governments to reach more children,more effectively.

/ ...
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63.

The recommendations took into account the fact that other external aid
agencies such as UNDP and IBRD were devoting increasing resources to the
educational systems of developing countries. ... These were concentrated largely
on programmes most likely to have a rapid impact upon national socio-economic
development. uNICEF1s orientation to the deprived child,and its over-all view of
child development,gave”it a special fecus in complementing the assistance provided
by the other external aid agencies.
64. The study pointed out that in most developing ccmntries,while up to about four
fifths of the children became enrolled in primary education, only half - and often
fewer - completed the fourth year. That meant that about three fifths of tbe
future adult population grew up without the minimum social and human rights of
literacy and ability to handle figures, and without an adequate orientation to
their environment and to an occupation.
65. The guidelines set forth five priority areas for UNICRF aid directed primarily
towards the target child population:
(1) Training of specialists in the types of educational planning and
management required for the purpose.
(2) Experiments at the field level and diffusion of successful pilot projects
aimed at new approaches to providing basic education and opportunitiess
for continuing education.
(3) Reform of existing educational programmes through identification of the
causes for high drop-out and repetition rates, and application of
apprqriate remedial actions; inclusion in rural areas of elements
designed to prepare the child to understand the rural environment;
support of efforts to reform the primzq school curriculum, including
the relating of science teaching to nutrition, health and practical
subjects.
(4) Training of educational personnel linked to curriculum reform in order
to improve the quality and content of teaching. Priority would normally
be: (a) teacher-educators (b) education specialists, including
supervisors and (c) primary school teachers and teachers giving out-ofschool education. UNICEF should continue to give assistance to inservice.training, leading to its becoming a regular part of educational
systems.
(5) Experimental out-of-school education projects such as pre-vocational
instruction to adolescents, courses for parents, and education and
training of girls and women.

;..
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66. Illustrations ware givan of the types of projects UNICEF, in collaboration
with UNESCO, would normally suppOrt in accOrd~ce with thOse guidelines.
-- In
genersl the”projects would.,so far as possible, provide a multiplier efrect and
contribute to catalytic and imovative ends. They would be concerned with the
development and field level trials of pilot activities and the widespread diffusion
of those which had proved successful.
67. In addition to the criteria set forth above, the following factors would be
important:
;

(1)

A close complemantarity with the work of other agencies providing
educational aid would be essentia.1.

(2) UNICEF aid should be as flexible as possible in terms of items of aid
and delivery procedures in order to ensure its effactiveness and
timaliness in remoting bottlenecks and obstacles, md in helping mobilize
national or other external resources.
(3) A reorientation of UWICEF aid to projects consistent with the new
guidelines should take place gradua.1.l-y
in order to avoid a disruption in
projects in which UWICEF had been co-operating.
(4) Assistance should be provided for the improvement of evaluation,
especially continuous evaluation used for the improvement of operations.
(5) Assistance should be available for the improvement of local training
facilities, the provision of local fellowships and stipends to trainees
and instructors, and for the observation Of imOvative PrOjects frOm
both inside and outside the country.
(6) Equipment should remain a major component of UWICSF aid. Standard lists
should be improved, incorporating items relating to educational
innovations. Local production of equipmant should continue to be
encouraged. The proper use of new equipnent required the refresher
training of teachers who would use it.
(7) With regard to aid for local costs, training grants and provision for
key emergency needs should continue. Contributions of local costs would
also be needed for innovative experiments.
(8) Where there was a scarcity of qualified personnel in government service
to plan and execute a project, UWICET should continue to be able to
contribute to the financinQ of DrO~eCt co-ordinators and Project personnel
who should normally be exp=rts kro~ within the countries assisted; as an
exceptional measure, UNICEF might also fina.nceinternational consultants
and experts to help with project preparation, implementation, or
evaluation.
68. A last section of the recommended guidelines dealt with the modalities
of co-operation between DWICEF and UNESCO. It was agreed that the emphasis
on innovation and new patterns of education required improvement in project
identification and preparation, and to that end the Director General of UWESCO and
the Executive Director agreed it was necessary to strengthen co-operation
between the two agencies in a number of specific areas.
/...
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The Deputy Executive Director (Operations) ... stated that in .sPP~nS
80”
““”
the revised
policy, aid for viable on-going activities outside the scope of the
education, would not be abandoned precipitously.
policy, including aid for secondary
Assistance to those activities would be graduslly redeployed as the projects were
completed
or other sources of aid becsme available.
...

82. At various points during the discussion, the question was raised of the
respective roles of uNICEF and UNESCO in the joint undertakings. Close co-operation
between the two agencies was to be encouraged, and there was a need for precision
in definimg the roles of both agencies. uNESCO would continue to act as the
technical adviser to UNICKF and “toGovernments on matters concerning education,
while UNICEF would be concerned “with the development of a comprehensive response to
children’s needs which involved the work of a number of national ministries in each
country and FAO, WHO and the ILO as well as UNESCO. UNICET would be responsible for
the final selection of joint projects and their nwterial support and follow-up.
based
UNICEF and UNESCO would co-operate in the preparation of field instructions
upon the new policy orientation.
...

@

84. On the question of the amount of UNICEF resources to be sllocated to education
the ‘DeputyExecutive Director (Operations,
) pointed out that the proportion of
UNICEF aid for education would be discussed in each country in the light of it8
priorities. Since the new policy would fecus UNICEF’s assistance more narrowly on
the primary school age groups and on new methods and qualitative improvements, it
would not be a factor in increasing the over-all proportion of UNICEF aid going to
education.
85. The Beard approved the guidelines for ~CSF
aid to education as proposed by the
Executive Director of l.lNZCSF
and the Director-General of O?TSSOO. ...

NOn-fOrmal education for rural children and adolescents
&ril

- May 1973 , E/IcEF/629

73. A main item on the Board’s agenda was an interim report prepared for ONICEF
by the International Council for Educational Development (ICED), entitled “Nonformal education for rural development: strengthening learning opportunities for
children and youth” (E/ICEF/L.1284). ... The Board slso had before it comments of
the Executive Director on the report (E/ICEF/L.1285).

●

74.
The study concluded that the educational deprivation of rural children and
adolescents in the developing world was even more serious than was generally
assumed; in many rural areas 10 per cent or fewer of the youth poptiation Were
receiving a full primary education. Nothing short of a massive and innovative
effort over the next two decades would correct the situation. ‘fhestudy found
evidence of promising new approaches,but pointed out that any acceptable and
workable solution must involve radical departures from conventionsl educationfi.
patterns and doctrines.

I ...

- 102 While
non-formal education existed in developing countries, particfiarlY in
75.
agricultural and youth leadership services, it reached only a minimal fraction of
rural children and adolescents, especially the out-of-schoolers. Defined as
organized learning programnes outside the established formal education system,
non-formal education covered a range of activities such as pre-school and day-care
centres and nurseries; school equivalency progranm!esto provide a “second chance”
for those who had missed schooling or had dropped out early; adolescent or adult
literacy classes; school-based extra-curricular activities svch as scOutiDg Or
young farmers’ clubs, sports and recreational groups; and occupational training
for adolescents (in agricultxme, industry, etc.) carried on outside the formal
school structure.

Consistently with the growing recognition that education nust be seen as a
76.
life-long process; the study suggested a broadened educational strategy which
would strengthen and systematically support the neglected non-formal aspect and
integrate it with formal education and informal learning from day-to-day experience.
It recommended a minimum “package” of basic essential learning that should be
provided for all rural children. The package would include reading, writing and
working with numbers, basic health and nutrition and skills to help earn a living,
raise a family and take part in the deVelOpmeDt and activities of the community.
The strategy for a comprehensive and coherent rural learning system would be
tailored to each country’s circumstances and was conceived as an integral part of
rural development and the attack on rural poverty, unemployment and gross
inequality. It would involve the redesign and reorientation of formal education
and parallel innovations in non-fcmmal education. ‘Thestrategy would have a
“grassroots“ basis, mobilizing and using the interest and energies of the people
involved - while changing present attitudes of parents, teachers and administrators,
where necessary, and redirecting educational efforts away from excessive
preoccupation with urban-oriented schooling and towards meeting practical and rural
learning needs.
7’7. The study warned, however, against rushing into action withou’cpreparation.
It outlined appropriate initial actions for the next two or three years, which
would provide the information on which a developing country could base a viable
strategy. The prograrme would include a stock-tsking of the country’s present
position: a short, intensive inquiry to study needs, to inventory existing a
activities, to survey co-ordination arrangements and possibilities of support and
to determine immediate priorities, as well as to begin finding ways to train
appropriate personnel.
78.
To develop a new broadened educational strategy, there should be exploration
and consideration of such unconventionti possibilitiessas:
- transfcmning existing schools into a new system combining features of both
formal and non-formal education; and concentrating on older children and
adole~cents;
- “stretching” primary schooling over more years, on a part-time basis, with
the emphasis in later years on practical subjects; or
- converting existing primary schools into community learning centres open
to children, adolescents and adults for basic and practical studies.

I . ..
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‘Theideas underlying the strategy leaned heavily towards making the most of
79.
notivation: tailoring progrsm?nesto meet the real interests and wishes of the
students and their parents, stressing self-instruction supported by educational
broadcasts and low-cost printed materials, with “teachers serving more as guides
and coaches... than as drill-masters and substitutes for a textbook”. Scarce
resources “now heavily wasted in producing primary school drop-outs“ would be
redeployed into prograsumesfor more mature and motivated older children and
adolescents.
In the Board’s discussion delegates welcomed the timeliness of the study smd
80.
its basic thesis that alternatives must be found to supplement and complement
cuxrent formal education delivery systems. There was a general appreciation of the
fact that the study had mapped out the domain of non-formsl education, while at the
same time recognizing the interdependence of formal and non-formal education.
Appreciation was also expressed of the practical approach of the study in seeking
to provide an orientation and guidelines for planners, decision makers and others
in developing countries, as well as for UNICIF and other organizations interested
in co-operating with them. There was general sgreement that special attention
needed to be given to the most seriously neglected groups - pre-school children,
school-age children not in school, and adolescents who were drop-outs or had never
been to school, and especially to girls, who were particularly deprived in all
those groups. There was general approvsl of the recommendation of the study that a
number of essential preparatory steps should be undertaken before any large scale
action was launched.

83.
in

his

...
comments

It approved
on the

two

immediate

steps

recommended

by the

tiecut.ive

mrect,or

study.

The Executive ‘Directorshould continue discussions with other
(a)
interested organizations of the United Nations system, interestealfoundations,
other non-governmental organizations and interested bilateral aid agencies.
Included in those discussions wmld be an exploration of how to give effect to
recommendations in the report dealing with techniques for preparation of personnel,
finding a centre that would undertake the exchange of information, and the
identification and circulation of needs for research;

?

(b) The Executive Director should explore with a few of the Governments
with which UNICEF was now co-operating in that field to learn xhether any of them
would like to ‘beginthe further steps recommended for Governments, e.g. the

~

in=nton
Of Present actiOns, preparation Of persOnnel, zfidextensiOn Of nOn-fOrmal
education services. UNICEF should be prepared to begin assistance to a few
countries in that process.

‘e

-1o4Pre-vocationa1 training
M=,

Wlc~i5YU

$

Ass~ssm~nt .f aid to Pre-vocational t,raini% ]
... The Executive Board reviawed an assessment of pri-vocational.
tr;ining projects jointly asisted by the ILO and UNICEF (E/ICEF/L.1272). ...
UNICEF had somevhat tentatively and.e:::mriuent
ally “entereclinto the fieId
97.
of aid for pre-vocational tr.zin.in.~
V.-OCIWM:.lCS
in 1962. A relc’tivelyswa11 number
of !m-ejects- twelve in all - hat:.
beefldeveia~ed which liati
prsvi$.
e< ~.small
group of youn~ peo:?le~.ri-th
a certain ?an&e of skills . ‘D->e
assessnent shoved.
that, on the whole, the pr~ject.s112<hcc>.
sore success; indeec??.nu[i>e~had
been q,uitesuccescft!~in providin~ the yaLm.;~lecplcwh~’.’attefle~e~.
ihc cwrses
vith a gwcclprepcmaki.oneithe~-,
foi,inoreZ<.VZZ:C
ed t~aining or e!n;>l.ayuent.
Nevei-ihe
less, most oiithe schemes had tried to tach.le’
too vide a re.n.,~e
o: problems
with too small a means, and tao limite,Ja cmce,?t o? trair, in~.

d

;

98.
It was clear frol~the assessment.tild the :yojeets had touched.enly the
fringe of a I.arSeand.complex ~roble::l.?re-vccaiional training shol~ld.
form part
of a r,lore
c omy’ehensive national pro~ra,me concerned with the education and
‘trainingof lar~e nuoloersof youn~ people as an essential respectof the ccuntry’s
development e~for-t. IC shoLI15eonsti’cu’ce
mly one part of the over-all action
ional trsinin~ to
i?eede~including :xmius~ionof eraploynentend fui-t.h~f cccu::at.
~ive c’hildrenand youn~ people a fair chance :fortheir llxtuiie,
and the future
of their countries.
The assessment ;]ointedout that ye-vocational trainin2 should be criented
99.
towards the actual vci-lc
and life pros;ects of young people, !!hichin most
countries would be in the tradition!. a~ricul.tuzzal
sector of the ccznomy.
Relatively few ym!n~ people could e::pec:to find er,ployment.
in tl?er.ocier.-,iiing
sector
in most develo~in~ cou.nt.
ries . The trainin~ should provide children and young
people - in schools and cut of school - with a simple orientat.icnrc12vant to
their occu;?at.
ional flt.ureand with the zki11s and gract.icaikno~!led~eneeded to
ta!cetheir community a st’
ep forward on the path af economic grovth. The
assessment also stressed tileimportance caomai:in~pre-vocatimmi trcining
accessti~leto ~irls, not only to ;>re2arethem to be good mothers and.homemakers
but also to make it.:nossiblefor them to ~xuzticipatefully in the sccial and
economic life of their communities. I-tshaulc be offered not.cnly in special
training,but.throu~h the regula.-SC11OO
L syster:i,
and a.ls
o as part of sroup
activities such as you-tin
clubs, communit:-cenkres, young fa?xlersI clubs and
young women’s groups.

●

:100. The report.set forth the following ~uidelin&s for future vo?!iin
pre-vocational training:
(Q) Pre-vocational training for chilt.renand youth is an im,>o,,hnteler,ient
in ‘the:>a’ctern
of policy and action directed t.cwardshelpiingthese
yOUIIz~,eoi,
].eto break out of’t.i,e
vicious circle of poverty and
i~normce and to obtain the practical skills and knwledse needed to
enable ther.a
to C9ntribL1t.
e mm-e e~fectively to the process Jf the
;mo~..essivencdernization”x: their societies in all sectors. It must
be coneeive< as an integral part.of human resources develo,xlentand
planned cnd iur:>lemented
w:thin this ‘~roadfmmevor> of >olicy 2s an
adjunct Of the tota1 eclucat
ian and training system.
/ ...

‘e

●
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02)

Plannln~ of pre-vocational traininz must.be based on a realistic
assessuen? of the work poss<~ilities likely to be availa’olefor the
youn:
recipients of such tminin~.
Given the lac!:of reliable data
on tilisscore in r,ostdevelz;>in~countries and the difficulties of
assurin~ its v21idity, refinetiprojections of these possibilities are
impossible but.some sim:>leand systematic assessment is an essential
on a sound basis .
feat.um of the devel~puwnt of pre-vocat.ionalt.rsining

(s)

planning u? p~e-vocat.ionalt.rziningmust.also be based 011studies of
the characteristics of the age ~rwps of the chiidren and young ~eople
anfi of the tar~et population for
for vhou such training is neeclec?
which it is to be organi=ed.

(SI)

The cmm ept.sand prcgrammes of pre-vocatima 1 trainin~ must.be
specifically designed and pre~ared in the light of these assessments
of tilework and occu,)at
ional situation and outlook, on the one hand,
and the particular needs of t.i>e
different.categories and age sroups
of children and youth.

(s)

Pre-vocationa1 training pro~rammes must be based upon a clear set.of
concepts clasel>-adapted to the requirements and opportunities of each
particular
society
and its children and.young people. The conmon
denom-inatorof all progrsumes should be t.omeet.the follm:fng aims:
(i)

to provide all chilaren and young people with a comprehensive but.
siuple orientation coi?cernin~
their occu~at.ionalfu-turein the
li@t. of national nw<s and conditions and t:heirown aptitudec;

(ii)

t.oprovide for the teac!]ingof ski11s and practical knowledge
which can be put t.ouse in the modernization of the society and
comunity of which,thej-are a ,part;

o? the young people with general
(iii) to supplement the backgi-ounti
education and civic education;
(iv)

(z)

to prwicle a healthy social “encadrement” a~d environment.for
tilechildren and youn~ :>eo>ledurin~ a crucial period of growth
and develayoent.

Within t.hfsframework pre-vocational training prograinrnes
must.be
fle::ibieand may differ according to the educational situation, work
characteristics
and occupational pattern,and the social ana economic
of the various SIWUpS of children and youth. They may be conceived
and introtmcefifor example, as part of the curricula of basic general
education within or a-tthe en? of the primary school cycle; as activity
desi~nec!to complement the informal learning and t.rainin~given in the
traditional sectors of the economy; as a period 9? rapid ‘oa.sic
key occupations; as a terminal period
vocational trair,in~i~ cei-’cain
of prac-:ica
1 t.raini~gto i:qxove knowledge, ski11 and erfi~loyment
opportunities for out-o?-school youth; and as an initiation and basic
t.rainin~for entry into ~urther eqloy,nent or highe~.level education
or trainin~. These approaches are mutually complementa-j,and have
many elenent.
s in cour,,on.
,?’
...
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(cd

~re.vocational traininz ~;rc.mrar,]n]es
me.ybe planned and oi-cani ~ed On
either a :full-timeor a y.ar~.
-time basis, according’to the needs and
possibili’tiesof the grou>s of young people csnce?ned and the
e::igenciesof.the occupational activities in question.

(id

!fhccur?icu].aof pre-vocational training and the equipment lists must
be dr.?wnup with a view to meeting the specific requirements of each
particular type of course.in as simple and ecrmomic a manner as
possible. Over-sophistication sh~uld be rigoram.ly avoided .

(i)

Pre-vocational training for children and youth in zwral areas should
be ~eare~ to the type of culture and related activities vilich e::ist.
or Vlhici?
cmlci profitably “tie
developed in the area concerned and shoull
~rovide tourses of practical training aimed at widening t:neknowledge,
skill a,Idearnings opport.unit.ies
of rural youth.

(J

Pre-vocat.ionaltraining ?OI.urban children znd youth should emphasize
the prwisi on of basic knowledge and skill important to the.improvement
of urban developnent and living and shoul~ concentrate on yeparat.ion
for a ra~.ge of accup~tions essential in t13isconne::ion, especially
in which shorka~es or fief
iciencies of training are wpparant.
those

(k)

Pre-vocational trainin~ Piogrammes should provide equal opportunities
for girls. Programmed dcsi~ned for ~irls only should cgt.be confined
to hole economics alcne but should pi.ovid
e t.ra~.nin~
for earnings
o:~lmrtu
nit ies available to them outsite t.h?home in both rural and
urban ai-cas. In rural areas, girls should have access to
ye-vocational training for agriculture as well,2s for related rural
activities and crafts .

m

@

Pre-vocational traiiiingfGr boys ai?dgirls should include emphasis
on the future role cf each as future partners in a familY and on
t~heskills needed to f’ul.fil
these roles and carry out their functions
in tileImme and in the ujmingin~ of their children.

(E)

All pre-vocational t.rainin~should also include social and civic
education of the children and youth and their development as citizens
and individuals .

(II)

Pre-voca-{ionaltraining :x.o~ra!nmes
Shcmld be ?lanned and organized
through the close co-operation, at all administrative levels, of all
autho?ities and parties ccncecned w it.hthe promotion of economic and
social development and of the welIare of children and youth in society
and their constructive >artici?ation in the development >rccess . Such
co-operation should take the form of a co-ordinati.ing
body at the
national and local levels aid also ml effective day-to-day
collaboration at all vorkin3 levels.

(Q)

Teaching and instructional staff should be carefully selected and
trained. The criteria should be n~t only previous education and
tr.ainin~and practical e::i?~ii
ence but.also ability ts instruct and
work vith children and yOUilgpeople during critical perio<s of growth.
Emphasis silOuldbe placed on group tcaching in a task-orientet approach.
I
,..

.

.

.
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b?) The

objective of pre-vocational training programnes shoul~ be to cater,
by dif:erent and complementary methods and forms of action, for as
wide a ran~e of the child and youth population as !XIssible,with the
most e~i?ic?entuse of facilities, tcaching staff and equipment . In
achi.evin~this goal pro~ressively and realistically, countries will
have to establish the crite~ia for determining priorities in the
provision of pre-vocational tiaining, including the groups and areas
to be covezed first.and the order of extension.

(d

Speci:ic grovision Silcmldbe ;matie for the financing.of pre-vocational
traininz pi-~gi.aames
and activities within international, national,
state-provincial and local ‘oudgets. The allocatioiiof funds as
between general educat.im, pre-vocatiorml training and vocational
trainin~ should be determined wit:h~.
n the frameh,
ork of ~lans for the
development and use of all human resources, bearing in mind the need
t.o~ive priority to investment in the preparation of children an<
youth for w w!< life and con-temporarysociety. Efforts should be made
t.oensure that pre-vccat.ionaltraining act.
ivit.
ies me not underestimz’ce<in ever-all plans and finaneial commitments Fm. youth
etiucationand training iilthe con’ce::t
of human resources development.

(x) In vie~~cf the fact ‘~;lat
?~e-vocational traininc activities, ho,,evez
w.,~anized,tend tc be ma-c costly than general education ancltherefore
dii?~icult.
to extend t.othe vast.mass of children antiyoung 2eople
in need of theu,specicl care aus-tbe taken to reduce the costs, not
only through Tu11 ut.
ilizat.i
Ga Sf community resnurces O; all kindE ,
but also thrm~h experic]ent
at.i
on vith means of makin~ yre-~ocat.i
onaL
trainin~ schems at least i>artiallyself-supporting
(s)

‘2

In the >lanning, OrSanization and implement2tion of pre-vocational
traini~~ aCtiOn, adeque.te:Irovisior,
must ‘bemade for Socio-econon?ic
eva lust icn
research and yogremrne develcpuent work and fo~ continxin~
and assessment.of covera~e, ~i-iniiit.
ies, curricu”i.a,
methods, costs,
results and fallmi-u~ of trainees on completion Cf courses .

101. Members ~f tileBoard cmnmended the assessment.for its objectivity and
frankness. The assessment did not Glass over the difficulties . It shoved
clearly the GlagnitLlde
of the task face< in this area by developing ccmmtries and
by international a~encies see!cingto help tiem, as well as hoi?e::periuentalhad
been the beginning efforts thus far made . It also showed the need fui ?guidelines for the devela;x]eniof fut.urejrojects .
102. A numbei-o: points made i~ the assessment were elaborated u:?onduring the
discussion by the Board “’The relat.icnshipof pre-vocational training to general
education was a ratter of considerable interest to menbers CF the Board . Among
the views expressed vere the follouinz: pre-voc.at.iomltrainins shocld not
~eplace general.education but only suy>le!men~.,
it; the General technical
instruction of pupils could better be dam vithin the con’tex’c
of general
education; in order to reach the lar:e nt>.mber
of children in schOols, presys-ke.il.
vocat.
ional trainin~ should be inte~ra-tefi,
into the sci?aOl
These vieus
were also held ti~the represent~tive or UNESCO ubc reccSnized, however, tllstit.
would take time in r.!am.t
places until the SC1]OO1system was in a position to
provide this .’crainln~;
in the meantime, separate trainin~ ;>zovisims could be
1 . . .
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accepted as 2.tenpora.rynezsure. Special training was also needed for primary
schaol-leavers and those who never went to school.
currently
1C3. A pcint was made that attention needed to “bepaid to the courses
given in the primary school systen purporting to provide ,gekleral
vOCatiO!lal
0rient2tion. Too often children were kept busy produci~?gitem which ~:eremerelY
decorative; m orientation i?to some basic scientific concepts together with
practical Activities in.and around the school cmld prepare the children for
vhstever technicel traii?ifig
was appropriate
e later cn. Greater attention needed
e,lsoto be ~G~en to improving the pre-vote.i.io.nal
cantent of teacher training.

2

1C4 .
discussed in the Eoard was the Wlgh unit costs of the
A related
issue
trainir,gschemes. The assessilenthad not .dezltvery fully uith the problen of
costs “kndno.provision had been vade in the projects for a comprehensive assessme,lt
of the results,iucluding both the costs and benefits’. It was pointed out
that costs needed to be calculated in detail, both the costs to the recipient
country and to the internztioi?slco-operating organizations. The assessment had
sug~ested a nunber of W?.YSin which unit costs Inightbe reduced. Additions.1
suggestions were made during the discussion in the Board. One suggestion was
that it might be FOS sible to link training with productive work, the income fron
which mizht be used to give some pajnnentto the trainees. It was pointed out that
the types of machines and equipment used ?:ereofte~ too elaborate. In providing
them, due sllowamce should.be made for the age level of trainees ainc?
the skills
and crafts needed in particular local areas.

105. Board members believed that girls nerited considerably more consideration
in training schemes tinanthey received; in a number of projects, they had been
excluded for cultural and socio-economic re2sons. Just conin~ into their childbearing emd child-rearing years, these girls could convey to the ~lextE!enerati~,l
what might be taught them about basic hygiene, sanitation, health care, nutrition
and honmlaking. They should also be’taught skills which would prepare them
far economically productive activities.
1c6 . Rural children were also neglected in most of the training schemes, despite
the fact that betvee> 50 and 85 per cent of the children in developing countries
were born and grew up in rural areas. Kost of tine
se young people must remain
vithin the ?-griculturaleconomy. ~Iostwotid be self-employed iI,various t~es
of farm pursuits or rural industry. There was a great need for improving food
production techniques for %.?increasing population, and it was essential that
greater attention be given to providing a better way of l.fe for rural youth,
encouraging them to stay in the agricultwal economy and play a part in developing
small-scale rural ijldustries. A balance was needed between rural-oriented general
education aid suitable vocational training.
107. The attention of the Board was called to the FAO concept of the development
of a massive out-of-school rtiralyouth movement of self-led, self-generating
youth groups at the local level who would learn basic skills related to sinlple
farm and home taska; this would be supplemented, for the uore promising youths,
with training at specialized centres. There was a general agreement in the Board
that it would be desir.=bleto bri~g.FAO uore fully into future pre-vocatior?al
training activities assisted by UNICEF, ILO and UNZSCO.

/’. . .

.<

@>.

$
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1.08. The su~::estionuas rade that it uould be useful to explore the possibility
of greater participation by youth itself in tiletraii?ingschenes,in vork ill
conmuaal proje,:t.
s, such e.?land reclamation and conserv?.t
ion, and in }!orkas
‘Theassessijent
auxlllary sic;.cs
in various rurzl and urban service pro,qr?.,
uws.
pointed cut that i30tenough attention had been giv;n to the possibilities of
using uner.:played
educated youth as staff ~!embersin the pre-vocatio!.?al
trainia,~
scher.~es.The attemti=l of the Bo2rd was also directed to the need for studies
of the ra.:nge
of specific problet:sconfrcx!ti;:~
youth in perticul.arregions of’a
C“oul-lt
I-y.
A nur~berof delegates ca:~;e~t.ed
o~ the relationship of pi-e-vocational
1G9
training i! urbar areas to ecployr.cntpotentielities ?.ncl
the role of industmJ.
The participation by private industry afidw.ployers in nest projects appeared
to be insuilricient. There vas general &:reerent that it was essential at the
planning sta~e of a >roject to nake studles ~f e~1210~.’.eat
~pPortuniiies ald Of
skills that would’b e in i::l}:ediate
de and , using >?hzteverfacilities there uere
for Vocatimwi, g,lida:.?ce
a:.ld
placeuent, and to establish so!.edirect lin!<sbetueen
the e.:.ployers’
x:1the community and the trainin: insti.tations. It ui,~htbe
possible, ii>.
some instances, to arrang~ with employers to share in the actual
training.
delegations had reservations about uNICEF increasing the number
110. Several
of pre-vocetionzl training projects it was aiding until fu.rtk,er
experience VBS
a-{ailab
le. O.-.e
suggestion made was that the props sed cu.i.d
eli~lesbe ~-,ot
ed by ~ie
Board rather tha:lapproved and re.vi.eved
a.g?.j.n
in t?:ayezrs time. Hovever, most
C? the dele~ations were prepared to accept the ,quidel.
i.neson the umierstanding
that.they were tent.
ative and subject to te stin~ by experie,?.ce.
1.11. It !!2sagreed that the varioL~.s
views expressed b~.:,!enbers
of the Board
,,,,ould
be t.z!<en
i:,t
o zccount b,ythe Executive Director vh~ would proceed..
.?ith
care i~lthis ?rea, conce::treti:]g
on carefully plarmed p-ejects in a.cco~dcncewith
the guideli:?es. It n’as e-,-i
de:l-t
tD the Bmrd. that further experimentZLion and.
innovztive pilot projects were :nec
essery and that no single line or action could
be taken.
The Board expressed its ~ratitud.eto the I.1ternaticn?.1
Labour Organisation
of the assessrjent.
t!;ld
to the consu.lt2ntsand others iivmlwd in the prepmatio?
It approved the :uideliaes set f’orthin parz~raph 10C ?-b~ve.

112.

ions set forbh ia the assessment
113. The Ba&rd also approved.the recam?e~ldat
ifithis field, acting in co-operation with the ILO
regarding the role.of UJ!!ICEF
and other coneemed e~encies. These recoumendations provided that UNICEF may:
(3) Encourage arrdparticipate “in studies, at regioml ar,dnational levels,
relati:]gto the preparation of realistic pre-vocatio:~zltrainin:<
scheues, including studies of I?ut,.
u-e
outlets ~or particips.:?ts
i,]
various sectsrs of econo,:;
ic 2ctivity, a~d of’tJler,mt
ivations and
aspirations of youin,~
people re~e.
rding their future twrk life;
(~) ll?c
oure~e and.sup20rt the trai.nij,g
of staff’concerned with planninc,
administration and teachin,zin pre-vocational traini;lgproCraur~es,
t.hrcwgl?
the pravisio:iof stiyzoilsand eqdip:,cnt:i’or
tea.chin~2nd
tr?inin~ purposes. This night also inc’lucle
s,~pgler.ent
i!l.~
other
resources av?,
ilable ~or the trsiaij]~and orientation of key stall:
coccer.w<. vitk pre-vocational training;
I...
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k)

Assist illthe pilot phase ard.in first phases Of expalding Preyoca~ioaal traiilim:;
activities as part of sys’cersof schooling, out0?-school education and voc>.t
io:ml trai:,.
in:<. 1~1adclitioato SupplieS
.~orte&c!ler-traini:lg
ce:ltres,UC71CEF:li~ht<1s0 assiSt iil the
t of metho~s clevel.opmcct
and cletxxxt.ration
estca’oli
Shl$>e:lt
or.ir.prove::en
ce:~kresand pilot centres for tezcber-trainiw purpOses;

(4

As siSt the Goverfinentsconeerned in the revie!;s.~ld
eval.uat
ion of
in particular, assista~lc
e
pre-vocatior.altraiv.ing,includi::l:~
as ma-yt e required for stiudiesrel?.t
ii~gt.othe prep?.
r~tio!land reexami2ati9:lof curricula and methods;

(.4

Support the ~,rocluct
ion of teachins and training equip~.leilt
and
:.,aterials
vhicb ca:lbe produced to specifications 10callY at a
reasonable cost.

●

(::,)Give iacreasi:>qattention to equalizing the opportunities of girls
activities for girls
and boys by prormting pre-vocatioa21 tra5.ni~3g
2A ror,enwith uarticul.arenphasis m fields of intereA to thw.
At ~Llesame ti?::~
atteilt
ion should be given to vide:linzthe occupztiO~Zl
horizons and skills of giris b eymd the ra:ge of hone ecoi?onics,
ta:;in~local conditions ir.toaccount;

k)

Suuport other activities conplenentsry to pre”-vocat
ional training
wh~ch are directed towards assisting the integration of children and
youth irko work life.

(Q)

Fre-pare,vith the assistance of ILO and other concerned agencies,
,guide-li
sts of sii.;ple
equipme~~tsuitable for pre-vocatioaal training
e to
in various skills and crafts, the equipnent to be appropriate
the a~e group and hackgrotmd of the’childreiland.youn~ people for
rhom it is intended.

April 19711

●

E/Ic3F/612

105. In 2 number of projects assisted by UNICEF in co-operation with UNESCO, the
and pre-vocational
ILO and FAO, efforts were being made to re-orient formal education
training so that young people would be better prepared for constructive”work in
their societies. The challenge here was not only to train adolescents in specific
skills but also to influence ways of thinking so that they could adapt better to
a modernizing society. In addition, Projects were being
aided which served to
orient out-of-school rural youth in modern farming and rural vocational skills
through young farmers ! clubs, yOuth clubs and community centres. ...
The need for increased efforts to train young people in slmns and shanty towns.
was anphasized by the Board in discussing the study on that question.

I . ..

..

:
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1C6. The Board was informed that a recent analysis of pre-vocational training
projects jointly aided by the ILO and UNICEF revealed ~hat those programmed were
only reaching a.small segment of young people, most of whom had come up through the
formal school system. The majority of adolescents were.hardly being touched. The
ILO and UNICEF Secretariats had agreed that some basic re-orientation in approach
forms of apprenticeappeared necessary, taking into account, for example, various
ship or learning while’working. There was also agreement on the need, cm the basis
of experience, for a refinement of the guidelines that had been formulated as part
of the assessment of aid for pre-vocational training presented to the Board in
1969. ...
107. In the kinds of projects discussed above, young people were “beneficiaries”,
and in that connexion several members of the Board drew attention to the need to
keep within the lower age levels of’the youth group - the “adolescents” who came
under UNICEF’s mandate - rather than the older youth group which was more the
concern of other organizations in the United Nations family.
1C8. UNICEF was also aiding some projects which involved young people as volunteers
in development work in their cormnunit
ies. In some cases this included the
activation and training of rural youth; in others it included the orientation and
motivation of students of secondary schools and colleges towards voluntary action
3s a means of encouraging an active participation by young people in community life.

@

1G9. Eespite some creative and imaginative efforts to establish useful forms of
preparation and training for young people, progress was tentative and fragmentarY.
Next to the pre-school grou~, the adolescent was the most neglected age grOuP in
the countries where UNICEF was working. It was clear that more experimentation and
pilot phases of innovative projects were needed for adolescents who, starting work
as they did at a very tender age, were particularly vulnerable and needed special
help in the difficult transition from childhood to adult responsibilities.

[

~evie. t,.be made of ddeline6

]

92. ... The Board was informed ‘.5~”projects
in”several”countries
where useful beginnings were being made in tha training of adolescents
in modern farming end rural vocational skills as well as in cmmmnity
service prograxunes. At the same time, recent case studies of pre-vocational
training projects jointly assisted by the ILO and UNICEF indicated that,for the
most part,they catered to a very limited number of young people, usually coming
Out of the formal school system and moving on to more advanced vocational training.
In addition, those projects were of relatively high cost. Some basic reorientation
seemed necessary if the large mass of out-of-school youth was to be reached. In
1969 the Board had ‘approvedguidelines for aid to pre-vocational training on the
basis of an assessment of projects jointly assisted by the ILO and UNICEF.
...
Experience had since indicated that the implementation of those guidelines needed
to be reviewed, leading possibly to a review of the guidelines themselves. That
review was being undertaken by the ILO in consultation with UNICEF. ...

/ ...
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FAMILY AND CHILC WELFABE~/
General apprcmches
June 1965, E/ICEF/YX
Projects in this f$eld were directed toward improving
Wk.
...
the care of children, both within and outside their homes, through
day-nurseries and various child welfare and youth agencies, as well as through
cmmmmity development projects and women’s clubs in rural areas. Although there
had been no significant increase in the number of countries requesting this form
of aid, and although the total level of UNICEF aid remained modest, there was scme
broadening at projects, in part through the development of social centres in
which social welfare services, health progrsnunesand eductaional and recreational
activities could be ccmbined. The centres already established were providing
oPPOrtunities for familY-centred social education, cmmnunity participation and
the improvement of conmmmity life. Some of the projects were beginning to extend
to rural areas services originally provided only in urban settings. Some
delegations stressed the importance of voluntary efforts to improve the living
conditions of rural population, which could be cnouraged by ccrmnunit
y development
progrsmnes.
...

.

1966, J/ICLFj’548
i~i.9.Y
[

Assessment of fsmily and child welfare projects _T

127.
The Board had before it an assessment of UNICEF-aided family and child welfare
projects. (E/IcEF/L.1260 and Add. 1). ,..
128.

The main points made by the assessment,

...

could

be

summ+zed

as

follows:

@

(%) Assistance in trainiw had been by far the most important single
Cwonent
of the projects. The amphasis on within-country training schemes
had proved to be sound, and positive returns were noticeable in a number of
projects in terms of ungraded quality and status of social welfare activities.
In addition to training of front-line and auxiliary workers greater emphasis
neadeiito be placed on training senior personnel, teaching staff, volunteers,
the production of indigenous training materials, and the development of
opportunities for field practice.
(~) There was evidence of interest in a number of countries in activities
to improve child care, both within and outside the family, through such programmed
as nurseries and day-care centres, welfare centres, combined health and welfare
units, community-based development programmed and progre.mmesto train women and
girls in child care. However, in relation to the need only modest beginnings
had been made in those types of preventive progmsmnes in many countries.
Rograuunes for youth were often lacking or inadequate. The possibilities for
cormnunitydevelopment contributing to family and child welfare had not been sufficiently
exploited.
i..

F

:

.

~/ The basic Bosrd policies for aid in this field, are set forth in the report
of the Executive Board on its March 1959 session (E/ICEF/380, paras. 105-llb).
They are reproduced, along with other excerpts from Board reports in E/ICEF/377/Rev.2
pp , 20-27.

@
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(s) Where countries had not yet developed any social welfare infra-structure
and lacked the necessary resources and knowledge for planning and carrying out
progrsmmes, it would seem appropriate for UNICEF to assist the Government in
starting some fsinilyand child welfare activities within the context of related
fields such as education or health or of community development programmed. As
advances took place, especially in training, UNICEF might then help Governments
to develop more distinctive socfal welfare progranunesand to experiment with new
ideas and test methods in pilot areas. As more qualified personnel became
available and countries were able to put more resources into the social welfare
field, requests for progrsnuneswith more comprehensive coverage and greater
geographic scope were likely to come forward for UNICEF aid.

+
(g) In some countries family and child welfare prograrmneswere concentrated
in rural or urban areas without policy-hased priorities to account for the
distribution. Governments needed to give greater thought to the policy basis for
distribution of fsmily and child welfare services between urban and rural.areas.
(s) In Planning f~ly
and child welfare projects Governments should be
urged to consider them in the broader perspective of nationsl development and
to achieve a better integration of social welfare with over-all planning both
in terms of substance and machinery.

@

(2) me Pr~~siOn Of UNICEF supplies, equipment, and means of transportation
had played a major role in stimulating the initiation of projects and facilitating
project implerhentation. However, a comparatively high proportion of non-supply
assista.ncehad been required to promote the develo~ent of indigenous training
schemes, local training materials, and other priority aspects of the programmed;
such non-supply aid should continue to be a characteristic feature of UNICEF aid
for family and child welfare.
(g) TO be fully effective, UNICEF aid in the field of family and child
welfare required that adequate international.technical support was avsilable in
the countries, the regional social.affairs units , and in the United Nations
Bureau of Social Affairs.
...

137.
There was general agreament in the Board that the long-range importance of
UNICFX aid for family and child welfare was considerably greater than was indicated
by the relatively mcdest allocations made. The projects already developed give
evidence of the significant potential of UNICKF aid in stimulating the development
of planning and co-ordination bodies; in creating training schames; in
encouraging improved child welfare legislation; and in upgrading existing sarvices
and establishing new services on a demonstration basis. It was clear that Board
policies in relation to family and child welfare projects had been sufficiently
flexible to permit new fonus of service to evolve in a changing situation. The
assessment has revealed no need, at the present stage, for any change in existing
Board policies governing aid in this field.

/ ...
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June 1967t E/ICEF/563

●

128. In line with the trends noted in the assessment of family and child welfare
programmed which the Board considered in 1966 ... a large emphasis was placed on
training of front-line and auxiliary workers. At the same time the aid being
given to seventeen schools of social work was helping to train senior personnel
and to define the nature of social welfare services required in the light of
lccsl needs. ...

.

129. In some countries the services aided by ONICEF were extending beyona
separately administered social welfare projects and were being carried out as
part of health, nutrition, education or housing programmed or in the context
of community development or “animation rurale” programmed, in which women Tla>-ed
a special role. ...
...
132. Among the newer trends in projects coming forward in social welfare was
the greater attention to day-care activities, including experimental approaches
in a few places to meet the needs of the young child, ... the use
of community centres, and the development of rural youth clubs and other
youth-serving activities. ...
that the line of demarcation between social welfare and
133. ... It was clear
other services such as health, education and home economics often was not clear-cut
and the flexibility
y which characterized UI%tCEF’sapproach in this field wnuld
continue to result in a diversification of project activit.iea.

May 1$X59,E/IcEF/590

81. ... Projects in this field were directed to improving the care of children
both within and outside their hccnesthrough various child welfare end youth
agencies, day-care centres, ccmnnunitydevelopment projects end women’s clubs in
rural areas. The recozmnendationsof the International Conference of Ministers
Responsible for Social Welfare, ... that Priority for fit~e Project deveioment
should be given to the developmental and preventive aspects of social welfare
and to training schemes, wss very much in line with the emphasis which ONICEF
was trying to give in its support of femily and child welfare projects. In
the Board, attention was csll.edto the importance of training at various
planning and progremme levels, including the training and restraining of child
welfare administrators as well as middle and lower level workers.

@
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The handicapped child
June 1961, E/IcEF/431

47. The view was expressed[in the Board debate_l that UNICEF aid for physically
handicapped children should be nmre generous than in the past. Although the
initial cost was relatively high for centres providing services for limited
number of handicapped children, the services c~ntinued over an indefinite period.
Fmsthetic devices had a relatively low unit cost. Moreover, with proper
leadership, a great deal could be done (including arienta.tiontowards specisl
small
outlays
care for the handicapped in the training of staff) with relatively
of funds. Attention was directed towards the desirability of s.idfrom UNICEF
for the physical and social rehabilitation of children and youth afflicted with
leprosy.

,

April - May 1972L E/ICEP/62k

e

79. Sevaral delegations regretted that education for hsmdicapped children had not
played a larger role in the recommendations. Other delegations, while also
concerned with handicapped children, felt that at the present stage the limited
resources available should be used to assist Governments to deal with the much
larger number of normal children.suffering educational deficiencies. In connexion
with that problem, the statement of the representative of the International Society
for Rehabilitation of the Disabled was felt to be particularly helpful.(see
p=a. 96).
95. Through its assistance to health services and disease control programmed, UNICEF
had helped substantially in the prevention of handicapping conditions in children.
Because of the relatively high costs involved, however, UNICEF aid for rehabilitation of handicapped children had been limited for the most part to a few training
and demonstration projects. The same question of costs was raised in the Board’s
discussion of policy on education in connexion with special education for handicapped
children,
...
96. At the session, a representative of the International Society for ‘Rehabilitation
of the Disabled (Rehabilitation International), after calling attention to the
growing problems associated with the consequences of physical and mental disability
of children in developing countries, offered the co-operation of his organization,.
to work with UNICEF in helping Governments to find simple and economical methods of
rehabilitation. ... (E/ICEF/NGO/128). Several delegations felt that more should
be done by UNICEF along those liiies, The Executive Director welcomed the approach
proposed. He pointed out that if projects for handicapped children could be worked
out along the lines indicated, tbay would be aminently suited for financing by
special contributions. ...

/ ...
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Child druIzabuse
April - my

1973, E/IcEF/629

The Executive Director reported (see’E/IcEF/626, chap. II, paras. 69-73) that
93.
in recent months the UNICEF secretariat had had discussions with the United Nations
Fund for Drug Abuse Control (UNFDAC), arising out of its desire that UNICEF should
provide complementary assistance to combat child drug addiction in selected
developing countries which requested it. The assistance would be given in the
context of existing programnes aided by UNICEF.
A nunber of delegations were in favow of that form of assistance, some
94.
referring to the growing problem of drug abuse in their countries. Others felt
that it should not be a high priority for UNICEF aid because other organizations
were better equipped to deal with it. Still others felt that UNICEF should not
become involved, because drug abuse was not a major problem in most developing
countries. Several delegations questioned whether enough was known about effective
methods of prevention, and felt that until the question had been studied further
and consultations held with WHO and UNESCO, action in that field by UNICEF would
be premature. If information-education progrsmmes were to be developed, the
content and methodology should be carefully researched and an evaluation component
should
be mandatow, especislly as some educational progrsmmes seemed to have
stimulated interest in drug use, rather than the contrary.
!Checonclusion of the Board was as follows. The Board recognized that drug
95.
addiction in children was, or could be, an important problem in some countries.
It also recognized that where it was a problem, and when requestealby the
Government,UNIC~ could p?r’cicipatein programnes being initiated by other agencies
of the United Nations competent in that field, within its aid to child health,
education and welfare programmed. That participation would be in accordance with
over-all guidelines for UNICEF aid in those areas and wOuld t~e intO accOunt the
reservations of some members.

/ ...
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EMERGENCY RELIEF AND RXRABIIZTA!IT
ON
June 1965~ E/ICEF/528/REV.I
~

Criteria

for

sid

-1

Board had decided to discuss at its present session criteria for
post-disaster aid, particularly the distinction between immediate aid and aid
for rehabilitation following a natural disaster. It had before it a note from
the secretariat on this subject (E/ICEF/517).
196.

The

197. The Board recognized that in view of the many public and private institutions
which stood ready to offer a country immediate emergency relief, it would be
better for UNICEF to concentrate in its post-disaster aid on the restoration
of services for mothers and children. This was the t~e of sid which fitted
into UNICEF’s basic objectives and tended to be neglected by xgencies more
concerned with the rapid alleviation of suffering in an emergency situation.

.

198. UNICEF had, however, been able to help occasionally with rapid emergency
aid, in particular through the provision of vaccines, sera, drugs and light
equipment for the control cm prevention of sudden epidemics of disease. For
this purpose the Executive Board had established an Emergency Aid Reserve Fund
of $50,000 to be used at the discretion of the Executive Director between Board
sessions.
199. The Board decided that it would be useful to mxke a distinction in its
prmd.sion of post-disaster aid between emergency aid and restorative aid. It
adopted the following policy for post-disaster aid:
e
1.

Emergency sid

(~)
provided on
in a unique
made within

Disaster relief in the immediate post-disaster period may be
a limited scale and only in exceptional cases where UNICEF is
position to help. Requests for such aid should normally be
three months of the disaster.

(~) TO permit the prompt provision of aid in small emergencies, such
as threatened epidemics, the Rnergency Aid Reserve Fund to be used at the
should be set
discretion of the Executive Director between Board sessions
at a level of $100,000. If necessary, the Executive Director may undertake
over-expenditures not exceeding an additional $100,000.
2.

Restorative aid

(~) Long-term measures to meet children’s needs have overriding priority
in the allocation of UNICEF resources.
(~) Consequently, when asked for post-disaster aid, UNICEF will give
preference to the restoration of permanent services for mothers and children.
(s) In the restoration of services, priority will be given to projects
already assisted; and, within such projects, to the restoration of equipment
or supplies which UNICEF has previously given to a project.

/ ...
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(cl) Froposals for the restoration of permsnent services should, so
f~ as feasiole, be planned and reviewed in the normal way with Governments
and with the technical agencies of the United Nations. When such Proposals
lie outside a project already assistealby UNZCEF, the technical approval
of the United Nations agencies should be scught before a recommendation
for UNICEF assistance is made to the Executive Board.
(E) The Executive Board will take a decision on post-disaster
restorative aid by mail poll only when the seriousness of the situation
requires that the decision not be deferred until the next scheduled session
of the Board.

April 1971, E/IcEF/612

114. The Execu+.
ive Director was commended for the prompt and efficient action by
the Secretariat in emergency situations. The Eoard recognized that, while the
sums of money spent were large in terms of UNICEF’s total resources, they were
only a,relatively small contribution in the perspective of.total rey.uirements.
The bulk of the assistance in major disasters must come from a variety of sources,
including bilateral aid, participation by Red Cross societies and other voluntary
groups, as well as the United Nations family. It was clear, however, that UNICEF
often had an essential role to play. It was uniquely placed.to help meet some of
the urgent needs of the first days of a disaster but, perhaps even more impOTtant:
it was particularly well qualified to play a role, in t’heimmediate pest-emergerr:,,
period, in the reconstruction of services for children.
...
116. In the discussion it was clear that UNICEF could not expect to have an
emergency reserve large enough to cope with all the extraordinary needs of children
brought about by ‘major‘disasters. As the experience of the past had demoristrated,
it would continue to be necessary for UXICEF to appeal for special contributions in
cases of the more serious emergencies. However, the Executive Director pointed out
that the authorized reserve of $200,000 was so small that, in order ta make it
stretch throughout the year, not much more than token contributions could be made
from it in any giver:emergenty. Re therefore recommended that the F!oardauthorize
the establishment of “an emergency reserve of $1 million. Such a larger reserve
would make it possible for UNICEF to make mm-e significant contributions than at
present in relatively small emerEwcies.
At the same time, in the more serious
emergencies, a more significant response could be made penal
ing the preparation of
longer-term plans and the mounting of special appeals to finance them. The Board
approved the recommendation of the .ExecutiveDirector.

/ ...
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- Msy 1972, E/ICEF/624

108. ... The Executive Director stated his belief that the policy
adopted by the Board in 1965 ... was still vslid as a genersl guide:
UNICEF should go into the immediate post-disaster relief phase only
in exceptional circumstances, where the assistance it could
provide was not available from other smrces.
The ms.inr~le of UNICEF was in
the diversion of supplies to immediate needs and, more important, in special aid for
the rehabilitation of children’s services. The fact, however, was that during the
past two or three years situations had occurred where UNICEF was in a unique
position to be of significant help during the immediate emergency phase. The
primary emphasis of UNICEF would continue to be on long-term programnes . Meantime
the UNICEF secretariat looked forward to increasingly clgse cO-OPeratiOn with the
United Nations Co-ordinator for Relief and with the League of Red Cross Societies.

.

@

109. The Executive Director recommended that the Board replenish the $1 million
emergency reserve which he was authorized to use at his discretion, and, in addition,
allow him to use at his discretion special contributions for emergencies. He was
currently authorized to receive those contributions but could not spend them except
with approval of the Board. In the discussion of the latter recommendation in the
Board, the point was made that, because of its unique position in many potential
donor countries, UNICEF had been able to raise substantial special contributions for
emergency needs. It was felt that,in the development of United Nations system-wide
progrsmmes of emergency assistance, UNICEF should remain an identifiable component
for its usual type of aid, and it could at the same time provide procurement and
some other services extending somewhat beyond its own particular range of interests.
Funds for expenditure by UNICEF for the latter services would be provided through the
United Nations co-ordinating unit; funds for UNICEE-type assistance progrsmmes could
be derived from several sources, e.g. from the co-ordinating unit, direct from
Governments, through UNICEF national committees, and from other donors, such as nongovermnental organizations and the general public.
110. The Board approved the recommendation of the Executive Director set forth in
the preceding paragraph.

/ ...
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April - May 1973, E/ICEF/629

113. Although UNICRF participation in emergency relief and rehabilitation over
the past year had not reached the unprecedented level of the preceding year, it
was neverthelessssubstantial. The UNICEF pattern of action took the following
forms :
(a) Participation of UNICEF staff in the assessment of the most urgent
needs of mothers and children in the area of an emergency;
(b) The diversion of suitable UNICEF supplies already on the spot to meet
immediate needs;
(c) Expeditious supply of equipment and supplies from the UNICEF warehouse
in Copenhagen (in several cases with free airfreight obtained through the
intervention of the Office of the United Nations Disaster Relief Co-ordinator
(UNDRO)). In addition, by offering its purchasing and shipping services to other
agencies, the flow of needed equipment and supplies had been accelerated;
(d) purchase and shipment of specially needed supplies in soue cases; and
(e)

Provision of field staff in certain instances.

114. In all such emergency situations UNICEF operations had been closely coordinated with the over-all effort of agencies of the United Nations system and
other assistance sources.
...

115.
.. .
the regular

Where it
prsgrsmme

was not feasible
for the country,

to charge
the emergency
aid to
or where the sid was not entirely in

the form of donated children’s food, .it had been necessary to draw on the Executive
Director’s $1 million emergency reserve. It had been the practice of the Board to
replenish that reserve at each session. Upon the recommendation of the Executive
Director, the Board decided to establish the accounting period for the reserve on
a calendar year basis rather than from session to session, and it approved a
commitment of $1.6 million to cover the period from May 1973 to the end of 1974.
At its 1974 session the Board would be requested to replenish the reserve to the
level of $1 million for the calendar year 1975, and the process would be K?pe8ted
in subsequent years.

/ ...
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June 1965, E/ICEF/528/Rev.>.
~ How to provide services for the young child _~
A aajm policy question on the Board’s agenda was h~w to reach the young
34.
child, Wed one to SIX years. ...
35. The Board had before it a report especially prepared by the Intcrnatimml
Children’s Centre on the grm?th and development ~f the ym.tngchild fr~m one t~
six years (E/ICEF/521 and Corr.1) and a note and recommendations by the
Secretariat on reaching the young child (E/ICEF/520 and Corr.1). Considerable
additimal documentation was introduced during the course Sf the Board’s
discussion, including written statements by a number of Governments ... by
technical agencies in the United Nations fsmily ... and by s~me non-governmental
organizations ... In addition, oral reports were made by a number of delegations.
Statements were also made by UNICEF consultants ...
...
52. Much had to be done t> fzcus attention w the importance of giving the
young child adequate care and on the possible consequences of neglect at this
age cm future growth and development. Recognition wf the importance of this
age grcmp by parents, the ccmununit
y, and ‘bythe State, would help provide the
missing link in ensuring the continuity of essential services from infancy through
school age. Moreover, it might well provide a significant new incentive for
strengthening existing progrsrnmesin the fields of health, nutrition, educatim,
social welfare and canmunity development.

@

The Board agreed that the greatest emphasis should be placed on reaching the
young child thr~ugh existing channels and established progrsmmes. Everything
possible
should therefore be done t~ mobilize all available resources in order
5’”
to improve and increase services to young children. National policies for children
should take into account the needs of this critical age group. In the United
Nations system, the advice and assistance of the technical agencies was needed.
Non-governmental agencies could make an important contributesn; in some countries
they had pioneered in this field.
5h. UNICEF’s current policies regarding assistance for training, pilot prajects,
and programmed in the fields of health, nutrition, social welfare services and
education made it possible for UNICEF to help countries meet the problem of the
young child. It was clear, however, that much more c~uld be done within these
forms of UNICEF aid. The Board suggested that the Executive Director arrange for
m PersOn to have sPecific responsibility fOr ensuring that the necessary attention
was given to encouraging action on behalf of the young child.
55. The Board believed that countries planning projects in vari~us fields assisted
by UNICEF should be encouraged by UNICEF staff and by the c~-operating technical
agencies to pay special.attention to the benefits that might accrue to the young
child.

56. The Board also believed that it wculd be useful to,bring to the attention
of key persons in countries cancerned with progrsmmes which could benefit the
young child some basic information abmt the needs Sf the age grmp, ex~Ples
of practical ways to reach the group a:]dthe possibilities of UNICEF aid. The
country reports and other materials presented at the Bosrd’s session could
constitute a basic source fcw the preparation of this information.
e
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such a variety of situations that it has
The developing
countries
present
57.
to be assumed that any country seeking to reach the young child more effectively,
with help from the outside, would assess the situation of its young children
on the basis of the folluwing factm’s:
(a) The situation i. different parts of the country: urban, mral,

etc.

(b) The important objectives for the young child, such as improving
nutrition, health, child-rearing practices, etc.
(c) The possibilities of helping the yuung child directly, and of helping
him through his mother, the family and the cummunity.
(d) The extent to which present services and trainiw PrWr~es
are
benefiting the y-oungchild, ~d the finistrY Or adfinistrttive charnels and
other resources which can best be used, or adapted to use, for these purpsses.
58. UNICEF assistance,for such assessments could be available within the
framework of the present global allocation for help with country planning and
project preparation. The agencies of the United Nations system are also in a
position to give technical help fcm such assessments.
59. Usually it will be necessary f~r several ministries to co-operate if a
comprehensive approach tO the problems of the young child is to be found. ...
...

61. In view of the many unsolved problems and the absence of generally accepted
methods for reaching mothers and children, it is assumed that countries will want
to experiment with new ideas and test methods in pilot areas. UNICEF would be
prepared t~ provide assistance for this purpose.
62. It is essential to introduce into the basic and in-service training of
people in services coming into contact with children a greater understanding
of the development of the young child and some orientation concerning his
needs. This applies to professional s.ndauxiil.arypersonnel in health, education,
social.service, communi.t
y development, home econoudcs, agricultural extension,
and all the various channels which could be used to bring services to the young
child‘“~seechart above). Frovision for field practice is impmt,a.ntand could be
a significant aspect of pilot projects. Conferences, seminsrs, and various
information media reaching the professions could be encouraged. The normal forms
of UNICEF assistance to training could be supplemented in order to bring this
new emphasis to existing training schemes as well as to new courses.

65. So much depends on the education of mothers and the public generally that
special efforts should be made for information programmed of a practical nature,
using all available channels, including mass media (e.g. radio and television),
and such activities as literacy classes. This will require the preparation and
dissemination of information materi83.son the young child. UNICEF assistance
could be given along the lines already established in various progrwmnes for aid
in the preparation of educational materials.

/ .,.
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Assessment of the results of prograrmneswas considered important by the
Board. Fzwvision should be made for such assessments to individual projects.

64.

65. The global progranme assessments prepared periodically for the Board (e.g.
maternal and child health, family and child welfare) should contain special
secticms on how yaung children fare. ...

June 1967, E/ICEF/563
[

R=View of progress in aid for the young child _7

144. Following its review in 1955 cf the needs of the young child, aged one
to six years, ... the Eoard urged ~reater attention to these needs and asked for
a repcrt in 1%7 on the profjressmade.
...
145. In the reports to the Ecard ... and in the .Ecarddiscussion a number of
points eroerged. Special attention had been given to the young child in various
international and inter-country conferences and seminars, in which UNICEF had
participated. ... The dissemination of the conclusions of these conferences
and the speci:>lpapers on the young child pre~a,redfur them, as well as the
cali.breof the conference pzmticipants, was apparently lead.
ing to some
re..
orientation of oilrlill
i::t
L-et
Ol~s, pl.mwrs and technical experts toward the
younE e!)
ild. In scvcr:tlcountries ..:hich
he.
J p:~rtici.l:
ated.in tileccnrmwncm
umcl.c ~; tic
Govcrfiment
to develop
ZUI OVCI- ..? 11 view
on
b~,:.:j.
nnim;
s
were l]ciu~
required 3Lc:1?,
~.nw.,.}-ueu
actic:l
of flwr.tsto rr+.cl)
t,b.
c young child,

of the need.to in,corpor~tsmore about the
147. Tl~erewas a growi~g reco~:!:ition
yov.ngc!~ildin the trmining of healtb and.m.>tritio–~
workers and schcol teachers.
that the schools, tiiroughencouraging the
There .?23 81s0 a Growing zi.wrtreness
attend.
anc~ of mere ~irls m d including such practical subjects as nutrition,
health, !]oneecor]omics,mcl child care, could have a very important influence.
vere
also
being made through ilCHcentres in scuw places to reach
148. Efiort.s
the younz child . However it ua~ clear that a much ful.leruse of existi~g health
resmmces needed kc be nade for the benefit cf the young child.
...

149. The acceleration of 10CS.1p~ocl.uction
znd.distribution of low-cost proteinthe nutritional needs of urban
rich fc,od.
s vould be an importz.ntstep in meeting
ck,
ildren. ... Of interest to the Board also was the evidence that m=w approaches
were being found to reach tbe young rural child thrmgh Involving mothers in various
types of feeding-demonstration-educationscheme$ as part of applied nutrition
pr?granunes.
/ ...
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in the
150. These developments reflected the increased interest of countries
young child, encouraged in part by the efforts of field staff of uNICEF cnd other
concerned agencies j.nthe United Xations family. Nevertheless, it was clear to
the l?oa.rd
that, an the whole, the ativancetowzrd improving the position of the
young cl?ild,was very slow. In far too many places there vas still little
sobering to be infomed by the representative
evidence of any progress. It .,:[:s
of !VHOthat in clevelopingcountries lmrtaliby rates among children one to four
years old were thirty, forty or a.smuch as fifty times higher the.nin the
Considerably more future effcrt wus needed by UNICEF and
developed countries.
the agencies with which it collaborated to help countries protect the young
child against death, as well as to provide those who lived protection against
disease and promote their emotional and social development.
April . May 1972Z E/ICEF/624

91. A main preoccupation of UNICEF, in its assistance to maternal and child health
and nutrition, was with the young child. As was underlined in the Board’s
discussion on nutrition, feeding prograsmks for the young child, while important,
did not necessarily prevent protein malnutrition for that age group; it WaS
necessary to immunize the children against infectious disease, provide safe drinking
water and educate mothers on the elements of hygiene and nutrition
...
Although UNICEF had been providing aid to day care centres for pre-school children,
mostly for working mothers, as part of family and child welfare programmes, the
extent to which it should encourage pre-primary education, discussed in connexion
with UNICEF policy on aid for education, was left open for further study ...

92. Project recommer.dationsbefore the Board indicated that scne Governments were
beginning to give special attention to reaching tne young child by adapting and
co-ordinating existing services to involve local community resources, train staff
and educate parents. Many of the national studies that UNICEF had assistealin the
past few years had drawn attention to the crucial importance of that age group,
and that appeared to be having its effect on the selection of priorities in some
national development plans. On the whole, however, there was no planned and
systematic approach to the young child which considered the whole range of his needs,
including not only his health and nutrition requirements, but his emotional development and his preparation for schooling.
...

I...
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- 125 Women and girls
June 1967~ E/ICEF/563

131. The significant contribution which uNICEF assisted programmed could make
to the advancement of women was noted by a number of delegations. The ‘success
of many of the projects depended upon the understanding and co-operation of the
mothers if the children were to be reached, especially the younger
children ... and the famil.iesadapted the new conditions. Moreover,
most of the programmed benefiting children were staffed largely by women. For
both these purposes, a substantially greater effort was required in the education
and traini~g of women and girls.
April - MaY 1970. E/ICEF/605
[

Assessment af assistance for training and education Qf women _T

51. For some years UNICEF has been participating in projects offering women and
girls opportunities to acquire knowledge and skills for better child-rearing and
home improvement. Many of these projects have also emphasized local self-help and
community improvement, and some have attempteclto increase the earning capacity
of women through improved food production, better marketing, home industries and.
co-operatives.
52. At the current session the Board considered an assessment of projects for
the education and training of women and girls for fanily and COmmUnitY life.(see
docu,nentE/ICEF/L.1275) jointly assisted by UNIC~, the United Nations Social
Development Division and.FAO. ... The “education” reviewed by
the assessment was mainly concerned with offering mothers and out-of-school girls
opportunities to acquire new knowledge, skills and attitudes in informal
settings
- through women’s clubs, community centres, and various cO~unitY
self-help and income-producing activities. The “training” was mainly for
volunteer comnunity leaders and middle-level staff who worked with the women and:
girls, primarily in groups.
53. One of the main conclusions of the assessment was that investment in the
programmed would yield greater results if they were closely associated with, or
an integral part of, larger programnes which aimed at raising levels of family
and community living, and were set in the context of national development plans.
54. The assessment pointed out that in developing countries the typical woman
bore an enormous burden of daily drudgery which left her with little energy to
:movide a greater measure of care for her children or take advantage of
OPPOrtLlnitiesfor education and training. It suggested a number of
vhicb might ease that burden, including easier access to safe water,
provision of simple lahour-saving devices for food processing.

/...
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55. The assessment also pointed out that the training of women and girls would
greatly benefit if planned and executed in ways which involved the contTibutiOn
of various relevant governmental ser”i~es. This would include, for example,
health services (wherever possible with a family planning component); schools
(wherever possible oriented towards providing a closer link between schooling
and life, and including adult education, literscy and special efforts to reach
girls); agriculture (including agricultural and home ecommnics extension
services); community development, animation rur$le, social welfare, day-care
centres, and co-operati.res;pre-vocational and vocational training; public housing
the
in urban areas, etc. For all these services it would be desirable to enlist
help of various resources such as community
leaders,
non-governmental
organizations, religious groups, youth clubs and various communicant
ions media.
56. The assessment set forth a number of matters requiring more joint attention
.hmmUMICE~ the United Nations Social Development Division and FAO, in co -operation
with other specialized agencies concerned, the IJnitedNatiOn~ Section on the
Status of Women and UNDP (E/ICEF/L.12~5, parar,.119-121). It also set forth a
scries of guidelines with regard to women’s programmed, for consideration by
Sovernment6 in their future formulation of policies and plsnning and
implementation OT proflramnes
.
57. Many of the points made in the assessment were commented upon and
elaborated on by various delegations. Programnes should not be considered as
isolated efforts directed solely at “women’s work”, and the goal should be to
encoursge the mutually sqportive roles of men and women in relation to child,
family, home, community betterment and national development. Greater recognition
needed to be accorded by government planners to the large potential contribution
of women in the mobilization of human resources for national development, and
they should re-order their priorities and allocate sufficient funds for the
education of women. At the same time Governments needed to encourage the
important contributeon in that field which could be made by non-govermnental
organizations. More sttention ought to be given to the mutually reinforcing
relationships possible between women’s programmed and other programmed (e.g.
nutrition, health, family planning, day care, literacy, vocational
t.ra
ining, consumers education, co-operatives and integrated programmed, including
those in development zcnes). Greater efforts were required to reach adolescent
girls with educational activities especially suitable for them, as well as to
reach more women in urban areas, and more poorer women. In developing new
practices for child-rearing, desirable traditional practices should be retained.
As in the past interest should continue to be in reaching the child through his
mother; while economic and community components of programmed were important,
care was required not to have them overbalance activities concerned with better
child-rearing, nutrition, health and improved family living conditions. More
emphasis was needed on qualified staff at all levels - trainers, supervisors,
professional workers, intermediate level workers, auxiliary workers and volunteers.
Training programmed should be developed in an intersectoral context, and with
adequate local training materials. Help should be given to countries to
strengthen their own prograunneevaluation; greater attention should be given to
using adequate data as a basis for programme planning and as base-line criteria
for future assessments. Women should play a greater role not only in carrying
out programmed, but in programme planning and poliCY formulation.

/ ...
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58. There was general recognition that the n~kerial upon which the assessment
rather than
was based served to make it more largely a general descriptive study
an analysis in depth of the experience of countries with different.approaches.
Despite the preliminary nature of the report, however, it was felt that the
assessment had been,a useful undertaking, and there was general support in %he
Board for the conclusions and guidelines.
59. The assessrnentclearly reaffinned the need for greater attention to the
education and training of women and girls. It revealed that, in the main,
programnes in this fielclwere sporadic, of low priority and did not form part of
a country approach. At the sane time it indicated a growing interest in the
problem, a variety of attempted snlutions, a dedication of both staff and
volunteers, and an encouraging response from the women and girls reac“hed. It
confirmed the value of joint co-operation between UNICEE, the Social Development
Division and FAO. It alsn served to point up the need to re-examine the
objectives and content of programn?s, and the problems arising from insufficient
planning, staffing, training, co-ordination and financial provisions. It was
also clear from the assessment that the international organizations concerned
needed to work more closely together at 10cd, regions1 and headquarters levels,
so that prograuuneswere more broadly conceived, and brought together in a more
effective way the available resources in the United Nations system.

:

e

60, So far as UNICEF was concerned, there was a general agreement that the
assessment provided a basis for a new orientation of its activities in this
field. Frojects would have to fit more clearly into a country programming
pattern. Plans of operation for the projects would have to be more carefully
preparetiin consultation with the Government and o tber United Nations agencies,
and the objectives of the projects would have to be spelled out more clearly.
A section on the education and training of women and girls would be prepared for
the UNICEF Field Manual to guide UNICET field staff in the preparation of projects
The UNICEF supply policy for projects in this field would hav,eto be reviewed to
ensure thnt the supplies and equipment provided’were suitable, and this would
include a revision of the relevant UNICEF supply guide list, and whenever
of local Prmurement and aid for the local production
practical, an expansion
of supply items.
...
62. The Board requested the Executive Director to arrange fnr the wider
circulation af the assessment to Government officials and nthers in developing
cauntries who might find it useful as a frame of reference for the planning and
analysis of future action in the field, and also to international and
non-goverrnnentalorganizations which might find it useful either for programme
orientation or fund-raising purposes.

/ ...
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April - klay1973, E/IcEF/629

Considerable attention was given at the Board’s session to the key place
85.
that women and girls occupied in the lives of children in developing countries.
From the UNICEF point of view, emphasis on education and training of women and
girls was important not only because @f their right to individual development and
occupational opportunitiess,but also because of the relationship between mother
and child, and the enormous potential for helping children through the
enlightenment and ,em.ancipation
of women. That point of view was reflected in the
conference at Lome, where there was emphasis on reducing the number of hours which
women spent in drudgery ... in the conference on women in nationnl development
in the Arab states ... in the approach of UWICEF in its aid for family
planning ... snd in the Board 1s discussion of non-formsl education ...

86.
The concerc with women’s education was a continuation of the special
attention that had been paid to the problem at every session of the Board in
recent years. It was the subject of a major agenda item in 1970, when the Board
had had before it an assessment on the education and training of women and girls
for fsmily and community life. ... It received special attention in the Board’s
discussion of children and adolescents in slums and shanty tGwns in 1971 ... and
in its discussion of education policy in 1972. ...
87.
In the Board’s discussion at the current session there was recognition that
the integration of women in the development effort would benefit the quality of
life of their families and their children, and UWICEF hoped to participate in the
programme for International Women’s Year in 1975. Several delegations also
stressed the importance of the role of the father in child rearing and family
planning ... which should not be neglected by UNICEF. The intention of
the Executive Director to increase the number of women staff members, particularly
in field offices, was conrnended...

/ ...
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Report cm children and adolescents in slum

and shcu,tytows

~

118. The situatim ~f children and adolescents in slums and uncmtr~lled
settlements or shanty towns in developing camtries was me af the main
subjects discussed at the sessim, with emphasis m what additimal
practical measures might be undertaken fm them. A study presented t~
the Board by the Executive Directsr ... braught mrt the fact that, in
terms sf numbers imr~lved, the pr~blem was growing rapidly and was kztn?d
to becme mme serious in the future. A main cmmlus im was that dwellers
in slums and shanty tm.ms czuld do.a great deal ta help themselves if
given the necessary framewwk ~f policy, institutims and technical support.

Main points

@

119. A number of main points emerged from the study. Although developing
countries were still predominantly rural, the urban sector was growing faster;
slums and shanty towns vere growing still faster than the cities to which
they were linked (three to four times as fast), and usually consisted of a
young population. Their growth was as much due to natural increase as to the
influx from other areas
Slums and shanty towns would continue to exist and to
grow at least for the next two or three decades . slum clearance had not proved
to be a practicable or successful solution, partly because of the high costs
involved and partUJ because of the inability to meet the needs of slum people
or significantly to control the spread of slums. Therefore the limited funds
available were likely to produce a greater impact upon a larger slum population
if they were channeled into slum improvement projects on a self-help basis
120. It was brwght mt both in the rep~rt and in the Baard discussim that,
despite widespread nsticms to the cmtrary, a majm-ity ~f the families in
slums and shanty t~wns were stable, well-mganized and c>hesive. Slum pesple
were usually aware af their prablems and capable ~f przpzsing and
participating in practical soluticms
There was a basic need ta adspt new
cmcepts ~f slum imprmrement which were clxely identified with the peaple
and laid stress m self-help, mutual aid, lacal leadership and cmmr,unity
participatim.
Slums and shanty tmms exhibited a very wide variety sf
characteristics frmn the physic,al,administrative and dem~graphic pzints af
view; there were also cxsiderable variati~ns in the inhabitants‘ educatimal
S.CC
~mplishments, sccupatims and family incanes. Thase were important factors
to be taken inta cmsideratim
in establishing self-help pr~grammes. In
many slums the inhabitants were working hard to establish themselves.in urban
empl~yment.and t~ imprcme their living ccmditims, and as a result af their
effcmts there already existed a base fran which tz start in helping them
remmre sane af the obstacles that stood in the way sf their progressive
development. In the pxmer slums help was needed at an early enmgh stage
to stimulate the pr~cess ~f i,mprmement. Extensive use wwld have ta be made
of auxiliary personnel whs shmld be recruited as far as pxsible i?rm anmngst
slum dwellers and suitably trained.

,!
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There was a deep cmcern in the Bsard about the growing size >f the
prsblem, and its widespread szcial cmsequences, especially fm children
and adolescents
The Board discussion underlined the fact that slum areas
and slum p~pulatims were excluded frmn society to a degree that constituted
a threat t~ effwts to prsmzte harumni~us and balanced development; the
situation had a p~tential fm catastrophe which required that there be ns
delay in launching the necessary preventive and imprwement strategies New
vigmr and increased ressurces were necessary. The przblem was c~mplex and
linked t~ basic refwms and ta the ec~namic and social policies of the
cmntries ccmcerned. Fm example, preventive strategy was linked ta such
matters as agrarian refmm, the ecmsmic devel~pment af small towns, the
directing zf the rural ex~dus t9 tw.ms ~f average size rather than wer p0pU18ted cj.
ties, and empl~yment Oppmtunities; imprwement strategy was
linked to such matters as the legal ownership of plots in shanty town areas
and government action in the sacial field (transpmt, water supply, drainage,
electricity, schcmls, health services, etc.).

121.

122. It was emphasized in the Baard that acticm x behalf ~f children
in slums and shanty towns wauld not be fully effective ar lasting unless,
it was envisaged as part ~f a mare canprehensive
fran the beginning,
appr~ach ta urban devel~pment. That wauld include a strate~J for urban
development along with regimal planning, related t~ an effective rural
devel~pment strategy; a practical appraach to the prmrisim xC h~using and
shelter in f~rms within the means af a ccmntry; pragrammes fm expansion af
employment and fm physical planning; well-creceived urban land pciicies
which wmld safeguard the public interest; and an adequate long-term appraach
which encompassed slums as well as squatter settlements and shanty towns.
It needed to be recognized that slum areas cmld n~t benefit frm the
development pracess if they were nst administratively integrated into the
urban structure. Canprehensive actim re<[uiredsane new institutions m
pr~rnstingagency t~ put together the elements Sf a successful progranune,
as well as some ~cdification of existing institutions and their procedures.
125. In the discussim sf the varims services which v~uld be elements
in itnprovement,ssum delegatims suggested that nutritim, particula.rly
fm the ysung child, might cmstitute a ma>m starting point. The number
af health subcentres and maternal anilchild health clinics ?,h=uldbe
increased; as and when re~uested, extended family planning services shauld
be included, but in close relationship t~ ir,herservices in suppcwt ~f
the family, thus emphasizing a tw>-way relationship between the qualitative
aspects of family planning and improved levels of living for the family.
The importance of day-care services was emphasized, but it was suggested
that they shwld be develzped as part Sf br~ader przgrammes frm the
improvement ~f the s~cial envirmment; the development ~f less c~stly
patterns of day-care services, including c~->perative day-care needed
t~ be explmed.
Urban carwunity development wculd be me af the printipal
methods of stimulating self-help m the part ~f slum populations; it should
in:.
iude the orientaticm and educatim of parents, especially m~thers, in
dealing with the problems af urban life and child-rearing practices
In
primary schml, particular attention was required ta make the educatim
relevant tz urban needs, including the attendance ~f girls and pre-v~catimml
m-ientatim; supplementary vacaticnml training csurses were alsa required.
An impartant applicatim Df the self-help principle cwld be made in helping
individual families ta construct their own h~mes. It was p~inted ~ut that
the varims services wsuld be mare effective if they were linked with each
~ther.
,.,
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of children, the wider economic and social setting would have to be taken into
account and would provide an opportunity for various members of the United
Nations development system to work to,qetherin a complementary relationship.

e

1.27. On certain aspects caution was voiced by some deleKations.
UNICEF should
avoid tackling matters too vast for it to handle. It should take care not to
become involved in bud,yetarysupport for administrative units within national
or local governments. It should be cautious in the use of seminars and studies,
to which a selective approach must be adopted. Emphasis should be on experimental
and innovative projects
Raluation and objective assessment and excha~e of
experience was essential. It was necessary to encourage increased action in the
future not only by the United IJationsfamily of or,qanizationsbut by nongovernmental organizations and bilateral assistance; at the same time it remained
for ,qovernmentsthemselves to identify their needs and establish priorities
UNICEF
should be adequately staffed to ensure coordination and follow-up of its work
in this field.
128. The Board expressed peneral agreement with the main lines of future action
recommended by the Executive Director (see para. 126 above )
The report presented
to the Board by the Executive Director would be issued in revised form for wider
circulation and the guidelines for UNICEF assistance contained in that report
would take into account the discussions in the Board and such other comments
and suq~estions as delegations might wish to send to the ~~ecutive Director
It
wss reco~nized that it vould take some time to translate the proposals into plans
and pro,qranuoes
and that, civen the magnitude of the problem, UNICEF’s contribution
?IOU.ICI
be relatively modest.
April - Nay 1972,

E/ICEF/524

1- Co-operation with United Nations Centre for Housin~ _]
89. Members of the Board welcomed the arrangement UNICEF had msde with the Centre
for Housing, Building and Planning, in which the Centre undertOOk tO m~e its
technical resources available to UNIC~” and assigned one full-time officer to assist
in working out viable projects. They also welcomed the fact that UNICEF and the
Centre were exploring the possibilities of joint action in that field with [UYDP
and IBBD. ...

88.
Following the Board’s approval in 1971 of guidelines for the expansion of
UNICEF aid for children in urban slums and shanty towns, Arrangements had been
made with the United Nations Centre for Housing, Building and Planning to provide
UNICEF with one official on a full-time basis and, at the s~e ti~, tO m*e its
adviser from the
over-all technical resources available. .. In wlditioflto the fzeneral.
Centre for Housing, Building and Planning, five prOject advisers and matiOnal
advisers were working on project preparation or implementation.

/’
...
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The Executive Director felt that the following additional steps were
strengthening of the training for national staff in their own countries
~~~i’’”’”
or regions (the Centre for Housing, Building and Planning was ready to assist in
the matter); greater use of consultants from the United Nations and specialized
agencies or elsewhere to meet specific needs for expert advice; and the addition of
a second general adviser to help in the early stages of exploration or preparation
of projects.
90.
Board members expressed satisfaction that progress was beginning to be made
in that field, and there was general support for the additional steps, which, it
was hoped, would accelerate it. Suggestions were made that the UNICEF role in
relation to that of other agencies should be clearly defined in each project, and
that greater emphasis should be placed on the training of staff.
Adolescents and youth

=>
[

e

E/ICEF/548/ReV.1

Extent of assistance for youth programnes ]

108. There were a number of references in the course of the Board discussions regarding UNICEF aid to youth. Some delegations, while recognizing that youth problems
were of tremendous importance, questioned whether UNICEF with its limited resourcss
should try to deal with these problems in a substantial way while there were such
large unfulfilled tasks ahead for children. Other delegations, while conceding that
yonnger children were the most vulnerable and deserving of the most attention,
nevertheless felt that older children must also be helped. It was pointed out that
the terms of reference of UNICEF specially referred to adolescents as well as children. In practice, it was suggested, youth should be viewed as a functional rather
than a chronological category. Many children in the developing countries have to
face work and employment problems even before the age of twelve. Many Governments
place youth problsms at the top of their priority list because the preparation of
youth for useful work relates to immediate needs and because it is increasingly recognized that services provided for earlier age groups may be largely wasted if no
provision ;.smade for youth rs transition to useful work.

May 1969, E/ICEF/590

2
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‘7. Some delegations had reservations about too great an involvement of LTTiCE3
with youth problems, b eliwing thet the focal point of UNICEF efforts should
continue to b e children rather than young adults . Others believed that l-mlTc3F
coul& not fail to be concerae~.w~th youth problems, although the responsibil.ities
of the United Nations in that field went beyond those of UNTXF alone. Tnere
was agreement that UXIC!IF’s;.nt
crest was primarily ~,=:c’n
the early phases of
youth, roughly from 12 t,o15 years of age. A.number of these adolescents had
been reached in the past through the various projects receiving UNICEF aid.
Recently some Governments had been asking UNICEF for help in progrs.rmnes
specifically designed.for young people, including help for youth clubs and
youth movements relatirw to training of young p&ple i.nverious skills,
especially those useful in a rural environment,.and involving them as participants
in coimmmity improvement end other development activities ... mile the n~ber
1.7as still rather small, it was
of requests for UNICEF aid in such pro,granunes
orpected to grow. A. sug~estion wss made in the Board that youth prograxunes
should take into account the need to teach young people about humsn rights,
an espect of development programmed usually overlooked.
/...
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April - May 1970, E/ICEF/605

73. The Board noted that in his General Progress Report the Executive Director
used the term “adolescents” - a term used in the General Assembly resolution
establishing UNICKF (resolution 57 (I)) - rather than youth,since the latter is
usually construed to take in young adults who do not come urxierthe UNICiT?mandate.
There was general recognition in the Board that,,in line with the country approach,
should
and without spreading its limited resources too widely, consideration
continue to be given by UNICEF to Government requests for projects servicing
adolescents, particularly when they were of a pilot or demonstration character.
74. In considering the age range with which UNICEF shnuld be concerned, it is
important to make a distinction between beneficiaries and participants. For
UNICEF the beneficiaries would be the adolescents. However, it would be appropriate for UNICEF to try to involve young people of vhatever age in supporting
comnunity
or national
services benefiting children, e.g. building schools or
health centres or as volunteers in day-care centres for pre-school children.
This, in fact, is taking place in a number of projects supported.by UNICEF. In
which serve
to orient out-of-sCI1OO1rural youth
addition projects are being aided
in modern fanning and rural vocational skills, through community centres, youth
CIU’OSand fanners’ training centres.

April - MW
[

1973, E/IcEF/629

Non-formal education for adolescents and yauth ]

Consideration at the current session of non-formal educatiotiof rural
92.
children and adolescents ... reflected the concern
of UNICEF with
one aspect of the problems of rural youth. The Board was informed of projects in
several countries where useful beginnings were being made in the training of
adolescents in modern farming and rural vocational skills as well as in cozm?mnity
service progranimes. ...

/ ...
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Frogrammes for mothers and children related t~ liberation
movements and refugees from colonial territories
April - l.fay
.1970,E/Icw/605

81. In connexion with aid for refugees, the Board noted that there was a
widening of joint activities between UNICllTand the Office of the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees, particularly in Africa. UNICD? aid for rural
health centres and training had benefited refugees, especially in some rural
areas where there were large settlements of refugees endeavoring to b eeotne
self-supporting and to contribute to the development of the host country. The
refugees’ needs were thus being met as part of a wider effart which benefited
the refugees as well as the local population, ...

April - &lay19P ~ E/ICEY/624
.

@

105. With regard to children in areas engaged in a struggle for national liberation,
the.Executive Director stated that UNICEF was providing aid, through existing or
expanded national prograumes of host countries, which went to refugee children
whose parents were involved in liberation movements; it was also providing
reimbursable supply procurement services to donor groups providing such aid, and
was co-operating with other agencies in the United Nations family concerned with
the group. ...

April - ~

1973 > E/Icm/629

120. In connexion with General Assembly resolution 298o (XXVII) concerning“the
implementation of the Declaration of the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples, the Board was informed of the action that UNICEF had been
able to take thus far, which consisted principally in assisting mothers and
children from liberation movements or refugees in certain countries in Africa
and training staff for children’s services. ...
121. A number of delegates, while welcoming the steps taken, stressed the need
for UNICEF to study ways of making its efforts in that area more effective. ‘i’he
Board noted the action UNICEF had been able to take and requested the Executive
Director to continue that assistance and include in his progress report next
year information cm what UNICEF had been able to do, as well as ary problems
that had been encountered.

/ ...
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Policy on aid
June 1%1,
[

Review of aid for training ~
74.

In accordance with a decision taken at its March
.. .
the Exec.utim Dil-eclor decided to undertake a thorough
review of UA’l CIH? aid for tr.ainil]g as a basis for futotheBoardthattheihastic
turt ndicv.It\EM clear
short&
if trained staff to pfm and administer projects was a major obstacle to the extension, and to the
inqmovemcnt o{ the quality, of wmices for chlldrcn.
75, As a basis for its review the Board had requested the Executiw Director to undertake a swvev
with the co-operxtim> of the technical ak.encics. . . .

1960 session

76. The
Exect,tiw
Director’s
rtcojll{?let]d2tio,,s
regarding the suggestions made in the various rrpcmts
for LJA71CEF aid to tmining were presel>ted in C!OCU(l.l
.4.
ml’,,ts 12/1 cIil:/J2(l/,i(l
77. Tire IZxccmtivc Director also presented to the
Board
over-all
conclusions
and
r~co”>lllct>cl$~tions
(lt/lCl:,l;/4Xl),
whit!>, IN lmtcd, TCclllircd no s,g,l,flcmt dqmrlum fmt,l, I,ut mthrr a co,,linmti<, n of, tlm
gmlcra] treml of IIuavd p,llicy o!, trlinittx aid. ;llmost
all forms 0[ msist:ulm rcmmm,:udc,l IXKIdrc:s<ly Lxwll
prbvidcd in some degree in individual pl-ojccls. ‘HI.
need for the futt,rc ,,-0s to Ih’o:,dm the scope Of s[[ch
traininx aid mad usc it lnore extcnsi~ely nod tlcxihly
in tbc’ various fields of scrric’cs to chiklrm imd for all
Icvcls of work--—plmmillg, dircctin,g, teaching, prnfessiol,zl and atlxili.ry,
78, The Board fully s~![]f!orted the r? COlllll!C!dJtiot,5 of the technical, a~encics rmd the Executive Director. Aid for the trmt%,,l,~ of mriom kn’cls of workers
wm cm)sidercd to he an urgent ncc+ and ;: more Iiheml
policy cm the pzrt of UA’1CEF m tilis respect was
especi:dly important for the many countries ,rhi~l,l,
fzced with enormous difficulties ill cawing
o,,t their
econtin)ic amf social dcswlopment plmw were u!mhic tO
meet the priority needs of their children.
79. The chief emphasis in UN ICKF aid should

continue
to lx fortrainill~
schemeswithinthecountries.
A nmnher0[representatives
belk\,ed
thatitwas
more urgentto aid natimml training schemes ttum internatiomd trainiwg ccntres. Others wished to nx(intaill
support {or intentional
(including regional) trairlil:g
centres in addition to provi$lng mol-c aid for national
schcmm, In this connexion it was su~~csted that the
UX [CEF see,-ctaries shoLdd take into account a recent
analysis made by the Technical Assis[m]ce hoard o{ experience with aid to national zmd regioml tl-ait,i% i@It was believed important tlrat the teachers m
tutes
the natiotml traininx schcmcs shou!d, to the greatest
extent pOssiMc, be rmtiouals of the country; greater
stress or~ the training of teachers was therefore essential.
empbzsk OU thetv~chjwOf Ol>s~Ct~ics
‘W increased
wms noted3~ith
appro\ml.
.4 suggestion that mental
hygiene be added to the fields [or ~chich teaching grants
would be available was approved by the Board.
Thc
s“ggcstion was made that gx-eater help he given to the
estahJishnmnt of libraries and tlw acquisition of books
and scientific periodicals as part of the aid to trainins.
The view was also expressed that UNICEF
should
avoid heavy expenditures
on the production of local
text books.

W, Attmtion was called to the interrelationship
of
health, nutriticm, smiztl service and cducatirm programmed, and to the comequent desir+,bility of introducing cross-discipline elements into the trainin~ programmed for workc,-s i,, these fields so that they would
then be able to undertake broader I-esponsibilit.irs or to
Co-opcl-ate more effectively LYith their colleagues trained
in otlwr tickls. A number of repmscnt:lli vcs stressed
the fact that some assistance from UNTICEF was
needed for limited periods of time for the m[wies of
the trained personnel who wcmld
IN appointed to key
posts in projects aided by UNICEF.
S1. The Board adopted the folknving statemcot of
policy with regard to UN [CEF aid for tmining:
(1) Training nssistauce should bc ~v:,ikdic for $11
categories of personnel W11Oful-nish services relating
to the welfare of childrcu and mothers.
lt would be
approprklte to help mmt rcquiul,, ents m they appear
from surveys of needs and the plans of Govcmments,
.Ind not to set rigid Iin)its to the fnrms of assist:mc(,,
which should b. adapted to loc:d couditim~s,
co,,ti,~t,c m be
(2) AS it, th. past, assist:mce shou!d
~ivcn to uxis[in~ cvnlres, ,vkich mu serve as x nuclei,.
for tl, c !Y;li,li,>g of itpl>ropriatc ct,lcg,wirs oi perso,>,lcl,
k{o,ve,cl-, i,, ,I,ost cases it ,vill b. n.ccsstry t“ i,)crc<~c
the lnmnllcr of trainil,g ccntrcs. In many cases, :dso, it
will he jmcsmry to i,l,l,~ovc the quality aml to widm
tl,e co,)tc,,l “f the traini,, x gi ten.
(3) The forms of assistance which may he provitkd
arc as follows:
(i) 111 traininr cmtrcs which already Im%-e some
qwditkd tcxchiug pcrsommi, assistance nmy !M give,,
to :.JIIow thcm to recruit and pay tutorial perso,~nd in
dixipiims that are nut rcprcsmtrxl so as to wi,lctt the
contmt of tl-aiu in: and, ii Iicccssary, m incrmsc the
number of students,
In most countries, it may Ihc nccesmry to plan either a new came w a suhstmtixl addi.
tiou to ml existing centre.
in that msc it would be,
,]ecesmry to ml] on tu+chcrs from outside, or to send
sekctcd candidates almmd for umler-grad,mte or postgraduate trainiug.
It may often be noxssary to assist
natiomd or regional training centres with stipends for
sah.rks,
and honorari?.
students, grants for payin~,
This assistance would need to he mminued ttntil the
Gowrnmcnt
could take over.

@

(i,i) Aid may take the form pf, teaching aids ( i~lcludmg the prcparatmn
:md Imntmg of tcxti, ), and
technical and semict equipment for institutions
aud
fot- demonstration fickk v:hrre the students do practical
trainil,g.
For exa,llple, tccll:lical equipmetlt tmy be
giveu not only i,, the form of a few impel-terf items, hut
for equippilg a pae.diatric or obstetric service i,, a
tcacllit~g hospikd. For e,lviromnelltal smitalicm, equil>me”t may be give,, for field work whit’h also serves
Aid may afso be given for
demonstraiiou purposes.
sel-vice equipment for a training institution (e.g. beds,
kitchen equipmc,,t. for lodging stuclents etc.).

.r’.

‘a
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- 13’7June 1962, E/ICEF/454

June 1961,E/IcEF/431
is pointed out in
(iii)
The importance
of stipe@
subn,itted
in connexiou with the trainmll oftherq>orts
i!]g sumey,
Tntcmational assistance given in this form
in the past is recognized as having been o,:e of the most
effeciive forms of aid. Its extension is needed, particularly where central governments or local gox-ernmeuts
carmot provide all the costs of training the numerous
c3teg0ries required,
(4) As in the pzst, it is uecess.ry that the Governments commit themselves, in plans of operations, to the
usc of the personnel WI1Ohave been trained in public
services
at thestweor local government level. The
posshi]hyshould he opened in certain cases for
UNICEF to make a grm,t for salaries duriil~ a limited
P.ri@C[,for t:.ined p:rsonnel to be. appo~tmf to keY
posts m pro]ects whjch UNICEF 1sassisting.

26. The Board believed that it was important for
officials of planning bodies and ministries of finance
who were receiving training in development planning
to have included in that training an appreciation of (a)
the social aspects of development as they affect children
and youth, and (b) the values of and opportunities for
investment in children and youth. Further, the Board
hopd that facifhies for the training of planners would
also be given to departments serving children more
directly (such as those of health, education, social welfare, and community development). Many of the problems
affecting children involved a number Of disciplines and
it would lx useful to increase the understanding, on the
part of planners, of such problems and of the need for
inter-departmental action.
authorized
the Executive
27. The Board therefore

(5) Transport
may be provid.d
to enablestudents
ofallcategories
togin varied
tield
work experience.
(6) III
many countries
itwo,ddbe use[nl
togiverMsiskmce
for[bebasiceducation
oistudents
sincethere
did~tes, male or
are0(tClloldya smallnn,Tl
bm of call
female,\~kh sufficient schooling. Assistmce
may

Director
to approachtheeconomicdevelopment
insdtutes
throughtheappropriate
UnitedNationschannels
whh thesuggestion
thattheyinclude
problems
relating
tochildren
andyouthintheir
general
training,
andthat
training
programmed
be available
forofficials
indepartmentswhoseworkhada particular
bearing
on thedevelopmentand weffare
of chifdren.
The Board decided

thcrciore be given to certxin sccomfary schools, or for
spcci.al courses of pre-profcssiomd
train i,lg; stipems
~OLddako be provided,

January 1964
[

.:

4

in principle to offer assistance, if required, to enable
officials of such departments to take suitable training.
Similar aid could also be made available to training
institutes created by other agencies and by governments.

E;I~F/492

Assessment of selected training activities ~

87. In response to a request made by the Executive Board in June 1$61, a study
activities
assisted
by UNICEF. Undertaken by
was made of selected training
independent consultants ... after the data had been collected, the study
(E/ICEF/483/Add.1) raised a number of questions concerning the plsnning, conduct,
follow-up and evaluation of training progranrnesassisted by uNICEF from the point
of view of enhancing their quality and long-term impact.
88. ‘~heExe:utiye Director, in a note on the findings of the study (E/IcEF/483),
ca21ed attention to its limitations, due mainly to the fact that no special staff
had be,en‘engagedfor fidd studies or the collection of the basic data. He
pointed out that the study had revealed that a remarkably high percentage of
trainees had actually gone frotitheir studies into service programmed and in
this sense the findings were ‘reassuring. The study had, however, gone into some
of the training and.had put forward some
deeper ,,~estionsabout the effactiveness
suggestions~~
for ~q*qnc~
it5 v,plue,inthe. future. Among the suggestions made

/ ...
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ther@ “w&re certain ones,which,the
~ork.ant for the future planning
deserved “speci~ attention in the
appropriate support from UNICEF.

in

(s) pOlicy-~ers:, plamers
the training process.

Executive Director felt ~re Partic~arlY
and evaluation of training projects and
preparation of plans of operation snd
Tiieyincluded the foll.owing:...
and supervisors should take a greater part

(~) More systematic use should be made of the behavioral sciences
[such.as sociology.aridantbrOpology) in the Pla~ing and executiOn Of training
s&hemei in order to’give trainees a better understanding of social and cultural
fac,toriwhich.might affeet the achievement of desired gOals. This wO~d be at
the level of the preparation of trainers and administrators rather than in any
specific training courses for front-line workers.

,

.,

(g) As an extension of the abnve, training courses should include a study
of community and human relationships and measures which could be taken to prepare
commuriitiesfor new services.
(~) Training courses should be orgariizedso that there wculd be a periodic
exchange of,views between students and their trainers to make sure that training
was effective.
(~) A more systematic study should be made of the suitability of the
equipment and supplies provided by UNICEF for training purposes.
.,.
91. There was general agreement with the points in the training survey which
the Executive Director has singled odt for special consideration . ...

P.
In concluding its consideration of the study, the Board endorsed the
suggestions for the improvement of training schemes assisted by UNICEF made by
the Executive Dii6ctor in his note (E/ICEF/l+i33
). It also decided that these
suggestions, as well as the main points emerging from the Board fs discussion
of them, should be made available to officials of Governments and specialized
agencies and the staff nf training institutions responsible for the planning
and conducting of training schemes.
...
~.
Representatives generally reiterated their support of the broadened UNICEF
POliCY for aid to training approved by the Board in June 1961. TIIeywelcomed
the increased emphasis on training in the projects submitted to the Board for
approval. It was noted that the share of programme allocations for aid to
training had risen substantially in the last several years, and there was general
agreement that this trend should be continued since the need for training was one
of the most urgent problems facing the developing countries.

/ ...
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June

f

Auxiliaries

emd supervision

1965, @Ic&F/528

~

In all fields Governments were giving high priority to the training of
92.
personnel in their requests for UNICEF aid. Quantitatively, by far the Sreatest
effort was going into the training of auxiliary staff or “fronu line workers” .
Such staff could be trained quickly and without great expense to perform msny
useful services. Sometimes they were able and willing to work under field.
conditions that highly trained staff were less willing to tolerate. With gocd
supervisory support, they were the mainstay of many UNICEF-aided projects in the
developing countries. Board members generally commended this emphasis but
recognized the necessity for supervision and for professional skill in planning,
directing snd reviewing the WWIICin the field, and for teaching. They therefore
welcomed UNICEF support of selected university-level or post-graduate courses both nationslly and regionally - as well as of professional training in various
fields such as social work, education and home economics.
May 1966,
f

Withi.-cnuntry

trczlning

E/ICEF/548

_l

of the Frogrsmme
Committee s.ndthe Board regarding training
In the discussions
trends, a number of delegations expressed reservations about the increase of seminare, short-term tourses, and study tours financed by UNICEF in industrialized
countries. ‘Ihsyfelt that UhJICEF!sspecial role lay in supporting within-coumt~
snd rsgional training schemes, particularly for middle-level and ay.xil
iary workers.
Caution should be exercised in finaneing advanced training in industrialized countries since this was more appropriately financed by other sources, such as bilateral
aid, other United Nations agencies, or private foundations. Other delegations,
however, felt that the prssent pattern of aid to training was satisfactory and
should be continued. ...
100.

q

April - May 19702

N/ICEF/605

75. one ~in W
to develop,nent,especially in fields of primsry concern to
UNICEF, lies in the use of better trained people - with supplies and equi~ent
coming in as an important support for their efforts. The Board’s discussions
reaffirmed the value it attached to strengthening national training facilities
and supporting training programnes which were directly relevant to ection on
behalf of children.

0.

76. Training of national personnel is at the core of most projects aided by
UNICEF. About one-third of UNICliF’
s programme assistance is devoted to
in-cOuntrY training schemes, and there were suggestions in the Board discmssion
that an even greater proportion of UNICKF resources should be used for that
purpose. Although the major emphasis has been on middle-level and auxiliary
personnel, the range covered has oeen wide, reathing from volunteer leaders and
traditional birth attendants at the village level to supervisors, professors of
pediatrics and national planners. Cash grants for trainees and teething staff
and for the local production of teaching materials hsve constituted over 60 per
for ti-a ining
in recent
years.
.. .
cent of UNICEF allocations
Other
forms
of
audio-visual aids, transport and other imported equipment.
assistance
included
/ ...
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77. A more recent concern of UNICET has been
Sometimes
there
has been
industrialized
countries
situations
in developing
served
by the staff.
. .

I

Relevance

87.

In

1970

to

local

in

the

with
the quality
of training.
a tendency
to transfer
concepts
and curricula
from
without
adequately
adapting
thcm to the very
different
countries
and to the objectives
of the programmed
.
Anril
- !,Jay 1972,
2.;ICEF~624

conditions
Board’s

_T

review

of

training

for

progrsaunes

relating

to

women in family and cormmuIitylife ... and in 1971 in its review of training
of health personnel ... there was general agreement that more attention
needed to be given to the relevance of training to local conditions, to the
preparation of trainers, to supervision as a form of in-service training
and to the local production of suitable teaching aids. The same points were
ma-deat the current session of the Board in cO~=iOn
~~th the ~scussiOns
of applied nutrition ... fandLy planning ... and educatiOn. ... In the
discussion of socia1 welfare progranunes,Iikmtise, several delegations felt
it was important that U’MCEF continue, particularly through new emphases in
training, to support the trend for social welfare tO becOme a nOre ~~fective
fact,or
in development.
Maurice Pate Memorial Fund
~Y

~966Z E/ICEF/548

192.

the reccssAt its special session on 11 November 1965, the Board approved
of the Executive
Direclmr
that
the Nobel Peace Prize money should be used
to establish a Fnnd in memory of Maurice Pate (see E/ICBF/537). Approval in Principle was also given to the suggestion that the Fnnd should be used for stren.gthenisg
the training or experience of people who are serving in fields related to the develowent and welfare of children in countries with which UNICEF is co-operating. ...

mendation

195. The Msy 1966 session of the Board approved a plan submitted by the Executive
Director (E/ICEF/542, paras. 76 - 83) for a Memorial Fund which would give recognition
to the value of regional training facilities in fields benefiting children. The
Fnnd would honour each ye= an institution in a developing country that adapts and
in the region. The selected instituoffers its services to people from countries
tion would be given some modest assistance to strengthen its services to other developing countries. ... This award would be known as “The Maurice Pate Training
Award” and could be presented to the institution at an appropriate ceremony.
Several fellowships could be awarded to enable people from outside the conntry to study
at the chosen institution. Thongh the fellowships coold be for more than one year’s
duration, this wonld be a one-time award tenable at that institution. Candidates
would be selected in relation to what the chosen institution could offer as well as
their own training needs. This could include securing higher .acadamicqualifications
or training more specific~
related to a candidate’s particular work. It could
include observation and practical work nnder the aegis of the chosen institution.
Candidates should have reached a level where they would be able to exercise some
influence in their chosen field. They wonld be known as “Nsnrice Pate Fellows” .
@
/ ...
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2.

194. 7!,.Nobel Peace Prize money amounted to about $54,5(XIand to this the Board
ameed to add the approximately $5,000 contributions to UNICEF in the name of Maurice
Pate
.. .
and $2,000 contributed by an individual who has agreed to its use for this
project.
... it was agreed that the Fund should remain open for further contributions
.~. Use of the Fund ~ould not be restricted to income f~om its investment. The
Board agreed that a more rapid use of the Fund by the expenditure of.the principal would
bring benefits more quickly to the ccuntries it was designed to help. Hopefully, it
would be replenished by additional contributions. The total amount awarded each year
would normally not exceed $12,000. This would provide for a grant for one faculty
member and at least two fellowship years; depending on the travel involved, the length of
training and the living costs,

,.

195. The awards would be made within one, or exceptionally two, UNICEF regions each
and help
in
year on a rotati~ basis, and with the object of givi~ recognition

@

different

fields

of

training

concerned

with

the

development

and

welfare

of

children.

The UNICEF Resident Director of the region whose turn it was to receive the awards
would propose an appropriate institution and would reccanmendcandidates to the
institution. A report on the use of the Memorial Fund would be msde to the Board
at each anuual session. The first a~rd would be made in 1$67.
.,EVALUATION
Jrmuary

[
#

1964,

EIIcEF1492

Report on ways to strengthen evaluation _T

The Executive Director presented a note to the Board on ‘*Possibleways to
~~~en~th,n ev~uation” (E/ICEF/4~) ...
stress
was laid
on the importance
of evaluation
75. In the Board discussions,
ensure
effective
utilization
of limited
resources.
While members
of the Board
found that
the volume
and quantity
of various
previous
efforts
to review
and
evaluate
progrs,mmes
was impressive,
there
was genersl
agreement
with
the views
expressed
at the previous
session
of the Board regarding
the need for a more
systematic
approach
to evaluation.

to

78. With regard to the technical soundness of progranunes,the note of the
Executive Director cal.1.e~
~he attention of the Board to the evaluations and
progrsmme reviews which hed been placed before it’during the course of the
years in connexion with the ?raricusfields of aid. It also discussed the
different types of formal and informal evaluation carried on by Governments,
technical agencies, UNICEF field staff and other bodies. The Executive Director
believed that it would be outside the scope of UNICEF to engage in evaluative
research in order to determine the scientific soundness of a programne. It was
however appropriate for UNICEF to join with the relevant technical agencies in
there was an inextricable mingling of technicel
making programme reviews. Since
and administrative aspects he believed it would be useful to have such reviews
in appropriate fields of aid examined by the joint committees of UNICEF with FAO
and with WHO. Most of the programme reviews prepared in the past hai been done
by a consultant or consultants with the help of staff of the technical agencies
concerned and of UNICEF; this appeared to the’Executive Director to be a useful
formul.ato follow in most cases in the future. The evaluation of technical
aspects would be the responsibility of the competent technical agencies of the
United Nations fs.mily.
a
/ ...
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79. In the course of the Board!s discussion, members stressed the importance
of encouraging project evaluation by the countries themselves a point of major
They therefore
emphasis in Economic and Social Council resolution 991 (XXXVI~.
welcnmed
primarily

the view of the
the responsibility

Executive
Director
of the assisted

that
project
Governments

asses ament should
be
and shnuld become a

normal part of project planning and implementation, which would, when necessary,
receive UNICEF support.
80. The Board recognized that consultant services might be required for the
purpose but it was hoped that these would be increasingly available from within
the country, and in some instances the region; they tight, for example, come
from other government divisions, academic and technical institutions or
experienced voluntary organizations. The Executive Director pointed out in his
note that some government departments administering projects assisted by UNICEl?
already had survey and evaluation or statistical units. In some countries the
plaming or development agency or an inter-ministerial comnittee had a survey
and evaluation unit. In some countries there were scientific institutions
which had had, or could have, a useful relationship with governmental operating
departments. University faculties often included persons who might be drawn
upon for eva.lust
ions. Voluntary or semi-voluntary organizations in some
countries could participate in surveys and help assess programmed with which
they were familiar and which they sometimes had a share in administering.
81.
Director

In

order
to
suggested

strengthen
evaluation
within
a given
country,
the Executive
concerned should
that
UNICEF and %he technical
agencies

consider Lelping appropriate sources of evaluation or assessment related to
services and programmed benefiting children. Depending on the stage of
development of evaluation of childxen~s problems and services in the country,
aid might be available to one or all of the complementary sources of evaluation
available, namely, government departments, planning ministries and institutions
or agencies outside the government. When such aid was given by UNICEF, it would
be submitted to the Board as part of a related project proposal, or in some
instantes would come frmn the over-all al.locat
ion for country planning and
programne development.
...
85. The Board requested the Executive Director to take into account the various
views expressed in carrying out a programne for more systematic evaluation.
This’programme, based upon the Executive Directorts recommendations (E/ICEF/b86,
para. $8), would include tha following:
(s) At each policy session the Board would consider one or two special
reports evaluating a given type of programme assistance. ... These reports
would.be prepared in co-operation with the technical agencies concerned,
generally with the use of consultants selected in agreement between the agencies.
Where there was a joint committee of NC=
and a technical agency, the reports
would be submitted to that committee before coming to the Board.
(E) Greater attentiOn shO~d be given to helping countries evaluate their
programnes themselves and strengthen their own continuing evaluation machinery.
This would include specific previsions for built-in evaluation in the plan of
operation of each project. UNICEF assistance would also be available to create
or strengthen units in government departments administering projects, planning
COmmiSsions or inter-ministerial committees, and sowc es of evaluation outside
the Government, such as national or regional scientific and academic institutions
and voluntary and semi-voluntary agencies. The assistance given by UNICEF would
be related to the”evaluation of seivices and programnes benefiting children, and
it cnuld include, where necessary, supplies and equipment, transport, grants
tnwards salary costs for an initial pericd.,and the services of advisers.

0’
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- 143 (S) Assistance fOr gener~ s~veYs and planning wauld continue to be
charged to the al.loc
ation for country planning and progrsnunedevelopment as
approved by the Board in June 1$61.
(g) Tbe uNIC~ secretariat w~d
participate in the work of the
Administrative Coumittee on Co-ordination in pursuance of Economic and Social
Council resolution 999 (XXXVI) relating to the evaluation of programmed.
86. The Board agreed that the assistance to enable countries to evaluate
their programnes or strengthen their cm continuing evaluation machinery (see
(Q) above) would be charged to individual projects. The Board recognized that
the preparation of the special reports which it would consider at its policy
sessions (see (a) above) wnuld require the use of consultants. Where it was
necessary to re~mburse the technical agencies for the costs or part of the
costs of consultants, this would be charged to the allocation for country
planning and progrsnme development. The costs of consultants engaged by UNICEF
for evaluation proposes would be charged to the operational services budget.

..

f
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Project

assessment

]

1.58. It l,!as
recc~nized in the Ecard.that genejrals..ssessr.ents
were no substitute
for individual.pro,jectassessments. The efforts to help the cc.unt,r
ies strengthen
thej.rowo arrangencats for pro,j(:cb
assessr:l.ent
vere inport,
~llt ar,ti
it W.S nc,ted
that both the raternzl aud chil:dilealthaii: ] app].iedrmt,ri$;jon
2$ ,ezs:.?zr!ts
had
emphasized this pcinb . ... A number w? c,>i:at,ries
had a?.sobse?,ah;.eto
build assessment procedures ~.ntotbej.rfccil.yand chil.t~we>.i’?,re
projects .
There was now a.standa:d clause in nearly e-,wryplan cf operai:.cnsproviding
j.~
~ ~: ;,.’g~. ~
~,,,3
ii
~.,
rl .,-:,,
for a periodj.
c asseswnent d the ~pro;je
c+,. :Io::
ever, :1,
,exun,and illme,u:,~
!.ns,tances
“baselirfeCK-:C,-::!:3
critel;
.tli>y7,,7h~.cil :>z’v::rammes
could be appraised were still laeking. It was clear, that in order for built-in
assessments to achieve their purpose, more aid would be needed for this purpose
from UNICEF and the appropriate technical agencies of the United Nations family.
April - May lnO,
[

Frocedure for global program.

F,jICm,’,505

assessments ]

118. Since 1964, when the Board decided on more systematic evaluations of
programmed, it has considered nine assessments. These were based upon the
accumulated experience of UNICEF, the United Nations technical agencies,
Governments and also on special country studies by independent consultants. The
findings of these assessments have been widely disseminated among responsible
government officials. ...
119. Although these assessments necessarily fall short of a scientific
evaluation, they have served to point up short-comings in existing prograuunes
and to highlight major pi-oblemareas regarding a new approach on tbe part,
of the Governments, UNICEF and other international organizations. ...

/ ...
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120. The Board agreed with the blkecutiveDirector that it would be better to
allow more time to do assessments and ordinarily to present only one assessment
to a session. The FXecutive Director proposed that at least two years be allowed
for assessments. He recognized that the experience and.qualifications of the
Consultant or consultants chosen, their briefing, anclthe opportunity for
consultants to meet together, if there was more than one, would have important
effects on the quality of the assessment. It would also be advisable to provide
for meetings to be held with a small group of people with experience in the
pa~ticular field, first to help fonmlate the outline and desi,gnof the study and
a,?ainto Tevi.ewthe conclusions Provision also needed to be r,adefor meetings
to be held with officials and other knowledgeable and experienced people in the
country where projects were selected for study. The minimum cost for such an
assessment would be $4.0,000,
aud for some assessments the cost could be
substmthlly hi,qher.
...
123. The Board also noted the intention of the hecutive Director to participate
in whatever system for the co-ordination of assessments ~m..
ght be adopted by the
United Nations system. The Ekecutive Director was aware of the tendency,
pointed out by the Capacity Study, for too many separate proposals to be made
for the evaluation of projects in a particular country, and he believed that
UNICEF should participate in any sy=tem which would rationalize that tenfiency.
124. The Ececutive Director called attention to the continual process of
operational assessment with which UNICEF representatives were closely associateci,
along with UNICEF’s partners in the United Nations system. It had to be done
without incurring excessive personnel costs and UNIC~ was experimenting with
various combinations of national officers, junior professionals and volunteers.
That was a problem which affected other United Nations programmed as well as
UNICKF. No project wnuld be assisted by UNICEF for more than about a five-year
perioclwithout a thorough review.
125. Since 1964, UNICEF had been able to provide assistance to help Government
ministries to strengthen their evaluation units which v ould be concerned wit”
projects in which UNICIIFwas participating. So far not many Governments had
requested such aid. The suggestion was made that more be done to inform
clevelopingcountries about assistance which UNICEF could offer to strengthen
national evaluation units.

~’j:~ry
/’6::
~1
April - nay 197.5, ,~
[Strengthening national evaluation capacity -7
108. Considerable interest was displayed by Board members in progra.mmeevaluation.
!Chegeneral progress report of the Executive Director discussed various t~es of
review currently being carried on: annual project reviews on the basis of which
commitments for the next year were called forward; less frequent reviews to
determine future long-term objectives and commitments; internal audits of delivery
of project aid: and global assessments of fields of aid . ... The <Oc.<:~e!>:ation
before the Board and the presentations ‘oythe reg<onal &irectors Save ? :lumber0.
exarples of evaluatiou.sof individual projects involving government r.inic.
!xi.
es,
UNICEF staff and specia].izedagency and other experts.

/ ...
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109. Some efforts were being made by UNICEF to help countries strengthen their
own national evaluation capacity. They included aid for national studies, the
training of planners, the development of statistics on children and youth and the
greater use of national and regional technical, scientific and academic institutions
and other voluntau a.genCieSin prOgrSINiIe
.eValUatiOfi.However, little had been
done so far to help countries establish evaluation units to work in fields of
service benefiting children.
110. !CheExecutive Director called attention to the fact that some plamning
commissions and ministries were interested in initiating continuous evaluative
processes or action research, which would provide a feed.backfor use in finding
operational solutions to difficulties and improving projects while they were in
operation. The Executive Director felt it would be desirable for UNICKF to help
with such an approach in a few selected large projects.

I

e

views were among those expressed in the Board’s discussion:
111. The following
care should be taken to ensure that the studies and research supported by UNICEF
would be on the basis of the Board1s criteria and designed to yield practical
res~ts; there should be a co-ordination of project evaluation within the United
Nations system as part of country programming; efforts should be made at the
beginning of a project to establish socio-economic baselines to enable progress to
be measured; greater attention in evaluation should be given to analysing the
distribution of services to see if they were being delivered where they were needed;
evaluation should bring to the notice of officials in charge of planning and
administering programmed the people’s reactions to the project; Y:? concept of
participation as a tool of development should be more clearly dei?i.r.ed
as a basis
for examining UNICEF’s methods and success in working with it; more analyses should
be made of UNICEF activities by regions and detailed reports made on selected
countries in the region; UTTICEFmight act as a clearing-house for the collection
and dissemination of infonnation on small-scale development activities; there WaS
a need for studies on how to encourage the development of gifted children as
leaders of the future society; more evaluation be made of the education and
training given to adults in progrsmmes supported by UNICEF. . . .
112. While generally welcoming the efforts being made in evaluation, Board
members urged that further work should be undertaken in that area, particularly on
strengthening the national capacity for evaluation acd on laying the basis for
more effective and economically sound programming. Members expressed interest in
being better informed regarding evaluations that had been made and the effect of
those evaluations on the projects.

/ ...
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APPLIED RESEARCH AND STATISTICS

~

Crit.eri.

for

e.ld

for

applied

research

_T

202. The Eoard
had before
it a note
by the
previous
experience
of UNICEF in assistance
some criteria
for
future
aid in this
field
Applied
research,
which
was
(E/ICEF/514).
of immediate
practical
field
problems;
had

UNICEF secretariat
summarizing
the
to applied
research,
and suggesting
on the basis
of thst
experience
research
directed
te the solutian

been aided by UNICEF in the past in
a relatively modest way, in the form of surveys, project assessments,
demonstrations, field trials and pilot projects. It had not been UNICEF practice
to give aid to basic or fundamental research.
203. In the Board’s,discussion tnere was general agreement that while research
should not become a major preoccupation of UNICEF, it was desirable for UNICEF
to continue to support the efforts of Governments to deal with changing needs
and problems, and to solve urgent problems having a direct impact on services
for mothers and children, through the use of the best available techniques.
It was recognized that there would be some difficulties in determining the
particular instances in which UNICEF support could appropriately be given, but
those difficulties might perhaps be l~sened as experience was accumulated.
The regional seminars on planning for children and youth in national development
should
provide guidelines on the nat{re of applied research which might be
appropriate
in that field. Several delegations believed that UNICEF should give
greater support to applied research in social pediatrics.
It was important to
find competent planners to prepare applied research projects, particularly
thQSe to be undertaken in developing countries, as otherwise much time, effort
and money might be wasted. Care should also be taken to ensure that the findings
of applied research projects would have broad practical values of significance
to a number of countries. UNICEF field representative should be encouraged to
report any information they had on good research facilities in developing
countries in fields of interest to UNICEF. UNICEF should be aware of current
research on problems of children and youth, and should encourage the competent
agencies and institutions to undertake new research. The representatives of FAO,
UNESCO and WHO stated that their agencies were ready to co-operate with UNICEF
in its aid for applied research.
204. The Board adopted the following ~guidelines for UNICEF aid to research:
(a) Long..termbasic research (sometimes called “fundamental” research)
should-not receive UNICEF assistance.
(~) When questions arise out of ‘projectswhich UNICEF is assisting to
which research could make a useful contribution, the Executive Director should
draw them to the attention of whatever authorities may be interested in sponsoring
the necessary research.
(c) UNICEF may itself give some ~assistance to applied research, which
should-be at the practical rather than at the theoretical level. The research
should be related to practical problems, the solution of which can bring direct
benefits to a significant number of children and youth in a reasonable period
of time.
[

@
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(d) whenever possible, such applied research shOuld be undertaken ‘n a
develo~ing country. However, some problems require investigation in countries
with highly developed facilities, and some technical.problems are usefully
examined in both industrialized and developing countries.
(~) Maximum use should be made of whatever United Nations agencies,
including the regional planning institutes, are willing to contribute.
(~) uNICEF aid to applied research should be a subordinate and small part
of UNICEF assistance in general.
.;
une !.~>57 ~ /ic~/J<7
[

Ways t, develop children’.

20,
which

.ervice~
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. ..”’ ‘I’he Executive
IErect,or
suggested
thgt
his ‘effoiits
to determine
elements
of UNICEF aid to a country could best help national services

benefiting children would be facilitated by scme generally accepted ideas about
the best paths for growth of such services. Such ideas had seldom been.formulated,
and he suggested that UNICEF shmld co-o~erate with Government, &echnical agencies
,
and non-governmental bodies in assessing the value of various solutions for
children’s problems . However, doubt was expressed by one delegation as to
whether UNICEF should help financially in such research. The Executive Directozstated that the LJiICEFrole, in the first instance, would be to draw the need for
such research to the attention of appropriate bodies, end in this connexion
Board delegations might be_helpful with instittitionsin their own countries. He
believed that it would be premature to take any decision as to the appropriateness
of financial assistance by UNICEF in this field. In connexion with research
generally, several delegations emphasized the importance of UNICEF support of
applied research directed to practical problems, the solution to which would
directly enhance the value of I.JNICEF
aid. The po~~ibility of projects
incorporating more aid for collection of dependable basic data necessary for
planning and assessment was also raised. .~.
June I*,
f

●

=stics

E /IcEF,!576

on children ‘S needs and services ~

During the gener??.debate one delegation criticized UNICEF expenditures on
83.
basic resea,~ch.
and fel~ov?,hipson the ground that the demands on UNIC~ ‘S limited
funds were E,Ogreat they should be reserved for action PrOgrammes cf direct
benefit to children. The Executive Directur agreed that it was not UNICEF’s
function to go into basic research in the sectoral fields of health, educatiOn,
welfare, or vocational training. However, there were imPOrtant questiOns
relating to children1s needs which were of a more general nature and tended to be
neglected for that reason. Gne example criticized related to statistics on
children’s needs and services. The absence of such accurate statistics was a major
handicap in the rational use of countries’ and UNICEF’s resources for the benefit
of child~en. Therefore, it was in UNICEF’s direct programming interests to get
questions related to children included in the sample household surveys which many
developing countries were adopting. In the Executive Directorts opinion if uNICEF
was to use its resources as wisely as possible it needed to help developing countries
to investigate their children’s problems. The major portion of such research should,
of course, not be fin.ancedby UNICEF; however, he believed that the mOdest s~s
provided by UNICEF were justified when related to a better use of UNICEF’s aid.
I ...
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126. The Board considered the guidelines it had adopted in 1965 for aid to
research concerning children!s problems (E/IcITF/602,para. 224). The ~widelines
seemed generally
acceptable
regard
to the improvement
Director
pointed
out that
undertaken
at the country

and there
seemed
to be no reason
to amend them.
With
of statistics
concerning
children,
the tiecutive
in the long run it was something
that
had to be
It involved
both
technical
and operations
1
level.

2roblems and he believed that UNICEF, along with the technical institutions of
the United Nations, had a role to play in helping countries reach that stage.
The Board approved a proposed programne for the next year for support of studies
Snd statistics (see report of the Programme Committee (E/ICEF/P/L.1372) . . ..

.

15. Board members welcomed the greater attention being given by UNICEF, in cooperation with other agencies in the United Nations family, to help countries
assemble, develop and use statistics on children and youth as a means of bringing
about improvements in planning, programmi~g and evaluation.

/ ...
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June 1961, E/ICEF/431

[

MOre flexibility

in

aiding local costs _7

112. Arising from the survey of needs, the Executive Director had recommended
to the Board not only a more flexible approach to the detennination of types
of projects to be aided but slso in forms which e-idcould take. In this spirit
he recommended greater flexibility in the provision of UNICEF ilmds to meet
10CSJ expenditures for projects where this was the most effective way of aiding
the project and funds were not available from other sources (E/ICEF/418).
...

116. The Board agreed that no particular type of local expenditure should be
excluded, but that sll proposals should be considered on their individual merits
in relation to the needs which the uro.iectserved. and to the local resources
which were available. There was ge~er”d agreemen~ that the principle of
Government “matching” should be maintained.
117. In the light of the discussion the Board decided on the follcwing policy
with regard to local costs:

6

(a) The objective of UNICEF must be to make child care progranuneseffective,
if necessary by providing for local costs as well as by providing imported
supplies. The Executive Director would investigate in each set of circumstemces
the ability of the Government to meet the essential local requirements of a given
project, and would recommend the allocation of UNICEF funds to cover those
requirements for which the Government was unable to budget. The Executive
Director would require assurance that every effort had been msde to secure the
necessary funds from the Government itself or from bilateral or multilateral
finds which might be avsilable to the ccuntry, or from voluntary agencies. The
provision of funds by UNICEF to meet such costs would be proposed in the event
that no other resources could be found to meet the cost of items essential to
the successful fruition of the project.
(b) The additional discretion allowed to the Executive Director with
respect to UNICEF provisions to cover local costs would be exercised on the
understanding that it would not alter the basic principle, nsinelythat the
requesting Government should generslly assume responsibility for local costs.
(c) The Executive Director would report to future sessions of the Board
concerning experience with respect tu UNICEF’s provision of funds for local costs,
recommending from time to time sny changes in policy that might appesr necessary.

;;

e

Analysis of aid for 10CSJ costs ]
The Executive Board had before it sn analysis of UNICEF aid in the form of
<o~al costs for the three-year period “1962-1964 (E/ICEF/518). In 1961 when it
established the current UNICEF policy on provision of locsl costs, ...“the Board
had set no special limitation on the percentage of total project allocations which
could be used for l.oc~ costs. It had recognized that once every effort had
been made to secure essentially needed local funds from the Governments1 own
resources, or from bilateral or multilateral funds, or frcm voluntary agencies, it
might still be necessary for UNICEF to provide for some local costs in order to make
the project effective.

/ ...
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99. The analysis showed that during the three-year period, 13 per cent of
assistance allocations was used for local costs, the largest amounts being used
in Africa and Asia. By far the largest part of local costs had been provided as
stipends for within-country training programnes. While emphasis had been on the
training of auxiliary staff categories, there had been growing attention also to
the training of trainers and supervisors. Field reports had shown that for many
countries this form of aid had permitted training on a larger scale and in a
shorter pericd of time than would otherwise have been POSsible. For scme twes of
programrnes- education, vocational training, and family and child welfare - the
use of local costs for training was often the most effective way for UNICEF support
to be given. The experience had been that by and large when the value of a
training progranunehad been demonstrated, increased local financing was
forthcoming.
lCO. UNICEF funds to help meet local expenditures had also been used for salaries,
salary supplements and field allowances for key senior personnel where adequata
leadership could not be secured.without,this kind of incentive. In this case,
however, UNICEF aid had been limited to a period of a few years, and had been
granted only on the understanding that the Government would take over the
responsibility.after the initial period.

a

2
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April - May 1970; E/ICEF/605

:

-.

~- Revised definition of matching principle _~
111. The basic UNICEF policy on matching has been that, with the exception of
emergency situations, a Government receiving assistance from UNICKF should
undertake responsibility for implementing the project and provide the necessary
additional internal ~e~our.e~. The latter beca,meknown in L~ICEF terminology as
“matching” and was generally interpreted to mean that government expenditures
related to the project would at least equal the ti,nount
of UNICEF aid over the
duration Of the project. In most cases this constituted no problem since the
very nature of the programme almost invariably involved Government expenditure
considerably in excess of the UNICEF contribution,
112.
In the evolution
of t.bis policy
it became
apparent
that
there
were situations
where the application
of the matching
principle
created
difficulties,
par’cicularly
the interpretation
that
matching
should
consist
of “new” or “a&dit,ional”
by a country over the duration of the project. Some flexibility
expenditures

was, therefore, introduce& in 1960 when tbe Board agree~ that, as long as the main
objectives of matching were retained (i.e. adequate government support), the
Board would not insist upon rigid formulae, ... To begin with, this flex.ibi~ty
applied tO individual projects on an ad hoc basis. Later, in June 1965, the
Board authorized the provision of “special assistance’!~Y stating its readine~~
to waive matching requirements where countries lacked tilepersonnel, organization
and normal facilities needed to initiate services for children. ...
@

,,,
The matching requirements, as originally conceived - with empha~is on
“additional” funds from assisted Governments - served for a time to suppart the
efforts of officials and groups in developing countries most actively concerned
with establishing and strengthening programmed benefiting children, and helped
them to secure budgetary and administrative provisions at various levels of
Government which might not otherwise have been available.

the matching
principle,
the Executive
Ej.rector
pointed
out
In reviewing
(E/ICw/602,
~ras.
209-21~ ) that
the present
situation
differed
substantially
f ra,n tba t prevail
ing when the concept
of “addik ional”
inputs
was elaborate&.
Most as si steal Governments
now had some kind of development
plan and budget,
and
the bulk
of UNICEF aid.was in support of established national programnes being

114.

financed from such budgets. For those activities, it was no longer appropriate
to speak of matching as an “additional” input from the assisted Government
resulting from UNICEF aid; rather, matching should be regarded simply as the
government input to which UNICEF aid was directly related, and which was necessary
for project implementation. The Executive Director proposed that, in mOst
reccmmendations for UNICEF assistanCe, gOVer~ent participation be identified EIS
expenditure to which the UNICEF contribution was directly related, and that that
should be regarded as Yne “matching” contribution.

/ ...

115. There was general support in the Board fos the new definition of matching
which, it was felt, reflected more correctly the present situation and was a
logical corollary of the country approach being emphasized by UNICEF. A view
was expressed that in some respects the term “matthing contribution” was a
misnomer, since it was the developing country which always carried the major
responsibility,and the “contribution” came from UNICEF.
115, It was recognized that there would sometimes be problems in identifying
that part of government expenditures to which UNICKF input was directly related.
The figures used would be worked out by IJNICKFfield staff in consultation with
the Government, particularly with officia1s involved with the preparation of
the budget or budgets concerned, pinpointing those expenses specifically related
to the part of the activity receiving UNICEF support. Where possible a
distinction would be ,madebetween a Government outlay for capital develop~ent,
and current costs.
117. The Board approved the new definitim
by the Executive Director.

of the matthing principle as propose$

I
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MODEL AGRW?MENTWITH GOVERNMENTS
March 1960, E/ICEF/398
[

Revised text ]

183,The Boardnotedtherevised
textofthemodel
whichtheILwmut.ive
Director
intended
to
agreement

useasthebasis
fornegotizzting
“my IICW
country
agreements(E/IcEF/ooA/CRP/S),
. . .
134, The changes in the text, which hi ,d been worked
out in consultation with the United hTations Office of
Legal Affairs, reflect mom fully than did the previous

modelagrccnxmt
thechmngcdchamctwof aidgiven
by UNICIIF, including the greater detail of respective
commitments now provided in the plans 0S operations
for individual projects. TImy also simplify the wording
of some of ttle ckLuses in the previous model agreenlcllt.
The Executive Director pointed out that prior agree.
ments would remain in fume; they might, if necessary,
he amended by an exchungc of letters, but Gmwrnments with which agrccrnents had already bcm con-

cluded
wouldnotbe obliged
to conclude
new a=meeme”tsto conform to the mw texts,

.?,

‘s,

I .
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- 154 FINANCI.4LASPECTS
Sources of support
June i96:;
,

z/ICEF~>oo

11. Income from prti.,at?
and other sources tiafi
become increasingly
important. ... Frivate contributions were now adding significantly to
UNICEF’s resources. They were important a?.sobecause of their educational
effect on the cormnunitiesin which funrI-raisin:j
campaigns took ~~:.?,
ce. It
was therefore l.eccssaryto encourage their ircr:?ase; however, <.b.,;?.
s noted
that because large-scale fund-raising campaigns could not be repeated each year
in some countries, this income constituted a less certain source of revenue
than government contributions. MOreOver, private fund-raising c~paigns, succe:,s
ful as they might be, could ~ot change the main reliance which UNICEF had to
place upon Governments for support of its work.

~~ .

... There had been a gratifying rise in UNICEF j.ncome. ... Se.tisfa.ction
over the increase was somewhat qualified, however, since apuroximat,el.y
$,9million representeiispecial contributions for emerzency and post-emer,cency
The Board
aid and $2.3 million were contributions for other specified programmed
noted with interest that some of those special contributions uere beins financed
from funds available for bilateral aid. The need for special contributions was
~,;reat... and it was hoped that future appeals for contributions would
meet with the same Senerous response At the same time it was obviGus that that
kind of income, by its very nature, could not be depended upon for purposes of
0’
longer-term pro~ramme planninz in the same vay as rezulsr annual cOntributiOns
P
could be.

37. Income from private sources had risen steadily in.recent years and appeareti.
now to have stabilized at about 25 per cent of total.income
That amounk of
support, unusual in the United Nations system of orzani~atiOns, ~~asa tribute
to the widespread appeal of UI1lCFF’svork as veil as to the ima?inatiOn and
...
dedication of its supporters, especially the UNICEF lJationalCommittees

38. Contributions from Governments, however, remained the essential financial.
hase of UNICEF. It was important for regular government contributions to the
general resources of UNICEF to be substantially increased if the goal.of $1.00
million annual income by 1975 vas to be achieved. .,.

e
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Pledgiw conference requested

E/ICET/629

~

138. It was clear to the Board that there was a need for additional resources,
not only to meet its current income target of $100 million by 1975, but, more
importantly, to respond more fully to the as yet unmet needs of children. In
that connexion the Board recalled that in 1969 it bad decided to set a target
for 1975 of $100 million income in contributions from Governments and other
donors. At present, it appeared that the prospect of reaching that goal
by 1975 was uncertain. Clearly, there was a need for intensified efforts to
reach the target.
139. To help meet that need, the ExeCutive Board requestealthe Economic and
Social Council to recommend to the General Assembly that it convene a specia1
pledging conference for UNICEF at an appropriate date in 1974, for pledging
voluntary contributions to be made in 1975. The special pledging conference
would provide an occasion for a concerted appeal for increased contributions
to UNICEF by Governments in 1975 - an appeal reiterated in Economic and Social
Council resolution 1709 (LIII) of 28 July 1972 and in General Assembly
resolution 3015 (XXVII) of 18 December 1972.

- 156 Contributions
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January 19642 E/ICEF/492
[

FUnds-i.-trust

_T

10Q. A number of delegations welcomed the trend toward greater use of fund-in-trust
arrangements in international aid since it indicated that Governments were
beginning to use international agencies as well as bilateral mechanisms to carry
out activities in which they had a special interest. It was pointed out that
while both bilateral and ciulti
-~aticnnl aid had their place, someti~s a
combination of the two or the supplementing of one by the other would achieve
the best possible effect.
101. It was generally recog~zed in the Board that in accepting contributions
for special purposes safeguards were necessary in order to preserve the control
of the administering agency in the co-ordination of the agency!s general
resources. In this latter connexion it was believed to be particularly important
that special contributions should be in addition to and not in place of regular
contributions. Some delegations continued to have reservations about UNICEF
accepting restricted contributions; nevertheless, with the safeguards proposed,
they were prepared to accept them subject to a review of their results at a
later stage.
102. The delegation of Sweden introduced a draft resolution in connexion with
contributions from Governments for special purposes. This was approved by the
Board on the understanding that the action was taken on an experimental basis
and was subject to review at a later session of the Board. The resolution was
as f01.lows
:
The Executive Board of UNICEF
Decides that ONICEF, in order to obtain additional funds for projects
benef=hiltien,
may accept funds-in-trust contributed by a donor
Govermnent or Governments for a particular cauntry or a group of countries
at their request for specific types of projects, subject to the following
conditions:
(2) That such cOntributiOns be accepted ofly with the previous
agreement of the Executive Bosxd,
(Q) That the purpose be related to a UI’?ICKF-assisted
project or
projects,
(s) That such special contribution be a supplement to regular
contributions,
(Q) That an appropriate charge be made for the servicing of the
fund.
Private fund-raising for specific pro,j
ects
103. The Board agreed with the Executive Director that it was necessary to
increase income from private sources, and that this would be greatly facilitate
by arrangements which would allow more appeals to.-be made for specific projects

;,
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(in categories outside the Freedom from Hunger Campaign for which the Board in
1%1 approved a separate account which was applied to the financing of specific
projects), .,.
104. The Board therefore decided that UNICEF could a.l_l.ow
fund-raising committees
to raise funds for any project for which commitments had been approved by the
Board, but for which funds had not yet been allocated.
105. If this possibility proved insufficient, committees might assume fund-raising
targets with respect to other projects which they would be informed were shortly
to be presented to the Board for approval. The actual allocations of funds for
the project would be postponed by the Board until the receipt of campaign
proceeds, although the project itself would require Board approval. The
implementation of the project would proceed, however, and the Executive Director
would be authorized to pay accounts, if any, falling due before the receipt of
the campaign proceeds. In the event that a fund-raising target was not met, the
UNICEF Board would be asked to meet the deficiency from other sources so that the
project could be completed in the form approved.

June 1965, E/ICEF/528/Rev.1

I
I

~

Abpbicx.
of pra>ects by iuaticmalCbumitibees>21. In order to make uniform the administrative procedures for handling the
proceeds of the FFHC campaigns for nutritisn projects and those of campaigns for
other types of projects, the Executive Board agreed that the special account for
the proceeds of Freedom from Hunger Campaigns be closed. Henceforth a national
committee can arrange to “adopt” for fund raising any project for which assistance
is approved by the Board. The committee may undertake to raise funds for an
apprO~ed cO~itment against which an allocation has not yet been made; or it may
BeleCt a prOJeCt in advance of its presentation to the Board, in which case the
Board must be informed, when the project recommendation is submitted for approval,
that the committee undertakes to raise the necessa~ funds or a port~.
on of them,
and the Board approves at that stage a commitment rather than an allocation. It is
also open to a committee to select for fund raising a project for which the Board
allocat!.
m.
has already : >~?-ov?dthe ncc:essary

100. In the context of the need to increase UNICEF rs income substantially the
‘llecutiveDirector in his geneTal progress report (E/ICFl’/57jand Corr .1, Paras .
150-159) had proposed that the Board broaden its policy so that Governments could
make special contributions t.oIJNIC~ in addition to their normal leVel.

103. The main programme categories or fields of aid for which contributions would
be receivable were health, nutrition, family and child welfare, education,
and emergency aid . Contributions could
vocational training, integrated services
also be made for functional categories such as training and assessment. The
specific project.or projects to which the programme category cent.ribut.ions
would
be charged would ccme to the Board fo~ allocation in the normal way, either at
the next session or, in the case of emergencies, by !nailpoll.
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104.
Government
contributions
to the general
resow-c es of UNICEF would continue to be
the prime target
of fund- raising
efforts
. The Governments
would have
to contribute
to UNICEF in the normal
way at least
as much as their
general
contribution
of the
preceding
year
before
a special
contribution
would be receivable.
It was the hope
of the Executive
Director
t.ha,t Governments
able
to make addlt.i onal ccmt -ributlona
the equivalent.into their
for
specific
pur20ses,
wculd
consider
incorporating

general contribution in a future year.
105. The Board had previously agreed that.contributions from private sources
could be made for “adopted” projects, i.e. those for which the Board had already
made commit.ments
. The Executive Director recommended that if the rules for
receiving government.contributions for special purposes were =p~roved, they also
be similarly broadened for private cent.ribut
ions to include the possihility of
contributions for “noted” projects and programme categories.

108. So far as the above-mentioned proposals of the Executive Director for speci31
contributions were concerned the Board decided to accept.them on a,one-year trial
basis, on the understanding that special contributions offered under these proposals
would not.be actually receivable by UNICEF until the Board gave its agreement by
mail poli or at the next Board session.

for em?r.q.
mm, si.
tua,t~n~: An exceptionwas made by the Board
109. llmtribcti.ons
for emerg?ncy si.tuat.ions
which UNICEF might be called upcm t.oface in the next
twelve months in Viet.-Namand iE other areas, especially the Middle East and
Nigeria (see pm-as. 8 and 74-73). The Beard made a special appeal for funds for
this gurpose, and authorized the Executive Director to receive such funds from
both Governments and private saurces withcmt additional Board cpproval.
contribut.
icns for specific projects, woulcl,
Allocations fiOm such special purpose
8S in the case of 211 other aliacations, need to be put.to the Board for a~proval
by the El:ecutiveDirector, either by mail poll or at.the regular Board session.
no.
The Board agreed that the whole matter of cent.rib”tionsfor special purposes,
including emergencies, would be reviewed again by the Board in ~969 on the basis
of experience in the meantime.
!!ay:969, E/IcEF/592
L-

Government cont,ributi,ons

for

special

purposes

185.
Since
1%4,
it had been possible
for
be made for
“adopted”
projects,
i.e. , those
which
it had already made ccnmnitments.

T

contributions
which
the

Board

from privete
sources
to
had approved
and for

/ ...
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- 159 186.

the Executive
Director
proposed
that
the
At the ~968 session of the Board,
Governments
to make additional contributions to UNICEF for specific
aspects of DNICEF’s work relating either to the customary fields of assistance or
and Corr.1, paras. 150 - 159). He suggested
to particular projects (E/ICEF/573
that such additional contributions might be receivable from Governments without
prior approval by the Board, for the following:

lo

Bnard

~

encourage

(!4

Projects which the Board had already approved and for which it had
taken a commitment;

(b)

“Noted” projects. This category would consist of any projects or
extensions of projects “noted” by the Board as worthy of support
but for which UNICEF funds were not then available;

(c)

Progrsmme categories: i .e. any field of aid in which the Bard
was regularly approving projects such as the aectoral categories
of health, nutrition, family and child welfare, education,
vocational training, integrated services, and emergency aid, or
functional categories, such as training.

.:

Q

~87.
Contributions for specific purposes would not be receivable frcana
Government unless it had made or pledged a general contribution of at least the
same amount as that for the preceding year.

@

188.
Upon receipt of a specific purpose contribution, a proposal for its
allocation to a particular project would be submitted to the Board in the USUS1
way, i.e. at a regular session or by mail poll. This step would not be required
For (s_)above,if the special contribution was for a project for which the Board
had already approved the allocation as well as the ccm?mitment.
189.
At the June 1968 session, the Board accepted these proposals on a one-year
trial basis, on the understanding that any specific purpose contribution would not
actually be receivable by UNICEF until the Board gave its agreement for its
acceptance, either by mail poll or at a regular session of the Board. An exception
was made, hnwever, for emergency situations in which the Executive Director was
authorized to receive funds frnm both governmental and private sources without
prior approval. ...
190.
The Executive Director recommended approval of the proposals as set forth
in paragraph 186 above to be applicable to contributions for specific purpnses
frcm Governments and private sources. (As indicated in paragraph 185 the
proposal in paragraph 186 (~) was already applicable to contributions frcm
private sources.)
The Executive Director believed.that with the procedures set
up it would be possible to avoid auy undue distortion in the over-all pattern
of ONICEF aid or any reduction in the multilateral character of the UNICSF
programme. The resinemphasis in fund raising would continue to be for incrers%d
contributions frmn Governments for general purposes. ... The Board adopted the
proposals of tbe Executive Director aa set forth in paragraphs 186 -187,
subject to the understanding that experience with specific purpose contributions
would be reviewed by the Bnard after a period of three years.

/ ...
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April

56.

... The need for special
future
appeals
for contributions
At the same time it was obvious
could
not be depended
upon for
the ssma way as regular
annual

April
f

191,

E/IcEF/612

contributions wss great and it

was hoped
that
would meet with
the same generous
response.
that
that
kind of inccsne,
by its
very nature,
purpoaas
of longer-term
programme
planning
in
contributions
could
be.

- WY

1972L

E/IcEF/624

Multi-hi co-operation _7

100. Members of the Board noted that UNICEF was active in trying to take advantage
of the trend toward a larger measure of multilateralizatiOn.Of de=lOpment
assistance. Several Governments - those of Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden and
Switzerland - had financed projects from the bilateral aid sectors of their budgets
through arrangements with UNICEF for special contributions for “noted” prOjeCts or
for adopted elements of regular projects. Those specia.1contributions were in
addition to regular annual contributions, which in some cases were being substantially
increased: Negotiations were under way with the other Governments for that form of
“mul.ti-bi”co-upcrat.i.,,,.

~--~iJ

contributio,m for emergencies i

1;9 . The Executive Director recommended that the Bosrd ... allow him
to use at his discretion special contributions for emergencies. He was
currently authorized to receive those contributions but could not spend them
except with approval.of the Bosrd. ...
110.

The Board

approved

the

recnmnendation

l.pril- Mw

of

the

Executiva Director ...

1973, E/IcsF/629

Tra.nsf
erabifity of regular resmirces to noted canponents ~f projects for
least developed countries.
1
[
102. The inclusion of “noted” projects in biICEF-aided country programmes had
increased aid to the least developed countries and the disadvantaged areas of those
in the middle range, since a number of Governments and other donors were interested
in making special contributions for such projects. In that connexion the Executive
Director informed the Board that he had found that some donors preferred to support
one or more programme elements belonging to the regular rather than the “noted”
component of the same project. Under existing procedures, such support, while
serving to augment UNICEF’s general resources, wO~d not increase ths level Of
UNICEF’s assistance tc the project. The Executive Director believed that the
problem would be solved if he were authorized to transfer from general resources
to the “noted” component a sum equivalent to the special contribution for the
regular component of the project (see E/IcEF/626, chap. III, paras. 26-z8).

/ ...
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103. Most delegatims were inclired to suppert the recamendation of the Executive
Director. However, reservations about such interchangeability were raised by
several delegations: ‘it tended to weaken the right af the Board to approve
programmed; it might complicate relations with the recipient countries and create
problems for the secretariat; it might resuit in an imbalance of assistance in
favour of some developing countries.
,..,

,>

lok.
The Board, while noting the reservations of some members, approved, on a
trial basis, the proposal of the Executive Director, subject to the understanding
that experience would be reviewed after two years. It was further understood that
the number of cases i.nwhich the facility for int<rchahgeability would be exercised
within the same project during the period would be very small and limited to the
least developed Courltries.
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Financial.
Jnne
[

Introduction

of

finsncial

~96>,

plan

pb.n
EfIcEF/528

_T

29.
In 1961 the B@ard had modified
its
financial
policy
to enable
it to expand
This was made
aid at a more rapid
rate
than
its
income
for
several
years.
possible
by taking
into
account
prospective
inccme
for the next. twelve
months
as well
as resources
in hand;
by allocating
to projects
only the amouuts
required
for the next
twelve-month
period;
and by reducing
the operating
fund to a level
of working
capital
sufficient
to finance
cnrrent
operations.

its

30. By the end of 1964 this process had been completed. ... The allocations
which the Board could make in June 1965 and at future annual sessions would have
to correspond to the inccsne
expected during the twelve months ahead and wonld
cover only the .exoounts
needed during that time. In effect, UNICEF was conducting
its work progrmnme like an organization with a regu~
annual budget.
31. The new financial procedures had succeeded in their main objective, namely,
makiug available more aid to children, and the Beard considered this an important
achievement. The Board agreed that it was no longer necessary to review the
procedures aunually. It agreed, however, that it would be necessary for it to
continue to review annually the current financial operations and financial
situation, and the financial targets around which the work had to be organized
for the following year.
32. The Board believed that the level of ... the operating fund (i.e. working
capital) should be sufficient for current levels of expenditure, provided,
however, that the fund was made up of sufficiently liquid assests. There was a
tendency for the fuud to contain too high a proportion of receivables, especially in
some currencies
did not tld.fil
ccunpletely
the early part of the year. Moreover,
the requirements
of working
capital
since
they
could
be spent
only when plans to
do so had been made considerably in advance. The Board expressed the hope that
more Governments would find it possible to pay their pledges earlier in the
year, and would take into special consideration, where necessary, the need for
their currency contribution to be readily convertible.

J~@

1967, E/j@F/563

[ finds-in-hand as indicator of working capital _7
192 ... The Executive Director
there fcm.e proposed
that
which
cOnsist. ed of
of UNICEF ts working

cash and
capit~.

short-term
This was

investments,
agreed
to

“funds-in-hand!?,
be used S,S the indicator
by the Board.

/ ...

- 163 April - Msy 1970, E/IcEF/bu5
139. The Board agreed as a guideline that funds-in-hand and receivables
from Governments at the end of the year should be at a level sufficient
to cover one.hs.lfthe expenditure estimated for the ensuing year. ...
The financial plan approved.by the Board was designed to increase the liquid
assets of UNICEF by increasing the level of funds-in-hand ... and to increase
the level af receivables frcm Governments at the end of the year ...

April

[

1971,

E/IcEF/612

Tw~ guidelines ~

139.
... The financial plan
a forecast, ...

... was partially a target and partially

11!.0. The finaneial plan reflected two guidelines: me previously
adzpted, which pr~vided that funds-in-hand and receivables frzm gcrrernments,
cinstituting UNICEF 1s working capital, should nat be less than half the
expenditure expected the fallowing year; and me adapted at the current
session, which provided that commitments prcpased to the Baard at any sessian
shsuld leave n~t less than 20 per cent sf the f~lkwing year 1s estimated
reswrces available fm new pr~jects and “nf~reseen needs.

April - Msy 1972, E/IcEF/624

~- Review by Comittee m Administrative and Finance ~
141. The Executive Director agreed with a suggestion that financi.alplanning in
terms of the relation of total UNICEF commitments to expected resources be entrusted,
[n.
in the ilrsi ir~stance,to review by the Comr,itteeon Administrative Budget.
esserme, that wmlfi mean that the financial plan presented by the Executive
Direc.kx in hi:.(;en.
?ralProgress ilepor’~... would he on the agenda of the Committee.

/ ...

- 164 Commitments
June 1963. E/ICEF/469
[

Introduction

of

ctitments

_T

9. Prior to 1961 allocations were made only when
resources were available to cover them. Two or three
years normally elapsed before allocations made to most
projects were completely utilized. As a result, a considerable reserve of allocated but unspent funds was built
up over the years.
10. Taking into account the fact that most Governments contributing to UNICEF were by then doing
so on a regular annual basis, the Executive Board in
June 1961 decided on more flexible assistance policies
and on financial procedures which would put UNICEF
resources into more rapid use and also allow it for
several years to expand its assistance beyond its income,
11. This was done by abandoning the practice of
approving allocations for future instahnents of aid;
instead allocations were limited to that part of the
apprOved aid which UNICEF field offices would need
to call forward m the course of the next twelve months.
Moreover, allocations could in part be based on resources
expected to become available before the next Board
session, In addition, where a Government needed assurance of a specific amount of financial support from
UNICEF over a period of years in order for it to “ndertake long-term financial and administrative
arrangements for projects, the Board, through a system of
could agree to support later stages
“ commitments”,
of the projects. Subsequently, of cowse, allocations
would be required to f“llil these commitments.

I

12, By the end of 1962 it had become apparemt that
the objectives of the new assistance policies and timmcis,l
procedures were being realized. The projects approved
in 1961 and 1962 and those in preparation for 1963 and
1964 would put UNICEF resources into full use under
the new system and the allocated but mspent funds
would be substantially reducet i.”
.. .
“14. On the basis of the Executive Director’s proposais
and the recommendations of the Committee on Administrative Budget, the Board retirmed
the financial
policies already partially in effect of making allocations
on the basis of anticipated income, thus following
budgetary procedures similar to those of organizations
with a regular income.
. ..

/ ...

- 165 Janusry 1964, E/ICEF/492
~- Expenditure in excess of Eoard approval ]
172. ‘l’he
Board decided ... that the Executive Director should be
authorized to make funds available when necessary because of
unforeseen circumstances between Board sessions to ensure the
continued operation of projects, an over-all ceiling of $1 million
being established for this purpose and the Executive Director being
required to report to the Board at each session on his use of this
authority.
,:,

April-May 1970, E/IcEF/605
[

Annual .ill.ocation
replaced by “cdl-forward” procedure _T

for programme allocations have evolved in ONICET over
107. Simplified procedurefi”
the past few years. They include the consolidation of related project activities,
the bringing forward of recommendations with longer-term commitments, and
apprOval by the BOar~ Of lists of annual allocation requirements within approved
commitments.

@

108. At the request of the Board, the Xxecutive Director proposed a sche!nefor
a further simplification of allocation procedures (E/IcEF/6G2, para. 221). In
essence it provided that the Board, cm approving a particular project for a number
of years, would also authorize the Executive Director to make the necessary
expenditure to implement it within the limits of the approved commitment. Nev
commitments would generally be planned for periods of three to five years, or
for a term corresponding to the outstanding period of a country’s national
development plan, and the Board would be asked to apyrove a commitment for that
perioa. The expenditure expected to be authorized each year for a project would
be outlined initially in the recommendation paper submitted for approval by the
Board. In approving the project, the Board would suthorize the tiecutive
Director to implement the project along the lines indicated in the initial
recommendation, without submitting further annual papers. The Executive Director
expenditures
for
each
yearl
s requirements
in accordance
would tilen authorize
with actual progress, as determined by careful field study and the sub,niss
ion to
Headquarters of a detailed assistance list prepared in tbe field. A listing
would be submitted to the Board each year showing the mount actually authorizecl
by the Executive Director for each long-term project, as well as the estimated
modifications, if any, which were foreseen for the rema<ning years of the
commitment. Where the clif
ference between the amount foreseen in the original
recommendation paper for any one year, and tbe authorization, was substarhial
(20 per cent or more), a report on the reasons would be appended to the listing.

/ ...
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April

[

Call-forward

1$171,

E/IcEF/612

procedure.applied to noted projects ~

43. Under procedures approved by the Eoard in 1970; programme commitments were
generally made for 3 three- to five-year period. Assistance was called “forward
by field offices as required by the progress of the project. Under that procedure,
call-forwards authorized by the Executive Director took the place of the annual
project allocations previously made by the Baard. ... The Board agreed that the callforward procedure would apply to a “Noted” project at such time as finaneing became
available and a detailed plan of operation had been worked out with the government.

/ ...
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- 167 BOARD PROCEDURES

Progrsmme Ccmmlttee
April

as
1970,

Committee

of

the

Whole

E/ICEF/605

163. In recent years more and more members of the Board have wished to
be on the Frogramme Committee in order to participate in the deliberations
on individual project recommendations. ...
164. ... The Board decided to convert the Progrsmme Comnittee into a
committee of the Whole. The Committee would ccmtinue its practice of
closed meetings with the press and public excluded. States Members of
the United Nations or States members of the specialized agenties might
attend as Observers. Representatives of UNICEF National Committees
and non-governmental organizations having consultative status with
UNICEF might SISO attend as Observers.
April

- Msy 19721

Bnsrd a~r~y~

@

E/IcEF/624

.Gf~Tti?s~.~OE+Z

138. There was a genersl belief in the Board that too much time was spsnt I,,the
presentation snd review of individual projects.
At the sane time there was
recognition that policy guidance required an understanding of the specific
aPPliCfit<OnOf efiSting pOliCieS and their effects at the field level, and that
that could not be attained without some detailed review by the Board of what was
happening in project prepaz%tion, support and assesmr.ent.
139. The Executim Director proposed tackling the problem essentially by two
means : (1) the selection, in accordance with certain criteria, of some projects for
presentation to the Board thrnugh extended documentation, the contents of which
would give an understanding of the project in relation to its benefits for children,
government priorities, other United Nations inputs, its implications for UNICEF
progrsmme trends and policies, etc. ; the remaining projects would be presented to
the Board with brief descriptions of no more than one or two paragraphs; and (2) the
limiting of oral presensations by the regional directors (a) to over-all statements
calling attention to regional developments relating to the interests Of IJNICEFand
to projects which had a bearing on programme trends, snd (b) to the introduction of
Only one or two projects per region, for which extended docunientationwould.have
been prepared.

;,

lkO. The Executive Director believed that the Board should continue to approve
project propossls; while he was not adverse to accepting new responsibilities, he
its
believed that if the Board did not maintain responsibility for project .approvti

j

consi~eration
would tend

of projects
to, becoms
less

would gradually
substantive.

diminish
. ..

and

its

discussion

of

policy

. ..

148. The Board approved the recommendations of the Executi~
regard to the conduct of business
,..

Director with

*
...
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168 ADMINISTRATIVE

AND PRCGRAMMESUPPORT BUDGETS

May 1969, E/ICEF/590
r

Workload components _7

204. The Bosxd noted that the Committee had discussed workload chsmges of a
qualitative nature. The progressive movement from a project approach to a
country
approach added two new dimensions t~ the work of UNICEF. The first of
these was information and discussion to help the country take account of children
and youth in its development effort. It was brought cut by several delegations
that Governments were increasingly, finding the help of UNICEF staff in this
work and in project preparation to be of considerable value, and they regsrded it as
an importsnt aspect of the aid provided by UNICEF. The second new dimension
was sn effort to encourage the deployment of external sources of aid additional
to UNICEF’s for’the support of projects benefiting children.

y

<)P

205. The older and continuing function of direct co-operation in projects was
also grnwing more complicated. It was important to ascertsln how a proposed
project fitted into the country’s genersl pattern of services benefiting children
and youth, and hnw it might lead to an expanded national snd locsl effort. This
imposed on UNICEF field staff the need for a more csreful study of development
~PPOrtunitiesfor imPrOving the situation of children snd youth, and a more
csreful consideration of country priorities. It had also led to many more multidisciplinary projects, requiring the co-operation of several Ministries as well as
several international agencies. In line with this, UNICEF representatives were
expected to stimulate more use of national resources for project preparation;
to see to it that there were better periodic reviews of project operations; and
to try to get applied in each country the appropriate Board policy guidelines
fcm the different types of progrsmme. In addition, emergency assistance which
had been increasing, required additional operational work from UNICEF staff.
It was slso necessary for UNICEF to report back more fully on projects for which
special contributions were being used, and generally to expand UNICF,Frelations
with the appropriate services of donor countries. In the light nf the above,
considerable stress was laid in the Committee discussion on the importa.nceof
having staff of high quality snd of providing salaries sufficiently attractive
for the recruitment of such staff.
206. The Bosrd was appreciative of the efforts of the Executive Director to keep
the number of posts at about the ssme level and to achieve a more efficient
organization. Hnwever, concern was expressed by some delegations that the costs
of the establishment were increasing both in absolute amount snd as a ratio of
total expenditure. ...
207. Some delegations believed that the costs could be considered to be at a
reasms.ble level, if accnunt were tsken of the need to cope with more complex
progrsxmneactivities and of some workload components which were not measured by
recorded expenditures. Included in the latter was work for the preparation of
“noted” projects ... the handling of donations in kind, mostly foodstuffs, ... smd
reimbursable procurement for Governments ...

/ ...
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Dis.in&ion

between

acbni.ist.ative

services

and programme support 7

208. It was pointed out that the considers.t
ion of the administrativ;
budget estimates and the operational services estimat,estogether tended
to lead to the conclusion that these two together represented “overhead”.
However this was misleading. Certain UNICEF “operational” costs
~o~t ~f were
comparable to programme expenditures of some other agenties.
the rise in the combined ratio was due to the rise in operational
expenditures. The ratio of administrative costs, which might be
considered a fairer measnre of overhead, had remained fairly constant
in the past decade.
209. It was noted, however, that the distinction between administrative
and operational services in certain areas was not clear, and,it w~uld,
therefore, be desirable for the Committee to review the present basis for
calculating operational and administrative costs. This would be done
at its next session on the basis of an analysis to be presented by the
Executive Director.
April 1970, E/ICEF/605

@

Budget
146. The Board noted the discussion in the Committee on .Xdr,,inistrative
on the basis used for distinguishing between administrative and operational
services. While there were some differences between the basis used by UNICEF
snd.UNDP, they were only marginal; if the UNICEF breakdawn were recast to accord
with UNDP practice, the difference in monetary tctals would be insignificant.
While this was reco~nized, the view was expressed in the Committee that it would
“,:e
desirable if the same criteria and terminology were used hy both uNICEF and
UNDP.
147.
Attention
was directed
‘co the fact
that
the Capacity
Study recommended
and “administrative
services”
that
a division
between
“programme
support.”
paralleled
closely
the division in UNICEF between “operational services”

and “admininstrative services”. The Capacity Study stated that “programme
support“ services should be considered as part of progxwnunecosts and not
of general “admininstrative costs“ ... In the Committee discussion costs and not
pointed out that the analogous UNICEF “operational services” were often
not distinguished from administrative costs, 2s they properly should be.

following are considered operational costs:
The cost of personnel and related services of offices of Resident
Directors and UNICEF Representatives, whose staff are in direct
contact with Governments.
(!2) The cost of personnel and related services of the food conservation
and engineering services who are advising Governments.
The
cost of personnel and related services of the procurement and
(4
shipping operations.

- l-fo

-

April 1971, E/ICEF/612
z

@

Ratio of budgetary to totai expenditure _7

145. ... One question about which concern was expressed by some delegations
both in the Board and the Committee was the increase in budgetary costs,
particularly personnel costs. Since UNICEF had no control over salary
scales and other statutory increases, it was felt that closer attention
should be given to the other main factor - the numbers of staff - in
order to ensure that they were kept to a minimum; to the greatest
possible extent UNICEF funds should go for assistance to children.
?

146. The Executive Di?ector emphasized that progrsnunesupport services were
part of direct assistance and were essential both for the preparation of
good projects and for their efficient implementalion. ... Several delegations
in discussing substantive issues in the Board shsred the opinion of the
Executive Director that UNICEF should enlarge its staff to cape better
with new problems and expanding operations. The Committee was informed
that no guidelines existed in the United Nations system for the ratios
of expenditures for progrsmme support services and administrative
services to total expenditure. fbme delegations reaffirmed their view
that the combined total of progrsmme support and admininstrative expenses
should not exceed 20 per cent of total expenditure.

4’

April 1972, E/ICEF/6Z4

125. ... Two main points of view emerged, ... Some delegations were
concerned about the stesdily rising budget, especially for staff increases,
and felt that special care should be taken by the Executive Director to
ensure maximum economies in the preparation of 1974 estimates. Other
delegat;ons commended UNICEF for the efficiency of its operations and
felt that the budget estimates were relatively modest in view of the
new responsibilities of UNICEF field operations desired by the Board.
2ome delegations, and also the Fzecutive Director, emphasized the
importance of distinguishi~ between purely administrate
ive costs, and
expenditures for programme support which were increasingly being welcomed
by developing countries as part of UNICEF rs assistance to them.
f- Use

of

n.tionsl personnel and of volunteers.J

128. Other matters noted in the Conuni?tee’
s consideration of the budget estimates
included the greater use UNICEF was beginning to make of experts within the
countries aided, the extensive use of national staff in field offices, and the use
of progrsmme associates (volunteers) to assist in the observation and implementation
of programmed
...

/ ...
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April

1973,

‘E/ICEF@9

142. Included in the 1973 administrative budget was prdvision fo? an overview
survey of the organization to be ~dertaken by a firm of management consultants
with the broad objective of determining how UNICEF might secure more benefits for
children for each unit of money and time spent. Related to that was the general
agreement in the Committee and the Board on the need for a lcmg-term staffing policy,
which would take into account tk.efact that assisted countries were increasingly
regarding UNICEF programme support staff as an integral part of UNICEF aid, the
increasin~ responsibilities of field staff in linking UNICEF aid to national development aridthe increasing average age of the present staff. Tkere was general agreement on the need for more women in senior staff positions; a higher proportion of
professional staff from developing countries; more national officers; and more
volunteers, especially at the village level.

/ ...

- 172 USE OF VOLtiERS
June 1968~ E/ICEF/576
~

Ex’ps,nding
use of volunteers ~

21. Included also in steps to imyove project implementation was a closer
assoeiat.ionwith volunteer resources. The main interest of UNICEF was to
encourage national volunteers such as organized youth corps, bee.
lth corps, women’z
clubs, and professional associations to participate in their country’s programmed.
This could be done by helping finance the training of volunteers who would come to
work in project.
s benefiting children. A related means of strengthening fiels
operat.i
ons vas the use of a small number of’volunteers to supplement UNICEF field
s-t
aff
...
...
125. The Executive Director pointed out in his budget estimates that the use of
volunteers under the principles adopted by the Economic and Social Council in 1961
(resolution 849 (XZtII)) offered possibilities for strengthening UNICEF field
operations. Some volunteers from government volunteer corps undertaking overseas
assignments could.be assigned to UNICEF field ~ffices, with the staff costs of the
volunteers reimbursed in full by the Government providing volunteers. They could
strengthen services to projects . The number of volunteers prepared to be used was
relatively small, perhaps about ten in 1969. Some tentative steps had already
been taken to seek agreements with possible donor Governments. The services of
each volunteer would be for a limited period of up to two years . UNICEF on
occasion also benefited from the availability of volunteers from nm-governments.l
agencies.
MSy 1969, E/ICEF)’590
~’ Assistance to national vnlunteer schemes -T
59. During the psst year UNICEF had sought to establish a more active relationship
with smne of the resinorganizations and Gnveruments which send volunteers into
service in developing countries. The Executive Director hoped to use sane of
these as associate stsff members in UNICEF field offices where they would act as
expediters, supPly officers, and help with the implementation of projects in the
field.
The Board recognized,
however,
that
the most important way in which volunteer
effort could provide progrsmme snpport wss through the wider use of nationsl
volunteers in their owu countries. Such volunteers had played a key role in a
number of projects aided by UNZCEF over the years, particularly those involving
women’s clubs in rursl.crimnvnitydevelopment, progrsrmes for youth and applied
nutrition projects. It wss suggested that more oould be done to”encoursge this,
particularly through helping to train volunteers who would work in projects’
benefiting children.
60.

/ ...

April 1971, E/IcFiF/612

~

,.
.,
(

11,7. The questim ~f the use ~f volunteers was also discussed in the
Cmmnittee and.the Board. There was general agreement that UNICEF shsuld help
countries to train their mm natimal volunteers for services benefiting
children as part of UNICEF’s efforts t9 increase local voluntary and cnmnunity
support for pr~jects. A small number of volunteers were also working in
UNICEF field ~ffices; they were v~lunteers in the sense that they were
spma wed by gcnrernments~r voluntary cmganizations, but they functimed as
junior professional members of the UNICEF staff. Some delegaticm h~ped.
that arr.amgementwould grw; others felt that, ta the extent passible,
nationals ~f the cmmtry itself shmzld be used; that %cmld be mme desirable
and less csstly than the use ~f expatriate volunteers. It was painted aut
that UNICEF .-s the first Zf the internatimal mganizatims tz emplay
naticmal staff at the professicmal level in their mm cmintries.
&ril

@

- May 1972, E/lcw/624

94. The Ward noted that UNICEF had used a.small number of volurrteerato assist in
field observation, supply operations and the provision of certain technical skills
(e.g. food distribution and vehicle maintenance) aa well as in relief operations
... While maintaining its direct contacta with the varl.ousdonor
agencies that had been sponsoring volunteers for UNICEF field operations, UNICEF
hoped to strengthen its ties with the United Nations Volunteers (UNV) and increase
‘the.number of volunteers assigned to it by UNV.
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[Participation of national volunt=y agencies in pr.jeci~ _7
52. The Board noted that ma-third of the projects submittet to the
Board at this session involved participation by voluntary Agencies
within the country concerned. The participat!.onof voluntary ,groups
was, in the opinion of severs1 delegations, important for Yne 6.eve?.opment
!fMs point
wss also
emphasized
of strong
national
pro~rammes
fcm children.
in a nunber
Of statements
mzde to the Board by non-governmental.
or~aniza.
tions J
. . . Attention
was also
directed
to the fact
tiiat
non-governmental.
or,~anizations
including
Nationa;.
Committees
for UNICEF, C!OUIL materially
assist
:.n Vneir
own
countries
in pu’oliciz
ing the needs
of children
md the work of UI,7iC37, and in
activities. This req:~.ired
organizing
fund-raising
consultation re~ard~.ng
their work.
UNICEF pubiicity and other actitities affecting

January 1964Z E/ICEF/492
p with UNICBF National Committees _~
[ Rel.ationshi
155. The impcmtant role played by UNICEF National.Committees in ootaining a
~reater pub.li
c und..crstandi~u
of the serious pro’ol.
ems of children i.ndeveloping
areas and tlieways in whfch,they could be met ‘hasbeen referred.to elsewhere
~.nthis report. ... The Board believed that it wmld be helpful.if it were
regularly informed of the activities and views of National Committees. It
was gratified that so many representatives of National Committees hat been
able to attend the Board session ... It recognized, however,
that while representatives of National committees had from time to tine ma“de
statements to the Board, no formal relationship “nadbeen esta’o].isheti.
156. The Board decided therefore to accord a “co-operative relationship” with
UNICEF Nationsl Coimnitteeseither individually or acting as a collective group
(or groups). They would have the privilege of being seated at the”Board sessions,
circulating statements, and, with the agreament of the Chairman, of making oral
statements. It was.agreed that the oral and written statements of the Nationsl
Committees would be confined to the general problems facing them and to such
matters as questions of national or international fund-raising campaigns, public
information activities, sod greeting cards.
...
158. The Board was informed that the Executive Director, during the course Of the
session nnd after consultations with representatives of National Co~ittees, ~d
aPPrOved a Statement Of standsrds fOr UNICEF National Committees which cOVered
their purposes, organization, financing, policy with regard to private fundraising snd relationship to UNICEF.

jR&

ons in plsnning for children ~
of non-governmental orgsnizat.i

In. Immediately preceding the Board session, on 10-12 Jsnus,ry1964, the
International Council of Women sponsored a semin~ in Bangkok, with the help of
the Thailand Nationsl Council of Women smd in co-operation with UNICEF, on “The
role of non-gov~rnmental organizations in planning for children and youth in
Council
of Women, which has consultative
national development”. The International
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status with the Executive Board, invited the other non-governmental organizations
havinz such status to send representatives. The seminar was attended by sixty-six
. .
.
. -.,
–..
.
parcIcIpancs represenrmg Iorty-one organlzacions, ana by nine observers. f!
number of background papers had been prepared for the semtuar.
16o. The report of the seminar presented to the Executive Board of UNICEF
(E/ICEF/NGO/85) pointed out that certain principles had emerged from the discussion
of co-operation
between
non-governmental
organizations,
Govermnents,
and UNICEF.
It was necessary,
for example,
for non-governmental
organizations
to co-operate
among themselves
and with
Governments
‘throughout
the planning
process;
to determine
their
owu priorities
and evaluate
their
own activities;
to be fully
informed
about
their
owu field
and familiar
with
the procedures
end terminology
in use in
govertunent
departments
and international
agencies;
and to improve
the
quality
of
their
own work in order
to meet their
responsibilities.

161. The activities involving special responsibilities of non-governmental
agencies included the following: the development of, and participation in, overnll planning groups; the carrying out of surveys and research projects concerning
needs, resources, and the applicability of progranunes;the evaluation of existing
p~grmes
to meet changing needs; the continuation of training programneS,
including those for professional and volunteer workers in the social services; the
placing of special emphasis on parent education, especially of mothers, through
the use of all means of education and information; the development of programmed
recognizing the i.mportsmceof family life as the best milieu for the growth of
for
the “whole child” and the importance of preventive and protective measures

@

the normal
child;
been prepared
by
end the recruitment

the wide-spread
Governments
and
of technicians

dissemination
non-govermnental

of

information
organizations

material
working

which
has
together;

and experts, on the basis not only of their
professional qualifications but of their personality
y. Patience and continued
effort were required in planning and co-ordination, and in all forms of co-operative
work .
162. The seminar recognized that non-governmental organizations have a
responsibility to encourage Governments to tske the necessary steps to utilize
UNICEF resources effectively, and that such organizations should use their
influence with Governments to ensure a more unified approach to work for children
and youth. However, non-governmental organizations ware also acutely aware that
both Governments and UNICEF had an obligation and responsibility to utilize to
the fullest extent the unique contribution that non-governmental organizations
could make in the field of child care, aud urged greater regional and national
co-operation with those organizations. Moreover, non-governmental organizations
had an importamt role to play in pioneering, experimentalion and the carrying
forward of types of work which had i direct appeal to people’s hearts.
163. In the Board’s discussion of this report, there was general agreement that
the seminar had marked an important step in the co-operation of non-goverrnnental
organizations with Governments and UNICEF by laying dowu a series of principles
aua goals which formed a solid basis for future work. The Board recognized the
value of the efforts of voluntary organizations to persuade people to take an
active psrt in promoting their own interests and it expressed its deep appreciation
to the International Council of Wumen for sponsoring the seminar.
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23. Appreciation was expressed by a nunber of delegates at the growing
involvement of non-governmental organizations and voluntary effort in ONICEF
assisted projects - a number of aspects of which were drawn to the Eoard!s
attention by the Executive Director, the regional Directors, the report of the
NGO Committee on ONICEF (E/ICEF/NGO/lC8), and statements of several
non-governmental organizations. ... This involvement of non-governmental
organizations was especially important in bringing new knowledge and understanding
to mothers, in reaching the young child, in developing community activities, in
training, and in pioneering activities. It was felt that the possibilities of
non-governmental organizations supplementing or complementing UNICEF-aided
programmed required greater attention. The enthusiasm and concern of voluntary
agencies and volunteers could be an important source for such matters as focusing
attention on neglected problems, organizing projects, extending the reach of
government pr~ra~mes, cccl~rovidin~ lcc3,1swcrort cn a centinuin2 ‘r;
a.sis,both
during the period of international aid and afterward.
Aml
- May 1970, E/IcEF/605
~

Discussion of complementary .assistaucepolicies ~
‘... A closer relationship is being developed with non-governmental
OrganiZatiOnS in order to bring outside aid, which might be avaiLable from
them, into Line with what.is being done by UNICEf :?orchildren in the context
of governmental priorities and the promotion of nationa1 developmerrt. ...
.ipril1971~ E/IcEF/612
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public
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*ottlWe
s ecretary-General and the Chairman referred to tinedirect
Links between UNICEF and the public, largely through UNICEF National Committees
and non-governmental organizations. ... The extent to which the partnership
between UNICE3 and the public had developed was indicated in a ntnfberof ways
in the course of the sins.
sion. By means of television, pictures znd print,
about the nseds of children
more peuple in more countries had received in fortmtion
in developing countries and the work of UNICEF than j.nany previous yea~. Those
8,s far
educationalefforts inevitably helped to influence ~ublic opinion not or,:.y
regard to co-operation by
as the work of mtCC!EFmas concerned but aLso ~rikb,
industrialized countries generally in investment in human resources in the
developi% countries. In direct fund-raising, National Committees had been
v-cryeffective in the last ten years, channelliqg more than $73 million to
UNICEF (including $26 million in net proceeds from the sale of greetir,gcards)
... LMring the past year they had been particular:.yresponsive to 01YIC!5T’s
appeals for funds for emergency and rehabiIitatior,programnes and tlwy ,:ere
. . . The Board expressed.its
increasingly adopk~.m~I.on,g
-range proj ects.
appreciating tO the Nat~.6nal Committees for the important work they were doing.

41. Board members were also ,~;lad
to see that a more active relationship was
developing between UNICEF and international non-~overnmental organizations, and
through them their national affiLiates, in both developing and developed
countries....~ A ~ood basis was bein.~laid for pro~ress in working to~ether
to provide direct services to child.ren,in developin~ a ,greaterpublic understandin~ of the need for those se~viees, in fund-raisin,qand in pro”idi,l,~
to
UNICEF opinion and advice on rotters in which non-governmental or~anizationa
had special experience.
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Apri1 - May 1973, E/IcEF/629

[

Fublic understanding

While the
8.
on the response
rOle Of the 30
industrialized
of the needs
of
in most cases,
The Board also

of

needs

of

children

_T

attainment
of the $100 million
income
goal
in 1975 depended
mainly
of Governments,
ths Board was highly
appreciative
of the important
or so UNICEF national
committees
- almost
entirely
in the
countries
- which
did much to bring
about
a greater
understanding
children
in developing
countries
and of the work of UNICEF, and,
handled
greeting
card
sales
and organized
fund-raising
for UNICEF.

welcomed the substantial progress being made to develop closer
relations with non-governmental organizations, both through the Non-Governmental
Organizationa Committee on UNICEF and through individual international nongovernmental organizations and their national affiliates. ...
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INFORMATIONPOIJCY

E/ICEF/5h8/Rev.
1

[ Review of publ..ic
informationpolicy ~
202. The ExecutiveDirector submitteda report on public informationpolicy and
objectives(E/ICE”F/L.1265
) in responseto s requestwhich had previouslybeen made
by the Board. The reportpointed out that UNICEF public informationactivitieshave
two objectives. One was to create an informedend concernedbody of public opinicn
in both the industrializedsnd the developingcountriesthat would be aware of, ad
responsiveto, the needs of childrenand youth. The second objectivewas to secure
increasedfinancislsupportfor the work of ONICEF from both governmental.
snd
privats sources. Since the neede of childrenwere greaterthan could be met from
sll availableresourcesit was hoped that UNICEF infomnationmight also lead bilateralaid agenties, voluntaryagencies,foundations,etc. to use more of their
resourceson behalf of children. Two emphaseson the situationof childrensnd
youth in developingcountriesneeded to be presented. One,was concernedwith opportunitiesfor investmentin the preparationof the rising generationso that they
could contributeto nationaldevelopment. This was of particularimportancefor
Governmentcontributions. The secondwas coneernedwith the protectionof children
and youth - a humanitarianemphasismore directlyrelatedto private fund-raising.
203. The report
discussedthe role“if UNICEFNationalCommitteesas One of the main
channelsfor assessinginformati.on
needs and for distributinginformationalmaterials.
It also dealt with the production’
of informationmaterislsbased upon field sources;
on the preparationof.materialsfor use in variousregionsand for differentaudiences; on the choice of media and placement; and on the role of greetingcard promotion. There was need to orgsnizea better flow of informationmsterislfram ke”
field, both generslly,snd especiallyfor projectsadoptadfor fund-raisingby
NationalCommittees. More materialwas needed for television; for schooluse “=d
for childrensnd youth; snd for articlesin professionaljournalssnd those reaching opinion-leaders.The UNICEF,organization needed to be geared to collect snd
produce Ilcorel!
msterialwhith would be translabd, adaptsd,snd placed or.distributed
by NationalCommitteessnd UNICEF staff. It was importantfor ,UNICEFto rely upon
the competenceand gocd will of the press, radio, televisionand film industries
and to involvethem in the productionof materialsabout childrenin developing
countriesfor their own use.
2@+. During the course of the Board sessionthe ExecutiveDirectorts Consultative
Psnel on Public Informationmet snd sfter reviewingthe rsport gave it general
endorsement. The reportwas than approvedby the ExecutiveBoard. ~..
April - May 1973, ii/Lcu/629
[

Project supportccmuuuni
cation _7

‘i\

99.

Recently there had also been a considerable growth of project support
connnunicationactivities, which aimed at getting people involved.in I.JNICEF
assistealprojects in a planned and systematic way. it was reflected in the
increase of communication support elements incorporated in project recommendations
coming to the Board for approval. Some of the projects were aimed at helping to
ensure closer contact within the progranuoebetween the central and intermediate
levels and the periphev, others were to help pinpoint the target beneficiary
the most appropriate channels for reaching it, still others were
group and develop
for training workers in counnunicationtechniques.
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